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STYLE NOTE

Except in the Foreword, all names of persons in

Japanese are placed in their native order, the family
name first, the given name following.

Also, different words are used in Japanese to desig-
nate a Buddhist and a Shinto building. Foreigners
follow this custom by reserving the word "temple" ex-
clusively for Buddhist and "shrine" exclusively for
Shinto edifices. This custom is followed here.

To make clear the meaning of words to those who do

not understand Japanese, I have not hesitated to resort

to redundancies, repeating often as English words, syl-
lables which stand as suffixes in Japanese names: for
example, "Nanzenji temple,' "'Koho-an temple,"
even "'Mount Hiei-zan."

Inconsistencies in hyphen-
ating Japanese names were deliberate, being used at
times to show division into syllables where doubt
might exist. Inconsistencies in marking the long "o"

were also deliberate, the marks being omitted in com-

monly known words such as Tokyo and Kyoto.

L. E. K.
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Foreword

FEW WRITERS have begun to make clear the fact that Far Eastern

gardens sometimes hold a a meaning, a symbolism, much deeper
than appears outwardly in their small hills and ponds. But here-

tofore, I think, no one has made it plain that many of these gardens are not
only works of symbolism but of fine art as well. The West has been led

to think of them too often as merely quaint and pretty toys which somehow

sound as if they were rather like enlarged topographical maps. It has not
been emphasized that many of these gardens were created as serious works

of art and are far indeed from toys, deserving rather to be classed along
with the great Oriental landscape paintings to which they are closely re-
lated in spirit.

The art which has gone into making Far Eastern gardens is one en-
tirely unknown in the West. It is an art which, in spirit and subject, comes

closest, as said, to the landscape paintings; but in form it 15 more like

sculpture than any other Western art form. Yet, it is really quite different,

a unique art, built on the technique of choosing and arranging natural

stones so as to make, first of all, a creation esthetically satisfying through

their own intrinsic forms, and, secondly, to suggest some aspect of nature,
a small scene or great panorama.

Such art is obviously in no way akin to the making of a "rockery" in

an Occidental garden, where the display of flowers against stones 15 the
primary interest. When a rockery is to be made, if stones do not already

exist on the site, they are brought in from anywhere and dumped down,

more or less helter skelter; they are sometimes made into a wall. Frequently
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there is dependence on plants to cover up the inartistic result. "It will Look
better when the vines have grown over it, we say. To arrange stones

forms of balanced and harmonious
So

make by themselves beauty, andthey
re-create, furthermore, a suggestion of nature, is quite outsidewhich the

artistic knowledge of the West.
In discussing this art it is necessary to speak of it as existing in Far

Eastern gardens rather than those of China or Japan, for, while consider.
able difference exists today between the gardens of these two countries, it
was not always so. It has been known, of course, that the gardens of Japan

stemmed originally from those of China, but it has not been recognized
heretofore that the differences now visible have arisen in China rather than

in Japan. In gathering the facts about the Japanese gardens into a coherent
story and fitting them into their background, it has become increasingly
evident to me that, not only in the beginning, but right down the cen-

turies, the gardens of Japan have reflected those of China. Sometimes, in-

deed, they appear to have been made by exiled Chinese garden craftsmen.
In other words, the naturalistic gardens still found in Japan were also those

of China up to the Ming period; it was not until after that time, when
landscape painting went into a decline and Chinese gardens with it, that

strong differences began to develop. Even Japanese students of the gardens

have not realized this up to now, for their attention has been concentrated
on gathering the facts in their own field.

As yet the history of Chinese gardens is only sketchily known. No
pre-Ming gardens survive in China as far as we are aware, and very little

search has been made through the documents for facts. However, many

gardens made in the earlier centuries still remain in Japan, so that it is
there that the early garden art of both nations must be studied. When

experts, well grounded in the earlier techniques as revealed in Japan, can
begin a search in China, many fragments of earlier Chinese gardens prob-
ably will come to light among later reconstructions. Until that is done,
however, and the old documents are combed for corroborating facts, the
full story of Chinese gardens cannot be written. When the time comes, it

FOREWORD

have told here the story of the Japanese gardens,
as possible, by inference, something of their Chinese back-

story of the Japanese gardens, their art, their meaning, and
the way in which they expressed their times and the personalities who
made them, has proved

fascinating tale to trace and put together. It has

not, heretofore, been made into a coherent account in any language includ-
ing the Japanese. The pageant of garden makers is a long and brilliant
one, starting with the sixth century Japanese Empress who found a Korean

craftsman able to build for her a garden something like the one her ambas-

sador had recently seen at the court of the Chinese ruler, and including,
down the centuries, other emperors and nobles, military conquerors, priests,
artists, and common folk. Even the obscure laborers who did the actual

work of handling rocks and plants must be included, for occasionally they

rose to great heights, revealing that even in them glowed the spark of
artistic genius.

In portraying these personalities, which are often but hazily sketched

in the documents, I have drawn on my knowledge of the Japanese people

as a whole to round out the picture. Customs and modes of thought of the

nation have changed but little compared to other countries and these have

necessarily been quite as much a part of the garden study as facts bearing

more directly on the subject. For only by knowing the people and the times

which produced a a work of art can we hope to understand it. The back-
ground of events has, therefore, been painted in, including the political

happenings which conditioned the development of culture and the arts in

general. Certain arts, such as painting, architecture, and the tea ceremony,

which are closely connected with gardening, have also had to be outlined.
The full and true story of the gardens could only have been written

have all the facts become
within the last year or two, for only just now
known. Tales and traditions there have been in plenty, most of them still

popularly accepted in Japan; the material I have incorporated here is still
known to but a few specialists, even in that country. The Japanese people

is my hope to write it, as.
giving as far
ground.

The true

xVil
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had a better intuitive understanding of their arthave always
for the facts about it, so, while they have loved their gardens

passion
understood them emotionally, they have known or cared little who

why. Only since Western scientific scholarship has begun tothem or

some headway in the country have the gardens been studied objectively.

Lately, by going directly to the obscure and difficult documents which were
contemporary with the gardens themselves instead of carelessly taking the
word of someone who was writing two or three hundred years afterward,
have the facts become known.

To the scholars who have laboriously unearthed the material I use here,
make full acknowledgment; to Dr. Tatsui and Dr. Tamura, pioneers 1n

the subject; to Mr. Toyama, whose standards of scholarship must benefi
the whole field of research in Japan, and to Mr. Shigemori, whose monu-

mental work, in twenty-six volumes, on the history of the gardens was

only completed this year.
Their material, however, have handled in a way which is highly

unorthodox from the traditional Japanese standpoint, a fact which hope

will be understood and condoned in that country; for I have written it for

and from the Western viewpoint. I have discarded much of the accepted
own, such as the expressionvocabulary and invented many terms of my

understand-
"painting gardens." All this in the attempt to make the story

had
able to those who know little or nothing about the subject. I I have

have had to run
to be very obvious, to the Japanese mind, and, moreover,

words--English wordsthe risk of making errors, for I have tried to put into

which necessarily limit and define-that vague feeling of understanding
about art and nature which the Oriental mind absorbs from the first year

of life and which it never feels the need of setting apart and studying
objectively.

have developed,
In organizing the story into a sequential account, there

conclusions;here and there, what have seemed to me certain inevitable Japanese
for instance, as the one already mentioned about Chinese andsuch,

the Japthese surmisesgardens being alike up to the Ming period. For
XV111

than

and

made

make

FOREWORD

anese scholars, who have stayed very close to the documentary facts, are
not to be held accountable. In setting down both facts and surmises, I have

tried to make very clear which was which, so that no one need accept my
conclusions unknowingly.

Even handling the documentary facts, however, has not been simple.
The Japanese language can be, and often 1s, so obscure that the exact
meaning of a sentence is in doubt even to the most learned. I have tried to

sift out the definite facts, but no one can realize better than I the great pos-
sibility for error which exists in an attempt of this sort. I hope I have not
made too many. Since I am no linguist, owe everything in this respect to
my two faithful translators and interpreters, Mr. Masaru (Victor) Otake
and Mr. Kazuomi Y anagisawa, who have worked painstakingly over every
line for me. Without their wide understanding of both languages, my task

would have been an impossible one. I owe, besides, to the special English
ability of Mr. Otake (known to many at the University of Syracuse) all the
quoted translations used, including the poems, when they are not otherwise
accredited in the text. And to the fine understanding of Buddhism and
Japanese culture possessed by Mr. Yanagisawa, I owe much of general back-

ground and understanding, for, with a few words, it was often possible for
him to clear up an obscure reference which I might never otherwise have
understood.

To acknowledge and give proper thanks to all the many others who

have assisted me is, as usual in a work of this kind, quite impossible. The

people of Japan, everywhere and always and as a matter of course, have gone
out of their way to be helpful. A few names, however, I must mention, of
persons who gave me special aid; owe particular thanks to Dr. Tsuyoshi
Tamura, Professor of Landscape Architecture in the Imperial University
of Tokyo; to Mr. Eitaro Sekiguchi, his one-time student, now head of the

same department in the Kyoto Imperial University; to to Dr. Jiro Harada, of
the Imperial Household Museum, who was the first of his countrymen to
write an authentic book in English on the gardens; to Dr. Daisetz T.
Suzuki, noted Zen scholar, who greatly aided my understanding of that
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difficult philosophy; to Mr. Ryusaku Tsunoda of Columbia University.
who threw light on many angles of Japanese history; to Mr. Tsutomu Ema.
authority on the ancient background of Kyoto, who secured for me the
scroll picture reproduced here. Finally, to Mr. Mirei Shigemori I owe

spe-
cial thanks for the hours of his time he spent in amplifying for me facts

from his great historical work on the gardens.

must mention, too, a number of organizations which extended
courteous help; the Imperial Palace Bureau in Kyoto which allowed me to

study the imperial estates and Mr. Tsumizani Nori, its head; the library
staff of Kyoto Imperial University; the municipality of Kyoto and Mr. Tye
Harada, head of its tourist department, who supplied many pictures and
secured entry into many gardens; the Japan Welcome Society; the Board of

Tourist Industry and the Japan Tourist Bureau, which gave me many pho-
tographs and on numberless occasions was helpful.

Finally, 1 must also express the appreciation I feel to my foreign friends

in Kyoto, who have always been kind and helpful. The permanent residents

have welcomed me to their circle, and a number of them have been my

hosts during the years I lived among them. Others who were making
studies of Japanese cultural subjects were always willing to contribute from
their specialized fields. These include Jon Carter Covell, Alexander Soper,
William Acker, P. D. Perkins, and Samuel Newsom. The latter, who has

been making a study of the craft and technique of the gardens at the same
time I have been delving into their esthetics and history, has made for me

the drawing of the turtle island used in the frontispiece. For this I I am es-
pecially grateful.

Loraine E. Kuck

THE ART OF JAPANESE GARDENS

Kyoto, 1939
Honolulu, 1940



I. The Ancient Chinese Prototype

FTER man had given up his pastoral life and settled down to tilling
the soil-or letting his woman do it for him-he noticed one
day that she was digging in the grass at the edge of their clear-

ing. When she rose, she held in her hand a bit of earth in which were the

roots of a little plant, bright with flowers. She crossed to their hut and
stopping near the doorway, scooped a hole with her finger and carefully put

the plant back in the ground. Watching her, the man thought she might
better be at her hoeing and grunted. But the woman looked at the flower

and smiled. The first ornamental garden in the world had been made.

Later, when man began to huddle in villages for protection and into
cities for trade, he found he could not stifle a deep-lying love of green for-

ests and growing things. He longed for a sight of the wild flowers and the
smell of grass. So behind the wall of his house, where it would be hidden

from the crowded ugliness of the town, he planted a tree and made a little
garden of flowers.

Trees and flowers are all that we, who have a European background,

think of when we think of gardens, for to us garden making means little
more than the cultivation of plants. But in the Orient it has not remained

so simple. There, when men remembered nature, they remembered it in its

entirety, the hills and streams and rocks as well as the trees and blossoms.

So, when a a garden was built, they put into it stones and water as well as

plants, suggesting the whole outdoor picture.

It is interesting to trace the reason for this difference. Our European
ancestors, as we know, had little use for nature IN the rough. Before the

W
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time of Wordsworth, they considered crags, cataracts, and wild moors

deplorable conditions inworld of hard facts. Certainly they had no desive
only

to seek out such things merely for the dubious pleasure of looking at them

Green trees and flowers, of course, were quite a different matter; they were
tender and lovely and worthy of cultivation.

This European aversion to wild nature was based, I think, not
innate dislike of nature in its virile moods- for consider how on any

we, the

descendents, flock today to stand breathless before the great scenery of the

world. It was based, instead, on a fear association which had come down
from an even more simple and primitive ancestry. Someone has suggested
that an adequate police force is the first requirement for appreciation of the

wilds; that it was fear of robbers and bandits that made Europeans shun
lonely places before the eighteenth century.

This can hardly have been the whole reason, however. Bandits and

brigands have infested lonely spots in the Orient quite as often as in the

Occident, yet this fact has never prevented the Oriental from going into

the wilds when he desired. Europeans, moreover, have never been really
afraid of men. But they have become cowering and fearful before the crea-

tions of their own imaginations, that host of beings-usually inimical to
men-_who in the mind of the primitive European peopled the forest,
moors, and ravines. Trolls, hobgoblins, pixies, water and tree spirits, ko-

bolds, dwarfs and gnomes, to say nothing of ghouls, ghosts, and vampires

haunted the wild and forgotten places of Europe, ready to do harm to any
lonely traveler who should venture there. We can feel the shuddering fear
of such beings in the tale of the Erl King, for instance, of the water sprite,
Undine, and we hear it in Grieg's "Dance of the Trolls." It runs like a

shiver through all the folk literature of Europe. When our forebears sought
quiet and peace, they had no desire to go where such beings could harm
them; they preferred to stay snugly behind the walls of their castles or their

cottages, growing perhaps a few flowers, but certainly with nothing else to
remind them of gloomy ravines, menacing peaks, and dark trees haunted
by such fearful creatures.

THE ANCIENT CHINESE PROTOTYPE

In the Orient the imaginations of men have created another host of

demons, jinn, and devils, but these evil genii are seen to be more menacing
in the cities than in the empty outdoors. Oriental demons do not haunt
rocks and streams and trees; there is, rather, a feeling that rocks and trees
are themselves, in some dim way, sentient beings and possess a sort of kin-
ship to humanity. No Oriental, therefore, fears nature itself. Instead of

wishing to to escape from it, there has been, rather, a yearning to Aly to it
when life becomes too pressing. Many scholars in China actually have be-
come mountain recluses, happy in the simplicity, even the poverty, of their
lives if they could have natural beauty around them, leisure to enjoy it, to
think and write about it, and sometimes to discuss it with their cronies as

we often see them doing in the traditional paintings. It follows that from
the beginning, men in that part of the world have had a different feeling

toward the things that remind them of nature; and when they built gar-
dens, they put into them the things that would aid this remembrance.

We do not know how long there have been gardens in China, but cer-
tainly for several thousand years. We are quite sure, however, they have been

following their characteristic pattern of rocks, hills, lakes, and islands for

well over two milleniums and probably much longer. Ancient writings re-

veal quite clearly how the gardens came to have this pattern, how they
were expanded merely from places where plants grow into reproductions of

Sages writing twenty-five hundred years ago make it plain that, even
in that age, men were tired of cities and muddy fields and longed to get
away from their dirt and confusion to the quiet beauty of the hills. Because
some of those who did escape were seeking the way of understanding, the

way to the most complete fulfillment of man's nature, they were called
Seekers of the Way, that is, Taoists, tao meaning the way or the road.

They formulated the most ancient school of Chinese philosophy, whose
leader is regarded as Lao Tse, but there were many others. They taught

that activity is useless, that the only reality is inward, that man must re-
turn often to the quietude and beauty of nature if he is to know the reason

nature.
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for his being and his relationship to the world around him and to the In.

The Taoists were, of course, crystallizing a very deep human Instinct
found all over the world. The Hebrew poet sang, "I will lift
eyes unto the hills from whence cometh my up mine

strength." The Greeks

the myth of the giant who renewed his strength each time he touched
created

the

earth. Europe and America have produced their philosophers and
who have expressed it- -Emerson, Thoreau, and

poets

Rousseau, Wordsworth,
Blake, and Whitman. The feeling that man is but a phase of his environ-

ment, a brother to the winds and rocks and clouds as well as to the plants
and animals, has found words in the West more often, perhaps, than we
realize. Thomas Edward Brown followed the Hebrew imagery when he
wrote the well known lines:

Not God! in gardens! when the eve is cool?

Nay, but I have a sign;
'Tis very sure God walks in mine.

He came nearer to the Far Eastern form of the same thought when he ex-

-do ye not understand

How the great Mother mixes all our bloods?,

O breeze! O swaying buds!
O lambs, O primroses, 0 floods!

Down the ages there have been many Chinese scholars who might also
have liked to lead a simple life in the hills, but for one reason or another

could not give up their conventional homes and their families and proba-
bly their official positions to do so. These scholars did the next best thing;

they brought the mountains to their own courtyards, at least in imagina-
tion, by arranging rocks and trees to suggest hills and water to remind

them of lakes. Shut away IN the quiet seclusion of these gardens, they could
believe they were really sitting in some mountain retreat, a a place to ponder
on nature and beauty and the universe and man's relation to it all.

Since scholars were usually officials and, hence, often influential at court,
6

finite.

claimed:

THE ANCIENT CHINESE PROTOTYPE

it is not surprising to find their ideas reflected in the development of the

large imperial estates where landscape gardening on a grand scale first ap
peared in China. Such men as these were also the literati of their genera-
tions, not only as writers and poets, but often as painters. In consequence,
poems and pictures as well as descriptions of the gardens have been pre-
served. And since the Chinese have always respected tradition and deferred

to literary and artistic precedents, the early gardens became models for later

ones, even though the new builders might be neither philosophers nor art-
ists. Thus the traditional style of the Chinese garden was fixed in the sug-
gested image of nature, thus it was handed down the centuries, and So It
remains to this day.

Of course this naturalistic pattern would not have persisted down the

ages, in spite of the respect for tradition, had there not been something
about it it fundamentally congenial to the Chinese mind. It would have been
just as congenial to the Occidental mind, no doubt, had the latter been

freed from superstitions. But perhaps it is this very crystallization by the
Taoist philosophers that has made the feeling for nature so conscious in the

East. There man has not generally conceived himself as in conAict with na-

ture; his efforts have been to bring himself into harmony with it. In the
West man has constantly seen himself battling natural forces, first in con-

quering the wilderness; later, through science, bending the forces of na-
ture to his own ends.

But although the Taoists were the first in China to express man's
harmony with nature, they were not the only ones to put it into concrete
form. The same idea appears as a basic concept of Buddhism, in which man
is conceived as but one of the manifestations of nature and his return CO

the cosmic element as the end and object of his world-strife. Buddhism

began filtering into China from India in the first century after Christ, and its

tenets proved so acceptable to Chinese thought that for over a millenium it
was a dominant force in Chinese culture and history. From China it spread

to Japan. Indeed, it was certain sects of Buddhism which continued to em-

phasize the basic feeling of harmony with nature when the later Taoists

7
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diverged from their first high philosophy to followpath of pseudo-sci-
ence, the pursuit of immortality and alchemy. The Ch'an branch of Bud-
dhism clung to the ancient feeling for nature and worked out a technique
of meditation by which man could sense his unity with the cosmos and
glimpse its truths.

The first large gardens of China, as we have said, were constructed as
expressions of imperial power and wealth. They developed from vast hunt-
ing preserves which included natural hills and lakes, forests and streams,
and they were stocked with animals and birds to improve the sport. We

read 1 of Liu Wu, the son of a Han emperor, who lived in the second cen-
tury before Christ.

'At one time he built the T'u-yuan, or Rabbit Park. Within it was the
Hill of

Hundred Supernatural Beings: on the hill were Fu-ts'un Rock,
the Lo-yuan Grotto and the Dragon's Peak. At the foot of the hill was

goose pond; within the pond stood Crane Islet and Bird Bank." The
chronicle adds,

"The Prince would spend his day with his courtiers and
favored guests, hunting and fishing in it."

The earliest record of islands artificially constructed in a garden lake
dates back also to the Han empire and a belief in the Isles of the Immortals.

The tale of the three Magic Isles which lay in the Eastern Ocean, not far

from the coast, was a part of earliest Chinese folklore. Formerly, it was said,
men had been able to reach the Magic Isles, but in later days, whenever a

boat approached, it was driven away by storms. Only those personages in

Chinese mythology who had learned the secret of immortality might go
and live on them. These Immortals, or Sennin, were not disembodied spir-
its but living men and women of
of postponing death.

great wisdom who had learned the secret

They flew about wherever they liked on the backs of
cranes, as we often see them

sociation of the crane with the Immortals and the fact that the bird is long
depicted in Chinese paintings. It is this as-

lived, that has made it one of the important symbols of longevity
See Note A, p. 289.

in the
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Orient. Both the turtle and the crane have been curiously interwoven into
Oriental garden art and its symbolism, as we shall see.

Of the mystic Isles on which the Immortals lived, there had originally
been five, all floating gently in the sea. The Immortals, however, didn't

like their movement and complained to the Son of Heaven, who thereupon

ordered great turtles to stabilize them. This worked very well until one day
a giant waded out and caught some of the turtles. Without their support,
two of the islands drifted away and were lost in the void. The names of the

three remaining were P'eng-lai, Fang-chang, and Ying-chou. The name
P'eng-lai is rendered in Japanese as Hörai, and garden islands, which trace
their origin to this tale are called Hörai-jima. Down the
of these fair, celestial isles, where care and death never enter, has stimulated

ages, the concept

the imaginations of poets and painters. Even today we often find them de-
picted, usually as distant, lofty, purple peaks rising from the sea to the

clouds. Misty verdure trails down their slopes, and the blue valleys between
are deeply shadowed. On high plateaus on the slopes of these peaks dwell
the Happy Ones who do not die.

The earliest historic record of artificial islands based on this tale states

that the Emperor Wu (141-87 B.C.), who seriously believed in the Isles,
sought to send an expedition to them that he might learn for himself the

secret of immortality. To insure success, he resorted to sympathetic magic,

constructing replicas of the Isles in his garden lake.? Probably he hoped to
lure some of the Immortals to spot so similar to their own realm and so
learn the secret from them.

In the next centuries, the naturalistic garden pattern was developed and

standardized in China. Where no natural hills and lakes existed, they were

constructed artificially. About 500 A.D. Ju Hao "who was a subtle crafts-
man fashioned a hill west of T'ien Yuan Ch'ih. He chose fine rocks

from the quarries of Ping-mang, transplanted bamboo from Ju and Ying,

directed the construction of two-storied pavilions set in order, above and

2 T'ien-Hsia Monthly, October, 1936.
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all to give the impression ofbelow, and laid out trees and plants,

Sometime during the period when islands were becoming

part of Chinese garden design, a new form developed. It was obviously in.
standard

spired by those based on the Immortals' Isles but derived from Buddhis
instead of Taoism. Buddhism had become important in China about the
4th century A.D. and often was at odds with Taoism and Confucianism

It is not hard to picture Buddhist monks objecting to the construction of
islands founded on a Taoist myth in their temple gardens and deciding, 1n-
stead, to build their own Buddhist islands. They chose to represent Mount

Sumeru which, in Buddhist literature, is an attempt to visualize the uni-

verse. It is described as a vast peak of almost inconceivable height, rising
from an illimitable ocean. It is four-sided, broader at the top and bottom
than in the center, so. that illustrations in Buddhist books make it

appear
like a squat, square goblet on a thick base. It is the central axis of the uni-

verse around which all heavenly bodies revolve. Rising. out of the sea to

heaven, it is surrounded by seven concentric rings of rocky mountains

which inclose circular seas. These have given rise to the descriptive name,
"Nine Mountains and Eight Seas," by which representations were some-

times later known.

One of the earliest references to a reproduction of this mountain says:
"Within the temple Mount Sumeru was built. Its four faces were of sub-

lime rocks and austere precipices. Pearly birds and rare beasts, trees and
plants of exquisite beauty grew upon 1t. There
and Buddhas. It was something people had never heard of before and was

were images of Immortals

regarded as miraculous."

The pearly birds and images of Buddhas

celain. In that period, and doubtless for
were probably made of por-

description of Mount Sumeru as given in the Buddhist scriptures was prob-
some time after, the graphic

the surrounding rings of rocky mountains. When
ably followed rather closely in island construction, with its central peak and

• See Note B, p. 289.
the form was transferred

wildness."
rustic THE ANCIENT CHINESE PROTOTYPE

to Japan, the name was rendered shumi-sen. We have no way of telling
what the earliest form was like, but later the shumi-sen arrangement
made with a central pointed rock, slanting a little, rising from lesser

At the end of the 6th century, Yang Ti, second emperor of the Sui

dynasty (589-617 A.D.) built such extensive parks that his extravagance
and preoccupation with this project brought about the downfall of his

dynasty. Even in the present day of large undertakings the tremendous size
of his gardens is impressive.

"To create his Western Park the ground was broken over an area some

sixty miles in circuit and the labor of a million men was required, on the
average. Within, the park was divided into sixteen courts; earth and rock
were brought to make hills and the ground was excavated for the Five Lakes
and Four Seas.

In the center of each, earth and rock were piled to
form a hilly island, with arbors and pavilions built upon It. With the lake
shore bending and turning and the broad expanse of the water, there were

a thousand prospects and a variegated beauty unequaled in the world of

*Also was excavated the Northern Sea, some thirteen miles in circuit.

Within it were three island peaks, in imitation of P'eng-lai, Fang-chang and
Ying-chou, the Isles of the Immortals. Upon each were terraces, arbors and

cloisters. The depth of the water being many feet, canals were used to

nect the Five Lakes and the Four Seas so that dragon and phoenix barges
might go back and forth over the whole system of waterways.'

It is interesting to note here that, by the time of Yang Ti, the Isles of
the Immortals were well established as a garden form. They had become

pleasure isles holding terraces and pavilions and were reached by the many-
colored barges which had models of a dragon or a phoenix for a figurehead.

After the fall of Yang Ti came the great T'ang dynasty (618-906
A.D.) often called the Golden Age of China. This period is one of the

of Chinese garden prototypes, for Japanesemost important to our story
cities of the periodcivilization stemmed directly from it. The two great

about its base.

was

rocks
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were Ch'ang-an* and Lo-yang. Ch'ang-an served in the 8th century as the
model for Nara, the first important capital of Japan, and for Kyoto in the
gth. The gardens of these Chinese cities were undoubtedly copied as neate
as possible in Japan during those centuries.

Sir George Sansom'* pictures cosmopolitan Ch'ang-an at the time of is

greatest glory. "Along the streets of Ch'ang-an there passed in those daysBuddhist monks from India, envoys from Kashgar, Samarkand, Persia,
Tonkin, Constantinople, chieftains of nomadic tribes from Siberian plains,
officials and students from Korea and, in now increasing numbers, from
Japan. It is easy to imagine the effect upon the eyes and minds of these last,
of capital so rich in interest and excitement, their despair at the sight of
such profusion, their proud resolve to rival it, if industry and courage and

restless ambition could eke out their country's material shortcomings. No
doubt, with that tireless curiosity and patient attention to detail which

characterized their study of other alien civilizations with which they later
came in contact

the Japanese set themselves to observe and report
on every aspect of Chinese life, and to consider what features they might
profitably adopt in their own country.'

Many descriptions survive of Ch'ang-an and Lo-yang gardens. There
was, for instance, the one built for the Imperial Princess, An-lo, by the
Minister of Agriculture, Chao Li-wu."He created the Pool of Ting K'un,
a mile in in length and breadth; he had rocks heaped together to form the Hill
of Flowers, setting stone steps and plank bridges at unexpected angles.

There was a ninefold whirlpool and a rock spring, leading the clear torrent

through fissures so that the sound of water rushing down was like that ofa cataract."

There are also descriptions of two gardens belonging to the Grand
Secretary, Li Te-yu, who hadtown

near Lo-yang. The former was,
house in Ch'ang-an and a country villa

road lined with mulberries so luxuriant that

'at the southeast corner of Anse Ward on

it was given the name of the
* Present day Hsian-fu.
5 In Japan, a

Short Cultural History.
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Jade Bowl. Although his lodgings were not spacious or imposing, their or-
dering showed a rare ingenuity. The courts were lined with curious stones,

unusual pines, other fine trees and fragrant plants, all as if seen in a
painting.

Also, "Li Te-yu's Quiet Springs Villa possessed : great number of un-

usual rocks of all sorts, of which most have gone into strengthening the city
wall of Lo-yang. Today, there are only the Li-star stone and the Lion cub

stone which have been moved to the garden of the Liang villa and set up

to give pleasure to scholars."
Of all the Chinese garden records which I have seen, the most revealing

and appealing, the most human and understandable, is that of an official

of the later Tang dynasty named Po Chü-i. He was an inveterate garden
maker and one of the greatest poets China has produced. Down the eleven

centuries which separate our time from his, the record of this poet-official's

gardening reaches us and finds deep response in anyone who shares the love
of garden making.

The career of Po Chü-i, like that of most Chinese officials, was a series

of ups and downs, of high position in times of favor and of virtual banish-
ment in times of disfavor. But wherever he went, he built gardens. When

he was an important official, he caused large works to be carried out; as

private individual, in times of retirement, he built a cottage garden for
himself. Often enough, it would seem, he worked with his own hands, for

he speaks with the authentic voice of the dirt gardener when he says of

"From youth to old age, the whitewashed cottage of poverty or the

vermilion gates of affluence have each lasted but a day or two in turn. But CO

build up a hillock with dirt spilled from a basket, to pile up
hill with rocks

carried in the hands, to make a pool of water borne in a dipper-joy in such

things has completely obsessed me always."
he chose to live near the

During one of his periods of banishment,
famous sacred mountain, Lu-shan. This district, it is recorded, "in strange

beauty has no equal under the heavens. There are mountains and moun-

himself:
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tains. To the north is a peak known as the Peak of the Fragrant Censer;
the northern temple is called the Temple of Lost Desires; between these

a place of surpassing excellence, the first in all Lu-shan."*lies
the autumn of 816 A.D. the poet, passing by as a traveler, saw andIn

fell in love with this district and there he built himself a cottage and a

garden. Of the cottage the record says:
"The wood was hewn but not painted; the walls were plastered but not
a white finish; steps were of stone, windows covered with paper,given

screens were of bamboo and hangings of homespun, all in keeping.® In the

cottage were placed four wooden couches, two plain screens, a lacquered
lute, and of books, Confucian, Taoist and Buddhist, two or three scrolls

"Since then the poet has come to set these things first of all: To lift up

his eyes and see the mountains, to lower them and listen to the stream; to
look about him at at bamboos, willows, clouds and rocks."

Whimsically the record adds, "It is proper to attend to one's business,

without leisure time and without whims; yet here things conspire to entice
one outdoors and indoors at the same time.'

The description of the cottage garden is as graphic and minute as one
could hope to find. It was only a small garden but complete. We could
almost duplicate it from this description although, evidently, much of it
was the natural setting, but little changed.

"In front there is a level area some 117 feet in length and breadth.
From this there rises a flat terrace, covering almost half the area: south of

the terrace and something under twice its size lies a square pool. Surround-
ing the water is a profusion of mountain bamboo and wild herbs; in it grow
white lotus and white fish.

"On its south side one comes to a rocky torrent narrowed by the pro-

jection of ancient pines and old firs, almost eighteen spans in circumference

and I know' not how many hundreds of feet in height, their tall heads

touching the clouds, their branches drooping over the water below like

6 This would be a fairly accurate description of a present-day Japanese house.

each.
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hanging streamers, like an umbrella or like dragon snakes. Under these
conifers winds : dense growth of vine, through whose interwoven shade the

light of the sun and moon cannot penetrate to earth and under which the

winds of summer at full tide blow cool as autumn. Through this copse
runs a path of white pebbles.

"Five paces north of the cottage the clearing ends with the stepped
rise of the cliff, piles of stone, a gully, abandoned anthills and a confused

debris of wood, with some strange vegetation growing over all.

"East of the cottage is a a cascade. Dropping some forty-three feet, the

water flows over ledges, around corners and passes off down a stone gutter,
At dusk and dawn, and at midnight, like an artful beauty, it it becomes the
sound of girdle ornaments tinkling accompaniment to the lute and zither.

"On the west, the cottage backs against the western base of the north-

ern precipice to whose top leads a scaffolded stairway of split bamboo. A
spring, dividing into thin veins of water, runs down to drip from the eaves

and trickle over the ledges, the drops bound together and intermingling like

strung pearls, like falling dewdrops; then, as fine mist, drifting and scat-
tering far in the breeze.

"In these four directions, staff and sandal, ear and eye may win [to such

scenes as these]: In spring the variegated embroidery of valley flowers; 1n
summer, clouds and a torrent rushing throughrocky defile; in autumn the

Tiger Ravine under the moon; in winter the snow-capped Fragrant Censer

Peak, cold and gleaming in obscurity. Dusk and dawn cherish and display

thousand changes, a myriad appearances, never to be wholly caught in
words.

Yet the words of this poet do bridge for us the thousand years that have
intervened, revealing for us the spirit of the age and its love of natural
beauty. It is no wonder that the Japanese, with their own deep love of such

beauty, should have thrilled to discover this spirit and the forms of love-
liness which it produced.



TI. The Modern Chinese Prototype

WE ARE fortunate in having preserved for us a splendid ex-

ample of the traditional great Chinese garden landscape,
similar, no doubt, to the vast gardens of the early centuries

when Japan was learning from China. Evidence points to the fact that the

present garden of the Forbidden City in Peking stems directly from the
same Tang gardens which served also as prototypes for those in Japan.
Peking was laid out on the plan of Ch'ang-an, just as were Nara and Kyoto,
and we can trace a close similarity in their forms. Likewise, we can see, in

the existing Imperial Garden in Peking, just such great, artificially con-

structed garden landscape as served as a model for those of Japan. While

present-day Peking was built only five hundred years ago by the Mings,
there had been a city on the site many centuries before.

The principal feature of this imperial landscape park is three large lakes,
lying north and west of the inclosed Forbidden City. This park would
hardly fit the Western conception of garden for it covers scores of acres
in which are not only these lakes, their islands, a hill of almost natural size,

but roads, bridges, pavilions, minor palaces, and temples. All of this has

been created by man, however, for there iS no rising ground, hardly any

water, on the flat dry plain around Peking. But some miles away a boun-

tiful spring, now called the Jade Fountain, bubbles up in an imperial hunt-
ing preserve. Its waters' were conducted to

lakes dug. The excavated material was piled into two hills.
the city, and the chain of three

The first to build these lakes,

tribe of barbarians which had conquered the country around the city in the
apparently, were the Kins, a northern

12th century. Like all primitive
Chinese civilization-

including the Japanese--the Kins quickly adopted
and adapted themselves to it. In making these lakes they were but follow-
ing a custom, already old, that the palace park of the ruler should have such
bodies of water in it.

The Peking lakes are magnificent in size, each many acres in extent.
In winter they are used for skating and in summer they become vast seas

of lotus, over which pass strange and baffling blue-green shadows when
breezes stir the great cupped leaves. Many of the leaf stems extend a full

Six feet above the water while the pointed flower buds push up even higher.
To cross this jungle of water plants, a small boat must wind through dim
green waterways which have been purposely kept clear, or the boat could
not move at all. It is quite impossible to see out over the forest of tall leaves
and stems on either side.

Until the fall of the Manchu dynasty in 1912, imperial boating
parties took place on these lakes quite regularly. Princess Der Ling' tells of

going with other court ladies to accompany the old Empress Dowager in
gaily ornamented barges, poled by eunuchs. Boating, indeed, had been a

principal diversion on such imperial lakes from earliest times. In the 6th
century, Yang Ti's great Western Park, it will be recalled, had a system
of waterways "so that the dragon and phoenix boats might go back and

forth" over it. Pleasure seekers, courtly poets, musicians, and dancers went

out in them to seek inspiration. Boats of a similar type had been taken to
Japan in the Tang period and by the time the Peking lakes were dug, they

had long been sailing on the large garden lakes of those islands.
Soil taken from the Peking lakes was used to form the only two hillocks

in all the flat plain, one the Coal Hill, the other hilly island in the lake.

The Coal Hill is so unromantically named because it was supposed to hold

coal in case of siege. It is a a fair-sized hillock, covered with trees and draped
with chain of five similar pavilions, one at the top and two symmetrically

on either side. Although these pavilions date only from the 16th century

MODERN CHINESE PROTOTYPE
peoples who have come in contact with

1 Two Years in the Forbidden City.
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and so are much newer than the hillock itself, they are an excellent
Chinese love of symmetrical balance which example

of that seems to go back to
earliest times.

Among those who later improved the Peking lakes were the Mongols
They paid particular attention to the large hilly island in the northern lake.
This island, which covers many acres, is now bowered in trees and

crowned

by the most conspicuous object in Peking, the tall white dagoba. Below, on
the slopes of the island, brightly colored pavilions and halls of entertainmen

look out over the quiet water. It was on this very island, if we may judge by
Marco Polo's account, that Kubla Khan decreed the"'stately pleasure dome*
which inspired Coleridge's opium dream after he had been reading Polo
or rather its Chinese-Mongolian reality, which almost certainly was not

domed. Peking was then called Cambulac or Khanbylac, the City of the
Khans, for it had been conquered by Jengis Khan of the Mongols. Like the

Kins before them, these later barbarians were rapidly adopting Chinese
civilization. In building up this large island with its magnificent entertain-
ment hall, they, too, were but following an old Chinese tradition of what an
imperial estate should be like.

To the Western world, probably the most familiar of all Chinese gar-
dens is that shown in the blue "willow pattern" design on dishes. From

aristocratic Wedgwood to modern Woolworth this quaintly fantastic lake
garden has proved so enticing that few people in America and England can

have failed to see it. Many persons, probably, have looked at the curious
little islands, the arched bridges, and fantastic pavilions and thought they
could be only charming creations of the imagination. Yet the willow tree
itself is quite recognizable, and if we will make due allowance for the style

of the drawing, we can get a very good idea of some of the gardens which

still border beautiful old West Lake, Hsi Hu, near the city of Hangchow-

gardens whose predecessors were the inspiration for this very design and for
dozens of others on chinaware which the West has

From earliest times Hangchow has been
never seen.

it is today. And from
great silk weaving center As

earliest times, too, villas and gardens must have
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crowded the lake's edge, doubling in the mirrored flood the tiptilted corners
of their little pavilion roofs, the azure, turquoise, and rose of their tiled
walls, and the long, drooping, jade-green of their willow trees. It was in the

late T'ang period that the imperial governor of this district was no other

than that lover of gardens, the poet-official Po Chü-i. Between the years
82 I and 824 he was in one of the periods of official favor when he lived

behind "the vermilion gates of affluence." We can imagine how the beauty
of this district must have delighted him, and with what pleasure he went
floating to the gardens around the lake. In his capacity of governor he car-
ried out what has been, ever since, the most distinctive feature of all West

Lake, a long earthen causeway across the water leading to the imperial
island.2 It lies today like a silvery thread, fringed with green willows, fre-
quently interrupted by arches to allow boats to pass under. The arches are

half-moon, completing their dark circles in the water below. If we had no
other evidence than this causeway of Po Chü-i's artistry, we should know
him for great landscape architect. He turned the whole lake into a land-

scape garden with it, intensifying and unifying the silvery beauty of the
water, the receding circles of hills, and the little green islands. Eight hun-

dred years after him we find the causeway copied in garden portraits of the

beauty spots of China, made by the Japanese.
Hangchow reached its greatest peak when it become the capital of the

Southern Sung dynasty in the 12th century. Sung civilization was the most

urbane, peace loving, and civilized in all Chinese history. Its painting. es-

thetics, and philosophy have never been excelled. Because it practiced
pacifism, this civilization fell easily before the savage Mongol hordes, but

Hangchow itself largely escaped destruction by surrendering. Marco Polo,®
2 Fitch: Hangchow-Chekiang Itineraries.

This Venetian gentleman-trader who wandered all across Asia in pursuit of business
became an official of Kubla Khan's Mongolian empire, since the Mongols welcomed com-

petent outsiders, not trusting their conquered Chinese subjects and being themselves only
soldiers. Although he saw only the ruins of Sung civilization, the China he described on

his return was so much greater than anything in 13th century Europe, that his account
imagination. Hangchow he calls Quinsay or Kinsay,was long put down as a tale of the

meaning the Capital.
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visiting it : few years later, was unbounded in his admiration. But he wrote
only with the dull, factual mind of the business man, as we realize with a
shock when we turn to his pages seeking romance. To quote:

"Inside the city there is a lake and all around it are erected
beautiful palaces and mansions of the richest and most exquisite structure
that you can imagine, belonging to the nobles of the city.

"On the lake there are numbers of boats and barges of all sizes for par-
ties of pleasure these barges are always found completely furnished
with tables and chairs and all the other apparatus for a feast. The roof forms

a level deck on which the crew stand and pole the boat along wherever may
be desired, for the lake 1S not more than two paces in depth. The inside

covered with ornamental painting in gay colors, with windows all around

that can be shut or opened, so that the party at table can enjoy all the beauty

and variety of the prospects on both sides as they pass along. And truly a
trip on this lake is a much more charming recreation than can be enjoyed on

land. For on the one side lies the city in its entire length, so that the spec-
tators in the barges from the distance at which they stand, take in the whole

prospect in its full beauty and grandeur, with its numberless palaces, tem-
ples, monasteries and gardens, full of lofty trees sloping to the shore.'

About two hundred years after Messer Marco, Hangchow was visited

by the Japanese painter, Sesshü, avid to see and paint its beauties and hoping
he might still find an artist who could teach him some of the greatness of
Sung art. But these artists had departed, and it was Sesshü himself who

drew for us a picture of West Lake at that time with the city wall of Hang-
chow in the foreground, Po Chü-i's causeway arching across the lake to the

islands, and the fantastic pagoda-crowned hills in the background.

Today we can still float about on West Lake in little high-prowed boats

and feel that we have grown down to the size of the figures on the Willow
Pattern plate. Cloud shadows race across the sky, and slender pagodas on
the inclosing hills stand up like curious rabbits with pointed ears. The
gleaming walls and curving roofs of villas and gardens are still doubled in

the dark water that ripples against their foundations. Little islands are hazy

A Chinese landscape garden in the traditional grand manner still

survives in the Imperial Palace park in Peking. The large, hilly
island shown here, crowned by the Mongolian dagoba and reached

by a marble bridge across a sea of lotus, is the island on which
"stately pleasure dome"

-or rather, its
Kublai Khan decreed his

Chinese-Mongolian reality.



West Lake, in front of Hangchow, from a a painting attributed !

the Japanese artist, Sesshü, in the fifteenth century. This DictATe

shows clearly the earthen causeway, broken by arches, which was
built by the poet-official Po Chü-i in the T'ang period, and the
fantastic pagoda-crowned hills around the lake. (Painting now

the possession of Mr. Hatakeyama of Tokyo.)

"Heaven above, Hangchow below," runs the Chinese saying.

Villas and gardens like this one of of the Liv family still border lovely

old West Lake. Such villas were the originals of the quaint garden

shown on the willow pattern plate. (Photo by R. C. Tongg.)



The courtyard of the Lin family villa at Hangchow looks out acros
West Lake; the willow-draped causeway is dimly visible betwedl

the pillars. (Photo by R. C. Tongg)
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through a rain of green willow branches. We stop at one and find that it
holds a lake within the lake--the Three Pools of the Moon's Reflection.
Across this inner pool, bridge zigzags to a vermilion summer house. Its

latticed walls make intricate use of the ancient swastika motif, creating a
pavilion more delightful than any of those in the Willow Pattern garden
itself. Nearby a huge fantastic rock stands up starkly, with many grotesque
curves and angles. Dorothy Graham4 tells us the Chinese sometimes re-
garded rocks as the earthly counterpart of clouds; this rock looks like a
solidified fragment of cloud.

Rock and stone have always been indispensable to Chinese gardens,

outwardly because they are a necessary part of nature, inwardly, perhaps,
because as Chin Tung says" " stone in general has that quality of un-
changeable solidity which the human character so often lacks." Earliest Chi-

nese pictures show stones set up in Chinese gardens as ornaments. We see

them, for instance, in a scroll, the original of which was probably made in

Wei times (386-577 A.D.) although now only an 8th century copy
exists.6 The written text of this scroll is one of the Buddhist scriptures tell-
ing of Guatama Buddha and his kingly father. The pictures illustrate the

text. Like the Renaissance painters who drew Biblical characters as if they
were contemporaries, the Chinese artist here depicted these Indian gentle-
men as Chinese rulers. Several scenes show them in spots that are naturally

scenic, and others show them in. a garden. All the rocks, both those in na-

ture and those obviously set up as garden ornaments, are strangely shaped,

twisted, and pierced with holes. They form very early evidence of the
Chinese taste for such stones.

This preference, both in painting and as garden ornaments, is probably

the result of the Chinese landscape itself and its effect on the Chinese tem-

perament. In many parts of China the mountains and gorges are almost

unbelievably grotesque.' We must remember, moreover, that Oriental
* Chinese Gardens.

5 Tien Hsia Monthly, October, I936.
& The Kako Genzai Inga Kyo belonging to Prince Kuni of Tokyo.
7 See for instance the Illustrated London News, January 4, 1936.
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painters do not draw directly and photographically from nature but
duce with their ink and brush the emotional impression which nature makes

repro-

on them. Sensitive to the forms they see and alive to their implications, they
have often painted peaks and valleys, cascades and rocks in such exag-
gerated forms that to Western eyes they appear to have little relation to
reality.

The artistic grouping of stones seems to go back to very early times in
China. Little direct evidence of it remains there, but at least one rock ar-

rangement, dating from T'ang times, still exists in Japan, which would
have been made under direct Chinese influence. Otherseem to very early

gardens in Japan were in too advanced a stage of stone artistry to have come

into being without some prototype.

There is every reason to think that Chinese rock artistry reached its

greatest perfection in the Sung period. The first of the splendid gardens
devoted to this artistry was made, apparently, by the Emperor Hui Tsung,
last ruler of the Northern Sung dynasty. This sovereign, like Po Chü-i, is

regarded as one of the greatest artists which China has produced, for he was
not only a patron of the fine arts, but painter himself, one of the best of

the great Sung period. He was, in fact, so absorbed in art and the cultural

amenities of that civilized period that he disregarded the threat of the

Mongols on the northern border and eventually lost half his empire to
them and died as their captive.

But before this happened he built in his capital city of K'ai-fèng, be-
tween 117 and 1122 A.D., a rock garden known as Ken Yu. The im-
perial rock commissioner, we are told, was sent far and wide to find suitable

stones for it. This is as we would imagine it to be; an artist like Hui Tsung

we can be sure, would have made his garden just as artisticcreation as his

paintings, and he probably put into 1t the same qualities of outward form
and inward meaning that the paintings possessed. We do not know more
in detail, at present, of what Ken Yu was like but we can find a a hint of its

form, I think, in certain gardens made a little later in Japan, probably by
Chinese craftsmen who had learned the technique perfected in the

imperial

THE MODERN CHINESE PROTOTYPE
estates. These Japanese gardens really do
produce the pinnacles and spires, the

contain rock forms which re-

Sung landscape paintings, and we know that
rugged cliffs and giant crags of the

they held the same esoteric

larger and finer

to its having a

significance as the pictures. Ken Yu was probably much

than anything surviving in Japan, but everything points
form quite different from modern Chinese gardens.

Evidence points also to the gradual decline of Chinese stone

after the Sung Period. Painting then became pedantic and formal, and
artistry

the

gardens lost inspiration also. This has been going on right down to the
present day. There is is discernible a very distinct difference, for instance, in

the quality of the stone work found in some of the older Ming gardens in
Soochow and later ones. The best surviving Ming rock work is less forced
and fantastically awkward, more harmonious and naturalistic than the later
work.

Modern Chinese rockeries indeed have little of harmony, rhythm, and
proportion; pieces of rock are placed together with an apparently studied
disregard of naturalism--flat pieces across uprights, like monstrous mush-

rooms, or sharp chunks stuck together at impossible angles. In some recently
made gardens around Shanghai these rock forms have even been executed in
cement, a material which lends itself to almost insane contortions. The first

impression on entering such a a garden is that it has become a repository for

whale skeletons. Nothing of this sort appears in older Chinese gardens or in

other forms of graphic Chinese art. We can only conclude that quite re-
cently this ancient form of artistry has failed entirely to be understood and

has become completely decadent.



III. Earliest Japanese Gardens

IT IS not hard to picture Japan before man had made his mark on it, for

to this day his hand is light. The folk of Japan love the natural outdoors

and take no pleasure in desecrating it. Large parts of the country which
are too hilly for rice culture are still naturally beautiful, and the seashore is
but little changed.

Japanese civilization developed mostly on the Pacific side of the islands,
sheltered from the northern cold by a central chain of mountains. On this

protected side, the climate IS mild and pleasant, very similar it seems, to
that of South Carolina, as the azaleas indicate. The old cities of Nara and

Kyoto grew up in these sheltered provinces, and Japanese culture, develop-
ing in them, was profoundly influenced by the beauty of their surroundings
and by the gentleness of nature. We must know what this beauty is in
order to understand the garden art which reflected it and which it endowed.

The low hills are always green with pines and broad-leaved evergreens.
Under the light snows of winter it seems as if a giant sifter had dusted

flour over their dull green. The snow 1S never powdery cold, but wet and
clinging so that it wraps itself even around the slender branches of the wil-

lows making them hang whitely over the cold green of streams.
The year is ushered in with a long spring, surging with the excitement

of blooming flowers- plum blossoms and camellias in February and March,
cherries in April, wisteria and azaleas in May. Summers are lushly

tropical,
vivid with

long weeks ofemerald growth and shrill with the voice of cicadas. In autumn,
mellow

Indian quiet mark the
summer hangs over the

declining season. The warm haze of
hills where wild chrysanthemums bloom,
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and sumach and maple turn the ravines into rich brocades of gold and scar-
let against their perennial green.

Nowhere in the country is a plain so wide and Aat but that a rim of
hills is visible- •green near at hand, blue and purple in the distance. Peaked

volcanic cones stand up oddly, pointedly, among the hills- most of them

conical mounds of green, forested with age. The newest and greatest of
these cones, vast Fuji-no-yama, rises bare, smooth, and grey above its forest
skirts, its lines almost unbelievably smooth and simple.

Gentle rains fall at any season, causing springs to seep from mossy hill-
sides and little crystal streams to Aow down small valleys. Large mountain
lakes mirror the reflection of green peaks around them. In the hills, frantic

little rivers have cut rocky gorges and now dash whitely among the boulders

at the bottom. These boulders, volcanic in origin, are often beautifully

molded and twisted from nature's crucible. Many have been partly
smoothed by the water; others after centuries of quiescence are painted with
lichens and moss.

The dashing streams tumble frequently into waterfalls, tall plumes of
white falling against granite cliffs or short broad cascades sliding glassily
over smooth rocks. Some are thin high threads; others complex and leaping.

The rocky canyon walls down which they fall are draped in ferns and green-

ery and made mossy by the spray. The torrent is sometimes partly veiled by
a single lacy branch of maple. It has become a garden tradition to train such
a branch across the waterfall.

When the rivers reach the coastal plains, they become meandering

channels of dark water in broad beds of yellow sand. Water is drawn from
them for the rice fields which make the level lands into a mosaic. The earliest

people to arrive here probably had been rice cultivators even before their

migrations brought them to these islands; so these coastal plains have

doubtless presented the same appearance since time immemorial. Farmers
still stand knee-deep in the fields, bending to tend the young plants. Their
primitive houses are raised above the flood, probably always in small groups

as we see them today.
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The Inland Sea, a great channel of blue water between the larger

islands, has been a a highway since prehistoric times. Large and small islets

rise from its blue Aoor, and the yellow sails of small junks cut across it now,
as they must have been doing for ages past. The Japanese seacoast is

ticularly covered headlands; beautiful-_a
of smallsandy bays curvingoftensinglerock,betwen thesea greatrise in

be a twisted weather-beaten pine, incredibly

In a a land of such natural beauty, it is inevitable that the love of beautyshould be
part of the people. The feeling of pleasure in nature, a sense of

close relationship with it, has been and is still, think, one of the
most pro-

found and fundamental traits of Japanese personality, influencing all cul-
tural expressions.

The earliest religion was the worship of nature spirits. Feeling for na-

ture has given direction to the development of culture by its emphasis on

emotional reaction to beauty; it has made art the pre-eminent product of
this culture. The native philosophy has been not a logical system but an

intuitive emotion. Truth has been reached by flashes of insight, rather than

by processes of reason. The West has sought truth through the intellect,

paying little attention to the technique and power of intuitive and emo-

tonal understanding. As a a consequence, the genius of the West has ap-

peared largely in great thinkers and scientists. In Japan, with an opposite
system, genius has appeared mostly in great artists. It is no wonder that the

naturalistic gardens of China, when they became known in Japan, fitted the
Japanese temperament perfectly.

The earliest gardens of the Japanese were the natural groves--as theseare still the
environment of the little shrines which house the native Shinto

gods. The feeling persists today, as always, dimly but strongly, that theseancient

alien sprits prefer the quiet of trees to the stately temples built for the
Buddhist deities. There is a legend about the founding

shrine to the Sun Goddess, the Imperial Ancestress, which indicates
of the main

the frt cultivated gardens may have been of herbs, probably for dyeing and

that

series
islets,

clinging to the islets may

picturesque.

par-pine.bays;

story relates that the Heavenly Princess, Yamato
to earth to find a suitable spot for a shrine

1 large garden of
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medicinal purposes. The

Hime no Mikoto Seiki, was sent

to the Sun Goddess. At Ise she met an old man who had

herbs. He promised to turn it over to her if she would locate the shrine
nearby, an offer which she accepted.

This shrine at Ise to the Sun Goddess is today the holiest spot in the
Japanese empire. It is a simple wooden building with a bark roof-just such
a building as prehistoric chieftains probably lived in and, at death, dedicated
to their gods, thus preserving its form down the ages. The Ise shrine stands

in the midst of a magnificent natural forest, near a small river--a spot
sacred for long ages. Modern civilization is checked at the edge of this for-
est; the people come quietly along its graveled paths to bow the head before

the outer gates of the shrine buildings. On their return they linger to enjoy
the beauty of great trees, the glossy green of low undergrowth, the glim-
mering vistas of the river. This enjoyment of beauty is undoubtedly a real,
if unrecognized, part of the worship.

The Japanese have been not only lovers of trees and streams but lovers

of the sea, and good sailors. Indeed, the people of these Eastern Islands all

had seafaring ancestors who first had to reach them in boats, either by fol-

lowing up that chain of southern islands, including the Philippines, which
forms a series of stepping stones from southeastern Asia to Kyüshü; or by
crossing the narrow straits in the north which divide the islands from Siberia

or by coming over from the tip of the Korean peninsula. Because the inward

swing of the Asiatic continent made direct crossing from the Chinese coast

to Japan comparatively difficult, few Chinese found their way to the Eastern
Islands in earliest days. The Chinese and Japanese people are, therefore, of
quite different racial stocks and temperament. In the Japanese a warm vola-

tile southern temperament is mingled with ancient proto-Caucasic elements
from the north.

Korea had been settled as a Chinese colony in the first century before
the Christian era and Chinese culture took root there as did English culture

in the Thirteen Colonies. The primitive people of the Eastern Islands early
27
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learned that by making the short voyage to the tip of the Korean peninsula
and following its coastline, they could obtain either by trading or raiding

articles that appealed-many to them. Among such articles were metal
swords and polished bronze mirrors which were So greatly prized they wereoften placed in the tombs of chieftains, where modern excavators have
found them.

Thus the first Japanese contact with Chinese civilization came through
this indirect Korean intercourse. As time went on, however, there grew up

definite political relations with the small kingdoms which had developed
out of the original Korean colonies. By the middle of the 6th century,

have had a fair idea of the outward many
chieftains of Japan must aspects of

Chinese civilization as reflected in Korean towns. Perhaps some of this was
adopted earlier than 550 A.D. After that time, approximately, Chinese

learning and art were definitely sought by the Japanese, at first slowly, then
with an increasing enthusiasm which reached its peak when direct contact
was made with China itself.

The first official embassy sent by Japan to China was headed by one
Ono no Imoko, a member of the imperial family.' He went to the court of

the Sui dynasty in 607 A.D. to find out as much as possible about Chi-

nese civilization and the glories it had produced. The Sui Emperor at that

time was that Yang Ti who, it will be recalled, was engaged in building the
stupendous landscape estate of lakes, hills, and pavilioned islands called the
Western Park, which was sixty miles in circuit and which, before the decade

was out, was to cause, indirectly, the fall of his dynasty. Any such under-
taking as this Western Park would certainly have been a chief topic of con-
versation, not to say of scandal, in the Sui

the Japanese ambassador, all eyes and ears to learn as much as possible,
capital and we may be sure that

would have heard a good deal about it, may even have seen a part of it. At
any rate, it was shortly after his return, about as

that we find mentioned the first landscape garden built in Japan.
soon as opportunity offered,

in China.1 Later he became the founder of the art of flower arrangement which he had learned
Japanese garden art reflects nature in lapan. The piney isles of

Matsushima might be the prototype of many garden islets. (Photo

from Board of Tourist Industry.)
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The record of this garden is found in the ancient chronicle called the

GARDENS

A long tree-covered spit, called the "Bridge of the Gods,' or Ama
no-hashi-date, is sometimes reproduced in Japanese gardens. (Phole
by Board of Tourist Industry.)

Nihongi, under date of 612 A.D., when the Empress Suiko was on the
throne, and the enlightened Prince Shotoku was regent and virtual ruler.

In that year, says the Nihongi, there arrived in Japan a man from Korea,
named Michikö, whose face was blotched with white. (He may have been
a leper.) His appearance was not pleasing to the Japanese, who threatened to
banish him to distant island-often their way of getting rid of an unde-

sirable. This Korean, however, seems to have been a man of spirit and
humor, for he protested sturdily that if they were going to banish him on
account of his looks, they should banish all the spotted cattle also. He
added, craftily, that as he knew how to build "mountain shapes," he was
person who could ill be spared from an up-and-coming country like Japan.

"Mountain shapes" obviously referred to the rocky artificial hillocks of

a Chinese garden. It was suddenly realized that this stranger was someone
who could build a garden for the Empress like those which were the glory
of the Chinese capital. The Korean's appearance, therefore, was overlooked

and he was ordered to construct a "Chinese bridge" and a shumi-sen in the

southern courtyard of the Imperial Palace. Thereafter, the chronicle adds,

he was known as Michikö, the Ugly Artisan.

From his claim to know how to build " mountain shapes" it is assumed
that this Michikö was a regular garden craftsman, skilled in all branches of

the art. He would have known how to lay out a pond and construct hillocks
behind it from the excavated material, how to build an island and bridges,
and how to plant trees and shrubs. But most of all he would have had skill

in the artistic arrangement of rocks.

It is clear that, around the palace, the Japanese had already made some

attempt to build a Chinese landscape garden, the presence of a pond being
unmistakably implied. They could have done this through their skill in rice

field terracing and from descriptions of the foreign gardens. But the finer
details would have been unknown to them, hence the willingness to employ

the Ugly Artisan to build the Chinese bridge and the shumi-sen.
The bridge, if we may judge by later examples, was built of wood,

29
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arched into a high half-moon, and lacquered vermilion, its upright posts
decorated withpointed bronze knobs. The shumi-sen, however, was
example of stone artistry, a rocky island in the pond, its four faces

an

suggest-

ing the "sublime rocks and austere precipices" of towering Mount Sumeru
in the Buddhist scriptures. The representation of this mythical mountain
rising from illimitable seas was probably a standard feature of Chinese gar-

den design at that time, a fact known to the Japanese and desired in their

own gardens.

The importance of such island rock forms iS clearly revealed in the
Nihongi a few years later when it tells of an island built for Soga no
Umako. This created such wonder that its owner was sometimes spoken of

as Lord of the Island. After the death of Prince Shötoku, Umako became
the most powerful man in the country, dictator and ruler in all but name.

His family had been interested (for purely political reasons) in introducing
Buddhism from Korea, and the first Buddhist temple in Japan had been

Soga chapel. After Umako attained supreme power, he caused many other

temples to be built and did everything possible to foster the new religion.
It is easily understood why he might have wished to possess fine garden,

perhaps even better than that of the Imperial Palace, and why he might put
into it a symbol of Buddhist piety. Umako is first mentioned in the record

as Lord of the Island in 620 A.D., doubtless the year the garden was com-
pleted, but we must look ahead to the notice of his death to find the definite

explanation. In his obituary notice, it says, after fulsome tribute has been
paid:

"He possessed a house by the Asuka river where he built : garden with
a small pond, and in the pond an island. Therefore he was often spoken ofas Lord of the Island.'

This island must have possessed outstanding merit to have been con-
sidered so important. Undoubtedly it was a a splendid piece of rock artistry,
fully appreciated by the people of the court who saw it. It is evident, too,that, even at that

Probably Umako's garden was built by Michikö, the Korean, for
time, rock artistry held a high place in popular opinion.

it was

EARLIEST JAPANESE GARDENS

made only eight years after he had done the one in the southern courtyard
of the palace. It is interesting to note that Umako was the first of a long line
of de facto rulers of Japan who have diverted themselves, after achieving
power, by building fine gardens. And it is also significant that, for long

after, the word used to designate gardens was "island," that is shima, or
when used as suffix.

No garden remnants have come down to us from this earliest period,
but probably Bacon's observation about nations building stately before they
garden finely was, in general, true of Japan. The very importance accorded
these gardens indicates how exceptional they were. Architecture at that

time was in an advanced state compared to what it had been. Strangely,
there have survived, during the thirteen hundred years since, a group of
wooden buildings put up in 608 A.D., the buildings of Höryuji monastery

founded by Prince Shötoku. While this institution's Airst buildings may
have been burned and replaced about a a hundred years later, those which

stand today are undoubtedly the oldest wooden buildings in the world.

These splendid old Korean-Chinese structures, with their curving tiled roofs,

white plaster walls set between red pillars, and with complicated eaves, are
a far cry from the simple, bark-thatched shrine of the Sun Goddess at Ise,

representing the best of the prehistoric dwellings. One of Höryüj's smaller
buildings is supposed to have been part of the dwelling of Prince Shötoku's

mother, and we may safely surmise that the palaces of the Emperor and

nobles were sufficiently like these structures to give us a picture of them.

Before 710 A.D. it was customary to change the location of the im-

perial residence on the death of each sovereign, for death was considered a

defilement. This change had not presented difficulties when houses were in
simple style of wood and thatch, but grand Chinese palaces like those of
Höryuji could not be so lightly abandoned. They managed, therefore, to
get around the custom and when Nara became the seat of the imperial

residence in 710 A.D., it remained so for seven reigns.
The city that rose from the rice fields of Yamato during those years was

unlike anything the Japanese had ever seen. The imperial palace, govern-

jima
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ment halls, great monasteries, and mansions of the nobility made it a place
of wonder and awe to the country folk. I cannot do better than
George Sansom's description of Nara at that

quote Sirtime.

"Nara was a copy, but it was more splendid than anything that had
ever been known before in Japan. Even today, a visitor to its ancient site

with but little effort of the imagination, reconstruct its vanished gloriescan,

from the remains of its great temples and their treasures, peopling its palaces
with courtiers in ceremonial robes, its holy edifices with priests who

chanted litanies in a strange tongue, its wotkshops with artists from China

and Korea and their eager Japanese pupils, who wrought the exquisite
shapes of gods in bronze and wood and lacquer.

"It is difficult to imagine how completerevolution was effected in all
departments of life in the capital. Life in the country went on as before.
Peasants grew their rice, fed their silkworms, grudged their taxes, and wor-

shipped their native gods. But in the city all was new, all was foreign. The
very architecture of the palaces and temples was Chinese the cOs-

tumes of the courtiers, their etiquette, their ranks and appellations were
borrowed from China. It is hard to find parallel for this curious

phenomenon of a small society, busily digesting and assimilating a superior

foreign culture, not imposed from without by conquest or proximity, but

voluntarily, even enthusiastically adopted. It numbered probably not more

than twenty thousand people and the total population of Japan is estimated
at six million."

We get fascinating glimpses of Nara'speriod gardens in the poems of the
those brief poems of thirty-one syllables, called waka, which catch

fleetingly a mood

nature. In the anthology of such poems, called the Manyöshü, which was
or sentiment epitomized or reflected in some beauty of

collected at the end of the 8th century, we catch here and there the sparkle

willows, or the fragrance of plum and wisteria.
of a garden lake, the reflection of an island rock, the green aura of young

On a March day in the year 785 a group of highborn gentlemen sat 1n
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They were delighting in the early coming of spring, as
evidenced in the blooming of the Andromeda shrub,
their feeling by writing short and were expressing

poems. The Andromeda (Piers japonica)

whose dainty clusters of white flowers are shaped like lilies-of-the-valley is
one of the earliest blossoms of spring to appear in Japan. Even today it is the

commonest shrub to be seen in Nara, for the herd of tame deer wandering
through the park will not touch it. Of the poems written by the gentlemen
on this occasion, three were later considered good enough to put in the
Manyöshü anthology.

Wrote Otomo no Yaka-mochi,® mentioning the pond:
The pond water reflects
Even the shadows

Of blooming Andromeda
Let me take it carefully

In my sleeve.

Another, Ikako no Mabito, saw in the fleeting beauty of the flowers
the Buddhist teaching that all things are ephemeral. He lets us know there

were rocks near the pond:*

garden in Nara.

GARDENS

Ike mizu n
Kage saye miyete
Saki niou
Ashibi no hana

Sode ni kokirena

8 Iso kage no
Miyuru ike-mizu
Teru made mi

Sakeru ashibi no

Chira ma ku oshi mo

Under the rocks

The transparent pond water

Has become the bright color

Of young Andromeda leaves.
Must these things die?
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garden from the poem of PrinceBut we get our clearest picture of this

Mikata no Ohogime who mentions the island:+
In this, your
Home of the

I see today also

AndromedaThe

Blooming.

island

mandarin duck-

The quaint little mandarin ducks, more like brightly painted toys than
real birds, still come wild in winter to some of the quiet old ponds in Japan.
They are the symbol of conjugal felicity in both China and Japan; perhaps
the writer of this poem was paying a graceful compliment to the domestic
happiness of his host.

poems in the Manyöshü mention violets, orange blossoms,
Other

plums, cherries, azaleas, wisteria, and the green of young willows. The two
following are Aston's translations:5

The rippling wisteria

That planted by my house
As a memento

Of thee whom I love

Is at length in blossom.
Also:

Before the wind of spring
Has tangled the fne threads

Of the green willow-

Now I would show it

To my love.
4 Oshi no sumu

Kimi ga kono shima
Kyö mireba

Ashibi no hana mo

Saki ni keru kamo.

5 W. G. Aston: A History of Japanese Literature.
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second anthology® of the Nara period, made up of poems written
in the fashionable Chinese language, are other delightful pictures of Nara

gardens, giving us additional details. At another spring garden party, given
this time by the Minister of the Left, Nagaya Ohogimi, one of the guests,
Otsu Renju, was inspired to compose this whimsical poem:

Sunlight sparkles on the dancing water
Spring warms the garden wall,

Plum buds smile like red lips-

But the gate-willow has not yet
Grown its eyebrows.

In still another of these poems we have definite mention of the pleasure

boats which floated around the islands of the garden lake. This is by
Ishikawa Sekusaku:

Clear and deep-brimming is the pond,

Fresh is the garden with opening blossoms,

Frolicking birds skim the waves--and scatter-

Pleasure boats wander among the isles.

Additional details may be picked up in single lines of other poems from

the Man yoshü. "Pearly pebbles on the seashore, where the pine shadow is

sharp" does not refer to the real seashore but to a garden in Nara thirty
miles from the coast. "Garden stones glowing in the mellow light of

autumn" reveals that keen appreciation of the beauty of stones which has

come straight down the centuries since.

It is just such a group of actual stones which constitutes the earliest
concrete remnants of garden in Japan. This group of stones apparently
dates back to the years when the capital was being moved from place to

place with each reign. Between 667 and 672 A.D. the Emperor Tenchi
had his simple dwelling at Otsu, on the shore of beautiful Lake Biwa. It is
recorded that the Crown Prince Ötomo, at the Emperor's suggestion, built

chapel near his residence, calling it Onjoji, or the Garden Palacea Buddhist

Temple. Before it was fully completed, however, the Emperor died and the
& Kaifasö. Transliteration of these Japanized Chinese poems is impossible.
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Crown Prince, after briefly succeeding him on the throne, was killedmade
revolt. The uncle

thushimseltwho Emperor Umakoinstead, hadthe(wherenobackthe Asuka districtSogato estate.
and in time the

movedbuilt hisIn acausegarden)to
temple of Onijöji assumed control of the Prince's

This temple grew into one of the largest and most powerful institutions
in the country. It is popularly known as Mii-dera, the Temple of Three
Wells, because of : spring near it where three imperial infants were said
have been bathed. The remnants of this spring, surrounded by

co

few rocks,
still exist beside the present main hall of Mii-dera temple, greatly revered
because of their antiquity and association. But it has remained for Mr.

Miri Shigemori, one of the foremost garden experts of Japan, to identify
these stones as the probable remnants of Prince Ötomo's original garden,
corroborating their history by old documents." That this spot is the site of
the original estate is indicated by roof tiles of the Nara period which have

been dug up on it. Whether these stones actually date back to the original
garden built by Prince Otomo or were arranged somewhat later, cannot now

be determined. But from the study of their type and style Mr. Shigemori
has little doubt but that they are one of the earliest remnants of gardens in
Japan.

At present, the stones around the spring itself give little indication of
their original grouping; a well-house, which still stands, was built over
them several hundred years ago, and other stones were moved in beside them

at that time. Now they all are decorated with the rice-straw rope of holiness.

But a few feet away, outside the house, are several other stones, notably a

group of three, which show very definite artistic arrangement. There 1S no
possibility that these three could have

have been carelessly thrown there. The central stone, tall and narrow, stands
just happened to exist as they do or

upright; in front and somewhat to
other side is one one side of it is a Aat broad stone; at the

of middle height, roundly pointed. Together they illus-
trate perfectly that form of occult balance based on the triangle, which is

See his Nihon Teienshi Zukan. Vol. I.
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found throughout Japanese art; when it is used in flower arrangement, its
shree basic lines are popularly called Heaven, Earth, and Man.

The Mii-dera temple stones, those under the house as well as those

outside it, seem once to have formed the border of a pond. Probably the
water of the spring flowed more abundantly in early days than now. The

suggested pond is the only indication of what the original garden may have
been like, but the artistry of this stone grouping shows that a high degree
of skill had been attained in Japan even in that early day. The nation was

then only beginning its Chinese tutelage, and very little original, creative
work had been undertaken. The artistic skill displayed in these stones was

undoubtedly of direct Chinese origin, in all probability the same as that
taught by Michikö, the Korean. If he had lived a normal lifetime, this
artisan would have been dead but a few years at the time this garden was

made. Very likely, it was the work of men who had learned the stonecraft

from him. It proves concretely that his claim to know how to make "' moun-

tain shapes" was well founded and that the shumi-sen he built for the Em-

press Suiko in the lake south of the palace was probably a thoroughly artistic
piece of work.



IV. Gardens of Heian

W THY the grand new city of Nara, only seventy-five years old,
should have been abandoned as the capital, is still something
of mystery. The most probable explanation is that undue in-

Auence on secular affairs was beginning to be exerted by the great Buddhist
institutions in Nara. At any rate, it was decided to move the location of the
Imperial Palace, and a site some thirty miles away was selected.

The new situation was, and still is, particularly beautiful. The city lies
in a round valley inclosed on three sides by hills which rise on the northeast
to

notched green peak. A monastery had recently been built on this peak
at that time, and its holy influence, it was believed, would ward off evils

expected from that quarter. Two rivers meander over the gently sloping

floor of the bowl-shaped valley, and the city lies between them. The valley

floor is still a mosaic of dyked fields, each little patch a-blossom in spring

with a crop of a different color. In summer the dykes disappear under the

even green of the young rice; in autumn the land is golden with harvest;
in winter the empty brown fields are spiked with conical straw ricks and
touched white with frost.

The city built in this beautiful

Capital of Peace and Tranquillity. Poets have since called it the City of Pur-
spot was first named Heian-kyö, the

ple Mountains and Crystal Streams from the circle of hills and the

little waterways that course through the town. The literary have delighted
many

to call it Raku-Yot after its great Chinese contemporary, Lo-yang, the later
which was Lok-yang.1 The Japanese, Raku-yo, is derived from the old Chinese pronunciation of Lo-yang,
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T'ang capital. During a thousand years of history it was

simply as The Capital-Miyako. Today it is called Kyoto.
usually spoken of

Like Nara, the plan of the new city was inspired by Ch'ang-an. It was
laid out as a large square, some three miles in each direction, divided into
square wards and smaller blocks by wide straight avenues and cross streets.

To this day the streets of Kyoto run at right angles, north and south, east
and west. Within the northern boundary of the city was set apart a second
square forming the inner imperial inclosure, similar to the Forbidden City
of Peking. This inclosure was something under a mile square, and within it
were all the imperial buildings, the great hall of state where the enthrone-
ments took place, government offices and shrines as well as the Palace of the

Emperor and apartments for palace ladies. As in Peking's Forbidden City,
the great hall of state stood behind an impressive sequence of gates and
lesser buildings. We can judge the magnificence of this great hall and its
main gate by replicas of them now standing in Kyoto, constructed not
many years ago to celebrate the eleven-hundredth anniversary of the city.
The hall is gay and splendid, with red pillars; white plaster walls, latticed
windows, complex eaves, and blue-green roof tiles, crowned with dolphin
finials of gold.

There was no space for a a large park within the imperial inclosure, but
just south of it was built an immense pleasure garden suggestive of the ex-
tensive lake garden which lies outside the square of the Forbidden City

in Peking. This garden was called Shinsen-en, meaning Divine Spring
Garden.2 It was laid out in 800 A.D., shortly after the city was built, and

for long was the greatest and finest garden in the capital. Many poems and

references scattered through the old records testify to its beauty, but actual

descriptions are vague. We know, however, it covered some thirty-three
acres and contained large lake, a a spring, hill, and large pavilion.

Maples, willows, and cherry trees grew in it.

We get a brief picture of Shinsen-sen in the record called Keikokushü.

2 The translation of this name and many details of the garden following are taken

from Mr. Ponsonby Fane's scholarly work, The History of Kyoto and its Vicissitudes.
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"The honorable path is clean swept and shadows of willows lie long
A sandy white beach winds around the lake. All is calmacross It.

and clear. The eye catches a pure spring bubbling up, to run off in a narrow

streamlet. If we climb the low hill we may often catch sight of birds among
the trees. When we work our way through the undergrowth we startle the
wood doves. In the dragon-pond glimmer the sun, moon and

Says another, the Honchö Bunsui;
"The red-leaved

grove is wide In

the pond the water brims deeply, even at the edges-it seems like a smal
River Wu. Clerks from the court often steal away secretly from their
duties to visit it. . Fishing is prohibited. One cannot look at this
garden long enough for its beauties are ineffable. Darkness always seems to
drive one home before one is ready.

The Emperor and court came often to visit this garden, and all manner
of entertainments were given in it banquets, poem parties, wrestling
matches, and military exercises. To accommodate the guests a large pa-

vilion was built, called the Kenrin-kaku, or Pavilion of the Imperial Seat.

This was apparently of typical form with a red lacquered balustrade, dol-

phin finials, and smaller wing pavilions overhanging the lake. In 1t was

special seat for the Emperor, and others for the Crown Prince, princes of
the blood, and ministers.

A little pond on quiet side street in Kyoto is all that remains today of
Shinsen-en, the once glorious, first imperial pleasure garden of the capital.
The bit of pond, only a fraction of its original size, is now a public park; a
few fine trees grow on its banks, and children

temple on its banks brings the devout to say a prayer.

play around the water, while

romantic history of this bit of water.
But few know the

fire The palace and other buildings of the imperial inclosure were swept

many times in the centuries that followed the

by

During rebuilding, the emperors had often to live outside for long periods,
founding of the city.

stars.
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and finally they made their permanent residences in outside palaces. But for
long they returned to the great hall of state for their enthronement cere-
monies. Finally this hall, too, was burned again and not rebuilt, for difficult

times had come to the country. The imperial inclosure and Shinsen-en gar-
den nearby became a neglected wilderness during the period of wars, and

only in comparatively recent times has the bit of remaining pond been iden-
tified as the old imperial garden.

The delight of the court in such outdoor entertainments as those held

in Shinsen-en greatly influenced the style of gardens in this period. They

were designed largely to serve as the setting for these entertainments and to
form an outlook for the residence. House and garden were closely associated,
the buildings clustering around one end of the lake. A person sitting in the
main hall had a charming view over the silvery water and green islands,
with the natural landscape beyond the rim of bordering trees like a back-

drop. But no one view was of greater importance than another, for pleasure
boats floated about the lake, the people in them enjoying the view from

direction. The buildings themselves became part of this picture fromevery
the boat. Because the view was such an important part, the estates were

always situated in the most scenic spots possible. Within the city itself, of
course, not a great deal could be expected, although the river and the sur-

rounding hills were always to be counted on. But the country villas of the
court nobles were invariably placed in some charming spot. The first of

these villas whose outlines we can trace with any certainty is the estate to

which the Emperor Saga retired in 823 when he abdicated and took holy
orders.

Such retirement on the part of a Japanese Emperor or other high per-

sonage has never meant that he became a recluse practicing austerities in a
monastic cell. Such persons have, rather, only given up the public and

quiet country gentlemen withceremonious part of their duties to become

leisure to pursue their hobbies and devotions. Often, indeed, such man has
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continued to exercise the real power of his office from this retirement while
his nominal successor was occupied with its ceremonies and complicated
etiquette. The retreats in which such persons have taken up their residence
were not temples or monasteries but country estates endowed, perhaps,
with special chapels. Down the ages garden making has been consistently a
popular diversion of such persons, so that many of the greatest gardens in
the nation have come into being under such circumstances. Umako's
den was the first instance we hear of, but the Emperor Saga's estate is the

gar-

earliest to have survived.

Today, some eleven hundred years after its construction, this estate
consists of a large old pond holdingcouple of small half-drowned islands
and a rocky islet on which the turtles sun themselves. The pond, called
Ozawa-ike, serves today as a reservoir for the neighboring rice fields. It owes

its preservation largely to the fact that the estate was early turned into a
temple, called Daikakuji, whose buildings stand at one side of it.

The estate was originally called Saga-no-in, the Villa of the Emperor
Saga. It was located in one of the most picturesque spots near Kyoto, on

low flank of the hills, with spreading rice lands stretching away below. The

hills encircling the spot extend protecting wings on either side, their green

forests always beautiful under the snows of winter or the hazy heat of sum-
mer. The villa buildings with their redpillars and graceful roofs stood on

the north side of the lake, with their backs to these hills. The countryside

fell away below the edge of the lake, its rice fields glimmering with the
tender young shoots in spring or dusty gold in the level sun of autumn.

Today, cherry and maple trees border the large old pond. When clouds
of pink petals or tiny, bright maple leaves drift down to the ancient
water, the path around the lake

green
becomes :

people. A pleasant melancholy hangs over the scene, sprung from its
favorite rendezvous with Kyoto

quietude and the awareness of passing centuries.

fectly expressed in a poem written about four hundred years after the gar-
This feeling 15 still per-

den was built, when it had been neglected but was still beautiful.
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Although the scene

At Ozawa-ike be old;

The same bright autumn moon

Casts down its tranquil light.3
Even earlier, another poet wrote:

While the sound of the cascade

Long since has ceased,

We still bear the murmur

Of its name.4

This cascade, so sentimentally bemoaned in its ruin, has lately been re-
discovered.5 It lies back of the lake, behind a a bamboo grove, and consists of

few large old stones buried in a grassy slope. Yet they are still so undis-
turbed that it appears to experts--whatever the poets may have thought as

they viewed its ruins as if it never did contain water; that it was, in fact,
a "dry" cascade in which the presence of water was suggested merely by the

graphic arrangement of stones.
Before the remains of this cascade was found, it had not been realized

that the Japanese practiced this "dry" technique so early. At the time this

garden was built, in the early part of the 9th century, Japan was still avidly
copying China. The Emperor Saga himself is known to history as one of
the three "Learned Emperors" whose devotion to Chinese studies brought
the sinocization of the Japanese court to its highest point. We may assume

Ozawa no

Ike no keshiki wa
Furi yuke do
Kawarazu sumeru

Aki no yo nO tsuki.
By Fujiwara no Shunzei

4 Taki n'oto wa
Tayete hisashiku
Nari nuredo

Nakoso nagarete
Nao kikoye kere.

By Fujiwara no Kinto
5 By Mr. Shigemori.
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Japanese could make it. And we must conclude that the dry-landscapethat this garden was as close an imitation of those in the Tang capital as the
echnique in China and exemplifed has, perhaps, in this cascade was something that hadbeen

been since forgotten there. learned

Under the Emperor Saga, ceremonies, pastimes, and

court were all Chinese. Thus, the large lake was used for boating as in the
etiquette of the

garden lakes of China. Today, in the old pond we can visualize the brighdycolored dragon-headed barges filled with courtiers in

flute, others composing poems on the beauty of the spring and
gay costumes, some

playing the

autumn landscape. Finally we see the boats poled to the island where those
on board get off to write down their poems in bold Chinese characters on
long strips of colored paper, afterward reading them aloud.

The islands in the lake doubtless also followed a Chinese pattern. The
larger one is long and pointed, the small one round, and lying off the point
of the larger island. Perhaps what is now

peninsula in line with the op-
posite end of the large island was once a third island. All of these, no doubt,
represented the mythical Isles of the Immortals, P'eng-lai, Fang-chang, and
Ying-chou, which floated in the Eastern Ocean supported by giant turtles.
By the time this garden was built, garden islands derived from this tale were

established as a traditional form, and the old story had become merely a

pretty myth. The names of the islands pronounced in Japanese are Horai,
Hakoya, and Eishu.

Stretching in a straight line along the shore of the large island and ex-

tending halfway to the smaller one is a row of five large boulders. Since the
water level of the pond was considerably raised after it was turned into a

reservoir, most of these stones have washed free and toppled out of line;
only one now remains in its original position, but the others are unmis-
takable. This straight line of for it

occurs in a number of other old
stones was evidently a standard design

_niemer, night mooring stones. They undoubtedly had some
gardens of the period. They are known as

sig-

nificance, probably derived from China, but just what it was we
special

know, although a number of possible meanings

do not

have been suggested.

The oldest example of arranged stones in Japan, perhaps in the
Mi-dera temple at Ötsu. They datewhole Orient, are these near

were probably derived
believed, to about 670 A.D. andback, it is

of the Tang period. (PhotoChinese stone artistrydirectly from

by the author.)
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On a snowy

morning in the eighth century, the enthronement
hall of the first Imperial Palace in Kyoto might have looked like
this, its modern

shrine. (Photo from Kyoto replica-the arcade and end-pavilions of HeianMunicipal Office.)

Present-day remnants of Shinsen-en, the first great imperial pleas-

ure garden in Kyoto. (Photo by the author.



Heian courtiers in one of their dragon-headed pleasure boats. Thisscene, so often
part of the early Japanese garden picture, is shown

here as it is re-enacted at an annual festival of the literati of Kyoto.
Those participating wear the old musio,

old court costumes, play

and compose poems in the old manner. (Photo from Kyoto Mwnicipal Office.)
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One is that the stones may have represented a procession of boats at-
tempting to reach the Mystic Isles. The name, yodo-mari suggests the idea

that the stones might represent a line of treasure boats moored for the night
in some haven. Anyone who has sailed in Oriental waters must have no-

ticed with delight the stubby little cargo junks with picturesque sails, look-
ing, probably, not so very different from the way they have since time
immemorial. In early days, when navigation was precarious, these boats
used to hug the shore and drop anchor for the night. This line of stones
was, perhaps, intended to suggest suchconvoy anchored for the night in

cove. Whatever the meaning, in this garden they were plainly put in

primarily as ornaments.
These stones are not simply rocks dumped down on the pond bottom,

and allowed to show above the surface as best they may; each islet Is-or
was-i carefully composed bit of rock arrangement planned to be as artistic

as possible. The form of each may be seen in the one that survives, the
slanting islet where the turtles sun themselves. In this arrangement the
larger of two stones is placed upright, slanting a little and supported on its
under side by a smaller stone. The whole arrangement creates a very pleas-

ing shape of contrasted size and line forming the inevitable triangle.

The bottom of Ozawa pond is covered with tightly packed small stones

in clay, a finish which has survived the centuries. Traces of a similar bottom
finish often indicate whether or not other old lakes date from Heian times.

Estates as large and fine as this imperial villa must have been rare at

the time it was made, but as the 9th century advanced, more and more of

the courtiers built such gardens for themselves in the most picturesque

spots they could find. A few of these have survived. There was, for 1n-
stance, a famous estate called Kawara-no-in, or Riverbank Villa, built by

the Minister of the Left. Descriptions of where this estate stood in the city

make it seem to have been the original garden on the spot now occupied by
Shosei-en, the garden of Higashi Honganji temple. The present garden
occupies a large city block near the Kyoto rail way station. It is set apart
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from the dirt and noise of the busy streets around it by high wall over
which rise its tall trees. Lying quietly behind this wall is

large
lake with

the islands are remnants of stone
islands, and on arrangements with charac-

teristics of those made in the Heian period.
In 872 the Minister of the Left-who built this estate-wasMina-

moto no Toru. He had been born one of the numerous younger sons of the
Emperor Saga, but, like most of his brothers, was reduced to the rank of
subject and given the surname of Minamoto. From this he rose to be honor-

chief minister, building for himself a a magnificent villa and garden onary
the banks of the Kamo River that ran east of the town.

Part of this garden was laid out, it iS said, to suggest the scenery around
the town of Shiogama in the far north of Japan. The word shio-gama means
salt-caldron, and tradition has it that this town was the first place in Japan
where salt was made by boiling sea water. Shiogama is located on the beau-

tiful bay of Matsushima in which rise hundreds of picturesque rocky
islands. Often they are single vast boulders on which may grow a stunted

pine tree, torn and twisted by the wind. The spot is counted today as one

of three most picturesque areas in all Japan.

In the 9th century, however, this northern country was the frontier of

the nation. The indigenous Ainu tribes were still fighting against the ad-

vance of the conquering Japanese. Forces from Kyoto were frequently sent
against them but were often far from victorious. It is said that Minamoto no

Töru was once in Shiogama; if true, he probably went there as the honorary

commander of such an expedition. At any rate, as already mentioned, he
constructed in his Riverbank Villa a

He ordered gallons of sea water to be brought daily all the thirty miles from
salt-boiling place, calling it Shiogama.

the coast to Kyoto. While it was being boiled, he could sit and watch the
ever-changing flutter of the smoke banner across the

imagine himself far away in the picturesque north country.
sky and romantically

The authority for this whole story

its note of explanation. The poet, Ki no Tsurayuki, states that after
seems to rest chiefly on a poem and

the
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death of the Minister of the Left he visited Kawara-no-in, saw the place
called Shiogama, and felt moved to write: 6

Departed the prince-
Vanished the smoke

Of Shiogama
Lonely the beach

Along its length-

The chief interest of all this, I think, lies in its suggestion that by the
end of the 9th century the Japanese were definitely thinking of garden

making in terms of their own landscape and not as Chinese copy.

The esthetic appreciation of fluttering smoke was characteristic of the re-

fined pastimes of the Heian court, and we find it mentioned in the Tale of

Genji. But cannot escape the feeling that 1t was the piney isles of Matsu-
shima and not the salt boiling that gave Shiogama its ultimate appeal. If

these islands did not serve as the models of those of Kawara-no-in, they

easily could, at any rate, be the natural prototype of most of the islets of
later date.

Another of these large estates survives as the garden of Kajuji temple

east of the city. The original owner of this place chose a delightfully pic-

turesque spot in the midst of quiet, sunlit valley, with the hills forming a

distant bowl-like rim; one small peak, nearer at hand, rises up as if pur-

posely put across the lake to concentrate the vista. The original owner of

this estate was a a courtier named Miyamichi Iyamasa. His daughter mar-

ried a member of the important Fujiwara family, and when their daughter

became the youthful consort of the Emperor Uda, Miyamichi, the grand-

father, was a man of wealth and power. He built this estate at the end of

6 Kokin Wakashü (Songs of Pathos) Book 16.
Kimi masa de
Kemuri tae nishi

Shiogama no
Ura sabishiku mo
Mie wataru kana
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the 10th century, about the time his granddaughter became mother
Prince who later was to be the Emperor Daigo.

of the

This estate has maintained its original form better than any other
islands in the broad lake recalling the

originalof
the period. There were five
five Mystic Isles and, as at Saga-no-in,waterfall. The garden must always
have been as quiet and lovely as it 1S today with long jade shadows stretch.

ing across the clear water and the song of birds in the stillness. In an old
writing 15 found a line of description;

"Mandarin ducks come to float on the precious jade pool of this garden,
their purple and vermilion mantles spreading the hues of a thousand
autumns."

Even yet, the priest tells us, these little ducks come to this pond as
must have been doing, literally, for a thousand autumns.

Engi.

they

V. The Glory of the Fujiwaras

THE court of Heian reached the pinnacle of its glory about the year
1000 A.D. Since Nara days the affairs of this court and of the

nation had been dominated by a single great family, named Fuji-
wara. The head of the Fujiwara clan held the hereditary office of regent
and was all-powerful, with actual control over the throne.

Under him all high offices were filled by Fujiwara men and all the

Empresses were Fujiwara ladies, usually the regent's own daughters. Maids
of honor and ladies-in-waiting were other Fujiwara ladies of lower rank.

One of these court ladies has given us a remarkable picture of the times in

a novel which she wrote in her spare hours, depicting the life around her.

It is called the Genji Monogatari, or Tale of Genji;' translated into English

in recent years, by Mr. Arthur Waley of the British Museum, this work
has been pronounced by modern critics one of the world's literary master-

pieces.

The authoress belonged to one of the lesser branch families of the

Fujiwara. Her given name we do not know, but she was nicknamed after

the heroine of her story, Violet, or Murasaki. Left a young widow at about

twenty-five, she was appointed a lady-in-waiting and tutoress to the Em-

press, a girl of only sixteen, who was the daughter of the regent, Fujiwara
Michinaga. Murasaki had secretly learned a little of the Chinese language
as girl, an accomplishment supposed to turn a girl into a hopeless blue
stocking, and her literary endeavors were a standard joke around the court.
But that she was not unattractive is proved by the fact that her kinsman,

1 Genji is pronounced with a hard "G" to rhyme with Benjy.
49
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the regent, usually tried to make love to her when he came to Visit
daughter, the Empress. From Murasaki's diary we gather he was

his

these overtures toward the pretty lady-in-waiting.not

successful in

Michinaga had brought the fortunes of his family and of the court to
highest point they attained in history. In Murasaki's story the hero, PrinceGenji, is modeled after Michinaga in position and importance, but her diary
makes it very clear that the regent himself was not portrayed in the chat-
acter of the Prince.

The era was one of luxury, elegance, and extravagance in which the
court nobles vied with one another in building splendid houses and gardens
and in giving magnificent entertainments. In the pages of Murasaki's story
we find vivid pictures of this life, of the manners of the court, the thoughts
and emotions of its ladies and gentlemen, and details of their diversions and
occupations. We see a small group of romantic, sentimental, highly refined
people for whom love and the appreciation of beauty and art were principal

occupations. Nights were one romantic affair after the other; days a a suc-

cession of esthetic pastimes. They played plaintive music in the moonlight,
wrote tender little poems to each other, and wore some of the most magnifi-

cent costumes the world has ever seen. The refinement of their literary and
artistic tastes was far superior to their political talent or moral sense, as Dr.

Anesaki points out. 3

Yet they were sensitively aware of every beauty and change of the out-
doors. In them the inherent Japanese love of nature took its sunniest, gay-

est, and most open forms. They wore bright hues, loved flowers, and wrote
their poems on charmingly tinted paper. They built their houses so they

could practically sit outdoors in them and they designed their gardens to
show nature in her brightest, happiest moods.In the

he built for himselftale, when Prince Genji became all-powerful in the country,

Michinaga, who is noted in history for his

a magnificent estate. So also had the real regent,

gardens. Besides his magnificent town house, he had country villas, one at
mansions andextravagant

2 Art, Life and Nature in Japan.

very

This regent
the

THE GLORY OF THE FUJIWARAS
Uji andone at Katsura. Murasaki's description of Genji's estates is doubtless
compounded,and perhaps slightly idealized, from various of these gardens
and others, which she had seen. Genji had been a great lady's man in his
youth and in his maturity the ladies he had wooed had become his con-

sorts. They lived, now, each in a special wing of his house. When he built

his fine new mansion, he created around the apartments of each lady a
garden designed to meet her special tastes and preferences. For the heroine,
Murasaki, with whom he spent most of his time, he built a spring garden,
since that season was specially liked by her. Of the construction of this

garden it is written: 8

"He effected great improvement in the appearance of the grounds by
judicious handling of knoll and lake, for though such features were al-

ready there in abundance, he found it necessary here to cut away a slope,

there to dam a stream, that each occupant of the various quarters might
look out of her windows upon such a prospect as pleased her best. To the

southeast he raised the level of the ground and on this bank planted a pro-
fusion of early flowering trees. At the foot of this slope the lake curved

with special beauty, and in the foreground just beneath the windows, he

planted borders of cinquefoil, red-plum, cherry, winteris, kerria, rock-azalea

and other such plants as are at their best in springtime; for he knew that

Murasaki was an especial lover of the spring; while here and there, in places

where they would not obstruct his main plan, autumn beds were cleverly
interwoven with the rest."

The Lady Akikonomu preferred the autumn:

"Akikonomu's garden was full of such trees as in autumn-time turn

to the deepest hue. The stream above the waterfall was cleared out and

deepened to a considerable distance; and that the noise of the cascade might

carry further, he set great boulders in mid-stream, against which the cur-

rent crashed and broke. It so happened that, the season being far advanced,
it was this of the garden which was now seen at its best; here indeed,part

• Waley's translation, Part III, "The Wreath of Cloud."
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such beauty as far eclipsed the autumn splendour even of theforese

near Oi, so famous for their autumn tints."

was

A garden which would be most agreeable in summer was made for the
"Lady from the Village of Falling Flowers."

"In the northeastern garden there was a cool spring, the neighborhood
of which seemed likely to yield an agreeable refuge from the summer heat

little borders farther near off, the tall-stemmed house
upon this side he planted Chinese bambone

and Inthe a forest-trees whose thick leaves roofed
tunnels of shade, pleasant as those of the most lovely upland wood.airy

fenced with hedges of the white deutzia flower, the
This garden was

orange tree 'whose scent awakes forgotten love,' the briar-rose and the giant
with many other sorts of bush and tall flower, so skillfully spread

peony;
about among them that neither spring nor autumn would ever lack in

bravery."

For the timid Lady of Akashi, mother of Genji's only daughter, he
built garden that would be most beautiful in winter:

"To the north of Lady Akashi's rooms rose a high embankment, be-

hind which lay the storehouses and graneries, screened also by a close-set

wall of pine-trees, planted there on purpose that she might have the pleasure

of seeing them when their boughs were laden with snow; and for her de-

light in the earlier days of the winter there was a great bed of chrysanthe-
mums which he pictured her enjoying on some morning when all the

garden was white with frost. Then there was the mother oak (for was she
not mother?) and, brought hither from wild and inaccessible places, a
hundred other bushes and trees so seldom seen that no one knew what

names to call them by.'

In another part of the estate was a a race course.

"On the east great space was walled off, behind which rose the Rac-
ing Lodge; in front of it the race-course was marked off with ozier hurdles;

and as he would be resident here during the of the fifth month
[June] all along the stream at this

sports

point he planted the appropriate purple
* Quercus dentata
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irises. Opposite were the stables with stalls for his race-horses and quarters
for the jockeys and grooms. Here were gathered together the most daring
riders from every province in the kingdom.'

The heroine's spring garden is more completely pictured a little later

when the account of a boating party is given. It is interesting to notice the

appreciation of the stone artistry discovered on the island. Only one who
had herself taken part in such an excursion could have written this intimate
description:

"Toward the end of the third month [April] when out in the country
the orchards were no longer at their best and the song of the wild birds had
lost its first freshness, Murasaki's Spring Garden seemed only to become
every day more enchanting. The little wood on the hill beyond the lake,
and the bridge that joined the two islands, the mossy banks that seemed
to grow greener not every day but every hour--could anything have looked
more tempting? "If only one could get there,' sighed the young people of
the household; and at last Genji decided that there must be boats on the

lake. They were built in the Chinese style. Everyone was in such a hurry
to get on board that very little time was spent in decorating them, and

they were put into use almost as soon as they would float. On the day when

they were launched the Water Music was played by musicians summoned

from the Imperial Board of Song.
"It was possible to go by water all the way to the Spring Garden, first

rowing along the Southern Lake, then passing through a a narrow channel
straight toward a toy mountain which seemed to bar all further progress.

But in reality there was a a way round, and eventually the party found itself
at the Fishing Pavilion [of the main lake]. Here they picked up Murasaki's
ladies who were waiting at the Pavilion by appointment. The boats were
carved with a dragon's head at the prow and painted with the image of an
osprey at the stern, completely in the Chinese style; and the boys who

costume, with their hair tied up withmanned them were all in Chinese

bright ribbons behind. The lake, as they now put out towards the middle
of it, seemed immensely large and those on board, to whom the whole
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undiscovered clioudlyexciting, land. At could last,hurdly however, believethey
thewere

rowers
close in under the rocky bank of the channel between two

islands, and on closer examination they discovered to their delight
that the shape of every little ledge and crag of stone had been as carefully
devised as if a painter had traced them with his brush. Here and there in
the distance the topmost boughs of an orchard showed above the

heavily laden with blossom that it looked as though
mist, so

bright carpet were
spread in mid-air. Faraway they could just catch sight of Murasaki's
ments, marked by the deeper green of the willow boughs thata part-

swept her

courtyards, and by the shimmer of her flowering orchards which even at
this distance, seemed to shed their fragrance amid the island and rocks.
In the world outside the cherry blossom was almost over; but here it seemed
to laugh at decay, and round the palace even the wisteria that ran along
the covered alleys and porticos was all in bloom, but not a flower past its
best; while here, where the boats were tied, mountain-kerria poured its
yellow blossom over the rocky cliffs in a torrent of colour that was mirrored
in the waters of the lake below.

When such boating parties were held at night, pine knot fires were

kindled in iron baskets swung out over the prow of the barge. Other fires

were also lighted in baskets hung from iron standards along the shore. The
flare from these clear-burning lights threw golden reflections in the dark

water and lighted the trees and foliage with a a rich glow.
One of the estates belonging to

tioned, on the Uji river. The spot is still a popular resort with Kyoto people,
to the Regent Michinaga was, as men-

who love to go there at any season to
of its sinuous see the river winding smoothly out

inclosing the valley. Uji is at its best, perhaps, on June nights when mam-
green canyon, sparkling in its flight past the wooded hills

moth fireflies

glowing green flakesmake their nuptial Rights, whirling above the dark water like
of phosphorescent

the only trace in the Kyoto district of Fujiwara architectural glory, a splen-
snow. At Uji there remains today

did old building called the Phoenix Hall, standing behind its pond.
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of by the the Uji owner river of the hadsalt-boiling early
been

caldrons recognized of

of several Emperors. But a few

Murasaki went to court, this estate, called Uji-no-in, was bought by the
Regent Michinaga who proceeded to improve it greatly. Various records
tell of gay boating parties held on its pond with Michinaga and his son,

Yorimichi, as hosts. At this time Uji became so popular that Murasaki lays
the latter part of her tale in its vicinity.

On Michinaga's death his estates became the property of Yorimichi
who continued to carry on the tradition of Fujiwara splendor. When this

son was himself ready to retire in 1052, he constructed on the Uji estate

a beautiful chapel and placed in it an image of Amida, Lord of Light, Six-
teen feet high and gleaming with gold.5 This large figure occupied nearly
the whole of the main building, which was not large, but its interior was
richly and lavishly decorated with paintings of paradise.

This chapel, still with its image, is the building today called the
Hoo-do or Phoenix Hall of Byodö-in temple. We view it across the small

pond which lies in front, the water reflecting its weathered walls, its
multiple, curving roofs, and its graceful old pillars. Once all these were

lacquered red, but most of this has now worn off, leaving only patches of
faded salmon against the warm brown of weathered wood. The central hall

was balanced on either side by pillared arcades ending forward in small,
graceful wing-pavilions. The total effect is of "a structure of such exquisite

balance, that it looks almost as if it were some great bird poised for Alight."

It is this effect, not the two images of the mythical Chinese gekishu seen
in the act of alighting on the upper roof corners of the main hall, which
has given the name of Phoenix Hall to the building.'

5 Fusò Ryakuki.
6 Sansom.

7 The Chinese gekishu 1s not the phoenix of classical literature butmythical bird

which came to a country only when it it was peaceful, prosperous, and happy; hence it was
an omen of good fortune.

This partvilla
place for a

Minamoto no
time, the retiring estate

Toru. He had built
Riverbank asa charming Villa,

country place here which became, in

years before Lady
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Of the garden which once
of Amida could lift itssurrounded the Phoenix Hall only traces

now remain. While the golden image
meditation and still behold in the pond the reflection of theeyes from

across the valley, all other remnants of the magnificent villa have disap-
green hills

which the chapel stood was an island with
peared. The land on

the pond curving around it. Today this 15 hardly more than a marsh,
an arm of

crowded in summer with the great leaves and tall pink buds of lotus. The
shoreline in front of the building maintains its original sweep outward, as
did those in front of mansions of the period. For although the Phoenix Hall
was built as a chapel, it was constructed like the miniature hall of a man-
sion, designed to house the image in the most excellent and honorable
manner possible.

This style of mansion developed by the Heian nobility, was called :
shinden. It was not a a single building, but a group, joined to each other

by raised wooden arcades or bridges. Around the outside of each building
ran a narrow porch or gallery, and large sections of the walls could be lifted

by hinges at the top and hooked overhead, turning the house virtually into
an outdoor pavilion. The main hall stood in the center of the group facing

the garden, the other buildings beside and behind it. Arcaded wings ex-
tended from either side, outward and forward, inclosing forecourt which

extended down to the lake edge. Especially picturesque were the two pa-

vilions at the tip of these arcaded wings. Usually they stood over the water
and were called the Spring Hall and Fishing Hall. The lake shore swept

in a graceful curve outward before the building and inward under these
pavilions, as it does before the Phoenix Hall.

This court before the main hall, inclosed by the arcaded wings, was the
most frequently used part of the width

would be sixty or seventy feet "to
garden. In a nobleman's house its

coming to make obeisance,'
accommodate the multitudes of people

kept level and clear for this
as the Sakuteiki

into
miniature landscape with

practical use but

flowers. a streamlet, a few rocks, some trees,

The central area wassays.
turnedin the corners 1t was

and

The

and among
waterfall, it
small
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streamlet rose somewhere behind the buildings, wandering around
them before it entered the main courtyard. If there were

was often back among these buildings, perhaps in one of
a

the

interior courtyard gardens which were laid out in in spaces between the
buildings. These little interior gardens called tsubo usually formed the out-
look for the apartments of the ladies. Most often they were decorated with
tubs of flowering plants in the Chinese manner-cherry, plum, or wis-
teria. The ladies who occupied these apartments were often known by the
flower dominant in their courtyard. Readers of the Tale of Genji will recall
Fuji-tsubo, the Lady of the Wisteria Courtyard, who is one of the principal
characters of the story.

The streamlet entered the main forecourt under one of the corridor-

bridges which connected the central hall with the buildings right and left
of it. The rivulet then meandered across the courtyard to the lake; it was
crossed where necessary by small bridges, some made of a single large Aat

stone, others made in the arched Chinese style and lacquered red.

The streamlet in the courtyard was often used for one of the most

popular divertissements of the Heian court, the form of poetical contest
called the winding-water banquet. Guests on such occasions were seated at

intervals along the streambank and given a subject for their poems. Wooden

trays holding cups of rice wine were set afloat, and the poem had to be

composed before it reached them. Those who were successful rewarded

themselves by reaching out and taking the winecup as it Aloated past.

Murasaki gives us description of such party, held at the Katsura estatea

of Prince Genji.

"So many times the cups were set afloat and so steep were the banks
of the stream that the game proved somewhat dangerous. But the wine
made them reckless and they were still shouting out their couplets long

after it grew dark."
the little streamlet been able to resist theIn not one of the gardens has

centuries, but we can still see it in certain contemporary paintings. In theseated in the
one illustrated here we discover some important personages
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Contemporary painting of a shinden style courtyard garden showing the yati-mian
streamlet emerging from under the bridge which joins the main ball and its right-band

wing. It It flows forward around stones to the lake, passing under an arched red-lacquered

central hall, about to enjoy 1 cockfight. A marquee has been
courtyard under

blooming plum tree and the attendants are
put up In the

about in a great state of excitement
bustling

and preparation. The streamlet can be
seen entering the court under the

ings. It flows in artful curves
arched arcade which joins the two build-

a rockey islet or whirling around the boulders on its bank. The red Chinese
around the edge of the courtyard, dividing at

bridge crossing it is a colorful and conspicuous part of the scene.
The general pattern of the shinden garden as here outlined was fol-

lowed not only for the mansions of

potant a modest gentlemen. Another description in in Genji gives uS

night in the home of one of his gentlemen retainers,
estate. The Prince was one time unexpectedly forced

time was evidently early June from the mention of fireflies.

nobles, but for residences of less 1m-

picture of such
theto spend

Ki no Kami. The

bridge. The original of this picture is believed to have been painted in the twelfth cen-

tury by Mitsunaga; now only a copy exists in the Imperial Museum, Tokyo. Itis known
as the Calendar of Festivals, or Nenjugyoji, this portion of it illustrating a cockfight.

The coming of the Prince caused a flurry of preparation in the house
of Ki no Kami and we read:

"The eastern side of the shinden was opened and swept and an elevated

mat hastily placed in it for the Prince. The garden streamlet had been

designed unusually well [to suggest coolness]. The place was inclosed by

a brushwood fence in country style, and the plantings in the forecourt had
been carefully arranged. The murmur of insects was borne on the cool eve-

ning breeze, while the whirling of innumerable fireflies delighted the on-
lookers. The Prince and his attendants drank saké, seated where they could

Ki no Kami wassee the pond rippling under the eastern pavilion.

surprised and delighted [by the visit] thinking it a a great honor to his
streamlet."8

Special translation by Victor Otaké.
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It is interesting to note that this modest garden was inclosed
fence "in country style." Just such fences by

brushwood may still be

occasionally in Kyoto, especially in old tea gardens, where theyseen

are valued
for their rustic appearance.

Details of the theory and construction of these Heian

in a remarkable book written at this period. It is called
gardens have

been preserved for us

the Sakuteiki or Memoranda of Garden Making and its author was prob-
ably Fujiwara no Yoshitsune who himself became the regent toward the
end of the 12th century. By that time the glory of the Fujiwaras had
waned, and uncouth military men were administering the actual govern-
ment from Kamakura, although life in Kyoto went on, outwardly, much as
always. We are warned by Dr. Tatsui that the text of the Sakuteiki may
have been edited and added to in a a way that is hard to detect, but, on the
whole, the book seems to cover rather exactly the heritage left to garden
art by the Heian court. Because all later generations of garden makers have

read and followed it, it seems worth while to give a rather complete

Regarding the arrangement of rocks along the streamlet, the Sakuteiki

says: "Place them where the water turns, then it will run smoothly. Where

the water curves it strikes against the shore and so a 'turning stone' should
be put in at that point. Other stones should be laid here and there as if

forgotten. But if too many stones are placed along the stream, while it

appear natural when you are close by, from a distance it will seem as if they
may

were there for

Regarding plants in the stream-bed itwill adds, "Don't put those which
grow too fast or too large, but rather use small wild Aowers like the

kik yo, ominaeshi, waremoko and giboshi."10When
bridge was built

Chinese style. The to the island, it was usually in the arched
picturesque form of these curving bridges had not

See Note C, p. 28g.

coerules.10 Platycoden grandiflorum, Patrinia scabiossaefolia,Poteriumofficinale,Hostea

resumé.9

no purpose.

*TONe wienerl

'A structure of such exquisite balance that it looks almost as if it

were some great bird poised for flight"
-The Phœnix Hall at Uji,

1052 to glorify the Fujiwara family, has cast its reflectionsbuilt in

into the quiet waters of its garden pond for almost nine hundred

years. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)



The winding pool of Taira Shigemori's garden, made in the latt
Heian period and now known as Sekisui-in Myobö-in temple

It marks the beginning of a change in the old, open, boating syle
of

of lake. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industry.)
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originated merely as ornament, but was based on the practical necessity of
allowing boats to pass under. Regarding the artistic placement of the bridge,the Sakuteiki continues."The foundations of the arched bridge should not

be disclosed but hidden by rocks. In constructing this bridge across
island it should not be set straight on the

to the

main axis but slightly aslant."

The greatest interest of the Sakuteiki lies, however, in its generaliza-
tions on the art of gardening. The emphasis is all on how to make the

garden a reproduction of nature, differing in this greatly from later books
which laid down rules without relation to nature. While we find in the

of thepages Sakuteiki that love of nature which made hills and streams,
lakes and valleys the only possible pattern for a garden, the book is no
such poetic outpouring as was the description of Po Chü-i's retreat on Lu-

shan. The Sakuteiki is a practical gardener's handbook; much of it applies

specifically to the design of the shinden garden; some of it covers garden-
ing superstitions, but most of it is devoted to general art theories.

In the very first sentence we come upon one of the most revealing
phrases in the whole book. The author begins:"The following general
points should be kept in mind when one is to arrange stones." Here the

words "to arrange stones" is synonymous with garden design. It was, ap-

parently, the ordinary phraseology of the day and indicates plainly that

stones were considered then, as later, the most important element entering

into garden composition and their arrangement the real essence of garden

The Sakuteiki continues: "The character of the terrain must be taken

into consideration 10 laying out the pond. Special care must be taken to
produce fine feeling at the points where the observer's eye is naturally di-

rected. The design should be planned in such as to make the ob-way

server feel it could not possibly have been otherwise, that is, as if nature

itself produced the garden. The designer should study the great gardens
of the past. He should also take into consideration the wishes of the owner

and to this add his own creative spirit."
61
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All this has a curiously modern sound; it might almost be the opening
paragraph of a recent textbook on professional landscape gardening.

The rest of the book is a a series of notes with very little attempt
organization. Following is a brief outline with a quotation here and there. at
Islands, as might be expected, receive a considerable amount of attention.

They are classified under ten styles as mountainous, Aat, forested, coastal,
cloud-shaped, misty, trefoil, single-sloped, tidal, and pine-bark.

Mountainous islands are exemplified by the familiar Horai-jima, the
peaked Isles of the Immortals. Flat islands are intended to suggest a moor
behind a sandy beach with only reeds and grasses growing amongfew

rocks. The forested style is flat also, but thickly planted with trees; its
stones are small, scattered among low grass.

Coastal islands should suggest desolate rocks rising from the sea, beaten
upon by the waves and carrying a few stunted pine trees. The cloud-shaped
and the misty islands seem much alike, intended to suggest vague shapes
on the horizon, either clouds or islands; they are of sand only, without

The trefoil island is composed of three irregular parts, made of sand
and small stones and

few small pines. The single-sloped style is regarded
as rather monotonous, a a straight slope as if worn by a stream. Tidal islets
are partly submerged, holding a few rocks half under water and no trees.

The pine-bark style refers to the grouping of scattered islets in the irregu-
lar but pleasing pattern created by the splitting bark of an old pine tree.

In this discussion of islands it would seem as if

theorizing has been indulged in. If we
good deal of hazy

islands which remain, and by pictures, most of these ideas were never fol-
are to judge by the old garden

lowed up by practical exemplification. Their chief interest to us lies in their

proof of how closely nature was studied and how it was always kept con-
sciously in mind as the prototype of the garden design.

The Sakuteiki classifies waterfalls under various forms: those in which
the water drops over the middle of the cliff; in which it falls off one
of the cliff; in in which it runs over irregularities in the rock face; in which it

side

rocks or trees.

FUJIWARAS

top; in which the face of the cascade is seen
of honor; in which it it falls in a smooth

in which it is divided into many fall-

THE GLORY OF THE
dividedinto two parts at theis

at an angle from the shinden seat
Aow "like a piece of hanging cloth";
ing threads by numerous irregularities at the lip; in in which it is compounded
into several falls or steps.

To judge by existing waterfalls, more attention has been paid to this
subject than to variation in garden island styles, for the waterfalls found at
the present time even more varied than these.

Considerable discussion is devoted to the most auspicious direction in

which the streamlet should flow. Here superstition enters the subject of
garden design. Various authorities are quoted, all tending to show that
the stream should rise at the north and east and flow toward the south and

west, thus carrying evil influences from the direction of the Green Dragon
to that of the White Tiger. A quotation given from an unspecified Chi-
nese classic says:

"A proper watercourse is one which travels from east to west, passing
through the south, for this is the course of the sun. A watercourse flowing
from west to east is wrong!"

The Sakuteiki points out that the streamlet therefore should rise on

the east side of the main hall and, after flowing around the building, pass

west and south across the courtyard to the lake. This left to right direc-

tion (as one sits in the central hall) has been largely preserved and may be

seen frequently at the present time in modern gardens.

The important subject of rock placement is dealt with at length. In
contrast to the formalized rules governing it at a later day, it is interesting
to note that all the rules in the Sakuteiki are derived either from direct ob-

servations of nature, from esthetics, or, occasionally, from geomancy.
Threat of good or bad fortune, it would seem, was sometimes used to rein-

force a natural or esthetic law--as in this case:

"Do not set upright a stone which naturally was Aat, and vice versa;
violations of this will surely bring evil fortune.'
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Stones are not to be placed promiscuously, but should be useful, if
pos-

sible, as well as artistic.

"The usual places to set out rocks are: where the stream emerges into
the courtyard; where it curves around a hillock; where it empties into the

pond; where it bends in passing around buildings. Other stones should be
set out only after consideration, lest they spoil the effect.

"Within the stream itself the most suitable place for stones 1S at the
bend, for two reasons: first, the esthetic effect, second, to prevent the point
be land from being washed away. Elsewhere in the stream too many stones
should not be laid. While these might look well enough from near at hand,
from any distance an overabundance of rocks will make the course seem one
of stone rather than of water.'

Again:

"Rocks called 'side hanging stones' should be set up like a folding
screen (imitating the latter's in and out line). Others should be laid like a
fight of steps. Stones laid along the path at the foot of the hillocks should
suggest lying dogs or running pigs or calves playing with their mother.

In making these combinations, if one stone seems to be escaping from the

rest, seven or eight others may be placed as if following it.

In discussing trees for the garden, the emphasis is almost entirely on

tradition and omen. The subject of plants was then, as now, evidently con-
sidered of slight importance compared to the foundation structure of hills,
stones, and water.

"Trees should be planted on the four sides of the house so it may have
the protection of the Gods of the Four Directions."

A "Man of Old" is quoted as saying:

"Flowering trees should be planted on the east

spring) and red maples on the west (associated with the autumn).'
(associated with the

tions given to put willows and pines on the islands. Other trees mentioned
The tradition of planting willows by the gate 1S mentioned, and direc-

are Japanese species of catalpa, cypress, sophora, cercidiphyllum,
All of these directions in the Sakuteiki are written as from one gentle-

and eurya.
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to another, for garden layout was a gentleman's task in thoseman
days ashave seen. Yet there must have beenwe

work, and, as legatees of the craft of Michikö, artisans, the men Korean, who were did responsible the actual
for much of the artistry in stone placement. But the gentlemen-owners
kept close eye on the work. Prince Genji is described in one place as stand-

ing in his shirt sleeves directing the workmen cleaning out a spring. And a
note in the Sakuteiki tells that the grand estate called Kaya-no-in, where

the regent Yorimichi lived before he retired to Uji, was designed by him-
self. Down the centuries garden making remained the activity of other
high personages, while the most gifted personalities, poets, painters, and
mystics, have used it as a medium of expression.



VI. Gardens of the Western Paradise

OR nearly three hundred years the city of Heian, Capital of Peace and
Tranquillity, justified its name, but the gay, brilliant, and effeminate
court depicted by Murasaki was its climax. Quarrels for land and

power were beginning in distant provinces, even in her day, and the idyllic
period was approaching its end. The sounds of this strife were
heard in in the gay city, and no echo of it reaches Murasaki's scarcely

pages. Yet, in
the next century armed conflict entered the capital itself, andchild em-
peror perished in a great battle on the Inland Sea.

To maintain order in the capital, the Fujiwaras had come to rely on two

military families, the Taira and the Minamoto, since the imperial guards
of which their sons were officers was merely decorative organization. It
was only a matter of time until these virile military men should realize 1t

was they, not their effeminate employers, who held the real power. This
came to pass in the second half of the 12th century when, by series of

adroit moves backed up by military force, the leader of the Tairas,

Kiyomori, made himself the real master of Kyoto in place of the Fujiwara

Autocratic and tyrannical, Kiyomori maintained

capital rivaling in opulence that of the Fujiwaras. His great estate, which
position in the

lay along the eastern bank of the river, was called the Rokuhara. All trace
of it has disappeared, but just across the road, behind what is now the high,
white wall of Myohö in temple, lies an old pond garden which has very
recently been identified as that of his son,

been made a Japanese hero in recent decades because he dared to restrain
Tara Shigemori. This son has

regent.

GARDENS OF THE WESTERN PARADISE

his father when the sanctity of the Imperial House was threatened. A
record of the time, the Azuma Kagami, mentions that his residence was
located exactly where is now the garden of Sekisui-in, belonging

Myohö-in temple. With its long, winding old pond, this neglected corner
to

of the temple grounds has long lain almost forgotten behind the inclosing
wall. But the pond is still charming, the tall trees that inclose it creating
cool green vistas looking to the hills behind. The water 15 is dappled in sum-
mer with lily pads and crowded at the edge with lush water grasses.

It has been supposed that this garden was made atmuch later period,
but it possesses unmistakable evidence of its greater age. The pond bottom

is pebbled in the old style and there is a straight line of yodo-mari " night
mooring stones across it in the Heian manner. The winding shape of the
water shows, however, a modification of the old boating style, for the shin-
den mansion and its garden were undergoing changes by the end of the
Heian period.

With the Taras gathering up all the prizes of wealth and power, it
was not to be expected that the Minamotos, the other military family,
would stand quietly by. Although impotent for awhile, the Minamotos

gathered together under their leader, Yoritomo, a man of genius, and at-
tacked the Tairas. The civil war ended with the Minamotos victorious in

a great sea battle in which perished the old Taira leader's small grandson,

the little Antoku whom he had made into a child emperor. The victorious

Yoritomo established what was termed a "camp government" in the city

of Kamakura, three hundred miles east of Kyoto, this distant site being se-

lected to escape the enervating court influences which had undermined his
late rivals.

Yoritomo's vassals, the provincial barons, made virtues of frugality,
simplicity, and hardihood. Luxurious living and fine estates were no part
of their ambitions, at least in the early decades of military rule. In those
years of the late 12th and early 13th centuries, the tramp of armored
knights was heard on both sides of the world, for the Kamakura period in
Japan was coincidental with the Third Crusade in Europe, and Yoritomo
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was a contemporary of England's Richard the Lionhearted. The small
sea-

side town of Kamakura bustled with activity in those days. On the broad,

sandy beach mounted knights exercised their horses; on the archery
twanged; the forges of the armorer

bowstrings and swordmaker glowednight, soldiers
and thefollowers, sound

of
redly at newly chairhammers arrived clanged the anFootand day.in train ofovettone some country by
knight, gazed with wonder and respect at the new red shrine of Hachi-
man, Deity of Warriors, for religion was flourishing as it often does in
periods of turmoil and danger. The roofs of new Buddhist temples

rising above the trees of Kamakura; at the site of one of these temples was
were

an unusual amount of activity, for a huge mold was being constructed inwhich was to be cast
bronze statue of Amida. This image would be

known in later centuries as the Great Buddha of Kamakura. On street cor-
ners the militant monk Nichiren thundered against the abuses of the
times, and the gentle monk Honen preached a new doctrine of salvation
through faith for simple folk. And more and more, as time went on, were
seen the monks of the new Buddhist sect, called Zen, in which so
the warriors were becoming interested.

many of

Occasionally, through this parade of military and churchly pomp
would pass a figure in silken gown and small black

neither world- a courtier up from Kyoto.
cap, conspicuously of

realistic outlooks and A number of such men, having
no taste for empty office, took service under the

Kamakura government. They did much to make the new rule an admini-

fined to Kyoto, began to make some contacts with the population at large.
strative success. And with them the courtly culture, hitherto closely con-

While Yoritomo held actual
existence in

power, the civilian

Kyoto, outwardly much as always. Its offices were still filled
court continued its

with

should somehow beFujiwaras who hoped for better times when the military upstarts
put back in their places. This never

without political power, often impoverished, but clinging to the prescribed
theless, down the centuries this court has continued to exist, usually almost

happened; never-

pattern of its life with its refinements, its ceremonies, and its social distinc-

ranges
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tions. It has never lost a certain prestige which has made it the fountain-
head of honors and titles eagerly sought and humbly acepted by the actual

The refining influence of this early court has subtly penetrated through-
out the nation and colored the whole of its cultural fabric. Warriors, while
despising courtly effeminacy, have again and again come to accept courtly
manners and courtly traditions of art and esthetics. The warriors themselves
contributed new and virile influences to the national culture, and, later, Zen
Buddhism almost reoriented it; but there has remained always a certain
fundamental pattern laid down by the Heian court. Founded upon T'ang
culture, it was softened by the Japanese inherent love of beauty in nature

and joined to a ceremonious refinement of manner and a tendency to view
all things in terms of esthetic appreciation and art.

After Yoritomo had established himself in Kamakura, he had still to
one branch of theconquer Fujiwara family which had not submitted to

him. A hundred years before, this branch had come into possession of vast

estates in the far northern end of the country; their territory included the
lovely bay of Matsushima with its piney isles and Shiogama of the ancient
salt-boiling caldrons. Not many miles from this spot, near what is now the

village of Hiraizumi, these Fujiwaras built their mansion and family tem-

ples, reproducing in them some of the capital's magnificence. Today, around
Kyoto, nothing remains which surpasses in faded splendor one of their sur-
viving old temple buildings, the Golden Hall of Chüsonji.

Another of their temples, called Möetsuji, possessed ? chapel modeled
after the Phoenix Hall at Uji and, like that, set in large landscape garden
with a lake.

It was inevitable that Yoritomo should attack this northern Fujiwara

stronghold, conquer and annex its riches; but he could not foresee that the

conqueror would be conquered by the beauty and magnificence of Möetsuji
temple and its garden. But on his return to Kamakura he ordered the con-
struction of a similar building and a fine garden, which became Eifukuji
temple.

rulers.
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Remnants survive of both the Möetsuji garden in the far north

Kamakura copy. The broad Möetsuji lake with its islands and surrounding
and its

trees must have beenbreath-taking sight as Yoritomo first came upon
Flung across the wide lake to an island was the low arch of a red lacquer

it.

bridge, its posts capped with pointed bronze knobs. A smaller bridge con.

tinued the line across the water to the shore before the building whichdear lead reed no old o

arcades, stood a bell tower and a drum tower, taking the place of the usual
end-pavilions. From the central island rose a small pagoda, its slender linesdoubled in the clear lake.

Today the old pond of Möetsuji lies dreaming, long tree shadows still
floating on its mirror surface. The bridge and the gay red buildings have
vanished, although their foundation stones may yet be found. The stone-
work on the shore and island remains, however, in better condition than in

any other garden of the early period. The cascade by the side of the lake was
of the dry type. The typical straight line of"night-mooring" islets leads

across the pond. Everywhere, the stone groupings show the technique of

the period, large upright stones leaning slightly over and supported by

lesser ones as at Saga-no-in; others in the balanced three-stone arrangement
of Mii-dera's spring.

Although Yoritomo advocated simplicity in living, he lavished large

sums on religious institutions; in erecting Eifukuji, the copy of Möetsuji tem-
ple, no expense seems to have been spared. Eifukuji stood for over two hun-

dred years, but in the turbulent middle ages it was burned and not rebuilt.
Gradually its garden and pond slipped back into rice fields, and only recently

has excavation begun to reveal its old shape. Except for the fine hills around
it, the site, today, holds little
pond of beauty; there exists only a recently dug

in which water weeds are springing, a modern
stones. Continued excavations are

island, and few

and, probably, likely to reveal more of the stonework

the foundations of the buildings, while time will restore the

sources unesGARDENS OF THE WESTERN PARADISE

and to shrubs. learn of But its until beauties. this takes pace, we shall have to rely on licenery
Fortunately, better record exists of this garden than of any other made

previously; and, indeed, few of the gardens which come after it are so well
documented. The story of Eifukuji is found in the Azuma Kagami, the
Mirror of the East, a detailed chronicle kept between 1180 and 1266.
Scattered through its entries may be found the story of Eifukuji's rise and
fall. In this record we have the first complete picture of the construction of
such a large estate. With this information, supplemented by present-day
technique of garden making--for the continuity of this technique has been
virtually unbroken--it is possible for us to visualize, as plainly as in a mov-

ing picture, the making of one of these great pond gardens eight hundred

years ago.
First mention of Eifukuji in the Azuma Kagami tells of Yoritomo's

determination to duplicate the hall of Möetsuji. Work on this new under-

taking was begun the very year he returned from the northern campaign,

1189. Nearly three years, however, were required for the buildings to be
sufficiently finished to justify intensive work on the garden. This period

may also have been required to gather together the necessary stones, for we

learn that they came from many provinces, evidently as the contributions

of vassals. By the time work was ready to begin, we read of huge stones

"piled up like hills" around the edge of the garden, waiting to be put into

place.'

Today, stone merchants send men far afield to search for boulders of fine shape and

surface texture. When proper stones are located, they are brought to the cities, usually in
even months. Extreme care is taken not toan oxcart, the trip often requiring weeks or

injure the weathered surface of the rock nor to scratch any lichens or moss
growing on

it. Dr. Jirò Harada tells of seeing men who were transporting such stones carefully water
the moss during the journey. Stones too large to handle are broken into parts and re-
assembled small cracks indicating what has taken place. Theafter transportation, only
stone merchant sets up his wares in a display yard where they can be inspected by pros-
pective customers. The cost of good stones is obviously high, for they represent a con-
siderable investment by the time they have been discovered, transported, and finally
disposed of.
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Finally, in 1192, under the date of the twenty-fourth day,month-_which would have been about the end of Septembereighth

reads: "Today excavating was begun on the pond of Nikai-do (a popular
-an entry

name of the temple). Natural conditions around this site are very
suited to a landscape garden. Yoritomo has ordered each vassal in the neigh-

well
boring provinces to send three men to work on it."

Another entry tells us the name of the landscape designer, the
who was arranging the stones, especially those onrocky island in the pool.

man

He was Seigen, a Tendai priest. His is the first name of a Japanese garden
technician to come down to us. Doubtless he had learned this art as a gen-
cleanly accomplishment in Kyoto. Yoritomo himself took a keen interest
1n the construction of the garden, visiting it often to inspect its progress.
While he despised the effeminacy of the courtiers in Kyoto, he accepted,
apparently without question, their dictate that garden making was an oc-
cupation worthy of anyone. He evidently had very definite ideas on what
he liked and didn't like, for while he approved, on his first visit, of the

way
that Seigen had been putting in rocks and lanterns, on a second visit he

didn't like the position of some of the upright stones 1n the pond and asked
Seigen to change them.

The Azuma Kagami does not mention specifically the transplanting of
trees and shrubs into this garden, but we judge it must have been done,

since, on its completion, in only three months the place was said to be like

paradise. Such enthusiasm would hardly have been provoked had the trees
and shrubs been small and meager. A later entry mentions the cherry and
plum trees which

grew around Eifukuji. Some decades after Yoritomo's

death, when his temple was becoming neglected and the Hojo family was
wielding his power, a note in the Azuma Kagami says that plum and cherry
trees were moved from Eifukuji to a Hojô estate. By this we know also that
the art of transplanting full-grown trees was practiced as early as the 12th
century; in all likelihood it was

had been learned from China.?
much older, probably being something that

2 Modern Japanese gardeners are extremely skillful in handling large trees, thinking
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Mention of the huge stones "from many provinces" and the workmen
levied from the neighboring vassals reveals the way in which all the

feudal estates were constructed. A lord or baron might almost measure his
great

power by the number of men and amount of material he could command.

In times of rebellion, if a vassal felt himself strong enough to refuse such :
request he might do so. On the other hand, powerful leaders sometimes
took this means of keeping their vassals too poor to consider rebellion. Many
fine buildings resulted from this policy, among others, in later centuries,
the Nikko temples.

With men and materials at last assembled, work on the Eifukuji garden
could go ahead rapidly. One who has watched the making of a modern
Japanese garden can visualize without difficulty this scene at Kamakura in
the year 1192, for Japan in its isolation is a country in which many things
have come down the centuries practically unchanged.3 The greater part of

the garden would be a wide, raw excavation covering the future lake.
Swarming about everywhere would be the workmen, some digging the
earth with their mattocks, others in pairs carrying it away in rope nets

slung on a a pole between them. Around the edge of the garden would loom
the stones and in another corner the balled trees, like forest, the dirt

around their roots bound tightly in place by a network of rice-straw rope.

Standing in the midst of this activity, a quiet figure, would be Seigen,

nothing of transplanting them when they are twenty or thirty feet tall or even larger.
Such trees continue to live and grow almost as if nothing had happened to to them. Every
tree and shrub which goes into new Japanese garden today is the proper size and shape
when it is put there-no one wishes to wait years for tree to grow when even then it

might not develop to fill out the design of mass and line being created. After transplant-
ing, trees and shrubs are maintained in proper size and shape by vigorous pruning, this
being another of the things in which Japanese horticulturists excel. To obtain fine trees,
tree brokers send out scouts to locate them on windswept hillsides or old farmyards. When
discovered customer is found they are taken up andthey are purchased, and when
transported to the customer's estate. While trees that have been carefully trained into

picturesque shape are often used, the most prized are old ones, naturally rugged, and
misshapen by the years.

period show artisans at work, re-Certain scroll paintings made in the Kamakura
vealing how little changed are many of the craft processes.

PARADISE
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the director, his clerical gown probably tucked up around his waist.
men would bring a great rock up to its approximate site. Certain

Land it would be raised or lowered, twisted or turned, with many
At a wave of

Seigen's

grunts and chanteys of concerted action. A tall tripod of tree trunks with
block and tackle aids this movement today, and something of the sort must
always have been used. At last, when the stone seemed just right to Seigen,
if the Shogun were watching, he would turn for final approval. Perhaps the
stone would be shifted just a little more. Then, exactly right in its

relation to other stones near it and to the whole balance and rhythm of the
artistic

garden, it would be fixed in place by tamping with earth and pebbles.
This business of moving rocks seems to have fascinated certain of the

young warriors who, raised in the country, had probably never seen any-
thing of the sort before. It challenged their strength and the A zuma Kagami

tells us they tried their hands at moving stones alone. One, Hatakeyama
Shigetada, succeeded in moving a stone ten feet long. We can picture this
horseplay, the grinning workmen gathered round to see the fun, the tolerant

Seigen, pointing where the stone was to go, the determined young brave,

red-faced and sweating, tugging and heaving at the huge stone; his triumph
when he succeeded, the admiring murmurs of the crowd, and the chronicler

among them, noting it in his mind as worthy to put in the record.
With such intensive work the garden was completed in only three

months. To celebrate the completion the Lady Masako, Yoritomo's wife,
visited the temple. The garden, the chronicler exclaims,
Amida's paradise.

is as beautiful as

This was
stock comparison for fine

used in the Azuma Kagami to describe the beauties of Möetsuji. The para-
pond gardens, phrase already

dise referred to was the

Amida, Lord of Light, might hope to be reborn after death. That form
celestial garden in which those who believed in

Buddhism which made Amida its central figure instead of the Buddha
of

that since in this sinful world man could not
Gautama became widely popular in Japan in the late Heian period. It taught

down by Gautama, Amida had vowed he would not accept salvation for
hope to follow the way laid
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himselt until all beings were also saved through him. Those who relied
his power would be reborn in his Pure Land (Jódo), the paradise beyond

on

the sunset. Descriptions of this paradise are singularly suggestive of the Christian

Heaven, except that Amida's Pure Land was not a city of gold but a celes-
tial lake garden filled with heavenly lotus. Instead ofgolden harp, those

reborn in it would have a seat on a lotus blossom. Naturally this concept
fired the imagination of artists, and its imagery entered largely into late
Heian and Kamakura art. The large lake gardens of the time must have
seemed very like this celestial land; indeed, some of them were deliberately
designed to suggest it.

Such a one was the garden of Saihoji temple in Kyoto. This garden
first to have been made at the end of the 1 2th century, about theseems

Yoritomo was building Eifukuji in Kamakura.+ Saihöi appearssame time

to have consisted originally of two gardens belonging to twin temples.

These two expressed the Jodo dual concept, on the one hand, of paradise, on
the other, of this foul and sinful world. Eidoji, the Temple of Aloofness

from the Foul World, stood on a slope with a hillside garden around it;

just below, at the foot of the hill, and possessing a pond garden was Saihoji,

literally the Temple of the Westward Direction, or, by implication, of Para-

dise. The hillside temple of Eidoji seems early to have disappeared, and the
lower temple, Saihoji, to have become possessed of its garden, giving it the
double aspect which characterizes it today.

Tucked away in a fold of the hills west of Kyoto, the centuries have
tolled gently over this old garden, leaving it by far the best preserved of any
built up to that time. Kyoto people know it today as the Moss Temple,
Koke-dera, for it lies inspot particularly favorable to the growth of mosses.
Sheltered alike

with
from cold north winds and the hot western sun,

heavy clay soil that holds moisture, the mosses have taken such possession

4 These new historical facts, completely revising all that has previously been be-

lieved, have been discovered recently by Mr. Shigemori.
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of the garden they eclipse in interest the more showy plants such
azaleas, and lotus. as Crees

To reach the garden we follow a narrow valley, cross its
come to the white-plaster temple wall, gleaming among shadowy streamtrees

and

graceful bamboo. Except for birds all 15 quiet. A long, flagged walk and
inward from the temple gate to the vestibule, following the wall

leads

shuts away the garden. On either side of the flagstones mosses form a vel.
which

vety lawn, a preliminary touch of what is to come. In answer to our call in
the vestibule an old, black-robed priest appears, bowing on the

matted floor

of the little hall until his head touches the ground. We are politely invited
to enter the garden through a postern gate in the wall.

The temple building, small and unpretentious, more like a residence

than a temple, stands apart from the garden. The present building, al-
though not new, has nothing in common with the original one. Beyond it
lies the garden, a place of mystery, a forest deeply shadowed, with dark
water gleaming in its depths. As we step in among the trees, 1t seems an

enchanted forest, for nothing about Saihoji garden ever appears quite real;

it is as if time had stood still, and we had slipped back to the beginning of
folklore and the age of the gods. Eve might be sunning herself on that
mossy slope, and Izanagi, her Japanese counterpart, be standing long-haired
in those shadows.

Everywhere, to right and left, the mosses carpet the ground, undulat-
ing away in hummocky waves of emerald, jade, and bronzy green; often
there are translucent azure highlights. They mold smooth green banks to
the pool and throw a verdant shadow into rock crevices. Nineteen species

are listed in a temple booklet. Some of the mosses are like finest velvet;

others are coarse and large, two inches high, like tiny conifers creating a
fairy forest. Patterns of varying colors and textures radiate over the ground

green, mysterious circles of jade like ancient instru-

necromancy; or indefinite blotched designs in overtones of grey

Water in the pond is crystal pure and a curious emerald green in effect,

76

-on mats of duller
ments of

and yellow.
Mosses have taken possession of Saiboji's garden, wresting interest

the ground in hummocky
from more showy plants. They carpet

while greyish lichens on
waves of emerald, jade, and bronzy green,

the tree trunks create a dim, mysterious haze through the shadows.

(Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)
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read in a a con-

spring of

Water in Saihöï's pond is crystal pure andcurious, emerald gret

color, owing
stipples the

to the water mosses. Golden sunlightlimpid surface,and the tree trunks seem twice their length in the
shimmering mirror. The trees, naturally twisted, cast tenwows
shadows over the moss. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industry.)
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made so by the bright water mosses growing on the sandy bottom. Goldensunlight
stipples the limpid surface, and the tree trunks seem twice their

length in the shimmering mirror. Everywhere the trees, untrained but bentand

Beyond trunkstwisted naturally, cast tenuous shadows over the carpet of moss. Theirare
them, mottled the eye with greyish baffledis lichens bydim creating parallel lines amysterious of greenish bamboo stems hazi.

which surround the garden. Scarlet azaleas flame in the shadows in May;

giant
in July the huge blue-green bowls of the lotus

autumn the maples burn, a mellow crimson against the azure sky; in win-
sway over the pool; in

ter the mosses still hold warm promise of spring in their velvet depths.Once
bloom, to there lure were court cherry trees in this garden, splendid enough, when

nobles all the way from Kyoto. We

temporary record5 of the visit of the ex-Emperor Kögon in the
1347• The cherry trees were at their best and the

party accompanying the

ex-Emperor took to boats on the pond to view them. One courtier s suggested

music as a fitting accompaniment to this excursion, and the thin melody of
flute and zithern floated up to the petaled branches. Toward evening
everyone left the boats, and the ex-Emperor took his seat under one of the
blooming trees while the courtiers sat around him in a circle. Ten tall lan-

terns threw their soft light up to where the great masses of the flowers

Aushed radiantly, cameo-like against the starry darkness of the sky.

The hillside garden once belonging to to Eidoji, the Temple of Aloof-
ness from the Foul World, lies on a a wooded slope just above the pond gar-
den. A gate leads through the dividing wall, and a rocky path ascends the
hillside

among mosses as verdant and rolling as those below. It winds
through a a sunny glade so perfect as to seem theatrical, a setting idealized
for some play of folklore. Here in this secluded, sunny slope, peaceful and
lovely with the calm of many centuries, we feel we are, indeed, far aloof
from the restlessness and evils of this turbulent world.

The spirit of this hillside garden was perfectly comprehended by a
young man who came here for one of the gay boating parties but remained

Entaireki.
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to commune with nature on the hillside. This was the Shogun Yoshimitsn
who arrived on an autumn afternoon in the year 1380. He and his party
had come to see the maple leaves which glowed like tapestry against the
evergreens. At dusk a full moon rose and the party sat composing linked
verses until a late hour. The next morning Yoshimitsu walked up to the hill
garden. Its dewy freshness must have made a profound impression on him,
for instead of joining once more the gay party, he settled down in the
small chapel to meditate with his Zen teacher. The courtiers in the
were greatly impressed; many personages, they said, had come to Saihoji for

party

pleasure, but none before had abandoned this to meditate.6
Today we cannot make out what the original layout of this hillside

garden may have been, for only individual rock arrangements remain, scat-
tered here and there about the mossy slopes. Several of these arrangements
survive in nearly perfect condition, but others are now mere piles of stones

whose original form cannot be guessed. Each of the surviving arrange-
ments, however, 1S a masterpiece of its kind; they consist of a rocky

dry cascade."island," a woodland spring, and

The "island" is the first arrangement we come upon as we follow the

woodland path up the hill. It 1S a group of rather large stones, lichen-
covered, laid out on the flat ground of a mossy, shadowy dell. They might

be mistaken for a mere pile of rocks dumped there after some building oper-
ation, but a second glance makes us pause. Is there something familiar
there? We catch:glimpse of an outline--a huge turtle swimming in the
water, head back, flippers moving slowly, formed by the shape and place-

-it seems, after all,ment of the rocks. Another look and we are not SO sure

only pile of stones forming an islet, if we like to think so, in a a sea of mossy

waves. But suddenly, with the thrill of a fairy story come true, we realize
it is both island and turtle--that we are looking at one of the Mystic Isles

in the Eastern Ocean, isles whose rocking was stabilized by giant turtles,
that it might not disturb the Immortals. The turtle is quite plain to the eye

of the imagination; in the cold light of realism he disappears.
Entairekt.

in
present,

but
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Straight out of a Chinese fairy tale, this turtle isle

delightful concepts in the world, a delicate whimsy, the product of a charm-
one of the most

sophistication which must have had its origin in China long before. At
I am unaware of any relic or reference to turtle islands In China,

everything points to the fact that they must have existed there. Rem-

nants of turtle islands may be found in earlier Heian gardens but they are
so obscure that the eye of an expert is needed to discern them. This one at
Saihoji is the earliest graphic example but 1t is followed by a long line of
others.

The second rock arrangement in Saihoji's hill garden IS the woodland

spring. Set into the mossy slope is a large Aat-faced rock and below it has
seeped a small, clear basin of water, shadowy and cool. The excess runs
away as a tiny rill from between the flat stones which act as a curb in front.

These Aat stones may be used to step or kneel on when dipping up the
water. On either side of the pool are large wing-stones, stabilizing and bal-

ancing the whole composition. Deep-set into the mossy hillside, the spring
seems completely natural; it is the ideal concept of what a rocky, woodland

spring ought to be, cool, dark, clear, and clean, irresistibly inviting one to
kneel and drink. In its rhythmically balanced form it is nature as nature
ought to be, but somehow never 1S.

Near the spring some of the scattered rocks have flat tops over which
the centuries have Aung furry rugs of coarse, matted moss. It has been sup-
posed that these flat rocks were meditation seats, but the chronicles show

that meditation took place in the small chapel which stood nearby. The

flat-topped stones of Saihoji are, however, very characteristic of its style of
rock work and have exerted a wide influence on later gardens--for Saihoji
served as a model for many centuries.

Just beyond the chapel is the dry cascade. Below the fall, its pools brim

with moss, the whole arrangement extending some distance back around

the curve of the hillside. The spot is mysterious with the gloom of tall trees,

So the large, aged rocks, blotched with lichens, jutting from the hillside, are

difficult to distinguish clearly. But we can make out a rocky fall of huge
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stones which look as if they had been washed clear by falling
no water trickles over them now, nor has it

water.

ever; yet the teeling
Still

resisted that it must have done so for ages and may again soon. In the, cannon Lbe

pool at the foot of the rocks only moss brims and likewise in theSmalllarger

which washes almost to our feet. The moss seems to ripple like the
pool

of a pool disturbed by the fall of the cascade. water

The pools are outlined in rocks placed with subtle artistry. We see here,
carried out to perfection, the admonition of the Sakuteiki to follow

closely as possible. The stones seem to stand where they are simply because
nature as

they could not be anywhere else. The thought crosses our minds "Can this
after all be natural?" Then we notice how the earth has been washed :
from under several rocks, leaving exposed the foundation of small

which they are rested, and we know that every rock in sight was

we see it with the greatest care. The stones in this arrangement are not re-
markable for their peculiar shape or surface texture as are some of those in

later gardens; they are, in fact, rather ordinary and rounded in form, yet the
harmony of their rhythmic descending lines from the cascade through the
inclosing borders of the pool is that of flowing water itself.

The same stone technique used in these three hillside arrangements-
the cascade, the turtle island, and the spring is used in the stonework of

the lower garden, proving that both were made at the same time and by the
same garden artist. In the lower garden there are several remnants of rock
arrangements which cannot be identified but are believed to have been once

cascades. The best surviving arrangements are true islands in the pond; one

of these is a turtle island, now very difficult to identify, while beside it is

With the introduction of the crane appears the second of the longevity
creatures which served the Immortals. The association of the crane with

Oriental gardens is very old, originating, 1t seems
which alighted on islands in the lakes. It will be recalled that a crane island

likely, from real cranes

was mentioned in connection with the hunting park of Liu Wu of the Han

period in China. Whatever the origin, by the time the tradition was estab-

a crane island.
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away
stones on

placed as
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upright, standing rocks, its general effect beinglished in Japan, the crane island possessed a definite form; it was made of
PARADISE

to the turtle islands which are generally flat. Unlike the turtle, there is
perpendicular, in

contrast

nothing graphic about the crane islets; no amount of
imagination couldsee a bird depicted in one of them, although this has

times. Their function seems
been

to be to provide the attempted at

which serve as contrast for the level forms of the turtle.upright, perpendicularlines

Saihoji has also its mysterious straight line of "night-mooring" stones.
Here they are very much smaller than in some of the older gardens, stretch-
ing in

double line across a small upper pond which drains into the lower

lake. Realists have suggested that here they may be nothing more than the
foundation stones of a building which once overhung this small
ever, the fact that they pond. How-

are irregularly spaced and some are pointed, unsuit-
ing them to support a a pillar, seems to answer this point. Whatever this

arrangement may have meant, as they exist here they are singularly orna-
mental, especially in summer when small grasses and flowers grow out of
their crevices to be reflected delicately back in the shallow water.

While the Saihoji pond 15 is large enough for boating and was often sO

used, it was not primarily designed for this purpose as were the large lakes

of Heian mansion gardens. Since it was the garden of a Jodo temple, the
pond could have been intended only to suggest Amida's celestial lake gar-

den. This is a concept easily understood and grasped by anyone. But times
were changing. The old, unshadowed nature of the courtiers was becoming

affected by adversity, and there was a turn to more thoughtful things, the
beginning of a new mood of reflection and introspection. We find this mood
foreshadowed here in the outward form of the garden, especially in the

pond, which is winding and mysterious, rather than open, broad, and
sunny as were the old boating gardens. In excavating it a large round island
was left in the center so that the lake is virtually a circular channel of water,
very irregular, and presenting, as one follows it, constantly changing vistas
of shadowy water, rolling moss, and rocky islets. It was the beginning of
transition from the old style to the new feeling of mysticism in gardening.
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With the ascendancy of military power and the consequent
of old values and old ways, had come an awakening from the idyllicoverthooverthrow

courtiers. Stripped of its actual power, the court nevertheless dream ofthe

its way, outwardly much as always; but its mood was one of
went

On

melancholy, of looking back to past days of glory. Elsewhere n men Sentimental
ginning to think for themselves, and this was

were

one of the factors •
be.

to the marked religious activity of the Kamakura period. With the
which lea

military

men rough and untutored, those individuals who had no taste for military
adventure sought the monasteries which were strong enough to offer them
a refuge. Thus, in this period, the centers of culture shifted from the

court

to the temples; it is not by chance that nearly all the gardens of this period
are those of temples. The creation of Saihoji at this time was strictly in
keeping with the spirit of the new age.

It has long been thought that Saihoji's garden was made by the great
Zen priest, Musò Kokushi, in the second quarter of the 14th century. A
record of his life' says so, but it now appears quite certain that all he did

was to rehabilitate the temple and add a number of buildings to the garden.
Saihoji was a hundred and fifty years old before Musö Kokushi came to it.

It had been constructed in the Kenkyü era (1190-1198) by one Fujiwara
Morokazu, who was the hereditary high priest of the nearby Matsuo shrine
and head of the family which had once been known as Hata.

These Hatas probably had been originally Koreans, to judge by their

Chinese name. Doubtless they had been brought to Japan to teach the

civilized arts and crafts. Skilled and energetic, they became possessed of ex-

tensive lands near the site of present -day Kyoto, which they developed for

rice culture by building dams and irrigation systems. Although they were
exceedingly wealthy and influential, they remained commoners until after
the court left Nara. Then they offered some of their land for the site of the

new capital and, when it was accepted, contributed heavily to the cost of
building the new imperial palace, for
have the court it was greatly to their advantage to

SO near. Some of the Hata women became wives of Fujiwaras
1 Musò Kokushi Nempu.

GARDENS OF THE WESTERN PARADISE

and in this way, in time, the family seems to have become
PARADISE

the great Fujiwara clan. But they evidently maintained themselves affiliated as with abranch, holding the family lands and
separate
The Hatas had early built the Buddhist temple calledfortune more or less intact.

Shinto shrine, named Matsuo, which they dedicated to an
Köryuji and also

ical Shinto ancestor. The head of the family remained the hereditary high
adopted myth-

priest of this family shrine and evidently controlled the family fortune.
It was the head of this family, the high priest of Matsuo, who, in the

early Kamakura period, caused Saihoji garden to be built. A legend relates

that the deity of Matsuo once manifested itself on a large rock (still pointed
out to the credulous in Saihoji garden) commanding that a temple be built
on the spot. A more likely reason for the construction of the temple is found
in certain ancient graves on the hillside behind. There are probably the rest-
ing places of departed Hatas and the spot, doubtless, had long been sacred
to them. It is probable, too, that some sort of small temple had stood on the

spot before, accounting for the various legends of an early temple there. For
some reason, however, in the early Kamakura period, Fujiwara Morokazu,

the high priest of Matsuo, being also an ardent follower of Amida, decided

to erect the twin temples of Saihoji and Eidoji on this spot. After they were
completed he gave a manor for their upkeep. These facts were written on a

stone monument put up in the garden by the priest Jikusen in the 13th

century. He was a contemporary of Mus Kokushi and would hardly have
done this if Muso Kokushi had originally made the garden.*

Internal evidence corroborates the age of Saihoji's gardens. Their basic
theme of Amida's paradise, the foreshadowing of mysticism in their feeling,
and the details of their stone technique are all characteristic of the early
Kamakura period rather than of Muso Kokushi's later day. The garden was

tremendously expensive to build, not only because it was very large and in
a difficult location, but also because every detail was executed in the finest

8 The story of the monument is is found in Saihöïi Chitei Engi, Legendary History of
Saihoji, but corroboration of its existence is found in the Heiki-zan fitsuroku, the diary of
a Visitor who went there in 1460.
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thorough manner possible, as evidenced to thisand most day

has survived. Musö Kokushi had no resources at his command to accom-
in the

way it

plish such a work nor did he remain at Saihoji long enough. But the Hata-
Fujiwara family might well have done it. Not only did they possess the
wealth necessary, tante they had at their command the sill and engineeringresources of : family long accustomed to land development.

A century and a half after the founding, the grandson or great-grand.
son of Morokazu, who was then his successor as head of the family and
high priest of Matsuo, conceived the idea of rehabilitating the mossy old
family temple on the hillside and retaining the great Zen ecclesiastic, Muso
Kokushi, for its honorary abbot. With his coming, however, a new chapter
opened in the story of Saihoji.

VII. The Transition Gardens

IN 1337 the head of Matsuo shrine and patron, by heredity, of Saihöji
temple was Fujiwara Chikahide. He was governor of a

evidently because he supported the
province and,

military regime, seems still to have

controlled interested thelarge in Zen properties as
the

grandfather ofone-time had been Hata family. the Being ofar-
dently

his in faithAmida, as
he decided that the old Jodo family temple of Saihöi might, perhaps, be
converted into one of the Zen sect, if the great Muso Kokushi could be in-

duced to come and officiate, and act for awhile as its honorary abbot.
The times were troublous. During the 13th century the country had

been, on the whole, quiet and well administered under the Kamakura camp
government. But in the early t 4th century this regime began to weaken.
The real difficulties were economic, with available lands too limited to sat-

isfy the ambitions of vassal lords who desired wealth and power. But in the
court trouble had arisen over the succession to the throne. The reigning

Emperor, Go-Daigo, was the center of the intrigues, and the court divided
into factions for and against him. Kamakura sent an army and a general

to overawe the court; but near Kyoto this general, Ashikaga Takauji, sud-
denly turned against his Kamakura overlords, and shortly the whole country
was in upheaval. The barons took sides in the court fight, but their real

hope was that they might obtain the lands of their rivals if they won.
Eventually the Kamakura government was overthrown, and the rebellious
general, Takauji, emerged victorious, while the Emperor Go-Daigo was

forced from Kyoto. Another imperial prince was set up as Emperor in the
old city while Go-Daigo, who had never abdicated, established his court at
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Yoshino, famous for its cherry trees. For the next fifty years there
two imperial courts in Japan, each with its adherents among the court nobles

existed
and the provincial barons.

The court in Kyoto made Takauji shogun in 1338, thus starting in his
family a new dynasty of de facto rulers known as the Ashikaga Shoguns.
Since the intrigues of the court had played such

part in this national up-
neival, mentTakauf found it expedient Kyoto to make the headquarters keep of hisKamakura, butwhere he couldnot an eye on govern. things.
Thus, in due course, the old capital once more became the center of all

It was while these things were still going on that Chikahide invited
Musò Kokushi to come to Saihoji. Chickahide was a a supporter of Takauji,
and Muso Kokushi was one of the new leader's confidential advisors. It was
not difficult, therefore, for arrangements to be made, all the less so, doubt-

less, as the quiet seclusion of the temple would have its appeal in those
troubled days.

The priest, Musö Kokushi, sometimes known by his other priestly
name of Soseki, was one of the most astute men of his time, the recipient of
high honors from the imperial court and much admired by the military
men. He was also a keen lover of nature, a fact continually brought out in

the records of his life. It has been customary for several hundred years to

regard him as one of the foremost of the early garden designers, but it now

appears this reputation was created in after ages and is based simply on his

well-known love of natural beauty and his connection with a number of
temples having fine gardens. His actual contribution to these gardens seems

to have been, in every case, only the addition of a pavilion or summer house
at some high and sightly spot where he could sit and contemplate the

beauty of nature. Such a pavilion, for instance, he built in Kamakura on

the hill behind Zuisenji temple, and such buildings he added to Saihöji and
Tenryuji.

It is not hard to picture the effect of Saihoji garden on such a lover of

nature as was Musö Kokushi. For nearly a century and a half it had been

activities.

THE TRANSITION GARDENScollectingquietly patina of age until the mosses must have been as thick
as they are today, and created an atmosphere as glamorous as they do
After he settled there, Muso Kokushi changed the written characters of the

now.

temple name so that, although they were pronounced as before, they meantthe Templeof Western Fragrance, a Zen allusion, rather than the Temple
of the Western Direction, the old Jodo name. The temple and garden were
rehabilitated, but the garden was not fundamentally changed. A number
of buildings were erected in it under Muso Kokushi's direction, all with

transcendental Zen names and meanings. Chickahide, like his ancestor, the
founder, was evidently very lavish with funds for this work. The new build-

ings were apparently all of excellent design for they met the highly exacting
taste of a later generation, which made replicas of them. One of these copies
survives today in the Silver Pavilion, which we shall come to in due course.

But in the civil wars of the middle ages all the Saihoji buildings were
burned, and we do not know otherwise what they were like.

Although Saihoji's garden was originally laid out to suggest the para-
dise of Amida, the way 1n which it foreshadowed a more subjective feeling
in garden art has been mentioned. The subtleties of the circular winding

pool, the path, the curious effect of the thick moss, and the long reflec-
tions in the water, all bring out this feeling strongly. The garden creates

that sense of mysticism, arousing profound depths of feeling, which

Oriental artists call yügen.' There iS no exact English equivalent for this
word since it is concept not definitely crystallized in Western thought. By
one definition it might be called an atmosphere the atmosphere of hazy

unreality which brings, to a sensitive mind, the feeling of kinship with
nature, the sense of one's spirit merging with the spirits of other natural
things, which is the basic feeling of Oriental mysticism.

It is this mysticism which is at the bottom of Zen Buddhism. It will
be recalled that in its essentials it was formulated into a philosophy in the

century B.C. when Taoist thinkers sought The Way to an under-5th

standing of life and man's nature and his relation to the Infinite. Many of
1 A term derived from the Chinese. The 'g" is hard as always in Japanese.
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these stilosphers retreated artificialities co
mountain of hermitages Alone to free

the restrictions and
society.in the wilds, themselves they

live simply with nature, feel the fundamental rhythm in allcould hon
their own harmonic relation to the universe.

things,
sense

and
The same turn of mind led somewhat later to the formulation of

other school of philosophy having virtually the same objectives but takingan-

the form of a Buddhist sect. Ostensibly derived from India, it appears as
the original Indian thought must have been so adapted that it amounted

if

virtually to an expression of the Chinese mind similar to Taoism. However,
regarded as a sect of Buddhism, it was called Ch'an. The word means medi-
tation and in Japan came to be pronounced Zen. This sect held that, since
man 1S one manifestation of the cosmic force, truth may be found by seck-
ing for it within his own being. The process of intuitive introspection 18
called meditation and any success in its realization is termed enlightenment.

The Ch'an sect originally had no other activity than this, no doctrine, no
written scripture, no ritual of worship.

While the meditative branch of Buddhism had been known in Japan
very early, it was not until the military era of the Kamakura regime that it

assumed importance. During the 13th century there had been a good deal
of travel back and forth between Japan and China, as Japanese Zen stu-

dents went to the mainland to study at the fountainhead of the sect, or

Ch'an priests were induced to come to Japan and teach in Kyoto or Kama-
kura. Simple, at first, in form, Zen came, in time, to establish many large

and powerful monasteries; eventually it became almost the official religion

of the country through the adherance of the powerful military men and
their influence on the court.

It may appear strange, at first, to find a religion of quietude and med-

itation making its greatest appeal to a military society. But Zen is a highly
individualistic philosophy, its meditation and of

direct and personal experience. It might well appeal to men of a self-reliant
enlightenment matters

nature who had no taste for
emotionalism, for abstruse speculation, study
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or ritual,and who placed a high value on self-discipline. Its quietude, more-

over,
offered an escape to those who lived lives of strife and uncertainty.Zen has been one of the most

the development of Japanese culture.profound of the influences entering into
Superimposed on the

down by the Heian court, it reoriented almost completely most of the olderpattern laid

cultural expressions. In place of their gaiety, brightness, and color it sub-stituted
subtle symbolism, extreme simplicity, and naturalness. We see

this transitional process taking place in Salhoji garden. While the

was not laid out on Zen principles, it became a Zen garden through garden nature's

influence on it, creating in its subtle harmonies and its perfect naturalism
that feeling of yugen which later Zen artists strove

their work. Saihoji marks, therefore, a definite turn in in consciously the course of to put Japanese into
garden development, with the disappearance of the old, gay, Heian pleasure
park and the foreshadowing of the new, subjective gardens of the next

period.

A second garden which marks the transition from the old to the new
with the introduction of Sung artistry-another of the profound influences

in Japanese culture-is that of Tenryüji temple. It lies not far from Saihoji
on the banks of the Öi river and across from

small green peak called

Mount Arashiyama. This river district, beautifully wooded, bright in

spring and autumn with cherry blossoms or maple foliage, has been : popu-
lar resort since Heian days. In the 9th century the learned Emperor Saga

constructed his Saga-no-in not far away, and from that time onward the
court nobles often built their villas nearby. Across from Arashiyama:

cer-

tain Prince Kaneaki built an estate in the 10th century which came at at last

into the possession of the courtly Tachibana family. This estate stood at
the foot of the hill called Kameyama from which it took its later name of

Kameyama-dono or Kameyama Hall.
In the middle of the Kamakura period the Emperor Saga Il, or Go-

Saga, who had retired young, was living in a mansion in in Kyoto belonging
to his wealthy father-in-law, the powerful court noble, Fujiwara no Saneuji.
As Saneuji had supported the military regime, he was in much better cir-
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cumstances than most of the other courtiers, so that when
which the retired Emperor was living burned, he was able to beginthe mansion in

struction at once. He asked Tachibana Tomoshige
its

of this new building, that is, to be responsible for assembling its materials
to act as commissioner

recon-

and seeing to its erection. But before the new place was completed it, too,
caught fire. Tachibana, evidently feeling himself in some way responsible
for this, pressed his own estate at Arashiyama upon the retired
Saneuji, therefore, turned his attention toward making this old Emperor.

into as fine a country villa as possible. When it was completed and occupied,
place over

about 1256, it became for some years the center of court life, since Go-Saga
continued to exercise the powers of the throne from his retirement. Later
in the century Kameyama-dono was used by his son, the Emperor Kame
yama, who evidently took his name from it. But by the time Takauji was
campaigning against Kamakura, and the reigning Emperor, Go-Daigo, was
fleeing to Yoshino, the old estate of Kameyama-dono had lain deserted for

years and was falling into ruins. Muso Kokushi, who must often have

passed it on his way to Saihoji, evidently realized the possibilities it pos-
sessed for being turned into a fine temple, for not long after he caused this
to take place.

The Emperor Go-Daigo, who had been forced by Takauji to Alee from
Kyoto and set up his Southern Court on the cherry-covered mountain of

Yoshino, died there suddenly. Takauji, who seems to have had an average

amount of superstition, greatly feared the vengeance of the departed spirit

and sought advice from Muso Kokushi. Takauji related to the priest a
dream in which he had seen dragon rise from the Öi river and, after

circling the heavens, descend on the old estate of Kameyama-dono. Musö

replied that he, too, had had a curious dream of the same place. He had
seen the late Emperor Go-Daigo, robed as a priest, enter it in his imperial

palanquin. Dragons being the symbol of superior beings, it was evident
that the two dreams were identical and meant that Go-Daigo's spirit wished
to find rest in the old

estate where, perhaps, he had played as
child;

that is, it should be turned into a temple with Go-Daigo's spirit as its deity.

THE TRANSITION GARDENS
The new institution thus established was called Tenryiji,

of the Heavenly Dragon, after Takauji's dream. Musothe Temple
of course, its first abbot, set about at Kokushi, who was,
they would but on be suitable for temple urge A pagoda was the only ten lingeonce reconstructing the buildings so

put up, hill behind the garden Musö built his inevitable summer
house looking out over the landscape.

The garden pond was cleaned, but there is no record of the garden's
being otherwise changed and there is no evidence today that it was much

changed, then or later. Today the garden of Tenryüji temple is still that
built by Saneuji for the Emperor Go-Saga in the middle of the

It lies in the same quiet setting of green hills with the river
1 3th cen-

tury.
out of its canyon nearby, now, as always, winding

perfect place for a retreat, sacred
or secular.

The garden lies between the foot of a natural hillside and the building
holding the abbot's state reception room, as once 1t must have lain before

the main hall of the retired Emperor's villa. The garden is small compared
to earlier ones, being only some two hundred feet long and a hundred and

fifty feet wide. This reduced size marks one of the new trends in garden

layout. The greater part of its area is taken up by the spreading pond, bit
of water as open and sunny as those of the old mansion gardens. It retains
this old courtly atmosphere but could never have been used for actual boat-

ing since it is much too small. This water exists purely for ornament, to

form part of the landscape picture seen from the house or to enhance the

pleasure of anyone circling the path about it. In midsummer the still sur-

face is crowded with lily pads, their small golden blossoms pushing up to
open in the sunlight. In autumn, when leaves and Alowers in the pool sink
beneath the surface, the dark mirror reflects the gold of the fading tree

foliage, while its small rocky islets rest on their own perfect reflections.
The lake is inclosed across from the buildings by a line of artificial

hillocks. Tall trees growing out of them now form a high, inclosing wall
of greenery which, lovely as it is, shuts out something which was once even
finer. This was the view across the river to the green peak of Arashiyama
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which became an intrinsic part of the garden design. Muso Kokushi, who
had little enough time, no doubt, to write poetry once he became abbot of
Tenryuji, once jotted down note which the temple still preserves, ?

which he hoped to write when he had more leisure. note
for poem

"On looking over to Arashiyama on a snowy day from the abbot's
apartments," it goes.

through the whirling silvery flakes of a winter's day,The distant green slopes of this hill, lightly powdered would in snow be fit and subject, scen
indeed, for poetry.

To improve the beauty of this distant hillside, Takauji caused numbers
of cherry and maple trees to be planted among the perennial natural ever-
greens. Every spring since, the pink blossoms have misted the hills, while in
autumn the maples have spreadrich russet over their slopes.

The picture created in the garden, as it appears to one sitting in the
abbot's apartment, divides itself naturally into three parts, background,
middle ground, and foreground. The distant peak and other natural hills
form the background; the lake and its inclosing artificial hillocks are the
middle ground; while the foreground is a stretch of land between the build-

ing and the near edge of the lake. This plan of Tenryuji is of particular
interest since it is as nearly typical of the basic plan of an average small

Japanese garden as may be found. It seems to have served as a prototype in
later periods, and there is even reason to think that it was from a a study of

its details that all those curious rules were derived about such things as

Guardian Stones, Guest Islands, and the like which encumbered gardening
in the later centuries. This will be taken up again.

The general plan of this garden picture 15 obviously that of the old
shinden lake gardens, but carried out on a a greatly reduced scale and much

better integrated. The level foreground stretching from the building to the
edge of the lake is a remnant of the old forecourt before the shinden man-

sion. This foreground area gains interest in Tenryuji from a small rocky

peninsula which projects out obliquely into the lake. Its shoreline 15
strengthened by large stones around it, whilesingle large rock, lying of
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What does it mean, this mysterious straight line of stones ACYOSS
represent

the ponds of old gardens? No one knows, but it may

convoy of junks moored for the night in some safe haven. This

group in the upper pond of Saiböji is one of the smaller examples.

(Photo by Harada Sunao.)
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naturalness.

'Austere rocks and sublime precipices"-Mount Sumeru, a great

peak rising from an illimitable ocean, was the Buddhist concept

of the universe. It was often portrayed in miniature as here 2n

Tenryüji, where the imagination is called on to Lift it to trans-
cendental heights. This rock arrangement, one of the finest in the
whole range of Oriental garden art, was probably made by

Chi-

nese rockcraftsman and represents the garden artistry of Sung

China. (Photo by the author.)
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forms a pointed islet. This

the tip,
layout is founded on sound geographicalknowledge,and the emphasis and repetition of its

Around the shore of the lake are other peninsulas andlines are highly pleasing.than this central one, but giving, altogether,smaller
the picture. These projections are also emphasized by rocks, but therevariety and interest toprojections,

smooth stretches of the lake shore between, which are quite plain, moldedare

with sod or moss. The lake bottom is made of clay finished on the
with a hard pavement of small stones. It has resisted the centuries,
garden believe thisbeen same bottom existence.

has
years for served for the wholehasin seven hundred

artificial hillock behind the lake is the "miniature mountain"
often heard about in Japanese gardens. It is a long, encircling embankment,

So

about seventeen feet high, made of soil taken from the lake excavation.
Once, it probably was rather irregular in form, with small peaks and gullies,
but time has worn this down to a rounded mound. The soil is held in place
today by a basketlike network of the tree roots growing in it. Here and there
in this embankment are set large stones, singly or in harmonious

suggesting the outcropping of the stony foundation of the hills. These
groups,

rocks were placed on beds of smaller stones which held them in place. In
the embankment may be found places where former stones have been re-

moved, probably to grace some other garden. The trees and shrubs growing

in this embankment extend far above it and mask its actual top so that the
ground seems to go much higher than in reality. Against the distant back-
ground of the actual hills, this tree-covered, artificial "mountain" forms a

connecting link tying the garden into its place in the landscape with perfect

The middle ground of the lake and inclosing embankment possesses

focal point of interest in the form of three rock arrangements, a cascade,

a stone bridge, and a rocky islet. The tall, rocky cascade is set into the em-
bankment at the head of a small inlet from the lake; the bridge crosses this
inlet, while the islet near one end of the bridge balances the group. To-
gether, they form a picture of harmonious interest as seen from the build-
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ing across the water. But the details of this group may be seen much
on a a stroll around the lake. The path taken on such a stroll leads

better

the shore and over the bridge, so that the cascade may be viewed around
foot. Looking up, it appears to tower high for it is topped by a veryfrom its

boulder that forms rocky peak. The stroll around the lake was
large

by the original designer, we know, because of the size and strength of the
planned

bridge. It will hold a person comfortably and was built in the beginning
with the other features of the garden. Here, the stroll around the lake
the place entirely of the boating in earlier gardens. It is another

took

transition
feature.

At one end of the lake
small, earthen island holds trees. It was once.

evidently, a turtle island, but now only the stone which formed the lifted
head of the creature remains to prove it. Of chief interest among the other
islands in the lake is the outstanding stone group near the bridge. This is
one of the finest things in the whole range of Japanese garden artistry, a

masterpiece unrivaled by any other arrangement. No matter from what spot

on the shore we view it, the seven stones which compose it show always a
balanced harmonic form. Such an achievement in the round is supremely

knows who has tried to make adifficult, as anyone flower arrangement
which shall be equally beautiful from every side.

The central stone of this island group is a tall, soaring, rocky pinnacle,
pointed, slightly slanting, rising some five feet above the water. About it

are grouped lesser stones, some flat-topped, giving strength with their

planes and pronounced angles, others pointed, in sharp contrast. Others,

again, are almost level with the water, creating a feeling of strong stability
in the group. A few seedling pines and other plantlets have found a a root-
hold on the weathered surface of these rocks and now add softening grace
to their a vast mountain risingrugged outlines. But, on the whole, we see

from the sea, as if we were soaring over some wild volcanic group. Its great
precipices are austere and sublime--and suddenly we realize that this must
be Mount Sumeru, the mythical Buddhist concept of the greatuniverse,

peak rising from an illimitable ocean, If, in
surrounded by rocky mountains.

THE TRANSITION

China long before, the garden shumi-sen had followed the
and been built Buddhis

books
in goblet form with seven concentric rocky rings, such

picture

a form had vanished long since. Here is only a realistic e
and awe-inspiring peak rising from the conception of

ocean, lifted by our imaginations
great

from its five feet to any height we care to make it.
Here we have supremely artistic example of the

miniature"of gardenswhich hasJapanese
been so often written about. The rocky

aspect

shumi-sen of Tenryuji illustrates excellently the fact

two phases or two scales in these *miniature" gardens, the realistic and the
that always there ate

imaginative. In its realistic, outward aspects, the gardens remain always
the scale of the human being who is viewing it as the rocks in this

on

form only an islet jutting out of a garden pond. But when they are looked
group

at with the eye of the imagination, they begin to expand and grow
heights we care to let them. to any

By such a play of the imagination are some- not all -Japanese gar-
dens made into replicas of a wide natural landscape. But the effect of an

actual panoramic landscape is no more attempted literally in these gardens
than it is in a landscape painting; such an attempt would only result in
something akin to a topographical map. Instead, as the painter uses his
brush and color, so the garden maker uses his stones, plants, and water to

achieve his effects through suggestion, simplification, abridgement; some-

times by convention and symbolism. The result is an arrangement of

rocks and plants which is to be taken at its face value for exactly what it is

-a bit of naturalistic gardening. Or, transformed by a creative imagin-

ation, it may be much more. In other words, the larger landscape in gar-
den is actually not reproduced in the garden itself, but in the mind of the
beholder. The onlooker must contribute almost as much as the garden

maker himself. If the beholder IS unable to create the larger landscape,
does not exist-for him.

This fact has been a source of wide misunderstanding on the part of

toreigners who come to see the gardens not quite knowing what to expect.

GARDENSGARDENS
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When we first look at them, we are baffled and puzzled by the assertion
can

that Japanese gardens reproduce great landscape pictures. We
our own eyes that they do nothing of the sort; that they are, in fact, only

see with

naturalistic gardens which are peculiarly successful for sufficient technical
reasons. Westerners are familiar with subjectivity in music, but it is rather
new to us in the plastic arts. We can, perhaps, best understand these

by letting them touch our imagination and speak to us directly, as
gat-

dens

music does, without words or conscious concepts.
The second stone composition in Tenryuji, the bridge, goes back

entirely to realism. Crossing the small inlet which leads to the foot of the
cascade, it is entirely functional, made to carry the path and nothing else.
Yet it is completely harmonious with the rest of the garden.Simple, strong,
and graceful in its design, it gives just the suggestion needed of man's

presence in an otherwise natural picture, but it suggests man in a a mood of
complete harmony with nature, man adapting its forms to his use, rather
than dominating and forcing them. The bridge is made entirely of natural,
uncut stones, laid together without cement. Three long, thin, flat stones
laid end to end serve as planks to be walked on; where the ends join,
foundation pillars of natural stone rise from the water to support them. The

tops of these supporting stones may be invisibly chipped so that they hold
the others securely, but no hint of this appears outwardly.

The cascade behind the bridge rises directly from the lake, its main
face high, flat surface of rock some seven feet tall and four feet broad. This

huge rock (which is really a thin slab) is supported on either side by large
boulders which turn the little inlet into a sort of short, rocky fjord. Above

the main fall, the water swirls through a rushing cascade among other large
stones. One of them, several feet long, vaguely resemblesfish and is called

the Carp Stone. It is meant to suggest a fish swimming up the torrent to

spawn. Above this swirling cascade is the second fall, about three feet high,
formed by a second flat-faced rock. At the top the cascade is crowned by
huge, pointed stone peak. In its every line the structure suggests the im-
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mense strength of rock and the

drop in it, only the feeling of pouring torrents.?tremendous dynamic movement of water.Yet there IS not
There is

striking resemblance between the Tenryiji cascade and an-
other, which probably was built

few years afterward by the same Saneujiwho was father to Go-Saga's Empress and builder of the original Kame-
yama-dono. This other cascade, which we shall come to a little later, is now

in the garden of the Gold Pavilion where it was originally
own villa. Both these cascades seem necessarily to be the work of the same

part of Saneuji's

artist, but who he was we do not know. The name of Tachibana is the onlyoccurring in the records of Kameyama-dono; heone was the commissioner

and might, of course, have been the designer as well. But probably he was
for the style of stonework in Tenryaji leadsnot, one to think that it must

have been done, not by a Japanese at all, but by some wandering Chinese
rockcraftsman. Its style exemplifies the current Chinese form and feeling
in landscape art, as depicted in the landscape paintings, but this style was
then almost unknown in Japan.

Japanese intercourse with China had almost ceased forlong period
during the latter part of the Heian epoch, and cultured Japanese had been
busy creating their own distinctive art forms from the elements they had
earlier assimilated. But when, in the Kamakura period, interest in Zen
began to increase, travel back and forth to China was resumed once more.

Those coming and going were chiefly Japanese students of Zen and Chinese

teachers of its elements. It was during this time--the 12th and 13th

2 On special occasions for instance during the visit of the Garden Club of America
in 1935-a thin flow of real water is conducted to the top of the artificial hillock and
allowed to flow down through the cascade. It is lifted to the top in a bamboo conduit

carried on stilts across the glade behind. This thin trickle of water is almost invisible,
but this doesn't matter for its function is to sing. Across the flat face of the upper rock,
which slants inward slightly, the streamlet falls into an invisible earthen pot buried at
the foot. As it strikes the water, it makes a a thin tinkling sound. This arrangement for

water was made as a later addition to the garden; it seems quite unnecessary, for a fall
of such strength as is suggested by the powerful rocks would roar rather than tinkle.
But any sound of falling water is charming, and perhaps in a peaceful temple garden,
this thin sound is not out of keeping with the general atmosphere.
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centuries-_that China was at the height of its great Sung civilization

Mongols, to be sure, hung in the north like a dark, threatening
cloud

The

finally, when the storm broke, they swept down on K'ai-fêng, the
and

capital, where the artist-Emperor, Hui Tsung, had built his great Ken Yu
northern

rock garden. After this loss the Sung court was reorganized at Hangchow,
West Lake. Later this city, too, was taken by the barbarians andon

Chinese empire, but only Chinese culture.
there

This, howeverwas no longer a

was able to overthrow its conquerors at last and set up the Ming
dynasty.

But the years were upset ones, and many scholars and artists sought refuge
in distant parts; some of them were even willing to cross the seas to Japan.

The supreme art production of the Sung period was landscape painting.
These pictures were executed in black ink and watered greys on paper and
silk with vigorous brush strokes or soft washes. In the hands of a master
this medium was capable of conveying all the strength and vigor of vast,
tumbled mountains, soaring peaks, dark valleys, and leaping cataracts.
Those who painted them were attempting to represent, not a definite land-

scape, but the essential quality of all nature. To this end they often exag-
gerated the towering of great peaks or the strength ofprecipice. The cas-
cade and islet of Tenryuji hold just that vigor and power which we find in

the landscapes and the same hint of exaggeration. Altogether, the likeness

between them 1S is exact; they are unmistakably works of Sung artistry.

But it it must not be forgotten that this garden was made about 1256;

Sung painting was then at its height in China, but very little was known

about it as yet in Japan. Japanese Zen priests coming home from China
may have brought back a few of the Sung paintings, but it was to take over
a hundred years before the knowledge and understanding of Sung art was
to show its effect in general on Japanese art.

Curiously, it was Takauji himself and Tenryüji temple which were
largely instrumental in introducing Sung art to their country. At the sug-
gestion of Muso Kokushi or some other Zen priest familiar with conditions
in China, it had been decided to send a ship direct to that country to bring

back the fine decorations and ecclesiastical equipment desired for the new
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This voyage was made in

conastery,

institutions of the kind also sent ships. Out of their voyages grew up,

1342 and was such a success that

in time, a renewed trade with China which was highly profitable to its
Japanese sponsors and brought into Japan many fine art objects which un-settled conditions in China threw into the market.

Japan, to this day, the finest in the world. This trade con-
They make the Chinese

collections in
tinued to be managed by Zen priests for long time.

Tenryuji garden, however, was old long before this trade had everBecause its rock work
begun. is a masterpiece of Chinese landscape artistry
and not in any way the attempt of an amateur copyist in this field, we are
led to the conclusion, inevitably, that it must have been done by some
Chinese garden craftsman who had wandered far from home, perhaps to

the Mongols. No one else, it would
escape seem, could have done it. In

line the stonework shows the hand of an
every experienced master in this

art form. It is totally different from the Japanese stonework of of this period.
This is proved to us by comparing it with its predecessor, the dry cas-

cade in the mossy hillside garden of Saihoji temple which was made some

sixty or seventy years earlier. In this earlier cascade we have, I think, a per-

fect example of what might be called pure Japanese stonework, the type of
stone arrangement prevalent in the country before Sung artistry made itself
felt, the product of independent Japanese development. When Sahoji was

made, rock artistry had been developing in Japan away from any Chinese
influence for a long time. It had become the cult of the Japanese garden

makers to reproduce nature as exactly as possible, as we find plainly stated

in the Sakuteiki. It is also borne out 1n the Saihoji cascade whose maker had

obviously studied natural rock formations-Japanese of course-until he
was able to reproduce them so well we are left to wonder sometimes

whether, after all, they may not be natural. Nature in Japan is generally

rounded, soft, and gentle, not wild and rugged as it is in parts of China.
The Saihoji rockwork is likewise rounded and gentle, though by no means

lacking in strength, but it is a static strength; all its stones are bluntly

angled, and while many are huge, none is of peculiar ot curiously distinctive

monaster?,
;actitutionsother
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shape. They have all been placed in the most stable position possible, thar
is, they are all "lying stones," horizontal with the ground, as time mighthave laid them down. The whole effect is one of repose and quiet.

Tenryuji's stonework, on the contrary, iS filled with dynamic vigor.

Almost every rock stands upright, its whole feeling one of powerful up-
ward movement. In these two types of rock artistry we find contrasted the

natural geographical features of the two countries; Japan, a land of mild
and gentle nature, the China of the landscape painters, wild and fantastic.
And out of this, no doubt, we find developed the two schools of rock ar-
tistry. Both are perfected techniques; one could not have grown out of the
other in a short period. Tenryuji's rockwork must have been done by some-
one trained in the school of Sung rock artistry. It is interesting to realize
that in this bridge, cascade, and island there exists, perhaps, the only sur-
viving example of contemporaneously executed Sung garden art-certainly
the only one known at present.

After Tenryuji, naturalism in Japan never again reached the heights it

attained in Saihoji. Nature was no longer a master to be followed exactly
for with the coming of Sung art, Japanese artists gave reign to their imagi-
nations, swinging from the gentle, static quality of Japanese nature to the

soaring inspiration of great cliffs and peaks. They created art first and nature
afterward.

VIII Mansions of Muromachi

PART I: THE GOLD PAVILION

FTER Takauji and his vassal barons had returned and settled in
Kyoto, the city presented an appearance very different from that
of its old days during the Fuji wara ascendency. While the Kama-

kura regime lasted, life had gone on in the capital much as always. The
nobles still held civilian court office and maintained much of their accus-

tomed state. Most of them, it is true, had been getting poorer and poorer
as time went on and their estates slipped into hardier hands, but, on the

whole, things were not too bad. Elegance, though it had to be practiced
with frugality, was still the dominant keynote of the court. Always these

nobles had been the chief sight on the streets of the town, riding in their

high, two-wheeled, lacquered carts drawn by slow-stepping oxen, attended
by group of outriders and retainers. The business of the other inhabitants
had been to cater to their needs and fall in with their customs.

But with the coming of Takauji and the military lords from Kamakura
this was changed. The new barons were now the really wealthy element in

the country, their riches coming from lands fallen to them from the van-
quished overlords of the Kamakura government. Takauji's generals in their
gold-crested helmets and lacquered armor, laced with silken cords, were
now the glittering and conspicuous figures on the streets of Kyoto. A kun-

dred and fifty years before, the first military leaders had despised courtly

effeminacy and made virtues of extreme simplicity and hardihood. But the
later warriors had somewhat relaxed this code and acquired a taste for the
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amenities of life, learning many things from the Kyoto men who had come
to Kamakura in the government service.

In Kamakura, the houses built by the military lords had been called"military-style mansions,"buke-zukuri. They were modeled, in arrange-
ment, upon the rambling collection of buildings that made up an aristo-
cratic shinden, but they were greatly simplified as to details and decorations.
The military mansions included extensive quarters for armed followers,
sables for horses, and practice grounds for archery and other warlike arts.
Small gardens before the main rooms may have been included, but garden-
ing was certainly not one of the arts in which the earlier military men had
been interested.

When the later barons settled in Kyoto, however, the times changed.
They then set themselves to acquiring fine town houses and country estates
in the manner of the court nobles. Takauji himself and his successor, who

became the second Ashikaga shogun, had little leisure for such things; but
their followers began to take over some of the older places, rebuilding them
to suit themselves. Their activities were marked by the love of show charac-

teristic of the newly rich everywhere. We read, for instance,' of Ko no
Moronao, one of Takauji's most trusted lieutenants, who "made over an old

mansion, building a Chinese gate and a hall with end-pavilions and tall

buildings. It made a very grand sight."

Probably this "tall" building had two stories, differing from the old
shinden halls which had but one. The mention of end-pavilions shows,

however, that, in general, the old mansion style was still being followed.

We get a farther graphic glimpse of Kyoto streets as the Taiheiki con-

tinues with a description of Ko no Moronao's garden.

"Large stones were brought for the lake edge from the provinces of Ise,
Saiga and Shima. Axles on the carts squeaked and often broke; oxen panted

and lolled their tongues."

The stones from Saiga, we know from other surviving examples, were
of a curious bluish color.

Taiheiki.

MANSIONS OF MUROMACHI

Trees and plants were collected for o no Moronao's garden as modern
Japanese millionaires collect valuable curios. The cherries, for instance, werebrought from Yoshino, which is still the most famous cherryMaples and chrysanthemums "reedyblossom placecameJapan.well-known inA hamlet"constructed fromspots made famouspoems. was byin the

description by the popular poet Saigyo, ofgarden, based
on a view near the seacoast at
Naniwa. All these items, expensively gathered, spread the fame of Ko no

Moronao of such a whose person. haughty behavior, it is said, was what might be expected
The court aristocrats viewed all these goings on with the typical disdain

of the old regime for the nouveaux riches. With lands largely usurped and
incomes meager, these nobles yet held themselves aloof, living with what-
ever of slender elegance they could manage. Nevertheless, as they still con-
trolled access to the court and its honors, they were often approached by
aspiring barons who desired social rank and court position. It is said that
chief source of income for needy aristocrats during this period came from
their efforts in procuring such honorary court titles.

As time went on, the old Kyoto culture of the aristocrats began to

impose its restraining canons of taste on the newcomers, subduing their
exuberance. Another restraining influence was Zen with its strong associa-
tion with art, which was becoming better understood, giving meaning to
much creative work. Patterned and restrained by the old courtly culture,

derived from the T'ang period, strengthened by the warrior's vigor, and

now electrified by the beauty of Sung art, inspiration and technique reached
maturity together in the next period, producing gardens which for artistry
and sheer beauty have probably never been excelled in any period or any
country.

It was the grandson of Takauji, the third Ashikaga Shogun, Yoshi-
mitsu, who took the lead in building these gardens. Living between 1358

and 1408, he was a true product of his times, a fusion of the forces which
made it great. As an administrator, he was able to bring about a reconcili-
ation between the two imperial courts, one in Yoshino and one in

Kyoto,
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whose factional fights had disrupted the country for over
also possessed a keen interest in art and esthetics and was a sincere studentfifty years. He

of Zen. It was this Shogun, who, as a young man, had astonished the
party of courtiers on a visit to the mossy old temple of Saihoji by leaving

gay

the pleasure seekers on the lake and meditating with his Zen teacheron the
quiet hillside.

The mansion which Yoshimitsu built as his palace and shogunal

quarters stood in the northeastern part of the city which, ever since that
head-

day, has been the best residential district of Kyoto. The place was called
Muromachi Hall, that is, Muromachi-dono, after Muromachi, the street
on which it fronted. The government headquarters centered in this place
and from it has been derived the name by which historians designate the

period during which the Ashikaga shoguns were greatest, that is, approx-
imately the century between 1392 and 1490. Muromachi-dono was a
splendid mansion with a great garden, occupying a large city block.2 The

garden contained such quantities of flowering trees that it was popularly
called the Flowery Palace, Hana-no-gosho. The word "flowers" in Japanese

poetic language always means cherry blossoms unless otherwise specified,
and we know those of the Flowery Palace were the weeping cherry, for the
record 3 tells how the young trees were given as an arranged gift from a
court noble to the Shogun. We can picture this garden when April opened
the buds, the flower-laden trees appearing like a mass of pink mist drifting
around the lake or like a delicate rain of color reflected in the shimmering,

dark water. To describe the scene adequately, the same record harks back
to the ancient glamorous tale of the Immortals' Islands, with the words:

"A vision of the Three Isles and a a ship sailing to them could not be
fairer than this."

This reference to the half-forgotten Chinese tale was characteristic of
the times. A tremendous new fad for things Chinese was sweeping the elite

2 The present lines are written on part of its site, but no trace remains except, possibly,

a large and beautiful old rock in an adjoining missionary garden.
› Gukanki.
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studied examples byofwealthy exquisiteJapan as the result of Takauji's renewed trade with China. Every shipin new Sungthe new dilettantes. artwhichand Yoshimitsu wereeagerly appro-
lead in this fad as in other ways, gathering around him connoisseurs, artists,

took the
He often wore Chinese

and poets.

Chinese palanquin. A great revival of interest in Chinese
costume, it is said, and had himself

carried about in

verse also marked the times, led by Zen priests who had studied in China.
Many Chinese literary allusions crept into the gardens in the naming of
stones and islands.

The pace set by Yoshimitsu in building the Flowery Palace was fol-
lowed by his great vassals. We read of fine estates put up in the Muromachi

district by such powerful barons as the lords of Hosokawa, Yamana, and
Öuchi. Large lakes, islands, bridges, and pavilions were in all of these
estates.

Yoshimitsu was on excellent terms with the court and contributed

generously to its support. On one occasion, even, the Emperor resided for
a time in the Flowery Palace itself, when the mansion which had been

serving as his palace was burned. For a long time the sovereigns had been
living in estates, such as Kameyama-dono, outside the old imperial inclosure
which was nearly in ruins. One of these outside mansions, not far from the

house of Ko no Moronao, belonged to a Fujiwara family whose daughters

became imperial consorts. It was called Tsuchi-mikado-dono. Over long

period of years, this place was finally settled on as the permanent residence

of the emperors. Of all the great estates near the Flowery Palace, therefore,
only this one has survived. Its outlines exist today, approximately, in those

of the Imperial Palace of Kyoto, but nothing remains of the early Tsuchi-
replica of those ofmikado-dono. The present palace buildings are a late

only from the 18th century.early Heian, while the imperial garden dates

All the other great estates in the Muromachi district have disappeared,
have encroached on their ruins. But someas houses and shops of the city

Muromachi estates which had been built as country retreats on theof the

edge of the town have been more fortunate. Foremost among these is the

of
broughtpriated
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estate Yoshimitsu built for his own retirement. It is popularly called,
the Gold Pavilion Temple, or Kinkakuji, although its correct name is

now.

Rokuonji, the Deer Park Temple. This name was given to it by the
Shogun. It did not refer to real deer in the park, but was taken from the
Buddhist scriptures. Rokuya-on was the place where Gautama first
dressed his followers after attaining Enlightenment.

ad.

When a very young man, Yoshimitsu had once mentioned his hope*

of some day creating a "Deer Park" where he could devote himself
leisure and the arts. He was able to do this when he

to

was about thirty-seven.

for then he ostensibly turned over his shogunal office and the Flowery Pal-
ace to his nine-year-old son. In reality, of course, he continued to govern
from retirement but he was relieved from the ceremonies of his office.

As a site for the new estate, Yoshimitsu acquired a fine old villa which
had belonged to that same Saneuji who had built the country estate of

Kameyama-doño for his retired imperial son-in-law a century before.
The estate which Yoshimitsu bought, Saneuji had inherited from his father,

Kintsune. This court noble had supported Yoritomo, theFujiwara no

Minamoto leader, at the time the Kamakura government was being formed,

and for this support he had been, in due course, suitably rewarded with

much land and the hand of the warlord's sister, making him, probably,

the richest and most powerful noble in the court. He had built for him-

self this country estate north of the city which was called, in consequence,
the North Hill villa, or Kitayama-den. On it he constructed a temple,
called Saionji, by which name the family has since been known. A genera-
tion later, when the estate came into the possession of Saneuji, opportunity
apparently was taken to improve it by adding a cascade, utilizing, it would

recentlyseem, the services of that same Chinese rockcraftsman who had

been employed to make the garden at Arashiyama for the retired Em-
peror Go-Saga and Saneuji's daughter. This cascade still survives as part
of the garden which Yoshimitsu constructed on the site of the old North
Hill villa.

* Kanin Koroshi.
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villa had stood somewhat high on a hillside, with a splendidview across to
of

shinden estate, survives to this day, although now it
the Eastern Hills. Its large old pond, with the typi-sland

cal

serves only as a reservoir for the lake of the new garden. Water flowing outpond and down the hillside created anof this
which must have been somewhat outside theopportunity for the new

cascade main garden of the

older villa.
The main face of this cascade in the Gold Pavilion garden is
surface of rock, some eight feet high and five

great

Aat feet wide, which

small pool. The rock is tilted slightly forward, so that the
rises,

cliff-like, from
falls clear of its face. A slight irregularity atstream the top divides the fall-

ing water into two parallel columns which strike a large stone at the bottom
and spatter in a silver shower over the whole surface of the small pool, wet-

the water grasses and small ferns which grow in the crannies.ting
The stone which the water strikes is 1S of curious shape, set up on one of

its thin edges, twisted in form until it takes but little imagination to see
it as a gigantic fish headed into the waterfall, fantastically big for the small
pool. There can be little doubt that it was intended to create this suggestion,
for carp swimming up a waterfall had become a Chinese symbol of virtue.
In the Yellow River fish struggling over the rapids to spawn gave rise to the

legend that those who succeeded became dragons, great and beneficent

spirits of water and rain. From this the lesson was taught that men, also,

who struggled and won over the adversities of life became dragon-spirited,

or superior beings.5

The presence of this Chinese symbol, placed in Japanese garden long
before the fad for Chinese things had been renewed in Yoshimitsu's day,
seems to provide added evidence that the master-craftsman who made it
was, indeed,Chinese of the Sung school. The very size of the stone fish,

At the Boys' Festival,
5 This symbolism is persistent in Japan to the present day.

Tango

flying-field flags, are hung out to leap and twist in the wind, reminding boys of the
sekku, on May 5, huge, leaping paper fish, made on the principle of tubularno

virtues of

This

sweeping,
middle

OF MUROMACHI

hardihood and patient endurance.
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huge in that tiny pool, is one of the humorous grotesqueries which is
have been this cascade on the lowerfugacteristic of the Chinese but foreign to the Japanese hillside temperamenon which gaveIt may

Yoshimitsu the idea of building his new retiring palace at the lower level.
The mansion was put up on a broad level space which at present is

with moss and shaded by old trees. The garden lake was excavated in front
carpeted

of the buildings. The old cascade probably became part of some small rear
garden overlooked by a private apartment. The overflow from its pool
have meandered around the buildings in the shinden style, until at lastmay

flowed into the lake across the forecourt.

In general, the style of the buildings seems to have followed the shin-
den type, but with considerable modification of detail. This is evident in

the only one of the buildings which now survives, called the Gold Pavilion,
which gives its popular name to the garden today. Originally this pavilion
stoodshort way in the lake and was reached bysmall bridge. It seems
to have been a modified form of the old end-pavilion, but new influences

entered strongly into its general design.

Its name, the Gold Pavilion, prepares us for something so gorgeous that
the first glimpse of it 1S likely to be rather disappointing. The romantic
title came from the fact that the interior of the upper story was once covered

with gold leaf. As we see it across the lake today, however, it is an old, un-

painted wooden structure crowned by an inconspicuous bronze phoenix.

Rising against its green background, it seems small, even dingy, with the

centuries. We wonder why it should rank as one of the three great archi-
tectural treasures of Japan--along with the splendid old Phoenix Hall at
Uji and the incredible Höryuji monastery near Nara, 1 300 years old. Yet,

if we will walk around the lake, viewing the pavilion from various angles
as it was meant to be seen by one floating in a boat, we begin to understand

Sir George Sansom when he says;
'It is, none the less, bothtechnical and an artistic triumph. Its tech-

nical merits, according to specialists, lie in its successful blending of styles
and in a lightness of construction obtained by what in those days must

Water in the cascade of the Gold Pavilion garden falls over the eight-foot cliff of the large rock
which forms its face and spatters in a silver shower over the small pool below. This cascade appar-ently was

Sung garden artistry, like the arrangements in Tenryiji garden. (Photo by Harada
made in the Kamakura period, long before Yoshimitsu's day, and seems to be an ex-ample of

Sundo.)



beauty,
because of
observer.'

The Gold Pavilion, so-called from the gilded ceiling of the upper

story, is one of the three architectural treasures of Japan. Its design
grew out of the old end-pavilion of the shinden mansion but was

Chinese mode. Probably Yoshi-strongly influenced by the current
be like

pavilion tomitsu, its builder, imagined the garden and
of the

those around West Lake at Hangchow in China, source
Okamoto Toyo.)Sung art he so much admired. (Photo by
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have been a daring sacrifice of the accepted margin of safety. As for itsit relies upon
harmony and delicacy of proportion so just that

its very rightness, it leaves no impression upon a careless
We can appreciate this to the utmost when we see

snow lying deep and untouched, the
on a winter morn-

ing with trees drooping under great
loads of feathery whiteness. Against the powdered green of the hillside,
the building stands out in sudden startling beauty, its slender grace and
delicately curving lines etched above the coldly frozen lake. On its Japanese
side, this building was undoubtedly a descendant of the old end-pavilion
style as already mentioned; but in its general design and detail it reflected
the new and popular Chinese mode.think there can be no doubt but that
Yoshimitsu, in building it, had in mind the romantic garden pavilions be-
side the lake at Hangchow, of which he must have heard much from

traveled priests- pavilions like those of the Willow Pattern plate and the
present day survival, at the Three Pools of the Moon's Reflection. The
quiet beauty of the Gold Pavilion's setting in the lake, its Chinese lines, all
point to Hangchow as its inspiration.

We can picture Yoshimitsu using this building when it was completed.
The lower story was undoubtedly miniature shinden hall, in which he

received special guests--artists and scholarly priests. The second story was

a study to which they retired for discussions of art and esthetics. From its

balcony they could enjoy the most perfect view of the garden. Seated there,

they handled lovingly the exquisite examples of Sung art just arrived by
the latest ship, studied and ranked them as to merit. Probably in this room,

too they enjoyed the incense ceremony, performed the tea ritual and here,
no doubt, were planned many of the No dramas which were created under

Yoshimitsu's patronage. The top story, with its gilded ceiling, gives evi-
dence of having been a small private Zen chapel; its bell-shaped Chinese
windows are like those still characteristic of Zen temple architecture.

Tea drinking, as 1t was practiced at the time of Yoshimitsu, was not

the elaborate ritual performed for its own ends which it it became at
later
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date. Tea had been introduced in the Kamakura period from
where it was drunk inreligious ceremonial designed to induce Sung China
during meditation. Tea drinking had later developed anothe wakefulness
form, a sort of tea-tasting competition, similar to the incenseceremonial

which the flavor of the leaves grown in different localities was to be dis-
ceremony In

tinguished and expressed by apt literary allusions. We do not know which
of these forms was followed by Yoshimitsu in the Gold Pavilion, but tradi.
tion states that the water which he used came from two rocky
which are now special features of the garden.

springs

They lie at the foot of the hillside, set about with stones. The first is a
squared recess in the slope, its flat roof upheld by slab of stone which
rests on the upright rocks lining the recess. Cool and inviting, the water
lies in this shadowy rockbound pool and glistens as it trickles down the
mossy back wall. The second spring is an open pool lying in an angle of
the hillside surrounded by massive rocks. A small thatched roof keeps
leaves from falling into the water; it is supported by peeled branches made
into a rustic cantilever arrangement. Both pools have flat kneeling-stones
in front for dipping up the water.

While the general plan of the whole estate followed the old shinden

style, it was modified by drawing on all the elements which contributed to

the times. China was there in its general similarity to Hangchow, and the
influence of Sung artistry is evident in some of the rockwork. There are

hints of the Elysian romance of the Immortals' Isles, and if one cared to see

it that way the whole lake might be taken to represent the Western Paradise

of Amida. Zen canons of taste (which have been summed up as the avoid-

ance of the trite, the obvious, and the emphatic)® were influential in the
careful restraint everywhere evident. And from Zen came, also, that over-

tone of emotional depth and the mystery of beauty called yügen, which Zen

artists consciously strove to create. While the garden was conceived and exe-
cuted on the magnificent scale of Yoshimitsu's era, it was carried out with

the freedom, freshness, and simplicity of an art in its youthful period. All
8 Sansom.
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these factors created a work

rogether,
which

gardens Japan has known. There is a spaciousness, regal
is probably the finest of the

delicacy about it not equaled in any other garden in Japan.
grandeur,

There is every reason to believe that Yoshimitsu was his own designer.mention isNo made of another in the records, not is 1S anyone else known
who was capable of doing it. No doubt he sought suggestions and help
from the connoisseurs with whom he consorted, but it would be directly in
the tradition of great garden making in Japan if the plan were quite his

The pavilion was the central point for viewing the garden. Seated in it
today, we can still enjoy the fine beauty of the lake and its setting. No
matter what the season the outlook from the pavilion is beautiful. The lake
is rimmed by fine, tremendous trees which do not, however, seem to shut
it in, for above them rises a small pointed green peak, exactly the right
size to fit into the landscape. It is known, from its shape, as Silk Hat Hill,

that is, Kinu-gasa-yama. Rising against the sky at the foot of the garden,
this little peak is definitely part of its design.'

The lake spreads mirror-like, holding the reflection of the green peak,
the trees and islands. In spring, azaleas cast scarlet shadows into the water,

and purple iris bloom in shallows along the shore. In summer, the water
surface is patterned with the green polka dots of lily pads. In autumn, tall

reeds rally their pointed spears around the islets, and on the distant shore
maples blaze gorgeously. In winter's grey light, the white flakes whirl

lazily above the silvery surface of the water, piling in silent white drifts on

every rock and stone. An ineffable quietness and peace hang over the

garden, not to be caught by anything tangible, but so real it 1S is the inner
essence of the scene.

It is interesting to inquire into the technique and details by which some
of these effects are gained. On the outer or valley side of the garden, the

7 The legendary extravagance of the time survives in in a belief that on a hot summer
day Yoshimitsu ordered this small hill covered with lengths of white silk to to suggest a
cooling fall of snow.

estate
artistican
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lake is supported by an embankment formed of the excavated material.
Toward the right this bank rises into an artificial hillock, its broad rounded
top some fifteen feet above the water. This rising ground swings round

lake and joins a spur descending from the natural hillside behind, so that
the

the whole of the garden is embraced and protected. A path follows around
the lake but it was never an important part of the garden. Boating,

walking, was the diversion provided for, a fact made clear by the place-
not

ment of some of the finest rock arrangements where they can be seen
from a boat. The old records mention many boating only

parties floating over
the mirror surface of the water, with the rocks and islands forming con.
stantly changing pictures and the graceful form of thepavilion rising above
the flood, with little Silk Hat Hill at the other end of the picture.

From the pavilion the lake appears much larger than it is in reality, an
effect achieved by bold and clever handling of the vistas and perspective.
Standing in the pavilion, it 1S not until we consider the height of the trees

on the opposite shore that we realize how close to us they really are. The
principal device used to obtain this effect IS division of the lake into two
parts, of which the inner, nearer half is filled with interesting rocks and
islands to keep the eye busy, while beyond it the outer half 1s empty and
dimly seen, suggesting vaguely illimitable distances.

The division of the lake is made by means of a peninsula and a long
island. Jutting out from the right shore, the peninsula turns what would be

the lake's virtually oval form into an approximate heart-outline. The long
narrow island continues the line of the peninsula. A vista between them to
the opposite shore is left open, and at its lower end, the lake opens into a
wide sweep of clear water.

In the distance, beyond the central island, are some lesser islands and
rocky islets. They are deceptively small to enhance the perspective. The
far shore of the lake has almost no stones visible on it, in strong contrast to

the near shore of the central island and the peninsula which hold many.

This device, too, creates a feeling of enhanced distance, as if the other side
of the lake were too far away for its details to be seen.

MANSIONS OF MUROMACHI

The inner half of the lake holds no less than five other islands and
many rocky islets. Single rocks, jutting above the surface, are often called

"Hating Several in stones" this lake by are the Japanese, for they seem to float on the quiet water.of immense size, placed at a considerable distance
from the pavilion where they can remain in proper proportion to the rest
of thelandscape. Some of these large stones were gifts to Yoshimitsu from

his vassals, for a large stone of fine shape and texture was considered a
princely gift. They still bear the names of the donors, great names such as

Hatakeyama, and Hosokawa.Akamatsu,
Directly in front of the pavilion is a smaller pointed stone, called the

"Nine Mountains and Eight Seas." Here Is our old friend the shumi-sen

wearing a descriptive subtitle. If the shumi-sen once possessed the charac-
teristics of the mythical Mount Sumeru--its goblet form, and seven con-
centric rocky rings inclosing circular seas--they had long since disappeared.
The Nine Mountain stone is here simply a limestone rock about foot above

the water, quaintly shaped like a miniature mountain with canyons worn

in its Aanks.
Most of the larger islands are of the turtle type, the upraised head and

half-submerged flippers being easily distinguished among the other stones.

In this garden the ancient concept of the isles which were stabilized by

giant turtles to keep their motion from annoying the Immortals finds its
graphic and delightful expression. The stones used for the head aremost

unmistakable, the creatures at times seem almost to look at us, while their

flippers appear to move lazily through the water. Trees and grasses grow
on the island so that it IS not merely the crude representation of an animal.

The number of these turtle islands-there is a pair passing each other at
small one& in front of it, with its traditional com-

the side of the pavilion, a
panion, the crane, and at least two others--causes us to realize how greatly
the whimsical humor of this fancy appealed to Yoshimitsu. When we have
smiled with him in this, we seem to have known him across the centuries.

Other islands, especially the long narrow one which lies through the
Shown in the frontispiece.
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center of the lake, are bordered with stonework also. Careful artistry went
into the arrangement of these stones, so that they give

and stability and an artistic satisfaction in their balanced forms, reflected in
feeling of strength

the water below. The most conspicuous rock arrangement is made up of
three large stones in traditional balanced form, placed on the central shore
of the island directly across from the pavilion. But there are other fine
groupings, quite out of sight, to be discovered in a boat.

The practice of boating probably explains a group of stones in the water
which seems to be the cause of considerable mystery. They are squared
stones in a a straight line extending out from the shore and parallel to the
platform on which the pavilion stands. They are in just the right position

to prevent a boat drawn up beside this platform from swinging away.
There seems to be no reason for any but this perfectly practical explanation,
yet some students have seen in this line of stones a development of the old
yodo-mari, the straight line of stones which crossed some of the old shinden
lakes. To suggest that these stones were intended to represent a line of boats

stretching from the shore toward the Island of the Immortals seems quite
unnecessary.

The most splendid boating party ever held on this lake was the one
with which Yoshimitsu entertained the Emperor when the estate was com-

pleted in 1408. The Emperor Go-Komatsu and the greater part of the
court were invited to spend several days. The invitation was accepted-the

first time in history that the honor of such a visit had been bestowed on

anyone not a court noble. It took place in early April when the cherry blos-

soms were at the peak of their perfection and it became one of the famous

excursions of Japanese history.

Several chronicles ° record the splendor of this occasion. The Emperor

left his palace in great state, attended by a long procession of courtiers and
nobles. Throngs of common people lined the streets between the palace
gate and that of the Shogun's villa as the procession passed. Arrived at the
villa, the party of guests moved up an outer avenue through a grove of

Kita-yama-denGjokoki; Kita-yama Miyuki.
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blooming cherry trees, both single and double. The twelve days of the visit
were filled with all kinds of entertainment, feasting, drinking, music, danc-
ing, boating, and poem composition. Of special interest is the mention of
an exhibition of miniature gardens only a few feet square in which were
constructed Elysian islands, cascades and mountains, with pine trees,
turtles, and cranes.

The first evening of the visit there was
boating and poem party on

the lake. The Emperor was in one boat, Yoshimitsu in another, and still
others were filled with princes and courtiers. Fragrant pine knot fires were
lighted in swinging iron baskets along the shore, a a form of illumination

even today at old festivals. Probably, too,seen each boat had also its blazing

fire basket swinging on an arched crane from the bow. Music by a group of

players in a boat swept across the black water, and the glowing light was
reflected from the blossoming trees to the polished dark mirror below.

Subjects for the poems were given out as the boats started; those in the

Chinese language were to be on 'An Imperial Progress on a Spring Day,"

while in Japanese they were to be about "Cranes Beside the Pond." The

latter was probably chosen because of its happy suggestions of longevity,

or, possibly, because a crane may have alighted in the garden during the

day, a circumstance which would have been considered singularly pro-

pitious. Even yet, the wild cranes come to this old garden lake; standing
the far shore under the pines, they are as quiet as bronze

the thin wavering music of flute and shö1stopped playing, the

boats pulled into the shore, and the poems were read in the pavilion. As

might have been expected, most of those whose work was acclaimed were

court nobles, long practiced in this art. The poem of Fujiwara Shigemitsu
has come down to us, expressing the wish for long life and happiness:

Under the pines by the shore
Stands the friendly crane.

10 A kind of ancient harmonica.

sometimes on

images.
When

In the water
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A thousand and eight thousand years
Will he live on. "

after party all he Yoshimitsu was did The notmagnificent live
much

grand But longer. estatedead. was Two months afterhis turned,
wish, into a a temple, his monument and finest memorial, and, as such,

athis
the five and a half centuries since.

IX. Mansions of Muromachi
has come down

11 Ike mizu no
Migiwa no matsu n0
Tomozuru wa

Chiyo ni nt yachi yo wo
Soete sumu ra mu.

PART II: THE SILVER PAVILION

HE son whom Yoshimitsu had left as a child shogun in the Flow-
ery Palace grew into youth interested only in the esthetic

pleasures his father had enjoyed in his later years. Successive
shoguns had similar interests, leaving government to their guardians and
advisors, those great barons who contended for power during the next
decades. The names of these lords appear often in garden annals, for the

building of fine estates was one of their chief expressions of prestige. But
behind this was their desire for more wealth and power through lands and
men. Among them, however, no single individual was able to make him-

self stronger than all the rest and so displace the weak Ashikaga shoguns.

This unstable equilibrium created a half-century of peace after Yoshimitsu's

death, during which the arts reached one of the highest points they have

ever attained in Japan.

The capital was a rich and brilliant city during this period, filled not

only with the fine estates of the court nobles and great barons, but with

hundreds of lesser residences of a high order.
"Even men who made medicine and fortune telling their professions

and petty officials like secretaries, had stately residences," says a a com-

"There were some two hundred such buildings constructed en-mentator.1

tirely of white pine and having four-post gates [that is, gates with Alank
entrances for persons of inferior rank]. Then there were a hundred

Quoted from an unnamed authority by Captain Brinkley in Japan, Volume II.
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provincial nobles great and small, each of whom had stately residence,
so that there were, all together, from SIX thousand to seven thousand
houses of fine type in the capital."

The riches necessary to maintain the city in this state were derived,

course, from the common people, who had to be taxed almost fantastically
of

to provide them. Japanese peasants have always been long-suffering under
oppression, but during this period they were often goaded into desperate
demonstrations of resistance. Riots usually followed a natural
drought or flood, which had destroyed the crops and brought on famine

calamity,

In the wake of famine came epidemics when thousands of the sick and
starving crowded into the brilliant capital, hoping for help. Little or noth
ing was done for them, and the records mention hundreds dying daily Ione
the streets. Because of these things, the name of the Ashikagas in Japanese
history is synonymous with callous indifference and maladministration. But
the shoguns under whom this happened had become only figureheads of
government. Even the strongest of the line, Yoshimitsu, had been unable
to coerce the greater of his vassals when they cared to resist him. It is re-

lated, for instance, that he once asked Lord Öuchi for help in building the
Gold Pavilion. But that baron, being at the time disinclined, and strong
enough to do so, replied with cold significance,

"My men work only with their bows."2

Indifferent to the sufferings of the poor, the wealthy and favored con-

tinued to build their fine houses and gardens. It was during this time and,

doubtless due in large measure to the increase of moderate-sized houses,
that architecture underwent radical change. The old shinden had been

simplified into the military mansion in Kamakura and now another modifi-
cation created the sho-in style. The sho-in itself was a library or study, the

chief room in a house or small temple occupied by a scholar. A low writing
table built into a window embrasure was its distinguishing feature. Another

architectural characteristic which became widespread about this time was
the recess constructed against an inner wall in which was displayed a paint-

Ga-un Nikken Roku.
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ing or other work of art. This recess, called the tokonoma, has survived to
the present day as the chief ornamental feature of a Japanese living room.

In the new architecture doors, which in the shinden had been hinged at
the top and hooked to the ceiling when the room was opened, became a

series of sliding panels. Inside partitions were formed of other sliding doors
of light construction, faced with paper. These interior doors or screens were
often decorated with paintings, one picture sometimes extending over an

wall. Thick, cushion-like mats of straw which had beenentire used as seats

on the boarded floors of the shinden were now used solidly over the entire

Houses were still a group of buildings but they were not symmetrically
arranged as formerly. Small residences no longer had the end-pavilions, and
gardens in general became smaller. Usually they were built in courtyards on
which the principal room of the house opened. And more and more they
were laid out merely to form a picture for this room, becoming too small

even for strolling.

Diarists of the time have left us glimpses of the construction of some of

the great Muromachi estates. From such accounts we realize how much
more difficult it is to create a landscape with stones, trees, and water than to

paint the same thing with brush, ink, and silk. Before ever a pond could be

dug and the garden artist proceed with the hard-enough business of ar-

ranging his stones and trees, he had to be sure he possessed these things.

Since there were, as yet, no commercial purveyors of rocks and trees, they

came often from gardens already in existence. Each time a new and im-

portant garden was made, older ones were likely to suffer. Saihoji, Tenryüji,
and the Gold Pavilion all show where stones have been removed from

them. Rocks of large and artistic form could be found in the mountains and

transported if sufficient energy were expended, but nothing could hurry the

growth of a tree. Therefore, powerful personages took trees wherever they

could find them. The gardens of small temples and of retainers who had
received favors seem to have furnished most of the trees. The records hold

Aoor.
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plenty of evidence that these lesser folk often objected to having their
dens raided in this manner and resisted it whenever they could.: gar-

An incident is related in connection with the construction of a new
perial garden made at the expense of one of the shoguns. WordIm.

sent out that trees should be "offered" by the
had been

temple of Daikömyoji.at
Fushimi and some of its subtemples, noted for their fine blossomingtres.
Three small subtemples accepted, but a fourth protested to theshogun.

The

decision, however, came back, "Obey the order.

A little later rumors were heard at the court of a much cherished

probably a juniper, which was the pride and special adornment of a small
tree,

subtemple garden. Court gardeners were sent to find it; they searched
everywhere, in temple grounds and even in private gardens nearby. When
it was found at last, they dug it up and took it away without ceremony.

'The people," remarks the record,"were very much annoyed."
However, some of the gifts sent to these new gardens were given sin-

cerely enough as compliments from one high personage to another. An ex-

ample of this appears in the diary* of Prince Sadafusa, who might himself,
possibly, have became emperor if the ceremonies of abdication and en-

thronement could have been more often afforded by the court. As it was, he

was living quietly in retirement in Fushimi, enjoying the usual gentlemen's

interest 10 the arts. In 1433 he sent a gift of pine trees and fish to the

sixth shogun, Yoshinori, who was rehabilitating Yoshimitsu's old Flowery
Palace. He also passed on three "sea stones" which had recently been pre-

sented to him by a certain abbot. The very night after their arrival a letter

came from the Shogun saying he was delighted, as these stones were the
best he had received.

The number of men at times engaged in building these gardens is

astounding. Lord Akamatsu detailed eighteen hundred of his followers to

bring stones from Uzumasa, a few miles away, to this same shogunal gar

Extensive quotations from the records including those that follow are given in Mr.
Toyama's book, Muromachi lidai Teienshi.

Kammon Nikki.
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den. At another time, three thousand of Lord Hosokawa's men moved
rocks for another estate the Shogun was building. Serious incidents some-

times developed in the course of these operations. While transporting some
plum trees presented by Lord Kuroda, a large branch of one was broken.

The Shogun was very angry and imprisoned three of the gardeners. Five
young Kuroda knights, who evidently were responsible for the accident,
were ordered arrested. Three of them Aled into exile, and two others com-
mitted suicide!

The brilliance of the Muromachi period reached its climax under the

eighth Ashikaga shogun, Yoshimasa, who was 1 grandson of the builder of
the Gold Pavilion. Born in 1435, on the death of his brother, he also be-
came a child shogun. He was brought up in the splendid mansions of his

family and nourished on the esthetic traditions which pervaded them.
When only fifteen years old, we see him presiding over a company of artists

and poets gathered in a recently finished hall to paint pictures for its sliding
screens and write poems in its honor, Under such conditions, Yoshimasa

could hardly have become other than what he was, a dilettante and man of
taste. He is often compared to his contemporary in Florence, Lorenzo di

Medici. Wrapped up in these artistic pursuits, he was not interested in the
affairs of the country. Political history has severely censored him as an in-

different ruler, but cultural history is beginning to give him his due as the

patron under whom the arts reached, in many respects, the highest point

they have attained in Japan.

He gathered about him a coterie of artistic men, poets, and scholars,
most of whom were also Zen priests, since the church at that time offered

the best background to men of such tastes. It was an age in which talent

recognized over birth and position, aristocratic nobles from the courtwas

mingling with men of similar tastes from the military classes or even lower.
The artists and connoisseurs whom Yoshimasa gathered about him in the

from those his grandfather had in-
latter part of the 15th century differed
vited to the Gold Pavilion in being more conscious of what they were doing,
more sure of themselves and their opinions. In Yoshimitsu's day, all
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thought had turned toward China, and its greatness had been without
Now, although there was still much trafficking and travel back and peer.
the Japanese felt themselves to be possible competitors in many

forth
ways.

They
indeed, creating artwere,

which in some of its aspects was equal to that
which had come out of China. The Muromachi period was the age of the
great painters in Japan, men who carried on with full competence the
of the fallen Sung tradition. And out of this was growing distinctive

best

of Japanese artistry, marked, as always, when the Japanese cease
school.

themselves, by a turn toward nature, the soft and
copying

and begin to express

gentle nature of the Japanese landscape and by delicacy, refinement, and
attention to detail.

Probably the most distinctive of the arts which took form under Yo-

shimasa's patronage was the tea ceremonial. There had been a religious
tea drinking ceremony in Sung China, designed to prepare those participat-

ing for Zen meditation. This had been brought to Japan, and tea drinking
had also been used there in what seems to have been virtually a guessing
game of literary allusions. Out of these cultural associations, the monk,
Shuko, devised the Japanese tea ceremonial. It was a secular, esthetic exer-

cise of elegant simplicity, designed to create the proper atmosphere for
group discussions of art leading to finer appreciation and understanding.
In its Muromachi form, the tea ceremonial was probably free from that
formalism which marred its later development, but it seems to have fol-

lowed a certain ceremonious procedure and to have been performed in a

setting designed to enhance its object. A small garden building, put up by

Yoshimasa and still standing, is believed to hold the first room definitely set
aside for the tea ceremonial.

While all the arts were fostered under Yoshimasa, those connected with

building were particularly stimulated by his delight in reconstructing
houses and gardens. Among the shogunal estates which he made over was
the Takakura mansion where his mother, a Fujiwara lady, resided. This he
turned into a copy of Saihoji's moss garden, which at that time was re-

garded as one of the most beautiful places around Kyoto. Since women
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were not admitted to its sacred precincts, Yoshimasa conceived the idea of
reproducing it for his mother. A number of other gardens were also made
after Saihoji at that time.

There seems, indeed, to have been almost a cult of admiration for

Saihoji led by the Shogun. It must have been particularly beautiful then,
for nearly a a hundred and fifty years had passed since Musò Kokushi had
converted the already old gardens of Amida's Paradise and of Aloofness

from the Foul World into that of the Temple of Western Fragrance. The
small buildings which he had scattered through it must have mellowed, and

the mosses become even greener and thicker as the years rolled over.
Yoshimasa often visited Saihoji. We read of this in record, called the

Onryöken Jitsuroku, kept by the priest of a small subtemple of Shökokuji
named Onryoken. This record gives us frequent glimpses into the life
of the Shogun. He had first gone to the Moss Temple in 1460, when the

cherry blossoms were out; he had then been entranced by its beauty. He
had returned in the autumn to pay his respects on Musö Kokushi's death

anniversary and a a month later had come again to see the maples at their

best. During the next five years he visited the garden regularly three or four

times a year; in spring to enjoy the beauty of silvery rain against the pines,
in summer to boat among the lush leaves of the lotus, and in autumn to

on the rich brocade of the changing leaves. On one of these occasions
gaze

the Onryöken scribe notes that Yoshimasa exclaimed:

"The beauty of this garden never diminishes!"

By the time he was thirty, Y oshimasa had exhausted all the possibilities

of existing shogunal estates and was planning an entirely new villa to which
as his grandfather had retired to the Gold Pavilion. A sitehe might retire

was found at the foot of the Eastern Hills which seemed to offer all that was

wanted. The scribe of Onryöken who was sent to see and report on it wrote:

"There are undulating hills and clear water. Clouds and mist mingle

together. There is a pine gate and rock garden. The place has a quiet beauty
Behind it rise several hilltops, form-far from the dust of the town.
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an outlook. On one side, water runs down and has beening very

conducted to the small temple" (which was already on the site). usefully

These words would fairly describe the place today, nearly fiveafter they were written. Aspreliminary step, Yoshimasa provided for thecenturies

removal of the two small temples already on the site and erected
which he called Jishö-sho-in, after his spiritual name. This was in
Plans were on foot to turn this place into splendid estate when

everything was stopped by the outbreak of civil war in the very center of
the capital.

The years of uneasy peace between the great barons had at last ended

and two of the strongest, Yamana and Hosokawa, were contending openly
for supremacy. Their underlying aims were masked, of course, by other
excuses and the Ashikaga shogunate was not threatened at the time. It was
still useful in creating the fiction of legality for one side or the other as that
side was able to control its edicts. As the fighting had begun in the Önin

era, it is known as the Onin civil war. It was the most destructive Japan has

known for it centered where there was the most to be destroyed, the very
heart of the rich Muromachi district. The two factions faced each other

with the old Flowery Palace and Shökokuji temple between them. The

mansions belonging to the two sides served as temporary strongholds, but

as the fighting swayed back and forth, one by one they were destroyed.

The period of fighting dragged on inconclusively for months, for years,
finally, for a full decade. At the end of that time Kyoto lay in ruins, not a

single important building having escaped. Even isolated places like the Gold

Pavilion and Saihoji temple had been looted and burned by lawless ele-
ments. With the death of the two leaders, at last, quiet came to the city,
but in the provinces warfare continued spasmodically; almost any baron
who felt himself strong enough turned to prey on his neighbor. The capital
tried to pull itself together again, but during the years that followed, it was
entered again and again by lawless armies. One hundred fifty years were

to pass before, under a new regime, it regained something of its former

retreas

1465.

suddenly

The woodland spring on the hillside of Yoshimasa's Silver Pavilion

garden was copied, almost stone for stone, from the one made four

centuries before at Saiböj. The water seeps from under the back-

ground boulder, forming a crystal pool in the circle of small rocks;
water trickles out between the front kneeling-stones and runsexcess

gravelly rill. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industry.)away down



Original stonework survives around this island in the pond of of the

Silver Pavilion garden. The foreground bridge also dates from

Yoshimasa's day. The stone arrangements around the island are
typical of the Muromachi period, with upright, rugged rocks,

The differ-
some pointed In contrast to others having flat tops.

ence between this Muromachi style and that of the later period
be easily noted by con-when the garden was reconstructed may

trasting the island stones with those on the farther shore. (Photo

by Harada Sunao.)

On moonlight nights the strange, monumental piles of of white sand

in the Silver Pavilion garden have their own esthetic values. Trees

cast sharp shadows on the smooth sides of the cone called the

"Moon Facing Height" while formalized waves on the "Silver
rhythmic beautySand Sea" (here visible behind the cone) have

of their own. The Tögu-do chapel dating from Yoshimasa's time
behind the cone. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)

is the small building
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glory. And then the new period was not the equal of the old in artistic
spirit.

During the Önin war, the Imperial residence had fallen into ruins;
its rehabilitation was the most pressing construction facing Yoshimasa
when, at last, it was possible to start rebuilding. Not until this had been
accomplished under the extremely difficult and upset conditions of the

times, could he turn his thoughts to his own long-postponed villa. In 1482,
however, a full eighteen years after the estate at the foot of the Eastern Hills
had been planned, its construction was once more begun.

But things could no longer be done on the spacious and elaborate scale

of former days. Yoshimasa clung as closely as possible to the old elegance,
and what was done was done as perfectly as possible from the artistic point
of view. Accounts of the construction seem almost pathetically meager,
however, compared to the grandeur of the past. Only thirty men and ten
gardeners worked on the place for the first year, finally getting the roof of
the main building raised. The garden had hardly been cleared and be-
gun when Yoshimasa moved in, the second year. Twelve structures were

planned for the estate and eventually completed, including a gate,bridge,
a corridor, a a chapel, a study, the reception hall, and several pavilions for

such purposes as the incense ceremony and Chinese football. Judging from
the two of these buildings which survive, they were modest structures, very
different from the gorgeous halls of former days. Yet, their size and design

were not entirely a matter of economic necessity. Yoshimasa was wrapped

up in Zen esthetics, which made virtually a cult of the simple and natural.

He built modestly because he felt was more thoroughly artistic.
The garden itself was never entirely completed to Yoshimasa's satisfac-

tion. Only a few stones, a few trees, seem to have been available at a time.

Many of the stones and some trees came from the ruined Flowery Palace,
as men could be found to move them, but most of the trees seem to have

been brought all the twenty-five miles from Nara where fire had not dev-

astated the gardens. Occasionally some lord would make a generous ges-

ture by detailing his men for a few days to move stones and trees. Thus in
A typical Zen landscape painting, attributed to Sesshü, showing the soaring Peaks of Enlighten-

ment; the long hard path leading toward them; a pilgrim part way up it symbolizing the artist
philosopher who the dark valley

has climbed to this height and now looks back for a moment on

of mundane life which he has left behind and the house, evidence of man's presence, in it. Sesshü's
angular brush strokes, used to suggest the quality of giant rocks and vast precipices, are very evf-
dent in this painting.
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1488 the young Lord of Hosokawa, Masamoto, allowed four
work at moving pine trees from the Flowery Palace..thousand of

his men to A
this number were armored guards, a comment on the part of

unsettled

Other plants mentioned as going into the garden are cherries,
times

plums, camellias, and yews.
That Yoshimasa delighted in these flowering plants is evident from

anecdote set down in the Onryöken record. The scribe had been on
an

short

journey and on his return was telling Yoshimasa what he had seen. He
mentioned that the white plum blossoms had been at their best as he

passed

through Ömi province.

Said Yoshimasa, smiling complacently, "White plums are at their best

in my garden, too.'

During Yoshimasa's life the estate was known as the Higashi-yama-
dono, or Eastern Hill Villa, name parallel to the North Hill Villa of his

grandfather. And also as a parallel to that older place, the new garden has
come down the years under the name of the Silver Pavilion Temple, Gin-
kakuji, from one of the buildings preserved in it. It is correctly called Jishoji,
after Yoshimasa's spiritual name, which it received as a temple after his
death and which it has held the four and a half centuries since.

For the past hundred years or so it has been thought that this garden

was designed by one of the artists who frequented it, the screen painter

Soami. He came of a family of connoisseurs which had served the Shoguns

since the days of the Gold Pavilion and he was undoubtedly an important

artist of the time. But there IS no contemporary evidence to indicate that he

had anything whatever to do with the garden design. It was first attributed

to him some three hundred years after Yoshimasa':death by a Tokugawa
writer® whose statement seems to have been made from hearsay. It was

copied and accepted, however, until quite recently, when search of the con-

5 The Plum of Japan is Prunus mume. While its name, ume, is usually translated
and

"plum," the tree is really a species of apricot, its flowers more scattered, waxen,
fragrant than the fruiting plum of the Occident.

Ritoken Akizato.
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temporary documents has disproved it.

these records indicate plainly that Yoshimasa

out the place himself. He often asked advice from scholars and artists, while
he had the best garden craftsmen to carry out the work.

The chief of these rockcraftsmen was, at that time, an old man known

as Kawara-mono Zenami. The prefix, Kawara-mono, means literally "tiver-
bank person" and indicated some one belonging to the outcast class, a group
something akin to Eta. These people, who were in some ways lower than
serfs, lived in the no-man's-land along the river banks and had to do the

meanest of work, including butchering: Buddhist teachings against the
taking of life made the latter an abhorrent occupation.But, since they were
available, the river-bank people seem to have been often employed as
laborers, especially for the heavy work in gardens, until the name became,
in time, almost synonymous with garden workman.

Zenami who had spent a long life working on the Muromachi estates

had acquired great artistic skill in stone arrangement. He must have pos-
sessed a fine, natural artistic endowment which found expression in this

medium. He was the outstanding figure in the held of stone artistry in the

latter half of the 1 5th century, his name appearing in several temple records

as the maker of their gardens. This, in itself, 15 evidence of the regard in

which he was held. One such record' speaks of him as the greatest in the
world in stone placement" and remarks in the same entry that he was
ninety-seven years old and "had been born in the house of a butcher."

Yoshimasa had employed Zenami now and then over a period of years.

For instance, he had once ordered him to make a garden for the official
scribe's own residence of Onryoken which, when completed, was described
in its record with the lyrical words, "Its exquisite artistry is incomparable."

Before the Onin war the Shogun had sent Zenami, among others, to inspect
and report on the then proposed site at the foot of the Eastern Hills. When
work on it finally began, nearly twenty years later, although no entry spe-
cifically mentions Zenami, it seems certain he must have been in charge.

Rokuon Nichiroku.

Without stating the fact in words,
followed tradition by laying
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His grandson, Matashiro, who had been carefully trained in Stone
on the job. artistty

was, doubtless, the active man

Knowing Yoshimasa's admiration for Saihoji, it iS

that he modeled his new estate after the old garden. By that time the
ple of Western Fragrance was in ruins, but no person knew better
Yoshimasa how it had looked in the days of its perfection. The Eastern
Villa, therefore, had a pond garden below and a a rustic rock

hillside above. On this hillside, Zenami and his crew built a woodland garden on spring the

which, stone for stone, is almost a duplicate of the one which had been put
in the garden of Aloofness from the Foul World some four centuries before.
It has the same large boulder set into the hillside to form background, the

same wing-stones inclosing the pool, and, in front, the same Hat rocks on
which to kneel or stand. The water lies, cool and crystal clear, in a circle of
small stones, and a large flat one forms the bottom. Excess water trickles out
between the front stones and flows away down a small graveled rill.

The chief difference between this spring and its protoype at Saihoji is

its delicacy. Technically they are almost identical. But in Zenami's copy the
rocks are less massive and rugged, more gentle and sophisticated in their

grace. One would never mistake it for a natural spring as might be done at
Saihoji. The two illustrate the spirit of their respective ages and the fact
that, however much one age may wish to copy another, it is impossible to

do so exactly, for the spirit which informs one age is different from another.
This spring and the other rocks which were a part of Yoshimasa's hill-

side garden were buried for a considerable period under earth washed down

from the slopes above. In 1931, however, after the old documents had

given a clue to the existence of the upper garden, a search was made and
the spring excavated, undamaged. Moss is now beginning to creep back on
its rocks and small ferns to spring up around it, restoring once more its
feeling of age.

The pond garden at the foot of the hill is inclosed like Saihoji's byof
buildings and a a wall on the north and west, by an indefinite expanse
trees and mossy ground on the south, and by the green hills behind it. The

no surprise to learn
Tem-

than

Hill
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hills have been owned by the estate from the beginning and have been left

undisturbed, the garden trees blending with them. The eye is led
their tapestried up and

up over greens to where the topmost line of trees stands sil-

houetted against the skyline. This line curves and dips against the sky and,
in some curious way, becomes the focal point of the whole garden. A view
upward, differing from the more stereotyped outlook outward or downward,

is occasionally found in Oriental gardens. Here, not content with incorpo-
rating the hills, the garden plan took in the very heavens. And when the

moon rises over this Eastern Hill side, the place reaches its peak of ful-
fillment.

In the pond garden below, the broad open lake of the older style is
gone, and in its place 15 a smaller pond of more complicated shape. Al-
though the present form of the pond is not what it was originally, it could
never have been very large and spreading. Mention of a boathouse suggests
the old tradition, but we hear of no boating parties and the probabilities are

that, in the beginning as today, the chief way to enjoy the garden was by
strolling through it. Following the walk around it today provides an ever
changing series of views, intimate and charming. There are tiny islands at
just the right points to enhance a view and bridges to concentrate a vista.

Azaleas pour from among the rocks, and trees lean out to cast green shadows

in the translucent depths of the water. The pond is named the Brocade
Mirror, and no better words could suggest its patterned loveliness. To walk

through the garden is like looking at one of the long Oriental scroll paint-
ings of landscape, one charming scene melting into the next as the scroll
is unrolled and rerolled behind.

Lotus grew in this pond, a gift from Toji Temple. The great bluish
waxen leaves and stately pink flowers were intended to suggest the Western

Paradise of Amida where they served as pedestals for souls new-born to

bliss. The small chapel which still overlooks one end of the pond was dedi-
cated to Amida, Lord of Light, and housed an Amida trinity. It is one of

the two original structures still standing, a simple unpainted building with

roof of cypress bark and sliding doors. One of its rear rooms is that believed
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been planned for the tea ceremonial. This chapel was calledto have

Tögu-do, or East Seeking Hall, referring to man's search from this
the

world
the East-for the Western Paradise.

The second surviving building in the garden is now known as the Sil.
ver Pavilion, a name derived from a story, apparently without much founda.
tion, that Yoshimasa intended to use silver on it as his grandfather had
gilded part of the Gold Pavilion. In general form the Gold and Silver Pa

vilions are somewhat alike, and for long it was assumed that one was more
or less copied after the other. But the Onryöken diary makes it clear that
this was far from the case. Yoshimasa based the design of the Silver Pa-
vilion on the Ruri-den, one of the small buildings which Muso Kokushi had
put in to Saihoji's garden. It was primarily a hall for Zen meditation as 1s

indicated by the name of the second story, Shinku-den, or Soul Emptying
Hall. It also housed an image of Kwannon, the Compassionate One, and

for this reason is usually mentioned in the records as the Kwannon-do.

For the first story Yoshimasa chose the name of Choon-kaku, or Pa-

vilion of Echoing Waves. The care and thought which went into the choice
of these names and the style of writing used on name plates to go over the

doorway are described at length in the Onryöken record. The Silver Pa-
vilion, as a building, is not so large nor so fine a structure as the Gold
Pavilion; it shows its closer relationship to the older, simpler styles of Musò

Kokushi's day. Nor does it occupy any such commanding position in the
garden as does the Gold Pavilion. It stands on the edge of the lake, its

curved roof crowned by a bronze phoenix, blending with the trees.

From this pavilion may be obtained the best single view of the garden
as it must have been in Yoshimasa's day, for it still faces the compelling

skyline and the spot where the moon rises behind the hills. Perhaps 1t was

here that Yoshimasa sat when he composed the poem which 1S associated

with the garden in the mind of every Japanese:
My lodge is at the foot

Of the Moon-Waiting Hill-
Almost regret, when
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The shortening hill shadow
At length disappears.'

Highly characteristic of Zen taste and feeling is the suggestion implied
that the anticipation of beauty is better than its full realization.

In 1490, barely eight years after he had begun the Eastern Hill Villa,
Yoshimasa died, "that man of superlative taste." And with him ended the

great days of Muromachi. Those artists who still remained in the city scat-
tered to find protection and patronage from powerful barons in the prov-
inces. The city lay desolate, still occasionally raided by passing troops. The
faithful priest of Onryöken, who had been at Yoshimasa's bedside at the

last, noted that the estate was converted that very day into a branch temple
of Shökokuji. For a few years it probably was kept up, for Yoshimasa's son,
the new Shogun, came to live in it--and shortly created a scandal by bring-
ing women to its sacred precincts. But this residence did not last for long.
In I50I, a short eleven years after Yoshimasa's death, someone who visited
it found it looted and going to ruin.

For the greater part of the next century, that 16th century which is
the darkest in Japan's history, the garden lay disintegrating. It had never

been as well made as Saihoji, its prototype, and could not resist the years as

has the older garden. About 1585 an impoverished court noble, Konoe

Sakihisa, took possession and apparently did a little something to rehabili-
tate the place. And by the time he died, times had so improved that
Shokokuji was once more able to assume control and do something for it.

At last, with peace once more restored and reconstruction going on
everywhere, the rebuilding of Yoshimasa's estate-temple was undertaken.

This seems to have been about 1615, and work continued for some years.

It was in charge of the Lord of Tamba, Miyagi Toyomori, who had been a

follower of Hideyoshi. The garden, however, had evidently gone SO com-
8 Waga iho wa

Tsukimachi-yama no
Fumoto ni te

Kata muku sora no
Kage oshizo omö.
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pletely to pieces that most of it had to be entirely reconstructed In

a lake and arranging stones around it, the original plan was not followed 5
making

it may not have been discernible. But where parts of the old rock worl.

mained they were left almost untouched. Fortunately, at the time of the
re-

reconstruction, garden artistry was at a high level, although not

the Muromachi, and the garden as it exists today is one of great charm and
equal to

beauty, a combination of Muromachi and early Tokugawa styles.'
The greater part of the present stone work dates from the reconstruc

tion. Of the original rock arrangements there remain the once-buried

on the hillside, the cascade, and a small island. The cascade is in a bad state
spring

of repair, the thin stream of water which flows through it from the hillside
falling now at one end instead of across the face of the great main rock.
This stone is about ten feet high and four feet wide and is supported in the
hillside by other large stones 1n the manner of those in Tenryuji and the

Gold Pavilion. A large tree now grows out of its top, and behind it may be
glimpsed the remains of a second fall up the slope. The water forms a small
pool at the base of the rock, then runs off to join the main pond at lower

level. The cascade is called the Moon Washing Spring, Sengetsu-sen, sug-

gesting that the moon's reflection dancing in the small pool, is being
cleaned.

The small island with its original stone work lies in the pond directly

in front of the Tögü-do chapel, where it forms the center of interest in the

outlook. It is crossed by the path that leads around the garden, two bridges
leading to and from it. One of these bridges 1S judged, on its technique, to

date from Yoshimasa's day. It is very like the one at Tenryuji, composed

of two natural, flat plank-stones laid end to end and supported where they
join by stones rising from the water. It is massive and strong, a particularly
fine piece of rock composition.

The rockwork around the island is also excellent and typical of the

° As this is written, plans are under way to dig in the northern part of the garden
around the Tögü-dö where is now an expanse of moss and trees. It is believed that original
stone work will be found buried under soil washed down from the slope.
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Muromachi technique. The stones are tall and pointed with plane sides, or
they have strong, flat tops. The groupings are dominated by the old, basic

three lines of an asymmetrical triangle. The general feeling
Saihoji's soft naturalism with the soaring artistry of Sung rock work as found

is a blend of

in Tenryuji.

Today the most arresting feature of the Silver Pavilion

piles of white sand; one a tall cone, the other, a wide, flat expanse
feet thick. These white and bulky piles appear startling in the sylvan
ting of the garden and invariably provoke the inquiry, "What are they?
What do they mean??"

There seems to be no answer. They have no meaning and they came
there, apparently, by chance.

The cone-shaped pile is called the Moon Facing Height, Kogetsu-dai.
It is Aat on top, sixteen feet in diameter on the ground, SIX feet high, and
five feet in diameter across the top. The flat pile is 1S roughly in diamond

shape, its sides beveled, its flat top kept molded into square ridges suggest-

ing formalized oceal waves. It is called the Silver Sand Sea, or Gin-shanada.

A search through the records throws no light on how these curiosities

came into existence. Documents contemporary with the original construc-

tion of the garden do not mention them, which seems good proof they were

no part of the original plan-at least in their present form. Mention of the
Silver Sand Sea, however, occurs in a poem written in 1576, so it existed

before the garden was reconstructed. It seems possible this had its origin
in Yoshimasa's day simply asspread of white sand on the ground before
the main building, as 1S often found in Zen temples. The cone may have

been, originally, simply a pile of extra sand to be drawn on as needed in
renewing the paths. Such functional ornaments may be seen in other, later
Zen gardens.

A clue as to how they attained their present size may be found in a
last hundred years, in which famousgroup of old books, written during the

gardens are described and illustrated with drawings. Drawings
in succes-

10 Miyako Meishö Zue, Miyaka Rinsen Meishö Zue, Gingakuji Rinsen Zue.

MUROMACHI

garden is two
some two

set-
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sive books show the sand piles in the Silver Pavilion getting higher and
higher as if, each time the sand was renewed, a little extra were added, the
piles thus growing imperceptibly.

Today Japanese critics generally agree that these sand heaps are inhar.
monious with the garden; the cone is too large to be anything but

in the sylvan picture, while the high expanse of the Silver Sand Sea in-
intrusive

terferes with the view of the garden from the main building. Moreover, the
symbolic suggestion of water in the etched waves is incongruous beside the
actual water in the pond.

Yet, by themselves these sand piles are not without certain esthetic
values, particularly in moonlight. Then their clear, white forms shine in
strong and pleasing contrast to the dark trees. Shadows fall across the

smooth sides of the cone; from the second story of the pavilion its round
top might suggest the reflection of the full moon. In moonlight, also, the
Silver Sand Sea has a certain ghostly beauty, for its waves seem to move in
silent rhythmic procession across the flat expanse.

X. The Painting Gardens

F ALL the great estates built in the Muromachi period, only the

pavilion gardens of Yoshimitsu and Yoshimasa remain today.
Yet, many small temples and lodges had gardens also, like the

one that was made for Onryöken. Many of these small temple gardens sur-
vive, which is fortunate, for in them gardening reached its apex as fine art
and as expressionistic art. The great estates possessed beauty, charm, and

artistry along with considerable feeling, but they were, after all, gardens
first of all, meant to provide the environment for the mansion of a great and
important personage.

The small temple gardens, on the contrary, had no such purpose. Their

one and only function was to aid the mood of contemplation, leading to
Enlightenment. The scholars, artists, and mystics who designed them-
often all three in one person- were free to do almost exactly as they pleased.

And since it was an age of artistic ferment, it often pleased them to experi-
ment with this medium. Artists made pictures of exactly the same kind

they created with their brush; scholars symbolized their philosophy; and

mystics expressed their feeling of relationship with the Infinite. They cre-
ated art first and gardens afterward.

Of all the art forms in which Japanese genius has flowered, the greatest,

probably, is painting. As the Western world becomes familiar with the best
in Oriental art, the names of Sesshü and others of the Sung-Muromachi

school are being recognized as among the great painters of all time. The
1 5th century in Japan was the age of these painters; of Josetsu, Shübun,
and Sotan; of Sesshü, Jasoku, and Keishoki; of Nöami, Geiami, and Sami;
of Kano Masanobu and Kano Motonobu.
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had come over to them from the time of the Chinese Sung dynasty.In Japan these Muromachi painters carried on the tradition of art that
had been great painters In China even in the Tang period, sevenThete
before, when Japan was first learning from her neighbor. Butcenturies

inspiration of Buddhism at that time, the sculpturing of images appealed
under the

more strongly to the Japanese than painting. When Hangchow was captaof The Southern Sung (1127-1279 civilization,
introspectine

painting reached its
ably the finest China has known. It was peace-loving, mature, intellectual,

was prob-
and artistic. Of its expression in the paintings which were its greatest prod-
uct Fitzgerald says:'

"Better than any detailed history or work of literature, one Sung land-
scape will illuminate the gracious spirit of that refined and sophisticated a

soon to be overwhelmed in the Mongol invasion, from which, in art, there
age,

has been no recovery."

But the tradition of idealistic painting was not obliterated by the Mon-

gols; it was carried to Japan where it survived under Muromachi patronage.
Works of the Sung masters had first arrived in Japan in their own day, the
Kamakura period, brought by the Ch'an monks and students who went

back and forth between the two countries. Later, through the trade in-

augurated by Takauji and the Zen monks, pictures came in increasing

quantity. Troubled times in China brought many fine pieces into the mar-
ket which the Muromachi connoisseurs bought eagerly; we have glimpsed
some of them delightedly poring over these treasures in the Gold and Silver

Pavilions. This sophisticated Sung art, falling into the well-prepared soil of
Muromachi, came to a a second flowering, belated but perfect, nearly two

hundred years after the Southern Sung period itself had ended in China.
Although separated both Muromachiin time and space, the Japanese
painters may be regarded as an integral part of the Sung school. Their work
is slightly but not fundamentally different. A little' later the distinctly

1 C. P. Fitzgerald, China, a Short Cultural History.

dynastySungapogee. A.D.)as beforeChinese
stated,
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Japanese Kano school of painting developed, but the early Muromachi
masters themselves were, to all intents and purposes, Sung artists.

These pictures were executed with a a special technique. They were
drawn with black ink mixed with water on semiabsorbent paper or white

silk. The ink color ranged from faintest grey to wet black; sometimes they
were lightly tinted with other colors, green, blue, red, or yellow. The brush

technique was that used in brush writing, each stroke necessarily firm,
definite, and final, for there was no erasing a false line nor covering it with
a second. The brushwork was greatly varied, made up of washes, lines, and
strokes, fine, bold, or dashing. Simple as were these materials of black ink

and white paper, in the hands of a master this technique was capable of
suggesting the infinite aspects of nature-mistiness of distant mountains,

the bold form of sharp rocks and crags, the dark texture of pines, and the
white leap of a waterfall.

The pictures cover a wide variety of subjects, flowers, birds, animals,

men, and landscapes. But the landscapes, as Fitzgerald points out, are in a
class apart, "unrivalled in their own Far Eastern art and unequalled in the

painting of any other land." Landscape is not portrayed realistically, but its
emotional effect on the artist is put down--how it seemed to him. It not

surprising then to find it often appearing unreal and fantastic. But when we

remember that the original inspiration for these pictures was the strange and

wild scenery of certain parts of China, where the peaks are actually cu-

riously shaped, the valleys deep and dark, it is not quite so peculiar.

The pictures are painted from the viewpoint of one who has climbed to

high places and now looks back over the panorama below him and up to the
heights still ahead. Vast "chimney spire" clifs soat in the background, tre-

mendous precipices and craggy rocks rise nearer at hand, waterfalls leap into
dark valleys, while weatherbeaten pines cling to the rocks. Often a steep

path can be seen winding upward, and on it, hardly distinguishable at first,
one or two pilgrims. Buildings or boats are frequently present un these pic-

tures but they never dominate the scene as they are likely to do in Western
landscape.
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On the effect of these landscapes, Fitzgerald continues:

"To the European of today the Sung landscapes seem ' modern'
cause, in spite of a different artistic tradition, they are the products of a

be-

people on the same level of artistic culture as ourselves. The 17th centurywould not have appreciated them. Indeed, the early European travelers
the Far East never thought of bringing home pictures, although they

to

mired and imitated other Chinese works of art. It was not only because
ad-

Chinese art followed a different convention to that of the West, but be-
cause the spirit which informed the landscape painters of China was then
alien to European taste. To the modern, the Sung landscapes are

words, I think, would be just as true if applied to the
created by the Muromachi artists. Even a few decades

gardens

ago, foreigners in
Japan admired only the formalized Tokugawa gardens of Tokyo. Conder
barely touches on the Gold and Silver pavilion gardens and does not men-

tion at all those of Daisen-in and its kind.? But a growing interest in the old
gardens is evident on the part of the Western world; enthusiasm for them

is mounting as they are seen and, at least partly, grasped. No longer do for-
eigners in Japan find them merely quaint and pretty little miniatures. The

average visitor, uninformed, 1S still aware of something deep in them that
he does not understand.

The landscape pictures and the gardens derived from them were filled
with symbolism, since the Zen artist was also philosopher. Interpreted in

one way, these landscapes present a picture of man's spiritual life; the dark
valleys stand for his cramped physical existence from which he seeks to lift

himself, the path and the pilgrims on it indicate the long hard way to the
soaring peaks of Enlightenment. Boats on the river, houses and villages are

signs of mundane life; a temple where dwell those who aspire to higher
things often rears its stately roof on higher ground. The philosopher-artist
must himself have gone a certain distance along the way in order to look

back and grasp its significance. But always the peaks soar above him, chal-

2 Josiah Conder, Landscape Gardening in lapan.
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lenging him onwarc and upward. The tiny figures of men in this tre-
mendous setting suggest the relative importance of man in the cosmos; but

though man may be small, he 1s an integral and harmonious part of it.
But behind all this objective symbolism, which is, after all, rather sim-

ple, there lies a deeper meaning in these pictures, something which can

hardly be expressed but must be felt emotionally. It is the attempt of the
Zen artist who was also mystic to reach through to the inner essence of

all things. The great landscapes have about them a universal quality; they
not the representation ofare specific scene but hold the essential quality

of all landscapes. In drawing a mountain, a rock, or a waterfall the Zen
artist did not make

portrait of an individual thing. He studied many and
sought to find and depict the quality that was common to them all. As he
succeeded in finding the essential quality of all rocks, all mountains, and all
trees and recording it so that others might feel it also, he was successful as

a philosopher and a painter.

The decade of Önin warfare in Kyoto drove a large part of its popula-
tion into the provinces. Artists and scholars, except for the few who found

refuge with the Shogun, sought shelter in outside temples or settled at the
provincial seats of feudal lords who acted as their patrons. A great deal of
Muromachi art was thus created outside the capital and left scattered over

the nation. Among such works were paintings and gardens by the artist
Sesshü.8

Sesshü (1420-1506) was a Zen monk who, like that earlier garden

lover Muso Kokushi, spent most of his life wandering from temple to tem-
ple, in Kyoto, Kamakura, and the western provinces. But unlike Musö
Kokushi, Sesshü had no interest in politics; he became a national figure

purely as an artist, his fame resting on his superlative paintings. However,

like the other artists of his day, he tried his hand at contemporary art forms,
composing verse, performing the incense ceremony, and making gardens.

He seems to have been also an expert judge of art, and along with it, some-

8 Jon Carter Covell has kindly allowed me to use material from her unpublished book,
Under the Seal of Sesshü, for much of what follows.
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thing of a business man, for he iS is spoken of as the "purchaser-priest."
China trade was still largely in the hands of Zen monks and

The
Sesshi

to have acted sometimes as appraiser and buyer of art imported from seem.
This connoisseurship is probably what obtained for him the

Chin.

tunity to go at last to China, a trip that was the ambition, no
oppor-

doubt, of
every Zen monk and artist. Among Sesshü's patrons was the great baron,
Lord Öuchi, who was deeply interested in art and esthetics. The

family controlled wide provinces at the western end of Japan, their
seat being in the town of Yamaguchi. During the Önin war and later,
town achieved an urbanity which had hitherto been found only in the
capital. Much of the trade with China went in and out of its port. Sesshi
sailed from the port of Hakata, in 1468, the year after the Onin war
broke out in Kyoto. He was commissioned, it 1S believed, by Lord Öuchi
to go to China and buy rare art objects.

We can imagine Sesshu's excitement as he set sail. It was his hope,
as he himself has written, to find a Chinese painting teacher who could

still create masterpieces like those he had so long studied and admired and

who could teach him this art. By the time he arrived in China, the Mongol
hordes had been driven back to their northern steppes, and China had

risen again to a a great era under the Ming dynasty. But Ming genius did

not blossom in painting; it found its best expression in new outlets- _in

drama, ceramics, and architecture, with Peking as its masterpiece. Ming

landscape painting become increasingly decadent, formalized, and pedantic.

Sesshü went to Hangchow, the old Sung capital on West Lake. A
painting of it (Chapter I) attributed to him shows its ancient beauties

plainly, but by the time Sesshü arrived its great artists had gone. Instead

of the painters he sought, he himself was hailed as a great artist and given
high honors as Zen monk.

Under the circumstances this praise was hardly an exaggeration, for

Sesshü was unquestionably the supreme painter of the Muromachi period.

His finest work was done, however, after he returned to Japan carrying the

Ouch;

castle

this

The garden of Joeiji temple at Yamaguchi, probably made by

Sesshü, is a pond and island garden but with a wide, flat foreshore
groups in characteristic Muro-area over which are scattered stone

Board of Tourist Industry.)machi style. (Photo from



The Crane Islet of the Jöeiji temple garden at Yamaguchi, proba

ably designed by Sesshü, makes typical use of the large rocks with
and

flat tops and strong plane surfaces, used to suggest vast crags
The similarity of

giant precipices of nature in its grander aspects. painters 8
this rock technique to the angular brush strokes of the
self-evident. (Photo from Nihon Teien Shizukan.)

The garden of Daisen-in temple is a landscape done in the mood

of the Zen painters. Accepted in its natural, man-sized scale, it is

only a collection of unusual rocks, crowded into a tiny L-shaped

courtyard around a small temple building. Regarded, however, as

Zen landscape painting, executed in stones instead of paint, it

shows the typical soaring peaks, the leaping waterfall (back right),

the giant crags and precipices of great mountains. Nearer, the river

flows over a dam, its movement suggested by striated rocks. In the

quiet foreground lake, an individual stone, remarkably like
Chi-

nese junk, suggests the presence of man in this scene. (Photo by

Harada Sunao.)
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To the uninitiated, the temple garden of Ryöanji appears

sanded tennis court with groups of stones projecting
landscape,face. It may be viewed as an impressionistic

flowing river or the sea with rocky islands. Others find it

sermon in stone. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)

like

above its sur

perhaps Al

a subtle

inspiration of Chinese mountains and rivers and the knowledge that no
man living was his peer.

When he came once more to the shores of Japan, the Önin War was

still wasting Kyoto. There was no reason why he should go to the capital,
so he settled in Lord Ouchi's domains in western Japan. The
decades of his long life were spent in this

remaining

part of the country, the years
filled with painting, teaching, and visits with old friends those other
monks and artists who had left the ruined capital and wandered to the west.

Sesshü's wanderlust never allowed him to stay many years in one place.
He lived in various localities, in temples, or in studio-residences which he

built for himself. One of these, outside Yamaguchi and within view of its
castle, is described by the monk Keigo, of Tofukuji monastery, who visited
him in 1488. Sesshü called the place the Heaven-Created Painting Pa-
vilion-Tenkai Zuga-rö. Keigo's description of it is written in the tradi-
tional Chinese phrases used by the Five Monasteries school of literature to

which he belonged. He even followed conventional Chinese garden de-

scriptions to the extent of mentioning "unusual birds and strange animals"
which certainly never had place in any Muromachi garden, although they
were part of early Chinese gardens. Yet while the words suggest strongly
the description of Po-Chü-i's retreat on Lu-shan, Keigo's lines do bring
before us a picture of the idyllic life led in the Heaven-Created Painting
Pavilion. They give us a glimpse of the atmosphere in which the Muro-
machi artists lived and created their paintings and gardens.

From afar it appears rustic, with mysterious rocks and winding
streams. A step inside transports one into a world entirely different from

the city. Here [too] the artist put up a tablet inscribed, 'Heaven-Created
Painting:' The house faces the castle's north window. If one opens the

door, one can see the rising and setting sun, clouds or fog which appear sud-
denly, haze and mist, curling smoke, the sky covered with storms; wind,
the darkness of rain and crystal purity of snow and moonlight. Wherever

one looks, variety meets the More than a a thousand, ten thousandeye.

changes, varying with the instant. The Wise Lord [Ouchi] often
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walks here and curious scholars and groups of officials gather also. The
venerable Sesshü sits on his bamboo seat and reed cushion, or busies him-

self with his daily work, sweeping, drawing water, or preparing the incense
for burning.

"A stream murmurs over here. There, large stones rise to a precipice.
Rare plants and strange flowers achieve great loveliness. Unusual birds and
strange animals appear and disappear. The cry of birds is heard; highly
colored fish swim about; butterflies cluster 'round. During the heat of

midsummer day, the host and his guests exchange poems over their wine.
The wind and the moon come here, too. All these things are present in
the Heaven-Created Painting Pavilion.

No trace of it is left today, but four other gardens believed to have been
built by Sesshü are scattered over the western provinces of Japan.5 At
present no documentary evidence exists to prove definitely that he did these
four or any others existent, but he is known to have lived in their vicinity.
If these gardens are not the work of Sesshü, but of another person, it is of
little consequence, for whoever did them was very like him, a Muromachi

artist, filled with the spirit of that age and possessed of its abilities. Sesshü
we may think of as the archtype of such men.

The four Sesshü gardens, although varying considerably in size, are

temple gardens of the pond and island type. Their pools lie inclosed by
rising ground behind, while a a level space in front extends from the build-

ings which overlook them to the near edge of the pool. The shore and
islands are bordered with exceptionally fine stones remarkably well placed.
In the gardens of Kiseki-bo and Jõell, the level foreshore area holds scat-

* Translation by Jon Carter Covell. Found in the Koga-Bikö, Vol. II., pp. 670-671.

* Kiseki-bö, belonging to a temple which has since disappeared, is located in the little
mountain village of Hikosan in northern Kyüshü. Its isolation has saved it from change so
that today it is regarded as the best preserved of the four gardens generally attributed to
Sesshu. The second belongs to Jöeiji near Yamaguchi. It is the largest of the four, probably
made when Sesshü was living in Yamaguchi under the patronage of Lord Ouchi. Mam-

pukuji and Iköji, two small temples located in the village of Masuda-machi near the north
seacoast, hold the other two Sesshü gardens. In this vicinity Sesshü spent the last years of
his life.
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gardens tered
of

groups which were ornamental todevelop rock later. arrangements, Infour, suggestive the of the fat, rockall
stones and their ar-

Fangements have the characteristics of Muromachi rock technique.
Perhaps the most striking characteristic of these painting gardens is the

consistent choice of flat-topped stones. Except for certain tall, pointed
rocks used to secure the soaring*chimney spire" effects of the paintings,
nearly all the rocks in the painting gardens are either actually fat-topped
or otherwise possessed of simple, large, plane surfaces and decisive angles.
The nubby, commonplace stone of nondescript character had no place in
such gardens. The planes and angles of these selected stones link them
definitely to the landscape paintings, for a peculiarity of the brush tech-

nique in these pictures 15 the frequent use of straight strokes angularly
combined. Sesshü was supreme in this angular technique. As Fenollosa
says, he 'is the greatest master of straight line and angle in the whole
range of the world's art. There is no landscape so soft he cannot, if he wills,
translate it into terms of oaken wedges split with an ax."8

In the paintings, this technique manages to reproduce the quality and

feeling of stones -perhaps the most difficult objects to paint in the world.

By means of it, the Muromachi artists were able to suggest vast precipices,

giant crags, or smaller stones, catching their very essence. In creating

gardens the Muromachi artists translated this angular brush work by
choosing angular rocks. That they were successful in securing the same

effects as seen in the pictures may be realized by comparing, for instance,

the crane islet in Sesshü's Joeiji garden with one of the Sesshü paintings.

The best example of a whole garden modeled after a a Sung landscape

painting is found in Daisen-in, a small subtemple of Daitokuji monastery

of Kyoto. This garden lies in an L-shaped courtyard around two sides of

the main building, inclosed on the outside by walls and hedges. It is very
limited in size, its width being some thirteen feet and its length on the

longer side about forty-seven feet. The principal landscape picture is at-

8 E. F. Fenollosa, Epochs of Chinese and Japanese Art, Vol. II.
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garden quite different from any described up to this time.
Looking up its length from the lower end, we find its proportions about

the same as the paintings themselves. Our viewpoint, too, from the raisedarcade at the end is that of the pilgrim or painter who, fromhigh place,
looks down upon the landscape spread below him. Precipitous cliffs rise at
the back; beside them a waterfall drops into the valley. The river
down among rocky gorges until, near our feet, it broadens out

curves

to quiet
smoothness. There 15 is no actual water in the garden, but its presence is sug-
gested by striated rocks and white sand.

Such a representation sounds as if it came perilously near to being one
of the topographical maps we first expected all Japanese gardens to be. But

this one, like others of its type, is built on a a double scale or double pet-
The outward, obvious and natural, scale is proportional to

spective. man;

what may be called the inner or supernatural scale exists in the imagina-
tion. It is in this latter that we see the landscape painting. Instead of:

topographical map, as a matter of fact, it takes a good deal of contemplation
to see the larger landscape at all, for at first sight the garden seems to be

jumbled collection of large, unusually shaped stones, crowded into the

L-shaped space around the building. The sanded ground between them is
overgrown with coarse moss, while a few shrubs grow here and there, and
a hedge incloses the space.

A little study of this jumble, however, reveals, first of all, the usual
garden pattern carried out here in a highly impressionistic way. Sand repre-
sents water, the tall stones at the back are the hills. The waterfall 1S un-

mistakable, suggested by a curious stone highly graphic in its pouring
lines. The "stream" is crossed bybridge, a single, long, flat stone large

enough for one to walk on in passing over to a rock group evidently meant
to be the crane island. This man-sized bridge sets the scale for the normal
aspect of the garden in its conventional form. The same scale carries over

into the shorter arm of the garden. Herelarge rock group forms
second

island, the usual turtle. Close to the edge of the porch is an
arrangement

ranged in this longer rectangle, rocks, sand, and a few plants creating e
THE PAINTING GARDENS

centering aftera stone handwashing was basin, probably put in somethe the garden yearsmade. Both arms of the garden as a unit
might be seen from a seat in the room which stands in their angle, were its
sliding doors widely opened. Viewed thus as a total, the two arms form a
unified design, with the tall stones of the waterfall in the center, the bridge
in front, and the two islands on either side.

The strange shapes of the stones in this garden have inevitably caused
ignorant onlookers to give them names. Thus there is the "re-descriptive
cumbent ox stone,"the "turtle stone,' the "saddle stone," and the "boat

stone. The latter is a curious boulder, almost exactly the shape of
medieval Chinese junk. Of all the named stones this is undoubtedly the

only one in which the likeness was intentional. It was put there, plainly,
as part of the landscape picture, just as boats were part of the landscape
paintings. Similar boat stones may be found in other painting gardens,
notably in Sesshu's Joeiji.

The large stones in this garden probably stand today in their original

places, but it seems likely that some of the smaller ones now in the garden
have found their way there since it was made. At the present time there
are far too many small stones scattered through the bottom without refer-
ence to the unity of the design. Most of these are odd or are suggestive of

something, a turtle for instance. A collection of such fine stones as the
originals may have seemed the proper place to put others.

At the present time the shrubs in the garden have been allowed to

grow out of all proportion to the picture. The garden is not neglected in one

sense, but these large shrubs are allowed to remain, spoiling the effect un-

less one is willing to look through and beyond them. The original back-
ground is known to have been a white plaster wall instead of the present

hedge, and white sand covered the ground which is now patchily over-
grown with moss. With the white wall and sand as background, the effect

of a a landscape painting on white silk must have been much more pro-
nounced than it is at present. The Japanese, however, are very cautious
nowadays about "restoring" their old treasures, SO many have been spoiled

around
ofrest
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in the process. They prefer to leave them alone, even though, as in
case, it only means the removal of a few commonplace shrubs. this

When we contemplate the Daisen-in garden with the

creative imagination the landscape painting comes vividly to theeye of Our

All the characteristics ofSung landscape picture are present, thetore

chimney spires, the leaping cascade, the precipices of
soaring

strange andinspiring form, even the evidence of man's presence in the boatawe

river. And everywhere are the straight lines and sharp angles of the
on the

technique of these pictures. brush

In looking at this landscape painting, the creative imagination

not be realistic and critical, demanding exactness in all details; only the
Must

final effect matters. Thus in the painting garden we can overlook, for one
thing, the plants which are so greatly out of scale. Probably, when it was
first made, this garden contained no plants at all, or, possibly, only some
small pine trees. The bridge-rock, which is large enough to hold a man,
disappears completely as a a bridge in the larger landscape; for if the tall
stones behind it suggest soaring precipices, a visible bridge would be
merely absurd. This bridge-stone becomes in the picture merely one of
those accents which artists are allowed to make. It forms a striking cross

line in the composition, balancing strongly and pleasingly the upright
movement of the rocks behind it.

A second similar artistic accent repeating this cross line exists in an-

other long, thin stone embedded in the ground halfway down the garden.

In its practical aspects this stone serves to support a slightly higher level of
sand behind it, suggesting a dam or low, broad cascade. At one end a flat-

topped stone of equal height with deep vertical striations gives a graphic
suggestion of water pouring over the dam. Artistically, this cross-rock dam
is a rhythmic parallel to the bridge and serves again to balance the upright
lines of the taller rocks near it.

Daisen-in garden was made about Yoshimasa had been dead1512.

Civil twenty years, and with him had departed the glory of the Ashikaga line.
disturbances, which started with the Önin war, had never really ended
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had spread over the whole nation untilbut now there was intermittent

fighting in practically every province. Any baron or vassal who saw an

opportunity to extend his domains at the expense of a neighbor did not
hesitate to startlittle war of his own. In this way the great Ouchi family,
which had been Sesshu's patrons, were soon to be overthrown by one of
their own vassals, the Mori family. Kyoto itself again became the scene of

fighting, with the shoguns who succeeded Yoshimasa as mere pawns of con-
tending factions. Since the Ashikagas had always supported the imperial
court, and were themselves now penniless and powerless, the court suffered

actual poverty. When Daisen-in was built the reigning emperor had been
on the throne a dozen years, but because there were no funds, the cere-

monies of his enthronement had never taken place--nor were they to be
held for nearly another decade.

Under the circumstances it is wonder that even a small garden could

have been newly built. That it was, is is due to the force and personality of the

monk Kogaku Sotan. He was one of the leading Zen ecclesiastics of his
time, much honored by the imperial court. These honors of necessity could

not be very substantial- hardly more than the right to wear his hat in the

imperial presence and be carried in his palanquin into the palace courtyard.
In happier day he might have become a great national figure; as it was,

he seems to have concentrated his ability in the perfecting of this one small

temple garden.

The temple of Daisen-in seems to have been in existence as a subtemple

of Daitokuji long before Sotan retired there in 1509. Probably it was in a

very dilapidated condition, for he determined to rebuild it and after four

years succeeded in raising the necessary funds and having the work done.

Landscape paintings on the sliding paper screens that panel the reception
room are believed to be by the artist Söami. He might well have done them

for he was in his prime at that time, and they look like his work. It was

probably through these screens that Sami's name came later to be asso-

ciated also with the garden. It is first mentioned in this way, however,
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more than a hundred years after the garden was built. No
temporary record mentions Söami in connection with the

known
garden. COn.

There 1S, on the contrary, a a brief mention in the account
life' which says that after the building was finished-abour

of Sotan'

"planted rare trees and placed strange stones to make a landscape.
1513--he

is as much as is known from documents about the designer of theThis

it is considered not improbable that new facts will garden:
come to light sometime

But the internal evidence of the garden points also very strongly to
Sotan

as the designer. It is plainly the work of
person deeply versed in Zen

philosophy and imbued with Zen feeling. The same record contains a poem
given to Sotan by his teacher, Daiko Zenshi, when he passed on to him the

poem, iftranslated. which is written it in Chinese a characters, Zen is toomake senseButdrawstypical by referring abstruse toparadox to
mighty precipices and ten thousand peaks so lofty that they transcend dif-
ferences. This poem may well have served as the direct inspiration for the
peaks and precipices depicted in the garden. If it did not, its theme illus-
trates very well the turn of thought in the monasteries of the time and

proves that this garden and the others of its type were deliberately and
deeply esoteric in their meaning.

Assuming that Sotan planned the garden to illustrate this poem, we
yet do not know who actually placed the stones nor where they came from.

Whoever arranged them was someone obviously possessed of superlative

skill and a deep understanding of what he was attempting to do. It was
undoubtedly a stonecraftsman of the Zenami school, very likely the old
man's grandson, Matashiro.It is not impossible that this unknown was

the greatest garden technician in the whole history of Japanese rock art,
for he not only possessed the skill, but the feeling as well.

The stones themselves obviously came from some pre-existent garden.
In the lean and dangerous days of the early 1 6th century, the little temple

7 Ko Daitoku Shobö Daishö

and conduct of the great priest and national teacher, Kogaku of Daitokuji.)
Kokushi Kögaku Dai-oshö Dogyöki. (Record of the way
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would hardly have been able to send out men to search for
and with Kyoto full of ruined estates there was new stones,

how casually, in
brighter day, rocks and trees were taken up and trans-

no need. We have seen

ported from one place to another. It would have been so in this case.
There is a a story to the effect that the whole garden was

temple from the estate of some Ashikaga retainer. Without accepting this
moved to the

completely, it probably holds the elements of truth, but 1t 1S more probable
that the stones came from the Ashikaga estates themselves. Each of the
Daisen-in stones is a rock in a thousand-in ten thousand -not to be found
but by the rarest good fortune. The best of such stones found their
gifts to the Shogun. It seems probable that

way as
in this small temple garden are

the very finest of all these, turned over to Sotan as gifts from the ruined
shogunal estates, gardens which could no longer be maintained. It is im-

possible to account for their quality and presence there in any other way.
To arrive at a just conclusion about Daisen-in is extremely difficult. Is

it, indeed, as some claim, the greatest example of garden art in Japan? To
base such a conclusion merely on its likeness to the Sung paintings is to real-

ize that it would be, in this respect then, only a copy, an imitation of
painting and as such clever rather then great. But we are justified, I think,

in assuming that the creator of this garden was not thinking only of repro-
ducing a painting, but was filled with the same inspiration that animated
the painters. Like them, he was trying to express a great truth, but in a

different medium. By choosing stones which showed the same angular lines
as the brush strokes, he conveyed, as did they, the feeling of mighty peaks
and soaring precipices, the precipices of man's existence and the peaks of
Enlightenment.



XI. Sermon in Stone

GARDENS described up to this time have all been based on
on hills and streams, forests, rocks, and cascades. nature,

That is, they

have all been landscape gardens, no matter how filled with mean-

ing. The artists who made them might idealize their subject, so suggest-
ing and symbolizing it that its final relation to reality might not be at once
apparent. But they have all had landscape as their theme and inspiration.

We come now to something different, gardens in which landscape as
the pattern was discarded. Instead, the artist-mystics who made them
went directly to the inherent qualities of their materials for a medium in

which to express their thought and feeling. This feeling was, of course,
some abstract Zen concept. The materials being rocks and sand, it it was their

qualities on which the pattern was formulated.

The creations which resulted should probably not be called gardens,
for certainly they come within no definition of that word by Western usage

and hardly, indeed, within the expanded Oriental meaning. If there were

a better word, we should use it but, lacking a more exact term, we must

continue to speak of them as gardens.

A number of such gardens exist in the Zen temples of Kyoto, but all,

apparently, stem from one supreme original, that of Ryöanji. ' This garden is

so different from all that have preceded that it seems best to describe it
briefly at once.

The garden lies on the outskirts of Kyoto on what was once the country
estate of a Heian noble. Remnants of the old lake garden, called Daiju-in,

Sometimes incorrectly pronounced and spelled Ryüanji.
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survive in a pond with islands which

buildings. Peaceful and lovely, the wide old lake is mossy green in the
we must pass to reach the temple

bright sun of summer, while cicadas shrill in the leafy trees which shelter
our path beside it. The garden we seek lies behind the walls and
of the temple. We must remove our buildings

shoes in the vestibule and walk in our

stocking feet to the broad, darkly polished verandah which overlooks it
along one side. The garden was intended to be seen only from this verandah
or from the open chapel rooms which border it. No one ever sets foot on

the ground except the acolyte who keeps it raked and clean. Its purpose was
simply to form an outlook and an inspiration to one sitting in meditation
in the temple hall.

The area of ground making up this garden is wider and somewhat
longer than tennis court-thirty by seventy-eight feet to be exact. The
wide verandah extends down nearly the full length of one side, and a small

auxiliary building incloses one end. The opposite side and end are shut in

by an earthen wall protected along its top by a small roof of tiles. This wall
was once faced with white plaster but is now stained and weatherworn to a

rusty mottled brown. Its original light color undoubtedly formed a more

simple and pleasing background to the garden than does the present color.
The flat rectangle of ground is covered deeply with a coarse whitish

sand kept raked into a pattern of scratched lines. Out of this rise up fifteen
stones. Coarse moss grows about the base of each, but otherwise there are

no plants in the garden. The fifteen stones are arranged in five groups con-

sisting respectively of five, two, three, two, and three stones. It so happens
that

small stone at either end is always hidden from any ordinary angle

of vision so that only fourteen are visible at a time.

These rocks, unlike those of Daisen-in garden, are in no way remark-

able for size, shape, or color, although some of them are fairly good sized
boulders. Only one of the fifteen has the flat top characteristic of Muro-
machi stonework, and none of the others possesses those planes and angles
So typical of the stones in the painting gardens. The Rydanji stones have

character and definite shape but they are not oddities nor remarkable in
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themselves. Their interest lies wholly in the relation of their shape
to each other and to the areas of sand about them. and size

groups of ordinary stones, a bit of moss at the base of each, a green backdropThis 1S all there is to the garden, a rectangle of sand set about with
of tall trees behind the garden wall. The average Japanese, seeing
den for the first time, 1S dimly aware of something about it this gar-

responds; his response, of course, depending on the development of his
to which he

artistic sensibilities. But foreigners shown to the place for the first time
look at the sand and rocks with helpless and puzzled bewilderment. Is

a garden? Is it beautiful? Has it meaning? Is it art? We have explained
this

that it is not a garden in the ordinary sense. The other questions can all beanswered in the affirmative.

The beauty of this garden is subtle but powerful when we can bring
ourselves to the point of perceiving it. Appreciation of something so new
and strange, however, does not come at once-perhaps not until after five
or six visits. We must sit down near the edge of the verandah, with

sense of time pressure, and look at the garden at length. First we must
no

study it objectively with our minds; finally, feel, subjectively, with
intuitive perceptions, what the maker

our

was trying to express here.

The best time to view the garden is when its rocks and sand are wet

from recent rain, and the sky is still pearly grey and misty. The garden may
even be thought most beautiful when it is still lightly raining, for then the
depth of mystery in the stones seems to be enhanced. Wetness brings out
all the subtle tones and shadowy texture of the rock surface; it it darkens and

softens the sand color and brightens and heightens the green of moss and
tree. When this garden is dry, much of its beauty vanishes inparched and
dusty look; when the sun shines hard and bright it dispels that quality of
depth and mystery the Japanese call yügen and hold most precious.

It is quite possible to interpret this garden, if we try, in terms of the
conventional landscape. The stretch of sand with its scratched, flowing

lines it. This may be regarded as a river and the stone groups as islets scattered in
accepts the scene on its actual, man-sized scale. Or, if we choose to
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look at it with the eye of the creative imagination building up
scape, we see the scratched sand as sea waves and the rocks as
islands. Just such views of the level sea with islands rising above

found at many places in the Inland Sea or along the old route to China by
the Korean coast. But while such landscape interpretations are possible,
they seem too simple and, almost, trite. We search for additional meaning
and run across the tiger story, based on the name of the garden.

This name is the Garden of Crossing Tiger Cubs, Tora no Ko Watashi.

It seems to be a very old one, given, perhaps, at the time it was built. Pos-

sibly it even antedates the construction as a sort of generic name for all such
gardens. If the stones are to be taken as literally representing tigers and

cubs swimming the river, this name is no more than one of those explana-
tions for the dull witted, like the named stones of Daisen-in. Dr. Tamura,'

however, suggests that the name was derived from China; tigers retiring
to their dens across the river symbolize the Confucian teaching that the

virtue of a good ruler protects the country from even the danger of fe-
rocious animals.

The tiger story, elaborated, relates that mother tigtess with two cubs
and a young leopard 1S attempting to cross the stream. She dares not leave

a tiger cub alone with the fierce young leopard, so, after the first trip across
with one cub and the leopard, she forces the leopard to return with her

back to carry the second cub across. Mr. Saito thinks thewhen she goes
hint ofback and forth movement here suggested is intended to convey

the rhythmic movement in the garden stones.* The story is somewhat like

a Zen parable, and this may be its explanation.
It seems to me, however, that the ultimate meaning of this garden can

only be appreciated after a careful study of its rock arrangements. It will be
noted by reference to the diagram that the five stone groups scattered about
in the sand are divided in the center into left and right halves; on the left

are three. Occult balance between the twoand on the rightare two groups

2 Art of the Landscape Garden in Japan.
Nippon Teen no Shuhö.

larger land-
bare, craggy

it may be
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sides 1S maintained because the two are
Next, balance is maintained within each half

position of the groups on the sand rectangle. The

larger and nearer, is balanced by the smaller second
against the wall. Within the half with three parts, two small
single larger group.

GARDENS

individually larger than the
through the

three.
size

Arst group on the andleft,
group, more distan

groups balanc.

Diagram of the arrangement of Ryoanji's stones; below, their projection on the sand

rectangle; above, in silhouette. (After Shigemori Mirei in Kyoto Bijutsu Taikan,
Teien.)

Finally, perfect balance is maintained within each individual group.
The first one on the left contains five large, uprightstones, the center

rock supported by two smaller ones and by two that are almost level with

the ground; the total effect is of fine stability. The second and fourth
groups achieve balance through their relative forms; both contain one long,
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reclining stone and one short, upright stone which balance each other. The
third and fifth groups are made up of three stones each; in both

rock is balanced by two smaller ones, but the arrangement is quite different
larger

in each.

From this analysis it is obvious that not a single stone could be moved

or taken away from this composition without spoiling it. Harmonic balance
has been created, not only in the relationship of each stone to those nearest
it. but to every other stone in the garden.

Balance, however, is not the only quality present in this composition.
In contrast to static strength, the rocks achieve movement; it It hardly seems
possible, indeed, that stones could convey such dynamic feeling as do these.

In general, there iS a strong sense of flowing movement from left to

right. If we think of the garden as a river, there is no doubt in our minds
1n which direction it is flowing. From the largest group on the left, the

others seem to taper away; but the direction is indicated, also, by a subtle
obliquity of direction in the position of the stones. Those that are upright
are not exactly perpendicular but slant slightly to the right, while all the
long, reclining stones seem to point in the same direction.

There is just one exception to this directional movement; the fourth

group from the left is definitely reversed in direction and straight upright.
It is as if it were standing out against the current. Through it, contrast and

interest are created and monotony avoided.

Rhythm is obtained by the alternate upward and forward movement

of every group and by contrasting movements within each group. If we
start again at the left, we find the general movement of the first group is

upward, of the second forward, the third again upward, the fourth again

forward, while the fifth is neither but gives a sense of indefinite continu-

The same rhythm is repeated in detail within each group. The first,

although its predominating movement is upward as as expressed by the large
central stone, holds contrasting cross movement in its smaller stones, espe-

cially IN the level cross stones lying flat in the sand. The second group

ance.



Diagram of the arrangement of Ryoanji's stones; below, their projection on the sand

rectangle; above, in silhouette. (After Shigemori Mirei in Kyoto Bijutsu Taikan,
Teien.)
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moves strongly forward because of the long, reclining stone, but

contrast appears in the short, perpendicular stone at the end. The same
upward

technique of movement and contrast can be traced in each
group 1n con-

tinuous flowing repetition. It is obvious again that it would be impossible
to move a single stone without spoiling the entire effect of the garden.

Having dissected the mechanics of balance and rhythm in this com-
position, we realize how completely the creator knew and followed the uni-
versal laws underlying all design. The harmony achieved is complete;
harmony of color in moss, rocks, and sand; harmony of line in the shape
and size of the rocks; harmony of movement in their spacing on the rec-
tangle and relationship to each other.

After we have finished our intellectual analysis and our minds are no
longer thinking about it, we give ourselves up to an emotional understand.

ing and appreciation of the garden. We sit and just look at the composition

as a whole, its utter stability soothing us, our feelings tranquillized by its
perfections. Grey, green, and brown, the soft mistiness of rain, the rise and

fall of the stones, flowing and continuous.

Without any effort we know intuitively what the garden maker was

trying to express here. It was Harmony, that Harmony which underlies
the universe, the world, and man; the Harmony of force, of matter and

of spirit; the Harmony that makes the morning stars to sing together, the

heart of nature to beat in rhythm, and man to know himself a brother of
the rocks and wind and sun. Modern science has confirmed this knowledge

through intellectual research; the ancient Hebrew poet sang it in terms of
his religious concepts when he said:

"Be still, and KNOW that I am God!"

A sermon in stone, a whole philosophy bound up between the covers of
an earthen wall-undoubtedly this garden is one of the world's great mas-

terpieces of religiously inspired art.

And with it the Muromachi garden makers reached their climax.
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Wetness brings out the subtle tones and shadowy texture of the
sand and stones in Ryöanji's strange garden. When the light is

pearly and misty, it possesses yügen, that quality of the depth and
mystery of beauty which the Zen artist holds most precious. (Photo
by Harada Sunao.)



showing
flowing

Detail of one of the Ryöanji stone groups
movement of lines joined to the static strength of perfect balance

(Photo byall the groups.and proportion which is characteristic of

Harada Sunao.)
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Inevitably we are filled with an overwhelming curiosity to know who
made this garden-_wherehe received his inspiration--how such concept
rook form-what lay behind it?

Unfortunately, we do not know the answers to these questions. A few
facts have come to light about who made the garden but of the forces that

lay behind it almost nothing. We may guess at them, however, and with a
background of knowledge we probably shall not be far wrong in our
surmises.

A creation as striking and unique as this garden inevitably has been the
object of much speculation and comment among Japanese connoisseurs.
Until very recently, however, almost no actual research was done on its

background and history. Like the Silver Pavilion and Daisen-in, Ryoanji has

generally been credited to the artist Söami- crediting him with gardens be-
came almost habit. But, as with the others, the first mention of his name

in connection with it appears a good two hundred years after it was made.+

The 1 7th century tea master Kanamori Sowa has also been given the credit

for Ryöanji. Sowa, however, may be ruled out by the fact that one of his

own friends, writing in the Kaiki few years after his death, repeats the

statement that Soami made it. If Sowa had made the garden, his friend

would certainly have said no such thing. Probably, the similarity of the
names Soami and Sowa accounts for the later story.

What literary evidence exists about the origin of the garden carries us

back to the days of Muromachi greatness, before the Onin war. In 1450,

Katsumoto, the powerful Lord of Hosokawa, who later became one of the

leaders in that war, acquired an estate called Daiju-in. It lay not far from the
Gold Pavilion and contained one of the old lake gardens. Presumably,

Katsumoto rehabilitated this place and on the hillside above the lake built
small Zen temple, which he called Ryöanji. When the Önin war broke out,
the estates of Katsumoto were among the Arst to be attacked and burned by

roving bands of the opposition, this one among them.

For some years afterward the priests connected with Rydanji found

4 In the Saga Kotei.
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trying to rehabilitate itself, his son, Masamoto, caused a new temple build.
ing to be put up on the site of the old one. All evidence indicates that the
present stone garden was constructed at that time. The priest in charge of
the re-founding, was called Tokuhö Zengetsu; he was probably largely in-
Auential in causing the garden to take its unique form. But it was in
very year, it will be recalled, that Masamoto, the young Lord Hosokawa,

this

allowed several thousand of his men to work for a few days moving pine
trees from the old Flowery Palace to the Shogun's new Eastern Hill Villa.
Obviously, he and Yoshimasa were good friends at the time and both were
interested in Zen and in estate building. I think we may assume that Yo-
shimasa's fine taste was influential in creating this garden.

But whence came its unique form, its sweep of white sand, and cu-
riously placed rocks? There seems to be only one possible place for the
prototype-China. Almost certainly some of the Ch' an monasteries -or at
least one-possessed gardens of esoteric significance made of sand and

stones. A work of art such as the Ryöanji garden does not come into being
all at once; it is the outcome of a long period of development when inspira-
tion works on form and technique to perfect its expression. At present l

know of no literary or vestigial evidence of any Chinese sand gardens, but
I feel sure future research must disclose it. Had the Japanese developed the

rock and sand concept independently, we would certainly find some traces

of the preceding forms, the steps which led up to it. But, instead, suddenly

there appears in the Muromachi period this perfected piece of work.
It is not alone in its sudden appearance. Almost contemporaneously

several other gardens were made showing influences of the same form. For

example, there 1S the mysterious "Silver Sand Sea" in Yoshimasa's Eastern
Hill Villa. Yoshimasa was in the forefront of new artistic endeavors, the

leader in establishing new esthetic concepts. What is more reasonable than
to suppose this present bulky sand pile originated simply as a spread of
white sand before the main building of his villa, placed there in accordance
with reports from China, to mark the ecclesiastical nature of his retreat?

sanctuary outside the city. But in 1488, with Katsumoto dead and the city
SERMON IN STONE

More definite gardenevidence of pointing Yamaguchi, to
a

the Joeiji in common far prototype Kyoto. inis
found in west ofThisChina garden,

it will be recalled, was probably made by the painter Sesshü after he had re-
turnedfrom China where he had visited many monasteries. The Joeijigarden isnaturalistic landscape with

pond, islands, and

But between the pond edge and the buildings is a level stretch of ground
dry cascade.

with rock groups scattered about in it; it is somewhat as if Ryöanji had been

set down in front of Tenryuji's pond. This level space might once have been

sanded, and its stone groups are individually very like those of Ryoanji. But

in their general arrangement on the open space they lack, at least at present,
the carefully balanced relationships which are the essential beauty of the
Ryöanji garden. There can be no doubt, however, but that somewhere these

two gardens had a common ancestor.
Evidence again of a contemporary interest in rock and sand creations is

found in the small garden around the tomb of the priest Ikkyü, at Shuon-an

temple. Ikkyu was born an imperial prince, son of that Emperor whom
Yoshimitsu had entertained in the Gold Pavilion; but he lived to become a

great Zen ecclesiastic in his own right. During the Onin trouble he Aed from
Kyoto and rehabilitated the small temple of Shuon-an, hidden in the hills
halfway to Nara. Here, some years later, when he was around eighty, he
built his own tomb and presumably the small rock and sand garden which

surrounds it. The tomb seems to have been originally a monument, or

stupa, but today it has been rebuilt into a small square building. The space
around it is covered with sand out of which rise a a number of stone groups,

their style very like those of Ryöanji and Joeiji. Low, small-leaved azaleas
form green base around these rocks, as the moss grows around the Ryöanji
stones.

It remains, then, to account for the Ryöanji garden as a perfected piece
of art. It can be laid,think, to the Muromachi period itself, that era when
Inspiration and technique reached maturity together. The Muromachi
landscape painters became, at last, the equals of their masters, the Sung

painters of China. There is reason to suppose the stone artists didevery
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likewise; or they may have become even better, inspired by the neverchanging love of nature in Japan which kept the ideal always before them.
In the persons of old Zenami and the other men who had spent their lives
making the great gardens, the Muromachi period possessed a technical abil.
ity which was equal to the inspiration of the task set them by Hosokawa
Masamoto and his priest, Tokuhö Zengetsu.

Who actually made the Ryöanji garden? The answer seems to lie in
written characters roughly cut on the back of one of the garden stones.

two

They may be deciphered to read Kotarö and Hikojiro, men's names. Pains-
taking search5 through the records discloses that there actually were two
garden craftsmen by these names in Kyoto at that time; men who, like
Zenami, must have been outstanding in their work even to have had their
names mentioned briefly.

Let us then, re-create in our imagination the scene of this garden's con-

struction. Tokuhö Zengetsu may himself have been a priest who had been

to China, bringing back directly the idea of the garden plan. Or there may
have been another in Kyoto about that time who was telling the Shogun

and the coterie of priests and artists about the rock and sand creations in the
Ch'an monasteries. Probably sketches were available, illustrating the idea.
When these were shown to Kotarö and Hikojirö, who had been called in

for consultation, they became enthusiastic. Garden craftsmen at that time

were beginning to think of themselves somewhat as creative artists with an

understanding of what lay behind the execution of the work.mere

Stones were gathered and work begun. Day by day, Zengetsu and
other priests sat on the newly finished verandah of the temple, watching
its progress, directing, discussing it. Often they must have been joined by
the patron, Masamoto, whose opinion would be deferred

Physically itto.

was no great undertaking to collect and arrange the few stones in this gar-
den; but artistically it was a prolonged operation. There must have been
much trying and rearrangement, many rejections and fine shiftings before

By Mr. Shigemori, who has discovered the other historical material used here but is
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pronounced exactly right. I have
all was

esthetics sit with a tray of sand and an assortment of small
ing to achieve something of the balanced artistry of Rydanji, finally to give
it up with a resigned shake of the head.

But at last all was perfected, the ground was leveled, the wall built, and
white sand spread over the ground and raked into long straight lines. Then
the rain fell and as its pearly, misty light filled the garden there appeared
the feeling of yägen--the mystery of beauty. Kotarò and Hikojirö, feeling
that they had created a masterpiece, cut their names awkwardly into the

back of one of the stones, as artists put a seal to their paintings. Ryöanji is

probably the only signed piece of garden art in the world.
And so the garden has stood for four and a half centuries, its rocks

weathering to ancient greys, moss creeping around their bases, trees spring-

ing high beyond the aging wall. Still the garden presents its puzzle to the
world and still it speaks its subtle sermon to those who can understand it.

STONE

seen a young Japanese student of

stones, attempt-

not accountable for the theories.



XII. Hideyoshi3 Gardens

austere

severe

the tea

THE weary decades of the 1 6th century dragged

fighting and disorder. It was not a single, long-drawn-out cm. by

on, marked

paign, but scattered, intermittent fighting, as
found opportunity to enrich himself at the expense of a weaker

one baron or another

The emperor lived as always in Kyoto, but eventually his palace became
neighbor,

hardly habitable, and even food was often a problem. The city Itself
shabby and shrunken, only a ghost of the former glorious capital. Never.

was

theless, away from it, the actual wealth of the nation seems to have in-
creased during this period, for with the exception of the Önin war, which
ruined Kyoto, fighting in Japan has never been highly destructive.

It was during this century (probably in 1552) that Europe first learned
of Japan through shipwrecked Portuguese sailors. Shortly after the dis-
covery, came Portuguese Jesuit missionaries and traders and not far behind

them, other traders, Dutch and English. The Jesuits were to play an im-

portant part in Japanese religious history, while the Dutch and English

made some contributions to general Japanese knowledge, notably of fire-

arms. But, on the whole, these Europeans had remarkably little influence
on the cultural and artistic life of the nation and none, so far as we can see
on the gardens.

The early 1 6th century, like the Kamakura age, was a period when

type of culture which had been developing in the capital under special con-
ditions spread out over the nation. Muromachi esthetics, reaching its climax
under Yoshimasa, had been first taken into the provinces by such men as
Sesshü, and from them it radiated of

in widening circles. But the canons
162
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simplicity which governed the Muromachi esthetic were far too
for general or popular acceptance. They survived in modified form in
ceremonial and its adjuncts, the tea equipment, the tea room, and

the tea garden; but with the rise of a new set of provincial conquerors in the
last quarter of the 1 6th century a new spirit entered the nation. In the
words of Sir George Sansom,"there began a time in which gold glittered,
colour came back into pictures and the arts veered toward those Japanese

equivalents of the rococo and baroque which distinguished the period called
Momoyama after Hideyoshi's palace by that name."

Peace and power were brought once more to Japan by a succession of

three great captains and administrators. The first was Oda Nobunaga, the
second his lieutenant, the one-time peasant Hideyoshi, the third his ally
and neighbor, Tokugawa leyasu. Nobunaga, small baron of central Japan,

by luck and skill was able to establish himself in the capital and there re-
ceive the imperial commission to pacify the country. Under him disap-

peared the last of the Ashikaga shoguns. When Nobunaga was murdered,

Hideyoshi stepped into his place, and when Hideyoshi died, leyasu be-
came his successor.

Nobunaga, a typical provincial military baron, is of little interest com-

pared to his lieutenant and successor, Hideyoshi. This man is probably the
most remarkable that Japan has produced. He was born in 1536 as one of
the lowest of Nobunaga's retainers, son of a common footsoldier and

peasant. The boy grew up, small, dark, monkey-faced and mischievous, his

unprepossessing physical appearance being a handicap all his life. Yet be-

hind his monkey face the boy possessed a sagacity which was to make him,
eventually, the actual ruler of the nation. He rose from lower, to higher serv-

and finally trusted general, for theant of Nobunaga, becoming advisor

unsettled times made it possible for genius to rise to its level. Nobunaga un-

doubtedly owed his success to Hideyoshi's guidance.
The work of Nobunaga and Hideyoshi consisted of forcing the othereither by mili-

feudal barons to submit to a central controlling government,

tary force or by negotiation and alliance. Nobunaga began, and Hideyoshi
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completed this work. When it was done, such

the new age, Hideyoshi started out to conquer China. This appears to havewas the expansive spirit of

been largely a gesture of personal glorification on his part, added to hope
plunder, rather than a movement based on animosity toward of

ever, in two successive attempts, Hideyoshi's armies could get China. no farther Flow.than Korea. The effort of repelling them was
final drain on the weakened

Ming dynasty in China, and a a short time afterward it was overthrown bythe northern Manchus.

Nobunaga built the castle of Azuchi in 1576, with a great keep, walls,
and moat. Although it differed greatly in outward appearance from a
European castle, with its tower covered with many small-roofed gables, it
has been assumed that the fundamental idea was derived from descriptions

given by Europeans with whom Nobunaga was very friendly. Its living
apartments were lavishly decorated with gold and colored painting,form
which set the style of gorgeous exuberance in art and decoration for the
whole following period.

Other barons quickly erected new castles like Nobunaga's, but when

Hideyoshi came to power, he built in Osaka, in 1583, the largest, strong-
est, and most gorgeous castle of them all. It was an expression of his
megolamania, for everything Hideyoshi undertook had to be on the largest
and most magnificent scale imaginable. Partly, no doubt, this was re-

flection of the expansive spirit of the new age; but we can assume also,

think, that it was the born peasant demonstrating his ability to be the

greatest and strongest in the nation. His grandiose gestures, however, were
never made entirely for show; invariably they reflected cannily back on

himself in some useful way, if only by impressing his enemies with his
power.

To use again the words of Sir George Sansom:

"The castle of Osaka could not compare as an architectural monument
with, let us say, one of the great cathedrals of the middle ages in Europe,

but in sheer size, in the effort required to transport and assemble its mas-

sive materials of stone and timber, it probably rivalled any building in the
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high

Hideyoshi's O saka Castle has recently been re-erected in modern materials. It towers nowkeep is built in
its hill. The fue-storied

impressive even com pared to modern skyscrapers.
each story marked by small gables, decorated by carunique style of Japanese castle architecture,

is, no doubt, characteristic of Hideyosh
ings, and crowned by a golden dolphin. This building

great castle-palaces which have since disappeared. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industry.)other



Kokei, the Tiger Glen garden, originally in a courtyard of Hide-
yoshi's Fushimi Castle, creates the suggestion of a glen. It is on 4

nearly natural scale, the effect being obtained by the use of inge
stones. The Sago palms growing in this garden must be covered
in winter with artistic as well asstraw wrappings which are made

utilitarian (Photo by Hararda Sunao.)

The elegant and opulent little garden of

Momoyama miniature of an old shinden lake garden. Fine stones
used lavishly, constituting a form of ostentatious display whichare

corresponds exactly to the use of golden ornaments in the build-

ings. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industrys)

Sambö-in temple is a



Stone well done, andarrangements in Sambö-in are generally very

the stones are individually excellent. This is not surprising, com
hun-

sidering that they are probably the choice gleanings from
dred other gardens. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industry.)
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West. As to its beauty there is no room for comparison, for there is no exact
counterpart in the West to the scheme of decoration depending

elaborate wood-carvings, usually poly-chromatic, and the free use of
upon

ment and gold foil on partition and folding screens, which characterizes pig- the
castles and palaces of this period."Regarding its fittings and utensils he
continues:

"they were all of the most costly materials and lavish to the point
of absurdity. Hideyoshi liked to show them off to visitors, one of whom

records that all the ceiling and pillars were plastered with pure gold, that
kettles, bowls, tea-cups, medicine chests, almost every kind of vessel, in
fact, were of pure gold, as were the locks, bolts, hinges and ornaments of
shelves and wardrobes, doors and windows. Another writer con-

cludes, 'the very privies are decorated with gold and silver and painting in
fine colours. All these precious things are used as if they were dirt.
Ah! Ah!'

Today, the tremendous stone bastions above the moats of Osaka Castle

still remain, and the great keep has recently been duplicated in its original
form, but in modern materials. It towers now, high on its hill above indus-

trial Osaka, impressive even when compared to skyscrapers. The keep of
five stories is built in the unique and characteristic style of Japanese castle
architecture, each story marked by small gables decorated with carvings and

crowned by a golden dolphin. From this building we gain a a good idea of

how Hideyoshi's later castle-palaces must have looked, buildings which

have now entirely disappeared. In addition to the towering central fortress,

there were other buildings within the moats which formed the palatial
living apartments and audience chambers. No trace of any original garden
now remains, but no doubt there was one, as we know there were others

in the later castles.

One of Nobunaga's first steps on making Kyoto his headquarters was
to order the Imperial Palace rebuilt. He started other improvements, but it
was Hideyoshi who brought the city to its next great period. New streets
were laid out, a moat and rampart built entirely around it, the Imperial
Palace further improved, and many other buildings reconstructed.
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Most impressive of all these new buildings was the

Hideyoshi built as his own headquarters. It was called great castle-palace
Juraku-tei, the

easie-palace

sion of Assembled Pleasures, and stood on part of what hadMan.

original Heian palace inclosure. Evidently this site
been

appealed the
to Hideyoshie

notion of grandeur. For a long time the emperors had not

crowned in the old enthronement hall, for the last buildings there even had been
swept away by fire and the area was waste ground. Jüraku-tei which Hide.

been

yoshi built on it was more palace than a castle, although the place was
inclosed by a moat with iron gate, and included a a barbican which, accord.
ing to a contemporary record "towered like a mountain." This account

"The pillars of the gate were of iron and the doors of copper, while the
'jade pavilion' was ornamented by stars. The pattern of the tiles was like

jewelled tigers breathing in the wind, and like golden dragons intoning in
the clouds. When it was finished [October 19, 587] Hideyoshi moved
thither from Osaka Castle. He arrived at Yodo [the head of river navi-
gation] with several hundred vessels coated with gold and silver and with

appointments of the same metals. From Yodo, with five hundred carriages
and five thousand bearers, he came to the capital. The courtiers and feudal

lords came to meet him, and all the way from Yodo and Toba the thorough-
fare was crowded with people. From the next day to the end of the month

there were rejoicings and it was as if market were being carried out in front
of the gates. In the garden was a dancing stage and left and right of
it music rooms. All the way to the apartments of Hideyoshi's wife, the car-
penters had used their utmost skill, the colourists had put forth their best

endeavours. The splendour was intense. People all said they had never seen
the like."

Certain buildings and gates of Jüraku-tei still survive, having been

given to various temples when the palace was dismantled. One splendid
gate, called the Kara-mon, is at Daitokuji temple and another building,

Taiköki. This translation taken with slight changes from Ponsonby Fane's History
of Kyoto.

goes
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poetically called the Pavilion of the Flying Cloud, or Hiun-kaku, belongs to
Nishi Honganji temple. Within the immensity of the Jüraku-tei inclosure
this latter building served as the private apartment of Hideyoshi himself.
Te is a three-storied structure, showing plainly its derivation from such older
garden buildings as the Gold and Silver Pavilions. But it is is considerably

larger than they are and is asymmetrical in form, with the curving gablesand

carved eaves characteristic of Momoyama architecture. Light and grace-
ful in its design, some critics rank it even above the Gold Pavilion in ar-
chitectural merit.

The sliding screen panels which form its walls are covered with gold
leaf on which are scenes painted by Kano Eitoku and Kano Sanraku, the
best artists of the day. In spite of its gold and color, there is a restrained rich-
ness, a delicacy, in the decoration of this building, both inside and out,
which is quite different from the overwhelming gorgeousness of the great
audience halls in which Hideyoshi impressed his vassals. It suggests that
his personal taste was probably not so flamboyant as other evidence would
indicate. He was an earnest devotee of the tea ceremonial as we shall see, a

fact which probably accounts for the tone of this building.

The Pavilion of the Flying Cloud stands at present in portion of

Nishi-Honganji garden called Tekisui en. The setting is small and cramped,

in no way worthy of the building. The pavilion is perched some feet above
the water, on the rocky shore of a small pond, leaving a portico which served

as a boathouse hanging pathetically useless. Under this portico boats could
be brought entirely inside the building and reached by steps leading down
to the water level. It is obvious that the pavilion stood originally either en-

tirely withinlake or beside one large enough for the old pastime of boating.
Today the small pond of Tekisui-en 1S is spanned by an immense stone

bridge which leads to the pavilion. This bridge, cut from a single gigantic
stone, is over twenty feet long, three and a half feet wide and nearly a foot was
thick. Undoubtedly it also came from one of Hideyoshi's gardens and

brought here at the time the pavilion was moved. Its massiveness and great
Size are typical of Momoyama garden stones.
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We know little more about the garden of Jüraku-tei except thattained a hillock, many rarely shaped trees, and large beautifulstones. ie
con-

facts are gained from authorities quoted by Ponsonby Fane. TheyThese

instance, that the citizens of a nearby ward in the city were called upon
relate, tor

provide and transport 4.763 loads of earth for the hillock. Trees and rocks
to

were commandeered, in the traditional manner, from various temples
even from private gardens. and

Hideyoshi was not the first high personage, as we know, who used hisposition and power to obtain desirable garden material. But he has

down in Japanese garden tradition as the archtype of stone pre-emptor.
come

From the number of stones we find crowded into his later gardens, he must
have been insatiable; doubtless he deserves his reputation. According to
general belief, he took stones whenever he saw any that appealed to him,
his method, apparently, being to hint they would make suitable gifts.
With no place safe from his depredations, it was a matter to mention in the

records when the artistry of one garden--that of Ryöanji-so appealed to
him he put up sign prohibiting the removal of any of its stones.2 In the

surviving Hideyoshi gardens we can distinguish many rocks of typical
Muromachi shape, rocks with fat planes and strong angles. Doubtless these
came from ruined Muromachi estates, but instead of being set up to dis-
play their once-prized form, they now are jumbled in with the many others.

Were we able to identify them, we probably could find, among these, many

of the stones which have disappeared from older gardens- although he may
not have been the first to take them from their original setting.

Hideyoshi had planned Jüraku-tei with the express purpose of enter-
taining the emperor there, even as• Yoshimitsu had been host to the sOv-
ereign two hundred years before in the Gold Pavilion. This earlier event
now served as

basis for the study of court ceremonial, for no one then
living had taken part in an imperial progress of such magnitude. The occa-
sion was planned for early May, 1588. It is the time of year when the
azaleas in Kyoto reach their peak of color and brilliance. This flower has

2 Toyama, Muromachi Jidai Teienshi.
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never been one of those with strong literary associations in the Orient, and

so we do not find it mentioned in poems and other records as we do, for in-

we cannot be farness, stance, I think the pine. But remembering the Momoyama love of color and bright-wrong in assuming the azalea was

extensively in Juraku-tei, although there is no mention of it as far as I know.
planted

I believe the imperial visit was timed to coincide with its blooming, as the
visit to the Gold Pavilion took place in the cherry blossom season.

On the great day of the visit Hideyoshi, in his official capacity of re-
carried the long train of the emperor as he walked to his ox-coach,gent,

and himself rode in a a lesser coach in the procession. He would not have
missed being part of the show himself, of course. The procession accom-

paying the emperor was longer than the mile which separated the gate of
Jüraku-tei from the gate of the Imperial Palace. Great crowds lined the way,
-for such a sight had not been seen in the capital for many weary years of

poverty. Great days had come again to the city.
At Jüraku-tei, as at the Gold Pavilion, there were banqueting, music,

dancing, and poem writing. The visit had been planned for three days but
was extended to five. At the poem party the subject chosen was the tradi-

tional one of ''Pines,' inspired, no doubt, by the fine trees which had been

moved into the garden. Wrote the Emperor Go-Yozei:

"Well doth it repay me, having waited until today to see the pine
branches in unchanging prosperity, age after age.

To which Hideyoshi replied:

"It is because my Liege Lord hath deigned to visit me that the beautiful

pines show themselves so green against the
eaves."8

Hideyoshi lived in Jüraku-tei only four years, then nominally he
to his nephew, having then no son,regent over

few years later,son having been born, he

was forced to commit suicide and Jüraku-tei

was entirely dismantled. Some of its buildings and, probably, most of its

turned it and his office of
and retired to Osaka castle. But

quarreled with the nephew who

translations by Ponsonby Fane.3 Poem
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garden stones were moved to the new castle-palace which Hideyoshi
begun. had

The new estate was located in Fushimi, a suburb just south of Kyoto.'Probably, 1t it was the most magnificent assemblage of buildings ever
in Japan. When it was dismantled, only twenty-five eats after Hideyoshi'screated

death, some of its gates and halls were given away to various temples. The
best, probably, went again to Nishi Honganji where they still stand, the
most splendid examples remaining of Momoyama architecture and

Speaking Sir George of Sansom these great says: audience halls and the art of Momoyama in
general,art.

"On the walls, mostly of bright gold, there are blue-eyed tigers prowl-ing through groves of bamboo, or multi-coloured shishi-mythical beasts
like lions, but amiable and curly haired--that gambol among peonies
against a golden background. There are gorgeous landscapes thick with old
pines and blossoming plum-trees, where bright birds perch on fantastic
rocks or float amid ripples of deep blue. There are groves and banks and

gardens, rich with brilliant leaves and flowers; bearded and sinuous dragons
winding their complicated length through sepia clouds; gaggles of wild

geese sweeping across the moon; and scenes of the Chinese court peopled
with ancient worthies. As a rule these apartments display, suite after suite,
such profusion of colour and detail, such a deliberate effort to overwhelm

the eye with splendour, that they come perilously near to vulgarity. But from

this they are generally saved by a certain bravery,boldness of stroke and a

brilliance of design. Their full mastery can only be appreciated through
comparison with less competent works of the same school. Their usual ef-

fect is one of size and richness, far remote from the pensive simplicity
of Ashikaga ink drawings, whose artists hinted where the Momoyama

painters spoke emphatically aloud."
This

same gorgeousness and brilliance are evident in Momoyama gar-

* A hundred years after Hideyoshi's death the district was planted with peach trees,
from which it is called Peach Hill, or Momoyama, the name by which it is usually spokenof in history.
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dens, a form of art as typical of the period as were the golden screens. It is
especially evident in garden believed to have been originally a part of
Fushimi castle itself. When the great hall of the castle and the other build-
ings were moved, beam by beam, and reconstructed in the grounds of
Nishi-Honganji temple, a garden was moved at the same time. From a
careful study of its reconstructed stone arrangements, it is believed that this
garden was rebuilt, stone by stone, as nearly as possible into its original form.

Today it forms the outlook to the great audience hall just as it probably did
when both hall and garden were part of Fushimi castle.

The garden is named Kokei, meaning the Tiger Glen. It istitle
derived from Chinese literature, being the name of a valley on famous
Mount Lu. But the name is eminently appropriate forgarden belonging
to Hideyoshi. Tigers were a favorite decorative motif of his day, having be-
come known for the first time through his campaigns into Korea where

there are wild tigers. They were the most magnificent animals the Japanese

had ever seen, regarded as the king of beasts, and held to be a a symbol of
power and glory. The anatomical details and attitudes of the tigers which
prowl the golden screens of Momoyama make it plain that artists had only

the skins to paint from; but they did manage, somehow, to catch the tiger's

strength and glory.
Strength and glory are the dominant notes in the Tiger Glen garden,

Kokei. While it occupies a courtyard only ninety-five by sixty-five feet in

size, it, yet, creates the effect of a wild mountain glen in which the roar of

the tiger might be heard at night. It is a dry garden, its general plan some-
what similar to the small dry garden of Daisen-in temple, but it is infinitely
removed in spirit from that esoteric painting-garden. Kokei was designed to

harmonize with the splendid buildings around it and to uphold their color-
ings and gorgeous decorations. Success in this was achieved by the use of

great stones crowded together, but arranged in a strongly unified design.
Its focal point islarge dry cascade, topped by huge pointed boulders. The
effect of water boiling down through this rocky defile very graphic.

As the garden stands at present, the slanting, massive tiled roofs of a
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large building rise behind it. It is sometimes claimed that
slopes ate supposed to represent mountain peaks; this might be huge so, 0g: Ce-

these
ramic

the construction of the garden indicates that the eye was not intended
rise above the rocks of the cascade. Probably, in its original locationto

thete

was no more of a natural outlook than there 1S at present, and the

was intended to be self-inclusive, forming a framed picture to one sitting garden in

This garden picture has been made by piling earth into a ridge at the
back and placing large stones in it. The slant of some of these might sug-

gest the upward slope of the mountain. Water--by suggestion only
Aows out of the cascade and around two islands, but the stones which border
the islands are so large, the spread of the water 1S but little more than a

widening of the stream. The islands are in traditional crane and turtle style,
the turtle, as usual, identifiable by his head. In this case it is a stone so large
and graphic that we can almost make out mouth and eyes; but the island as
a whole is not so well suggested as are some of those in older gardens. It is

obvious that in making crane and turtle islands a traditional outline was

being followed, but the original tale of the turtles supporting the Immortals
Isles had obviously been forgotten, since this island is reached by a bridge.
And no bridge, nor even a ship, it will be recalled, could reach the ancient

Mystic Isles upheld by giant turtles.
There are two other stone bridges in the garden, the three together

linking the islands into a chain joined to the shore at either end. This
linked chain of islands becomes a characteristic of the gardens of this period.
The large central bridge between the two islands is cut from a single great
stone more than fourteen feet long and two and a half feet wide. It makes
a massive cross-note in the composition, not unlike the similar cross line

for
found in Daisen-in. Perhaps, once there have been some reasonmay
taking the short stroll down the length of the garden, crossing these islands
and bridges, but now the path begins and ends nowhere, and the bridges
are only part of the garden design.

An innovation among the plant materials of this garden is the exotic

the audience hall.

The famous Fujito stone in Sambö-in garden. At one time, appar-

the most famous stone in Japan, seeming to have hadently, it was
well-authenti-to it. It possesses asupernatural powers attributed

cated history of transfer through four gardens, illustrating how

traveled from one estate to to another in earlier days.garden stones
Nihon Teien Shizukan.)(Photo from



A tea garden in the classical style of the seventeenth century is part

of Koho-an temple in Kyoto. It illustrates the path of stepping

stones leading to the tea room door (from which the picture was
taken), the stone laver, and the lantern beside it. This laver, de-

signed in the likeness of a Chinese coin, is said to be the work

Kobori Enshü. Modern "improvement" with cement has now con-needles hes
siderably marred its setting. A winter protection of pine
been spread over the moss. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)
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Cycas revoluta, usually called the Sago palm. At present, only a few ancient
specimens survive, but old paintings show that the garden formerly held
great many. The Cycas appears, also, in some of the paintings which dec-

orate the building, indicating that it must have appealed to Momoyama
artists. This is not surprising, for its massive trunk and palm-like foliage
somehow in keeping with the Momoyama feeling of size

are

and exuberance

while its exoticism expressed the outreaching spirit of that age. In Hi
deyoshi's day the Cycas must have been very rare and expensive, for it is
no native of Japan but had been introduced not long before, from its native
Java by the Portuguese. Doubtless it had been grown in the gardens of
Fushimi Castle, from which some of the plants were probably transferred

to the reconditioned garden along with its stones. Specimens have probably
been cultivated there ever since. Being semitropical plant, it must be pro-
tected by straw wrappings through winters as cold as those in Japan, but if

this is done, it will live and grow to a grotesque old age as as have those now
surviving in Kokei.

In the significance of its stone work Koke differs from earlier gardens
in which a single rock sometimes represented a whole mountain. Here the

landscape is not abridged and symbolic but IS to be taken at virtually its face

value; that is, the huge rocks are not intended to suggest anything larger
than themselves, and the mountain glen they create is of practically natural
size. Had

reduced landscape been attempted in this garden, it it would al-
most certainly have lost its significance and been overwhelmed by the im-

mense size of the buildings. The imagination is called upon not to build up

a landscape from hints and suggestions, but instead to picture an invisible
mountain of which this glen is but a small part. Although the mountain

towers out of sight, its presence is powerfully felt as we look at the massive
waterfall. No work of man, even such a work as these large buildings, could
overwhelm such a mountain, and so the buildings take their proper place in
relation to it and in the harmony of man and the universe.

To conceive and carry out such an original scheme indicates a high de-
gree of creative artistry on the part of the garden maker, who, obviously,
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perfectly aware of the problem he faced. His solutionwas
shows

early Momoyama garden designers were men of originality and force the
thar

touch of genius. Though they followed a traditional pattern, witha

not dominated by the past but bent it to their needs. If their
they

Were

the spiritual quality of the Muromachi gardens, it is the fault of the
work has

not

and not of the artists. It was a a period of spacious materialism, oftimes

and glory, and this is expressed perfectly in the massive stones and
conques

their
unified arrangement.

By the time this garden was made, garden men had achieved the
of professional artists. They were no longer the monks and scholars of the

status

Muromachi period but followed the custom of other artists in taking pro-
fessional names. We hear, for instance, of two brothers who assumed as the
first part of their names the old term of Kawara-mono, derived, it would
seem, from the great Kawara-mono Zenami. Probably, they conceived
themselves as carrying on the style of rock artistry that he founded. An-
other gardener of this period is known as Asagiri Shimanosuke; from its
poetic sound (the words mean "Morning-mist, Man of the Island") it is
assumed that this name also was a pseudonym.5 Asagiri is said to have been

the designer of Kokei, but little or nothing is known about him. Profes-

sional artists were not considered sufficiently important in those days of mil-

itary glory to be mentioned in the records, so we know little about them.

But we, probably, may safely assume that Asagiri was the head gardener of
Fushimi Castle, the first, and perhaps the greatest, of the Momoyama gar-
den artists.

One more of Hideyoshi's gardens survives, that of Sambo-in, a a sub-

temple of Daigoji. This temple itself is old, dating back to Heian and
Kamakura times. It lies 1n a picturesque valley just over the Eastern Hills
from Kyoto and but a short ride from Fushimi Castle. In Muromachi days

5 It has been suggested that Asagiri might have been the name used by the tea master,
Sen no Rikyü, when he turned to garden making. But Rikyü had been dead several years
by the time Fushimi Castle was built; also, as the foremost tea master of the time, hence

art, it seems impossible that he could have de-exponent of the old Muromachi spirit in

signed gardens which so perfectly expressed the Momoyama age.
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the subtemple of Sambö-in had risen to wealth and importance when its

abbots became friends of the Ashikaga shoguns. The weeping cherry trees
that Yoshimitsu planted in the Flowery Palace garden had been presented to
him by a a court noble, the gift being negotiated by the abbot of Sambö-in.
This abbot may well have been a cherry blossom enthusiast himself and
have caused trees to be planted in the vicinity of his temple. At any rate, by
Hideyoshi's day, Sambö-in had long been famous as a place for viewing
cherry blossoms; as it still is. Every April the profusion of flowers forms
petally clouds of pink against the blue of the spring sky, and crowds of peo-
ple go out to enjoy the sight. It was through these flowering trees in the
vicinity of the temple that the present garden of Sambö-in came into ex-
istence, for Hideyoshi decided to use this old temple as headquarters for
grand cherry-viewing party, remodeling the place to that end.8

Sambö-in had suffered in the Onin war but, apparently, came through
that troubled time better than most other places, for in the spring of 1596

its old Muromachi garden was still good enough to be shown to Hideyoshi
when he was in the vicinity. The abbot at that time was named Gien and

in his diary" we find the whole story. He must have hinted that the place

needed reconstruction, for a note in the diary states that Hideyoshi pro-
posed to undertake it. Nothing came of it at that time, however, but the

next spring Hideyoshi came again and this time authorized the project.
But it was not until the following spring, 598, that work really started.

Evidently Hideyoshi made a sudden decision to hold one of his grand out-

ings in the vicinity of Sambö-in and wished the temple prepared imme-

diately as a place to stay.

There were only six weeks 10 which to accomplish this reconditioning.s
planted to carry on the tradition when the old one shall at last be gone. The custom of
newal in this manner is very nearly universal in Japan, so that much that is frail and
transient has been perpetuated.

Gien Jugo Nikki.
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The temple itself was rehabilitated and decorated with finely
screens which it still possesses. The garden was refurbished. and the

Painted

took place as scheduled. Camp was made on a small hill

Flower-Viewing Hill. It was customary to string curtains for nearby,

such a camp but in this case, instead of real curtains, gold screens y
privacy t

painted with red silk curtains bearing Hideyoshi's crest,
were

shown

in the wind. Some of these are also still possessed by the temple. billowing
With the party ended, the complete reconstruction of the

begun. Three hundred workmen arrived for the purpose, in charge of
garden was

Kawara-mono Sen, one of the Fushimi gardeners. When it came time
arrange the stones, he was joined by two others, his brother

to

Kawara-mond

Yoshio and Niwa-mono Kentei. It is often said that Hideyoshi designed
adwara-mono

this garden himself, in the customary manner of owners. The diary showsthat he took
great interest in it, consulting with Gien on several occasions.

Together they decided on some of its features-an island here, a bridge
there. But for some reason the details mentioned in the diary were not

carried out-or at least they are not found in the garden today. Hideyoshi
fell ill shortly after the flower viewing party and could not visit the temple
to watch the progress of the work, so Gien sent him frequent reports. By
summer he was able to send word that the garden was virtually completed.

It is probable that Hideyoshi never saw it so, for his illness increased,

and in September he suddenly died. The following spring, when he might

have held a second fine party in the temple, his great public funeral took
place in Kyoto.

After his death the political world was full of intrigues to secure his
power. Sambö-in garden was of no interest to anyone except Gien and the

gardeners. They, however, continued to work on it lovingly, as on a master-
piece. In fact, for another twenty years it received the attention of Niwa-
mono Kentei during which time many things were perfected. Perhaps it
was during this period that the features planned by Hideyoshi were
changed. The cascade was remodeled no less than three times until at last

it was exactly right.

gold

Patty
called

around

used.
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When the garden at last was pronounced finished, it was generally
by all that it was unsurpassed anywhere. Ifagreed the long period of re-

took away much of its vitality and strength,touching it left it, nevertheless,

the most finished and debonair of the rococo gardens. Few important
changes seem to have been made in it since, and apparently it has always
been maintained in fair condition. We can see it today probably very much
as Kentei left it.

The garden fills a rectangle one hundred eighty feet long and eighty
feet wide, lying on the south side of a line of buildings. The center space
is filled by a lake, its irregularities of outline enhanced by large islands.
Earth has been piled into banks which inclose the other three sides, their

low, actual height concealed by the trees and shrubs which grow out of
them. This hillocky background is very irregular in form SO that the boun-
daries of the garden appear indefinite and an effect of size and distance is

achieved. Between the porch and the near edge of the lake islevel area,

varying in width, which is mostly covered with grey pebbles, to form a
wide path. Small bridges lead to the islands, and there are two cascades.

While it is possible to stroll through the garden, it was meant primarily
to be seen from the verandahs in front of the buildings. From there the chief

weakness becomes apparent-the basic design is not sufficiently unified and

integrated to create strength and distinction. From whatever point we look,

we have the feeling that it might appear a little better if we moved on a bit.
This feeling is curiously witnessed by the fact that no two photographs of
the garden ever seem to have been taken from the same point--as would
be the case were there central unifying motif. Nevertheless, from what-

ever angle the garden is viewed, it always presents a more or less pleasing
picture, which in itself is a considerable accomplishment.

The feature of this garden which instantly attracts attention 1S the
great number of stones. It 1S easy to believe there are the seven hundred

claimed. They are used lavishly, wherever there is any excuse for them and
also where there is none. Great numbers border the shore, and many others

are heaped on the islands. Still others are laid out in in the foreground, simply
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to be seen.

them for no possible reason except to show them off, while theThe area between the buildings and the shore is strewn strewn with
hillocks are set with them as a merchant might set out his wares barclagrom

Almost every stone 1S extraordinary, of fine shape, interestingdisplay

texture. This is not surprising when it is recalled that thiscolor

the choice gleanings from collection
and

doubtedly represents hundred other un.

Although they are so lavishly used, great skill went into their gardens
ment nevertheless. Indeed, only great skill could have juggled

atrange.

place without creating a choked or jumbled appearance, and this,
so many into

is not the feeling the garden gives. The stones are well related and
distinctly

grouped, except for the laid-out specimens. Many of the arrangements
have both strength and character when taken by themselves and

are splen-did examples of stone artistry. But the whole hasrather brittle quality, of
the surface rather than deep-lying, for here was no mystic expressing his
soul nor artist creating a symbolic work of art. The designer was not even

deeply concerned, as was the designer of Kokei, with fitting the building
into the landscape.

In other words, the theme of this garden is pleasure, voluptuous and

extravagant, accompanied by the display of wealth. In the phrase already
quoted, there is here deliberate effort to overwhelm the eye with splendor,

the stones constituting exactly the same kind of lavish display as did the

golden ornaments inside the building. But as in other good examples of

Momoyama art, the final effect is saved from vulgarity by the boldness and
brilliance of the concept and, curiously, by a certain restrained delicacy in
its very daring, a restraint which vanishes in later gardens of the kind.
Sambö-in holds only the beginning of decadence.

Of its details, the most famous is large rock known as the Fujito stone:

It is tall and squarish, standing upright, not unlike a roughly cut monu-
ment. Two small stones balance its height on either side. On the far side

of the garden against a green background, it is the most conspicuous single

stone among all the hundreds. Apparently it was the most famous stone in
the nation in Hideyoshi's day and may have been thought to possess super-
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natural properties. It has a well-authenticated history of transfer through
several gardens, appearing first in one of the Hosokawa estates. Later,
Nobunaga caused it to be placed ingarden which he was making for the
last of the Ashikaga puppet shoguns. Of this transfer it is recorded,

"Nobunaga told the garden commissioner to have the stone wrapped
in silk, decorated with flowers, and brought to the garden with music.'

This is a most astonishing procedure unique in Japanese garden annals.
Later Hideyoshi acquired the stone by paying a thousand kokw of rice for

it, an almost equally astonishing way for him to obtain any stone. He first

had it placed in the Jüraku-tei garden and later brought to Sambö-in. It
seems plain that this stone was thought to possess magic or sacred prop-
erties, but if ever this were the case, the belief has been forgotten now. The
Fujito stone stands today in Sambö-in simply as the most conspicuous stone
in the garden, something to be pointed out to visitors as vaguely of special
interest.

There are three islands in the pond, two lying at the western end and
one toward the east. All are linked to the shore by bridges, the path that

follows around the garden passing over them. The two lying close together

were probably intended to represent the traditional crane and turtle, but

they are so overcrowded with stones it is impossible to identify one or the

other. Many of the stone arrangements on these islands are excellent, but
the total effect is heavy, a feeling which makes the islands seem too large

for the rest of the composition. They screen out the view of the cascade

from important angles and mask one end of the lake.

The plan by which the bridges link up the shore and islands is very,
like that followed in Kokei; and the same layout is used a third time in a

small garden called Entoku-en, made a little later for Hideyoshi's widow by

the Fushimi gardeners. Two bridges extend in a straight line from shore to
island and from island to island; the third bridge is at right angles to their

line and joins the second island to the shore again. This form IS considered
a characteristic feature of the work of these gardeners. Some of the bridges

Juhen Zoku Onin Koki.
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are others are of wood. The

course, have been renewed. One of these wooden bridges is nondescripe. latter ofothers are of logs and earth, a type seen

to have been devised at about the time the here garden for the was frat made. time and balein,
This earthen bridge is made on a foundation of four strong log legs

standing in the water. The floor arching over them is made of small, tound
saplings, and piled on this floor is earth faced with living sod. The
structure is necessarily large and bulky, in fact out of whole

proportion to the
elegance of the garden. In a half-light, its effect is not unlike that of some
huge, prehistoric creature drinking, standing with its four legs in the
water, its tail dragging on one shore, its head down by the other.

The principal cascade in this garden which, it will be remembered,
was remodeled three times before it satisfied the gardener Kentei, occupies
the southeastern corner. Unlike the usual waterfall, it is not large and con-
spicuous enough to be the focal point of interest. Since it could not be
high, effect is gained by breaking it into two short broad falls with a rush-

ing rapid between. Viewed close at hand, it is unusual and charming with
these double falls of smooth water at right angles to each other. Behind

them, in the distance, rises the green peak of Daigo-yama, suggesting the

source of the water. A second cascade in the garden is now entirely con-

cealed and overgrown with shrubs. It is difficult to know whether this was

part of the original design or not.

There are several things about Sambö-in garden suggestive of the old

shinden style but they are plainly Momoyama adaptations, not in any
sense Heian originals. One of them 1S streamlet which, like the old yari-

mizu, seems to flow out from under one of the buildings. At another point

the lake pushes up an irregular arm to the very edge of the buildings, so
that the porch seems almost to overhang the water in the manner of the old
end-pavilions. This end-pavilion theme is repeated in projection on the

porch, its carved, gable roof converting it into a small pavilion projecting
toward the water. Here one can sit in the old manner and enjoy the view

of the lake. All of these details make it suddenly clear that Sambö-in was,
1 80
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of flat, natural, monolithic stones and HIDEYOSHI'S GARDENS

intended to be a shinden garden, a Momoyama miniature, it is true,but still in essence the garden of a court noble.

This throws a revealing light on what must have been in Hideyoshi's

mind as he laid out the place. It must be recalled that the ancient prestige
of the Imperial court and the nobles had never vanished, even though they
had passed through days of actual poverty. Hideyoshi had been astute
enough to ally himself to this prestige by paying honor to the court and
supporting it, becoming, in consequence, its favored general. But he had
been denied the logical title of shogun, which was reserved for those of
Fujiwara extraction, no matter how remote the family branch; and Hide-

yoshi was only a peasant. He had been named instead Kampaku or Regent.
In Heian times the kam paku had been the most powerful subject in the
nation, but later the title had become a mere ornament held by a succession
of nonentities.

Still, the idea of staging himself in the ancient setting of his office
evidently appealed to Hideyoshi, and he built Sambö-in assort of play-
house where he could pretend he was what he could never be--a Fujiwara

courtier. Had he lived longer, he might have sat in the little end-pavilion
beside the lake and pictured himself a great gentleman, born, by rights, to

sit in a shinden garden, not a a mere peasant upstart who had put himself at

the head of the nation by sheer force of intelligence and personality.

in fact,
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T SEEMS, at first, a a rather surprising fact that the

of sophisticated simplicity, reached its climax at exactly the
tea ceremonial, acme

that Momoyama art attained its most resplendent gorgeousness. The
same time

richly colored and gilded paintings and carvings of Hideyoshi's period
represented the surging vitality of a country re-established in strength and
order; the tea ceremonial represented the survival power of the old Muro-
machi esthetics. And that, in turn, represented something deep and funda-

mental in the Japanese character, which could be temporarily eclipsed but
would invariably show forth again. In the beginning this feeling had been
a simple love of nature; under Zen it had developed into a highly conscious
esthetic of naturalism; now, oriented about a new form, it was to have

popular flowering which eventually touched and affected almost every phase

of the national life. Its influence is still strongly visible at the present day.
Tea had been known in China since time immemorial. There is

legend which attributes its origin to the Zen patriarch, Bodhi-dharma, who
came to China from India in the 6th century and established the meditative
sect of Buddhism. According to the story, Bodhi-dharma was much an-
noyed because his eyelids kept closing in sleep when he wished to meditate.
Impatient, he finally cut them off and threw them away. Where they fell,
green shrubs sprang up, with beautiful, dark, glossy leaves and small,
fragrant flowers like tiny, single camellias.' The leaves of this plant, when
made into

drink, possessed the power of causing wakefulness.
In reality, of course, tea had been known in South China long before
The tea plant, Thea Sinensis, is member of the Camellia family.
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the time of Bodhi-dharma. In the Tang period, it was a common beverage
and it was known concurrently in Nara. There is a record which mentions
that in 729 A.D. the Emperor Shömu served tea to hundred monks in
his palace at Nara.? It was customary at this period to combine the tea
leaves with other fragrant things, drying them into a cake which was
roasted before it was made into a beverage by boiling. This process still
survives among the Tibetans and Mongols.

Later the tea leaves were powdered, hot water added, and the mixture

whipped to a froth with a bamboo whisk. This method was devised in the
Sung period and is the way the ceremonial tea of Japan is still made, for
the Japanese ritual had its roots in Sung China. Steeped tea, the only form
known in the Occident and now commonly used all over the Orient, was

later development under the Mings. The Western world knows only this
form, because Europeans first came to China In the Ming period.

The drinking of powdered tea, whipped into a froth with hot water,

was made into a Zen ritual in China during the Sung period. The basic

purpose of the monks in drinking the tea was, of course, to avoid sleepiness
during meditation. But the ritual was evidently made into a means of hon-
oring Bodhi-dharma, founder of the sect, and miraculous creator of the tea

plant from his eyelids. The drinking ceremonial took place before an image

of the saint which stood in an alcove of the temple, the monks drinking in

succession from a single bowl. This detail, and the solemn atmosphere of a

religious ritual, as well as the method of making the tea, are still features

of the tea ceremonial as it exists in Japan today.

The use of tea in Japan seems to have paralleled the growth of Zen and

the appreciation of Sung art and to have been closely associated with both.
In the 13th century in Kamakura, seeds of the tea plant and something of
the Zen tea ritual were brought back to Japan by the monk Eisai, one of
those who went to China to study Ch'an Buddhism. He is regarded in
Japan as the founder of both Zen and tea. Later, as an example of its asso-

ciation with art, we find Yoshimitsu drinking tea in the Gold Pavilion.

2 Chaku Sho Setsu.
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Perhaps this was Zen exercise, but it seems

time, tea was drunk when a a group of friends gathered to inspect and study
more probable that,

at that

the paintings brought from China. However, it

machi art reached its zenith in the Silver Pavilion under Yoshimasa that
was when Sung-Muro-

one of his artistic coterie, the monk Shuko, took the old Zen

turned it into a secular exercise in esthetics, which came to be called
tea ritual and

cha-no-yu.

While this new ritual had broken away from its religious association,it was still, of course, thoroughly impregnated with Zen ideals and feeling.
The aim of the new ritual, in the last analysis, was virtually the same as the

aim of Zen meditation, to arrive at some understanding of life and the uni-
verse. Indeed, the tea ceremony might be called

form of socialized medi-
tation. But since it was a pleasant social diversion instead of

religious exercise, it was of much wider appeal than meditation. Shuko's
an austere

idea apparently was to create an atmosphere through the making and serv.
ing of tea in the most simple, beautiful, and natural manner possible, an
atmosphere in which a little group of people might attain serenity and
harmony of spirit. In such an atmosphere, art and beauty could be dis-
cussed, and perhaps some new light be thrown on the problems over which
humanity ponders.

We do not know just what forms Shüko devised for the making and
serving of tea, but In an age which made a a cult of simplicity and natural-

ness, we may be certain that every move was scrutinized to make sure it
really was the most simple and graceful possible, and each utensil was
studied to make sure that it held no hint of floridity.

While the form of the tea ceremonial has undergone infinite variation
in its details, usually on the side of elaboration, the description oftypical

ceremony of the present day will aid in understanding the influence of tea
and the many things derived from it.

The host invites several friends, five at the most, for a cha-no-yu cere-

monial on a certain day. At the proper time the group assembles at the
covered waiting bench provided near the garden gate,

signal
and when a
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given, they passis through the small garden surrounding the

and enter the low door of the tea tea house
room. This room may be one

regular rooms in the house which has been especially fitted up for the pur-
of the

pose, but more often it is a small, separate building in
the garden. One wall of the tea room is occupied by the shallow
called the tokonoma, its floor a low shelf a few inches above the

the occasion, a painting or an example of beautiful calligraphy expressingsome appropriate ideal, has been hung on the back wall of the tokonoma
and an arrangement of flowers or, perhaps, a fine bronze incense burner
placed on the low shelf below. This recess, so altar-like in its form is a sort
'of altar, in fact, and is derived from those original altars in Zen monasteries

which stood before an image of Bodhi-dharma with an offering of flowers or

incense upon it. The original Zen tea ritual, it will be recalled, took. place
before these altars.

The guests enter the tea room silently, with the utmost decorum. One

by one they go to the tokonoma to look at the art objects displayed there.
The picture and flowers have always been chosen and arranged to strike
some significant keynote of the occasion, perhaps hinting at the reason for
the gathering or commenting on the beauty of the season as expressed in

its blossoms. After noting this, the guests quietly take their places on the
floor down the length of the room, facing the kettle which is is singing over

a charcoal firebox at one side. The guest of greatest honor is IS seated nearest
the tokonoma.

Now the host enters carrying the tea equipment. He takes his place
before the hearth and begins to make the first bowl of tea. All his move-
ments are slow and measured, but simple, direct, and graceful; they are

minutely prescribed, but long practice makes them seem spontaneous. He

lifts a bit of green, powdered tea leaf from the caddy with bamboo spoon
and puts it into the tea bowl. This bowl is larger than a teacup and

generally of some rough pottery material in keeping with the prevailingly
rustic atmosphere of the tea room. Hot water--perhaps half a cupful-is
lifted by a small wooden dipper from the boiling pot and poured over the
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THE ART OF JAPANESE GARDENSbrush, Then he wich beatsa the small mixture bambo until whisk, itis frothy. which looks
small plates stand before each guest. The

important, guest has begun to nibble at his cake as the tea making goes
first,

or most.

forward. Now the frothy bowl, strong and bitter, is placed before him.He
occasion pnedalso minutely it,and drinks, his movements, like those of the host, slow, simple,look butprescribed. it and Whenbowl isat turning admiring theheover its form empy,altes
finally he returns it to the host with

bow. It is then wiped clean with a bit

andglaze;
of silk, and a a second portion of tea made for the

peated until all have been served. next guest. This 1S re-

Such is the tea ritual itself. To thousands who follow it at the present
time it is merely : formula of movement, something to be memorized and
followed when social usage demands it. Intrinsically, it has little more
meaning than the five-finger exercise of the young musician. Its

is only to produce an atmosphere of mellow and tranquil relaxation in which
purpose

the world and its confusions can be left behind. No sense of strain or

malease accompanies the ceremony in spite of its decorum, when those per-

forming it are thoroughly familiar with it. To a a group of such people, if
they really understand, it is known that the talk which follows is the really

important thing about the occasion. The tea drinking itself is nothing. At
the present time, however, the means seems usually to be mistaken for the
end, and the occasion is often finished with the ritual.

But for a group of understanding devotees, when the tea drinking ends,

a certain informality descends on the gathering. The silence is broken

casually by a remark appropriate to the occasion, perhaps a compliment to
the painting in the tokonoma, or the flower arrangement, or a request to

look more closely at some article of the tea equipment-spoon, caddy, or

kettle. During the conversation that follows, the quiet ease created by the

preliminary ritual is never broken by the introduction of an inappropriate
subject such as business or politics--nor does conversation ever become
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heated. In the serene atmosphere of the tea room those

newto appreciation of beauty or, perhaps, even to something mote.
present may be led

Shuko's tea ceremony was the vehicle which saved Muromachi esthetics
during the disintegrating early years of the 16th century. Men who

sought peace and beauty, instead of becoming monks as in an earlier age,
now turned to to the tea ceremonial and became

'tea masters." They gathered
into it all those distinctive canons of taste that had marked the Muromachi
ideal. And, like the scholarly monks and artists of the earlier period, they
became arbiters of taste and authorities on cultural matters in general. When
the new Momoyama art appeared like a gorgeous sunrise over the horizon,

their position was not threatened for they represented something funda-
mentally congenial to the Japanese temperament. And as the latter part
of the 1 6th century swept forward in new vigor and strength, the tea
ceremonial reached also its high point of development.

There were many tea masters in this period, but the great name among
them IS that of Sen no Rikyü. Like most geniuses in an art, he came of

family which excelled in that art, a family of connoisseurs and tea men.
His grandfather had served the Ashikaga shoguns as a tea master, taking
the name of Senami; it was adopted as a family name by his descendants,

who today are still the leading teachers of the tea ritual in Kyoto. When
troubles descended upon the capital and the Ashikagas were scattered,
Senami's son, Yobei, settled in the seaport city of Sakai. A suburb of

Osaka today, this town has always been an important port on the Inland

Sea. With the rest of the country suffering from civil wars, Sakai was
but little troubled for it was rather like a mercantile Free City. The
Sakai merchants were well-to-do and not without their own culture. For a

tea master the move to Sakai was an astute one, and Yobei seems to have

prospered. His social status was that of high class merchant, for he seems

to have been something of a dealer in art (probably in adjuncts to the tea

ceremony) as well as a teacher of the ceremony.

Yobei's son, Soeki, known later as Sen no Rikyü, was born in Sakai,

probably in 1520. He began to take lessons in the tea ceremony at the age
1 87
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of seven, and, his talent being soon recognized, he was taught bythen regarded as the greatest tea master since Shuko. At
alone at his first ceremonial, an sIXteen

presided event equivalent to his
the art. Raised in an atmosphere of tea, art, and commerce In

seems early to have followed his elan father be and a de set en R is op me Sen
commerce,

young

It was first, probably, in Sakai,

had restored Kyoto to importance, he moved to that city. His name
Eldeyoshi

famous, and wealthy patrons flocked to him, until in middle life his dEcame
became

tation reached Nobunaga's ears, and he was called on to preside over the
repu-

tea gatherings of that general. Later, Hideyoshi also employed him.
Nobunaga was known as a patron of the tea ceremony. But it seems

hardly possible that one whose taste could so accurately have set the
of

flamboyant period, as did his in building Azuchi Castle, would have
style

had much real appreciation of the tea ceremonial. In his hands, in fact, it
became little more than another means for ostentation. It is recorded+ that
when Nobunaga invited the Sakai art dealers to bring their choicest tea

treasures for his inspection, he purchased all they showed him, paying more
than they asked, then sent them back for others.

He seems also to have encouraged the tea ceremonial deliberately for
economic reasons. Embarrassing financial difficulties might be avoided if a
leader who had no lands could, instead, reward a faithful follower with

some article for his tea service. Nobunaga himself, according to the same

record, rewarded the vassal who superintended the building of Azuchi
Castle by presenting him with a tea bowl which had belonged to Shuko.

Under the patronage of Nobunaga and Hideyoshi, the tea ceremony

grew into nothing less than a a popular fad. Part of its appeal was, doubtless,
genuine enough, for, like the Zen meditation of an earlier day, it provided

warriors with short periods of escape from the turmoil of a a military life.
Probably, too, its practice gave provincial captains a pleasing sense of being
cultured and refined like their superiors. The tea room, however, seems

8 Sometimes spelled Jo-8.

* In the Sokenki.

Sho-, a

Riky;
debur

The tea house of Myoki-an temple is a small structure,
sort of

lean-to projecting from the south side of the temple building. The

garden around it is crossed by stepping stones. A huge old pine

"Hideyoshi's Sleeve Brushing Pine"
stands in one corner;

tree,

actually it it is the successor of the tree which was in the garden in

Hideyosbi's time. (Photo by the author.)
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occasionally to have served more peculiar ends; its seclusion, for instance,
was sometimes utilized as a place for confidential meetings, perhaps betweenenemies, for things spoken in it were held to be unsaid.

With the Momoyama spirit blazing away in gold and color, the tea

ceremony often had a struggle to maintain its tenets of simplicity and quiet.
historic example of the clash between these two forms is the event

the Great Kitano Tea Party. It was given by Hideyoshi shortly
587. Notices were set

towns announcing a monster gathering of tea
up in surrounding

devotees. Anyone interested,
rich or poor, was invited to come on the appointed days--a period in

when the leaves were red. Those who wished, it was added, might

au-
tumn

erect temporary shelters in which to hold tea gatherings and show off tea

treasures. Nearly four hundred people accepted this invitation. Booths of

various kinds were set up, and tea ceremonials went on day and night as
devotees met their friends, entertained, and were entertained. Hideyoshi's
collection of tea utensils was displayed in three pavilions, and he himself

served tea to some of his highest vassals. At other times he went from place
to place looking at the various articles on display.

The Great Kitano Tea Party was a perfect manifestation of the "bigger
and better" spirit of Momoyama; everything about it size, ostentation,

and display-was completely at variance with the true spirit of the tea
ceremonial. Nevertheless, I think it would be a mistake to assume that

Hideyoshi himself had no feeling for the inner meaning of cha-no-yu. He
was too intelligent and had too good an understanding of men and events

to have missed its real significance. He must often have gone into the tea
room in all sincerity and entered into the ceremony in its true spirit. It

would be hard otherwise to account for his long association with Rikyu.

Doubtless, the tea master had his own opinion of the Great Kitano Tea
Party but unless he had felt that Hideyoshi had understanding, he would
hardly have administered such lessons as we find illustrated in the well

known story of the morning-glories. Hideyoshi must have respected Rikyü

all the more for his courage and sincerity.
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The story goes that one summer

garden, so fine that word of glories in his

desire to see them, so Rikyi invited him to an early morning teatheir beauty reached Hideyoshi. He ceremonial. indicated,
sight. Angry at what seemed a deliberate affront, the Dictator stalked into
When Hideyoshi arrived in the garden there was not a morning-glory In

the tea room, to find there a single perfect blossom perfectly displayed.Rikyu, of course, was
master of flower arrangement, which he held to be

one of the essential arts for a tea master. He had removed all the bright
display of the other morning-glory flowers leaving but this perfect one tohint at the whole world of beauty.

Rikyü's ideas on the form of the ceremony, the tea room, and the tea
garden have come to be regarded as classic standards. He is credited, also,
with being the one who made it possible for cha-no-yu to become popular.
Under Yoshimasa it had been an expensive pastime for wealthy dilettantes,

centering around their collections of art. But Rikyü's ideas on its simplicity
brought it within the reach of all. One of his poems on this subject goes:5

Only one kettle

Can be used for cha-no-yu:

How unnecessary to yearn

For many utensils.

JAPANESE GARDENS

Rikyü grew morning

And another: 8

Ceremonial tea:

It is only to boil water
Make the tea,

And drink it.
That's all!

Since the object of the tea ceremony was to build up a serene detach-
ment from the world, every feature of the setting was designed to con-

5 Kama hitotsu, Cha-no-yu to wa,
Moteba cha-no-yu wa, Tada yu wo wakashi,
Naru mono wo, Cha wo tatete,
Yorozuno dogu, Nomu bakari nari,
Konomu tsutana sa. Moto wo shiru beshi.
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tribute to this end. Rikyu imagined the tea

hut far off in the hills or by the seashore. This, of course, was but an echo
room to be a sylvan retreat, a

down the centuries from the Taoist hermit-sages who had Aed to the moun-
tains of China.

One of Rikyü's poems expressing this idea is translated:"
In the distance

Neither flowers nor maple leaves
Are to be seen;

Only a thatched hut beside the bay
In Autumn's twilight.

Carrying out this theme, Rikyu taught that the tea room should be but

hut in reality, a light little structure, perhaps with a thatched roof, walls
of mud plaster, and unpainted woodwork. But humble as such a shelter

was, it should show the innate beauty of its simple materials, the exquisite
grain of the wood, the warm color of the sand in the plaster. It must also

possess the subtle refinement which would inevitably be impressed on such
a place, were it the retreat of a a cultured and artistic person. Moreover, it

must be free from any of the grubbiness usually associated with rustic sur-

roundings; perfect cleanliness is one of the basic principles of the tea art.

The garden which surrounds the tea hut is now usually spoken of as
the "dewy ground," or "dewy path," that is, the roj. This word comes

from a passage in one of the Buddhist scriptures which Dr. Harada Jirö
translates: "Escaping from the fire-stricken habitation of the Three Phe-

nomenal Worlds, they take their seats on the dewy ground." The garden is
thus an escape from the world, a transition area between the solitude of the

tea room and the distractions of the workaday world. Continuing Rikyi's

Miwataseba,
Hana mo momiji mo,
Nakari keri,
Ura no tomaya no,
Aki no yugure.

(Special translation by Yukuo Uyehara.)
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ideas, the garden represented just such a path through the hills aswould naturally take to reach the tea hut retreat. one

Tea gardens at present are not only paths in the imagination but

reality, being literally passage gardens between the gate and the tea room
in

door. They cannot be seen by those gathered inside the tea room and SO
they are not laid out to form a a landscape picture. Instead, since they are
looked at only as one comes or goes along the path, which is itself theit
chief feature, they are designed to suggest only a bit of the natural moun-
tainside, and this on virtually a natural scale.

The technique of the tea garden calls for the usual abridgement, sym-
bolism, and suggestion to create hints from which one can build
feeling of having gone far and left worldly cares behind. But, altogether

up

the tea garden is the least artificially artful of all Japanese gardenforms
Yügen, the quality of mystery, hinting at hidden beauty, which was sought
by the older Zen masters, is brought to the tea garden if possible. Anothe
quality sought is known as wabi which may be translated as rustic solitude.

A third quality 1s sabi, literally rust or corrosion, but implying here the
patina of age. The color of weathered stones, moss, and lichens, acquired

through long years, is greatly desired to give that sense of timeless serenity

which is the essence of the tea setting.

Having no firm and lasting stone arrangements, no ponds or hillocks

to resist the wear of time, tea gardens have not survived the years as well as
have other garden forms. Rikyü seems to have built or to have aided in the

construction of many, but not a single one of these, nor of his period, re-

mains in a form which can be regarded as original. Perhaps the one which

comes nearest to it is at the little country temple of Myöki-an in the village

of Yamazaki, a few miles south of Kyoto. Rikyü apparently had a country
house near here, and there is evidence indicating that, probably, he planned
a tea room and garden for the priest of this temple. A map® of the vicinity,

made at the end of the 1 6th century, shows a tea room there at that time,
its outstanding characteristic being then, as now, a tall pine tree, called the

8 Reproduced in Volumeof Shigemori's Nihon Teienshi Zukan.
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Sleeve Brushing Pine. This name, according to legend, came from the fact
that the garden was so small Hideyoshi could not

the tea room without brushing his sleeve against it.
get past the tree to enter

Hideyoshi seems actually to have found time for a tea ceremonial in
this vicinity when he was campaigning here against the murderer of No-
bunaga in 1582. Perhaps he came to this temple tea room then, but it
seems more probable that he returned later at

more peaceful day. The
garden, at any rate, has been reconstructed since he saw It. The

Sleeve Brushing Pine is only two hundred years old; in other words, it was
present

transplanted to its present position about a hundred years after Hideyoshi's
death. But as it doubtless approximates the original one in kind and posi-
tion, so the tea room and garden probably approximate the originals also.

The tea house of Myoki-an temple is a tiny structure, a sort of lean-to

projecting from the south side of the temple building. It may be entered
from this building, but the entrance used by tea guests is an outside door

on the south side, small and typically low, hardly more than a hole.
Through this all members of the party have to creep in equal humbleness as
an object lesson in the democracy which prevails within the tea room.

The garden extends around three sides of this tea room, being a small space

of mossy ground with shrubs and trees. It is crossed by two paths of step-
ping stones leading to the tea room door, one from the east and one from

the west. The Sleeve Brushing Pine grows in the eastern half of the garden

near the building. As things are at present, the path skirts the pine with
ample room for anyone to pass it. Even the huge sleeves of a court noble's

costume could hardly brush against it now. In the Momoyama period the
arrangement may have been quite different, the original pine perhaps lean-

ing across the path. Or possibly the legend was founded only on the com-
paratively limited area of the garden as compared to the grander gardens
of Hideyoshi's palaces. By later garden standards, however, this is rather
spacious, a fact regarded as one of its surviving Momoyama characteristics.

At present, there stands near the tea room door a a low, natural stone

with a basinlike depression cut in the top. The water in this basin is taken
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up with a a small wooden dipper and poured over the hands before
the tea room. Small stones covering the ground in front of the

the waste water from forming a muddy spot. Just back of the basin
e basin

stone lantern, placed where it can throw light on the basin
second basin and lantern stand near the gate on the at night. A

west. These
and basins are not of the Momoyama period, but typical of the

lantetne

tea garden of later date. average

A second garden associated with Sen no Rikyü is in the city of Sakai
where, as one might expect, the tea master seems to have helped with the
building of many tea gardens. Originally this garden may have belonged to
Rikyü's son-in-law, Soan, who was also a tea master. At present it is called
Jisso-in and is part of the temple, Nanshuji. Some years ago it was moved
to its present location from Engetsuji Temple. From this former site, it is
said, there was a fine view of the sea.

The only real connection between the present garden and Rikyü is its
water basin and a story. Rikyu, very likely, designed this water basin which
is cut from a tallish stone into simple, barrel-like form. It stands now near
the door of the tea room, In slight, stone-paved depression. The story
associated with it, although not authenticated, is one of those anecdotes
which might and ought to be true.

When Rikyü designed the original tea garden, the story goes, he

caused a hedge to be planted which entirely screened out the wonderful
view of the Inland Sea. Only whenguest bent over the stone basin to dip
up the water, could a a glimpse of it be obtained throughsmall opening

arranged for the purpose. His followers, puzzled by this, asked for an ex-

planation and Rikyü recited the short poem:°

A bit of water here,
There, between the trees-

The seal

enterino

Preven

15 a

° Umi sukoshi,

Niwa ni isumi no,

Konoma kana.
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Here was one of those parables so beloved by the older Zen

symbolism of form that sought to hint of man's
masters,

relation

Bending over the bit of water in the basin, a questing soul might see itself

to the Infinite.

reflected within its small compass and so epitomized.
and suddenly catching a glimpse of the splendid infinitude of the ocean,

Then, looking up

he would realize, in its relationship to the bit of water in the basin, the fact
that man is likewise

bit of the Infinite, the same in substance and spirit.
The Momoyama tea masters contributed three things to Japanese

garden art-the stone lantern, the stepping stone, and the stone water

basin. These are not found in gardens before the 1 6th century but appear
extensively afterward.

The problem of how to make a naturalistic path both artistic and

tical must have received : good deal of attention from the tea men. A path
prac-

worn through moss is neither attractive nor the best thing to walk on,

since, inevitably, the edges become ragged and worn, while the ground

grows muddy and slippery in wet weather. Whoever thought of laying
down a line of fat stones to walk on, leaving the moss to grow up around
them untrampled, hit upon an idea that was both practical and artistic.
We do not know who this was, and no garden can definitely be said to

have the first stepping stones in it. The inventor might have been Rikyü

himself who had sufficient originality to have thought of it. At any rate,
stepping stones were used in tea gardens in his time, for one of his notes
mentions them.10 The idea seems to have had an almost immediate appeal,

for not long afterward stepping stones began to be used extensively In the
finest of estate gardens.

In time a whole art and science of stepping stones was developed until,
today, Japanese garden makers know precisely how to place such stones

to achieve the greatest success. Rikyü is said to have advocated laying them

with greater emphasis on their practical use than on their artistic appear-
ance, while a later tea man, Oribe, reversed this. The Japanese technique

10 In Kyaku no Shidai (Procedure for Guests).
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of stepping stones is one which Western garden makers could
advantage. study to

In the Momoyama period, the tea ceremonial was frequently
night, so that some way to light the path across the garden became: became

held

cessity. Fires burning in suspended iron baskets had been the usual
of garden illumination, but the flaring brightness of these torches

quite out of keeping with the mellow quiet of the tea garden spirit. Again
we do not know who first had the idea of moving an old stone lantern

a temple compound into the tea garden, but it was a logical thought. The
from

flickering light of a candle shining out from the paper-lined openings in
the stone light-holder is subdued and charming and surprisingly effective
in lighting the way in the dark.

Stone lanterns had stood in front of Japanese Buddhist temples from
earliest times. They had first been brought to Japan from Korea in pre-Nara
days, when Buddhism and its adjuncts were being introduced. As Shinto
became influenced by Buddhist forms, lanterns were placed as votive offer-

ings before Shinto shrines as well as before Buddhist temples.
There is an unmistakable resemblance between these stone lanterns

and certain symbolic monuments, called go-rinto, which are found in old
Buddhist cemeteries. The lantern's square base, cylindrical pedestal, round

light-holder, and roof with its pointed knob correspond very closely to the
five parts of these monuments, a cube, cylinder, sphere, truncated pyramid,

and pointed ball.11 The original form doubtless came from India where it

may have been a a phallic symbol; pagodas are probably a modification of
the same original form. Since there are no stone lanterns in China, it must

have been some Korean monk who first thought of turning this five-part
monument intolantern by hollowing out the spherical portion and put-
ting candle in it. In creating artistic stone lanterns, a sixth part was soon
added in the form of a base or shelf under the light-holder, this giving
better balance and stability to the design.

11 These symbolize the five elements which according to Chinese philosophy make up
the universe--earth, water, fire, air and ether.
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A few lanterns survive from the earlier periods in Japan. From them it
iS seen that the best designs were created in the Kamakura period
stone carving reached its peak. Good designs were also made in Muromachi,

when

but, after that, the art seemed to decline, and later designs are not so
artistic.

While the stone lantern was doubtless put into the tea garden
for utilitarian purposes, it must at once have become strictly

a matter of esthetics

also. The tea masters at first took old lanterns from neglected temples, their
weather-beaten appearancemossy, harmonizing perfectly with the

spirit. In a short time, however, lanterns had become such
tea

popular garden
adjuncts that new ones had to be made to fill the demand. Excellent old
lanterns were copied, the reproductions being called by the name of the
temple in which the original stood. At the same time certain tea masters
took to designing their own lanterns, the styles so originated being usually
known by the designers' names. Other designers also turned to this form,

and such ingenuity was displayed that many lanterns finally showed no
relation whatever to the original temple lantern. Such, for instance, is the

popular three-legged, flat-topped style called the "snow-viewing" lantern.
It was at this time that small stone pagodas became one of the orna-

ments of the Japanese garden. Korea, apparently, continued to develop
lanterns and pagodas in its own way, for when Hideyoshi's generals arrived
there on their attempt to conquer China, they found many of unusual and

appealing design. Some of these they appropriated and sent home as gifts
to the Dictator or to favorite temples. The fact that these generals were

attracted by such things as stone lantern indicates a widespread interest

in the subject by that time. A number of these old Korean lanterns still

stand in Kyoto gardens. Many of them look more like small pagodas than
like the usual Japanese temple lantern.

Perhaps it was an idea arising from suchresemblance or perhaps the

success of borrowing lanterns suggested the borrowing of other things. At
any rate, about this time stone stupas- monuments like miniature pagodas

-were also moved into the garden. Later, small stone pagodas but
few
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feet high, shaped very like the ancient towers of China, were made
pressly as garden ornaments. Today these are often placed where eX-

rise above the shrubbery at the rear of the garden, giving a sentimental and
chey

picturesque suggestion of old temples lying in the distance.
The insistence of the tea masters on cleanliness, especially

the hands before entering the tea room, resulted in the invention of the
on washing

stone laver, or water basin. It is supposed that, originally, a wooden bucket

or a tea kettle of hot water may have been placed in a convenient spot for
this purpose, with a small dipper beside it. Soon, however, a more
and permanent arrangement must have been sought, and the

artistic

appropriateidea of a stone with
depression cut in its top to hold water was thought of.

Sometimes the stone was left in its natural torm; again it was sculptured
into some formal shape like Riki's barrel-like basin at Nanshuji. The eatly
basins were made out of a single stone of ordinary size and were seldom

more than a foot or two high. To reach the water it was necessary to to bend
or squat before them. A flat stone was arranged in front to stand on and,

sometimes, others were placed at the sides, much as in the hillside spring
at Saihoji. Gravel and small stones covered the ground where the water fell.

preventing a muddy spot. Soon it became customary to place stone lantern

near the basin to light it at night. The arrangement of laver and lantern
with their supporting stones became, then, the chief feature of the tea

garden. They are often all that has come down to us from early tea gardens.

Later, when the tea influence was spreading, stone water basins were
placed where they could be reached from the verandah of the house. They

were adapted to this purpose by being cut in the end of a tall, upright stone
So that the water could be conveniently reached.

Other materials used in making the tea garden are natural stones and,

of course, plants. Decorative stones are placed casually here and there about
the garden to appear as if occurring naturally along the path. Considerable

artistry, of course, goes into their placement, but there is none of that con-

scious display of stone technique which marks the landscape gardens.

Moss covers the ground of the tea garden, if it can be made to grow,
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and other small, wild plants cluster around the bases of the rocks.

Only simple, ordinary trees and shrubs are planted, things such as grow
wild in the hills, or, at least, look as if they did. Nothing with bright,

blossoms is allowed, for this would attract attention and, so, distractshowy
mind from the mood of quiet serenity. Plants selected for tea gardensthe

have graceful forms and, usually, glossy foliage but they are modest and
unassuming, as wild plants seem to be. Those which do not lose their
leaves in winter are preferred, since their timelessness gives the needed feel-

ing of serenity. Almost the only exception to this rule is the modest plum
which blossoms in the spring and the small-leaved maple which turns red
in the autumn.

The tea garden receives the most minute care. Every dead leaf, twig,

and cobweb is removed, while the dust is washed from the leaves until they

glisten, and the moss is kept emerald green. Just before guests arrive, the
whole garden is usually sprinkled So that it may be fresh and gleaming.
To clean the garden a small twig whisk broom is used, and even long pair

of chopsticks is useful to pick out dead leaves from the inside of a shrub.
Cleaning must be done judiciously, however,this is illustrated in the story

of how Rikyu taught his son to clean the garden.

The boy had gone over every shrub and tree, had swept the moss, not
once but several times, but still Rikyü was dissatisfied. The lad protested
that there was not single leaf or twig left to be removed, that he had done

everything possible. Rikyü then stepped to a small maple tree, bright with
the colors of autumn, and shook it it gently, sending down a flutter of tiny

scarlet leaves. They lay on the mossy carpet like small red flowers, adding

the final touch of beauty and naturalness to the garden's cleanliness.
Rikyu's story ends with tragedy. No one knows what caused the

estrangement between him and Hideyoshi. Some say it was Hideyoshi's

interest in Rikyu's daughter but that seems improbable. More likely, the

old tea master, then seventy, had administered some kind of lesson too
severe for the Dictator's pride to accept. Enemies took advantage of the
coolness between them to start slanderous tales, saying there wasplot to

and ferns
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in the tea bowl. Dictators are a suspicious lot, and Hideyoshito type. Word reached the old
tea master that

The final scene reminds us of Socrates' death. A last ceremonial tea
gathering was arranged for a few of the closest friends. All the arrange-ments in the tokonoma spoke of the fleetingness of life and of favor. When
the ceremony was over, the tea equipment was distributed among those
present. They left, but one remained to assist in the final rite. The cete-
mony of the "honorable departure" was performed in the tea room which
would always be associated with the man who was forced to take his own

put
seems

life was

poison
to have been true

expected to end.

life within it.

XIV. Princely Estates of Tokugawa Times

HIDEYOSHI had hoped to establish his descendants as a a line of
de facto rulers similar to the Ashikagas. At the time of his death,

however, his son, Hideyori, was only a child of six. The father

organized a regency council of his chief vassals to watch over the boy and
take care of the affairs of the country. But two years had not passed before

the members of this council were at war. Finally one of them, Tokugawa

leyasu, made himself dominant over the others in a decisive battle. Obtain-
ing the title of shogun, leyasu became the actual ruler of the country, even
though Hideyoshi's son continued to live in Osaka Castle, nominally as
the heir to power. In 1615, however, with the boy approaching maturity
and showing signs of his father's ability, leyasu deliberately manufactured
a pretext, attacked Osaka Castle, and the youth died in its fall. Not
Hideyoshi's descendants, therefore, but leyasu's ruled the nation for the
next period, an era of two hundred and fifty years, called after them, the

Tokugawa period.
It was a time of unbroken peace, but peace sternly maintained under

military feudalism. Ileyasu with the help of his son and grandson succeeded
in suppressing notions of democracy which had begun to appear in the

Momoyama period. Society was settled as nearly as possible into a a static

condition, every individual fixed into the place where he was born. The
Emperor and court continued to live in Kyoto, as always, but actual power

and under him by the various lords of provinces,was held by the Shogun
his vassals, who were known as daimyò. The military retainers of these
lords were called samurai and constituted the upper class of society. The

lower classes were peasants, artisans, and merchants.
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but continued The spacious into spirit the early of Momoyama,-was decades of the not 1 7th at century. oncesuppressed, At that
Asia and the East Indies, andJapanese had wide foreign contacts, for their ships went to various parts of

time of come the
some travelers even got as far as Europe.

broadening influence of all this showed itself in the budding of many
The

original projects. But before any of these could take definite form, therepressive Tokugawa policy checked and choked them. This process
completed by the closing of the country 1n the middle of the century.was

Japanese rulers of that time had good reason to assume that the European
missionaries and traders who had come to their country were but the fore-

runners to soldiers and conquest. It was a process they saw going on in the
Philippines, Java, and India. As a safeguard, they took the drastic

forbidding all foreigners to come to them and their subjects from leaving
step of

their own shores. The only exceptions to this were the Chinese and small
group of Dutchmen who were allowed to remain at Nagasaki.

The broadening foreign impetus, therefore, finally died away, and
there came a time when traditional Japanese culture moved, not forward,
but round and round in well-worn grooves, becoming more refined, elab-

orate, and finicky at every turn. Fortunately, at the same time there began
to appear, outside and below the old traditional cultural forms, a new prole-
tarian expression of art which in the end rejuvenated the country. But this
falls outside the present chapter.

When leyasu came to power, he decided, like Yoritomo four hundred

years before, to center his "camp government" away from the intrigues of
Kyoto. He selected the site of Edo Castle, not far from Yoritomo's old city

of Kamakura. The new town, which grew up around this castle, was
rather slow to assume importance, so for several decades Kyoto continued

to be the center of everything but the actual government. leyasu paid fre-

quent calls to the court there, staying at first in Hideyoshi's Fushimi
Castle, but later erecting a castle of his own, which he called Nijö. It was

begun in 1602 and sufficiently finished for leyasu to stay there the follow-
ing year.

PRINCELY ESTATES OF TOKUGAWA

This castle occupied an extensive area of land just south of the old
Juraku-tei. While Nijö was a real castle with moats, walls, and
donjon tower, it was designed to serve, not so much as an actual fortress,

great

as a suitable residence in Kyoto for the military ruler of the nation. Its
strength was real enough, no doubt, although it was never tested, but the

was primarily for show. And show was the spirit underlying all its
especially the great audience halls in which leyasu received his

Even the garden beside these halls had showiness as its basic in-

died in 1616 but during the next decade the castle was the set-

ting for occasions of great pomp. His granddaughter stayed there in 1614
before entering the palace to become a consort of the young Emperor Go-
Mizunoo. Several years later her father, the retired Shogun, and lemitsu,
her brother, who held the title, decided that Tokugawa prestige demanded

they entertain the Emperor as the Ashikagas and Hideyoshi had done. An

imperial visit to Nijo castle therefore was planned for the autumn of 1625,

and great preparations were put on foot. The castle was completely reno-
vated, and many new buildings added. Hideyoshi's Fushimi Castle was dis-

mantled, and parts of it moved to Nijo. In addition, a whole group of spe-
cial buildings was put up to accommodate the imperial party.

This visit was an even grander event than had been those earlier ones

to the Gold Pavilion and Jüraku-tei. As before, days were devoted to feast-

ing, music, dancing, and poem composition, but there was no boating, for

the garden lake of Nijò Castle is a mere pond. In accordance with custom,

gifts of great value were presented to the guests before they left, the total
value of the gold and silver thus distributed being even more than Hide-

yoshi had given after their visit to Jüraku-tei and that had been thought
staggering sum.

This way of overdoing things, especially things that Hideyoshi was
for having done, was a definite policy of the Tokugawas. Theyremembered

were trying in every way possible to outshine the memory of their pred-
ecessor. Ostentation was no longer the exuberant thing it had been with

place

aspects,
vassals.

spiration.
leyasu

TIMES
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policy, aimed partlyNobunaga and Hideyoshi; it had become a coldly calculated government
at eliminating the memory of Hideyoshi and partlyat keeping the vassals too poor to toy with

intention to be grand and impressive, joined to the superlative skill of a
the idea of rebellion. A definite

finished technique, marks all the official works of this period. But their
grandeur was a surface show; there was no meaning behind them.

This imperial visit was the high point in Nijó Castle's history. By
time Edo had begun to assume such importance that the shoguns rarely

that

left it, and, eventually, visits to Kyoto ceased altogether. The special build.
ings erected for the imperial party were later taken down and
Finally, in 1791 the castle's great donjon tower was struckmoved.

by lightnigg

and burned. It It was over two hundred years before the shoguns returned, but
in the troubled days which preceded their downfall, they came back to
Nijö. It was from there, seventy years ago, that the last of the Tokugawa
shoguns resigned his commission and rode away, a private subject.

Today Nijo Castle is maintained virtually as a museum, although it is
actually one of the imperial estates. Its walls, moats, and gates are un-
changed, and Ieyasu's great audience halls are maintained in their former

splendor. They are massive Momoyama style buildings, their rooms walled

with sliding golden screens painted with tigers, birds, and flowers. The

four halls are arranged in an oblique line so that the southwest corner of

each gives toward the spacious area that contains the garden.
The garden is about an acre in extent, much larger really than it ap-

pears, set down in the center of the wide, flat courtyard. It is an ornament

for this courtyard, not an inclosing landscape as is Kokei. Beyond it
stretches a wide lawn, covering the area where once stood the buildings that
housed the Emperor on his visit. Across the moat, which is invisible on the
west, rose the great donjon tower, moved there from Fushimi Castle, its

topmost roofs crowned with gleaming golden dolphins.

Water enters the garden pond from the moat behind, through:
low,

rocky cascade. In this cascade there
dry-garden

1S a strong, general feeling of
technique, as there is about the pebbled pond bottom and all the rock ar-

GARDENS
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rangements. In fact, it is believed that originally there may have been no

water at all in the garden, that it was entirely a dry composition like Kokei.
There is good reason to think, also, that in the beginning few or no trees

grew in it. Certainly the present trees have not been there long, and there

are no stumps or large old shrubs to indicate long periods of previous
growth. All this points to the probability that the garden was at first simply
a massive, formal set piece of rock and stone, an impressive decoration for

the castle courtyard, as statuary and fountains are used in European
pleasances.

In the number and placement of its stones, Nijò garden bears marked

resemblance to Hideyoshi's Sambö-in, which, it will be recalled, was re-

garded at that time as the finest example of landscape art in Japan. But the
stones of Nijö are even larger, more numerous, more impressively in-
dividualistic than those of Sambö-in. Obviously, even in this garden the

Tokugawas were pursuing their usual policy of trying to outdo Hideyoshi.

Seen from the buildings, the stones do not appear so unduly large as

they do closer at hand. In fact, were they much smaller, they might seem
to lack character when looked at from the necessary distance. Their size,

therefore, is to some extent justified. But the garden was obviously meant to

be looked at while strolling 1n it, as well as from the buildings which en-

circle it. Walking around in it now, its stones appear out of all proportion to

its size. They are noticeably rough and irregular, not smoothly molded;
very different in this regard from the more elegant stones in older gardens.
Also, as at Sambö-in, there is, in addition to the usual stone groups on shore

and island, collection of other rocks, each an oddity, a museum piece,

gathered from far and wide simply ascuriosity of shape, color, or texture.

These are scattered beside the path, looking as if they might have been set
down temporarily while the garden was being made, then left behind when
the workmen departed.

The lake is very irregular in shape, and the islands are large enough to

complexities, about.bridges aconstantly changing the series adding of
vistas asadd to its creatinglead islands,pic-one Several tomoves large
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turesque touches to these vistas. The water level is rather low, so that
has always the feeling of looking down into the garden, and

hillocks to lead the eye upward. Monotony of level is avoided, there
ate

the varying slopes of the lake shore and by the islandshowever
which

mounds from the water. rise

conscious Individual artisticstone arrangements The created inNijo garden theskill. effect famous show
a

by Fujito high degree stone et
Sambö-in garden is frequently duplicated-a single very large stone

of
ing upright, supported by smaller, lower stones of harmonizing form. Con-

Stand-

spicuous and overwrought effects are frequent, obtained by strong contrast;
high stones rise very high above the others, or low, broad, massive stones
may have a a short, slender upright beside them. Many of the stones have
Aat tops and straight sides like the old Muromachi stones; but because

there is so much of everything in the garden, there is no feeling of Mu-
romachi simplicity and organization in the stonework. Even the very de-
liberate and effective use of empty space between the arrangements does not

create simplicity, but only adds to the feeling of sophisticated artistry.
Thus, while individually the stone groups have interest, and many of the

vistas are charming, when the total effect 1S noted from a distance, it is
scattered.

There 1S a dominant feeling of of artificiality throughout the garden. At

the time it was made, only the tea masters were any longer interested in

studying nature and reproducing its effects. The makers of grand gardens
such as this, followed the naturalistic pattern as a base, because it was tra-

ditional; but it was merely a pattern, an outline to be Alled in. The feeling
in the gardens which were thus produced was as artificial as that of a geo-
metrical flower bed. All interest centered in the creation of rock forms

and emphasis.
exemplifying the artistic laws of rhythm, balance, harmony, superlative
It was the baroque period in garden art, when technical skill was

and significance nearly gone.

In this respect it is interesting to compare Nijò Castle garden with itsThe Nikko
contemporary in time and spirit, the shrine of leyasu at Nikkö.

One

No

by

like
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shrine buildings were begun shortly after Nijo Castle was prepared for the
imperialvisit. Leyasu seems personally to have had rather simple tastes
desired only a simple monument and

over his grave. But lemitsu, who caused

the buildings to be erected, evidently felt that his grandfather's memory
could only be properly honored by these elaborate buildings. And besides,
they cost a tremendous amount of money all of which came from the

various vassal lords. Superlative technical skill went into the carving and
painting which covers every inch of them, but to quote again from Sir
George Sansom, while they "are gorgeous in color and marvelous in detail,
they are fiddling and æsthetically ill conceived. But" he adds, "they
are saved from vulgarity by a noble setting among giant trees and certain

impressive profusion."

This is exactly true of Nijo Castle garden. The size and profusion of its
rocks and its spacious setting in the center of the immense courtyard give it
vitality, while it has the virtue of real artistry in its rock forms. The skill
shown in their arrangement is very sure and masterful, even if overdone

and lacking in restraint and delicacy. This garden, in short, may be re-
garded as a nearly perfect expression of the crystallized military spirit which

produced it, aggressive, boastful, obvious, and efficient.

Nijo Castle garden has generally been regarded as the work of Kobori
Enshü, one of the outstanding personalities in the cultural world of Kyoto
at that time. He was a student of Zen, a tea master and poet. No document

connects him with the original design of the garden, however, while every-
thing about It contradicts it as the work of a a man with such tastes. How-

ever, he was only twenty-three when the castle was built and high in the
Shogun's favor; possibly he was filled with a youthful ambition to show

that he could outdo the accepted masterpiece of Sambö-in. But it is much
more reasonable to assume that Nijo Castle garden was the work of gar-

deners following the Fushimi school. These men were skilled in stone
technique, and their interest centered chiefly in it; they were, moreover,
familiar and sympathetic to the atmosphere of castles. When Nijo wasafter its construc-
being reconditioned for the imperial visit, twenty years
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Kobori Enshu,

for Collings tion,we know' was responsible for constructing theoccasion, housing the imperial massivestoneguests, Doubdess, thewascanogardendeg newthe but its
groupings were much too large,

ably, to have been much changed about. Minor details may haveprob.

added under Kobori Enshü's supervision but probably that is all.
been

Like Nijo, most of the oustanding gardens made in Kyoto during the
early Tokugawa years now claim Kobori Enshü as their designer. Records
substantiating these claims, however, are singularly lacking, considering
how prominent he was. Apparently, like Sami's name in the Muromachi

period, that of Kobori Enshü has since been tied to important contemporary

gardens. It is much casier to attach a resounding name than to dig through
the old records in search of the right one. There is little doubt, however, but
that Kobori Enshü was an important figure in Kyoto at that time who did
make gardens occasionally and who may have influenced many more than
the records actually indicate.

Facts about his life are well known because he was a person of high
rank and an acknowledged tea master and artist. He lived between 1579
and 1647, spending most of his life in Kyoto. His father was a Tokugawa
vassal and he himself was made lord of the province of Totomi, by leyasu,

at the age of twenty-seven. The Chinese characters used to write this prov-

ince may also be pronounced Enshü, so that the name Kobori Enshüby

which he is usually known, is a simplified form of his family name and tire
He studied Zen philosophy, painting, calligraphy, and poetry and made
himself a master of the tea arts. He was a leader of the literati, a friend of

the court, and an associate of important men, so that his name appears 1N

many diaries and records of the time. In 1615 he was given the
important

position of governor of Fushimi, holding it for twenty-four years. He seems
to have been that rare combination, a man of artistic tastes who is also an

able administrator. During his period of office and even before, he was fre-

quently appointed to serve as special commissioner on some building project
which the Tokugawas were sponsoring. He admitted toward the

end of his

1 From the Daiyuin-den Go Tikki (True record of Temitsu).
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life to his friend, the abbot of Konchi-in, that he was tired of supervisingpublic buildings and longed to devote himself to his
own artistic pursuits.

But, as he went about these public duties during the principal years of his
life, he probably was often consulted about this or that garden and probably
often gave help.

Several years after he had helped prepare Nijo for the Emperor's visit,
he was called on to build retiring palace for this same sovereign. Friction
had developed between Go-Mizunoo and the shogunal brother-in-law.

emitsu did not hesitate to be annoying in ways within his power, and in

1630 the Emperor suddenly abdicated, turning the throne over to an eight-
year-old daughter by the Tokugawa consort. With a a niece as sovereign,
Iemitsu could afford to be generous, and orders were then issued to have a

suitable palace built for the retired Emperor. Some of the buildings which
had been used only during the Nijo visit were moved to the site of this new

palace and others added. When all was complete, orders were given to build

a garden and Kobori Enshü was placed in charge.3

It iS thought that Kobori Enshü and the ex-Emperor consulted to-
gether over the plans for this garden. Go-Mizunoo being : man of highly
cultivated tastes was much interested in gardens. At a later period of his
life he made his own plans for an imperial villa and he often paid formal

visits to famous gardens. Among others he went to Yoshimitsu's old Gold
Pavilion which was rehabilitated for the occasion.

A retired emperor's palace is is known as a sentö; the one made for Go-
Mizunoo served his successors also, until the custom of abdication was dis-

continued not many years ago. Although the buildings of this Sentö have

burned, its garden still exists in good condition. It is very large, some nine-
teen acres in extent, and includes two lakes. They are inclosed by artificial

hillocks and shaded by many fine old trees which must date back to the

original planting scheme. On the shore of the northern lake once stood the
quarters of the Tokugawa Empress, somewhat apart from the Emperor's
dwelling but connected to it by a long corridor. This part today is known as

Zoku Shigushö.
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the Ömiya Gosho. The Emperor's residence looked out
lake. These two lakes are quite large enough for the old

over the

imperial panachetn
souther

boating, but whether the retired sovereigns every enjoyed it Pastime of
uncertain. Or hot Is

Stones are sparingly arranged along the shores of the lakes

They are good garden stones as to shape and texture, but not extraordinary.and Islands,

Successive reconstructions during the three hundred years since the dinary.
was built have so changed their original groupings it is hard, now, to garden know
just how they might have been in the beginning. But one thing is certain;
in this garden, stones and their arrangement were never the matter of
lative interest they were in Nijò and Sambö-in. super-

An outstanding feature of the Sentò garden, which probably survives
from its original construction period, is the formalized reproduction of a
pebbled beach. The foreshore in front of the Palace was graded to slope
gently into the water and was then tightly paved with round Hattish stones,
each about the size of an orange. The effect is very stiff and artificial. The

device was copied several times in other gardens of the period but it never

became popular.

A path circles the two lakes, crossing by various bridges to the islands

and winding through the sylvan hillocks which separate and inclose the

lakes. It crosses also the small stream which meanders among these ferned
and wooded embankments. The stream falls to the lake level over a broad

high cascade, large enough to be plainly seen across the rippling pond. The
path leads to rustic tea houses or the foundations where they once stood. It is

frequently set with stepping stones and lighted here and there by stone lan-
terns. Altogether, the Sentö garden, with its broad stretches of water re-
flecting ancient trees is very peaceful and lovely. It is a garden which
depends largely on such natural things for its final effect.

There is evident in this garden a feeling totally different from that
which inspired the showy Nijo and Sambö-in gardens. Paths, rustic houses,
lanterns, and stepping stones are all details from the tea garden, as are its

serenity and quiet naturalness. All suggest the atmosphere of the tea cult.
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This then has been superimposed on the basic form of one of the old courtly
lake and island gardens. The Sento, in other words, merges these two forms,

disregarding almost entirely the showy spirit of Momoyama. It is exactly
expect from men with the tastes of Kobori Enshü and Go-what we might

the opportunity to create palace garden. Neither theMizunoo, given
the tea men were deeply touched by the spirit of the conquerors,court nor

went their traditional ways. And in the end it was their ideas whichbut
and survived.

triumphed
The same feeling is dominant in another garden made somewhat later

but by the same retired Emperor, Go-Mizunoo. He lived to be eighty-four

years old, and when he was about sixty, the shogunate presented him with
country estate near

signed a large the place himself, using a clay model. Whether this
the village of Shügaku-in. Legend says he de-

detail be true or

not, it is evident that his scholarly tastes and his interest in tea dominated

the plan. His first recorded visit in state was made in 1655, which may be

regarded as the year when the garden was finished.' But it is certain he had
been going there quietly for a long time before.

The estate, of some seventy-three acres, lies on high ground north of

Kyoto, with rim of mountains behind it and a sweeping view in front of

lesser hills. The greater part of the estate acreage was given over to rice
fields and wooded hillsides, but within its confines three inclosed landscape

gardens were built. Each had its special purpose: Buildings in the lower gar-
den were used by the ex-Emperor during his visits; those in the middle
garden were used by the Tokugawa Empress. One of the original buildings
there still survives, beautifully decorated with painted panels and making
use of the Empress's personal Tokugawa crest. Around the two groups of

buildings are small gardens forming a sylvan setting with a stream, a pond,
rocks, trees, and lanterns.

The real interest in the visits to Shügaku-in, however, centered in the

upper garden where a magnificent view and mountain quiet can be enjoyed
the lake. This upper garden is one of the most

in tea cottages overlooking

Reigan Höö Gokö Shinki.
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followed it. It is conventional only in possessingoriginal and distinctive gardens in Japan, unlike anything that preceded orlarge lake,
built where natural contours in the hillside made

islands were left during its excavation, which are now connected to each
it practical. Two large

which was

other and the shore by bridges, forming a large peninsula into

Seen from above, these islands add interest to the contours of the shoreline;
the lake.

from the path which winds around the shore, they create a variety of chang-ing views.

The unusual feature of this garden, however, is the complete absence
of all ornamental stones. There are neither cascade, islets, stone bridges,
boulders around the water's edge. The land simply slopes gently

downnot

the water level, with sodded banks. Here is striking contrast to all other
to

gardens of the time, especially the overwrought stone work of Nijo Castle.
It is as if the designer were tired to death of stones and wanted to see what
could be done without any at all.

As a matter of fact, the stones are not greatly missed. In place of the
usual detailed interest in stonework close at hand suggesting rugged moun-
tains, the upper garden of Shugaku-in has actual mountains to look at. The

distant background of these hills is the superlative point of interest in this

garden, not the foreground or middle ground as is usually the case. This
main view iS best obtained from small rustic building perched high on the
hillside above the lake, poetically called Rin-un-tei, or the Cloud-Touching

Cottage. From its site, the hillside slopes steeply down to the lake; this
lake with its wooded island becomes only a sort of foreground to the tre-

mendous sweep of distant valley and hills. Beyond the flat valley the hills
rise, range on range, fading away to the horizon in ridges of blue and pur-
ple. This view is the most spacious, bold, and daring in all Japanese garden

art. Perhaps Go-Mizunoo, who had lived for sixty years within the rigid
confines of the court, gave in this garden his soul freedom to range unre-
stricted over the world.

Shügaku-in has also a stroll or tea garden, a long path over the hillside
and around the lakeshore leading to a series of rustic tea

Lookedcottages.

The garden of the retired emperor's palace, called the Sentö, con-

tains a formalized reproduction of a pebbled shore made very stiffly
with cobblestones. (Photo from Board of Touristand formally

Industry.)



Villa park contains

the early days.

foreground for this view, with a

lake in which a a large island has been left cut out of the hillside.
The lack of stones, with sodded shorelines instead,

and scattered

resemblance to a Western parktrees, combine to give it greater period. (Photo
than other garden made before the modernany

from Board of Tourist Industry.)

The upper garden of the Shugaku-in Imperial

the most spreading view of any Japanese estate of

The garden itself serves but as

The tea houses of Katsura are more elaborate structures

simple huts advocated by Riky». They are, in fact, small cottages
and, like the earlier garden-pavilions, servedof several rooms

and his guests might spend timeretreats in which the Prince

esthetic pursuits. This, the largest one, is known as Shökin-tei.

than the



In Katsura garden an oblique peninsula formed by two islands
linked by bridges is sometimes called the "Bridge of the Gods"
after the beautiful natural formation by that name illustrated in
Chapter III. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industry.)
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upon as a a tea garden it it might be thought of as being on a true

scale. For Rikyu's idea that the tea room is a rustic retreat far away in the
or natural

hills is here carried out in reality. The path is no telescoped suggestion of a
mountain trail but a real path over the hills, and the tea houses are real
sylvan retreats.

In its planting_-which may, however, be something that has
since the garden was first made-Shügaku-in is original also. The sodded

crept in

banks of the lake are covered with a low growth of natural grass. Trees and

shrubs are planted scatteringly over the island and the shore, not imitating
the closely wooded growth on the mountain slope behind the garden. There
is also a unique planting in front of the Cloud-Touching Cottage, a close,

clipped, growth of shrubs extending down the steep slope to the edge of the
lake. They are sheared level, likehedge, the whole length of the hillside.
These shrubs were planted originally, no doubt, to keep the hillside from
washing; when they grew so tall they began to interfere with the view,

they probably were trimmed down and so they assumed their peculiar
shape. They present now a surface as smooth as the hillside itself but three

or four feet above it. They are maintained by gardeners who creep in be-

neath, then stand cautiously erect, shear what they can reach, and creep
on to another place.

Clipped planting, sodded shoreline, lack of stones, graveled walks
around the water, shaded by scattered trees, finally, the bold magnificence

of the view, combine to give Shügaku-in more resemblance to a Western

park than is possessed by any other garden made in Japan in the early
period.

The merging of the tea and palace style as seen in Go-Mizunoo's sentö

palace garden is even better exemplified in another estate made about the

same time. This new garden was the villa of Katsura, made first by Hi-
deyoshi for prince of the Imperial family, but later developed into the

greatest garden of the early Tokugawa period and one of the greatest ever
created in Japan.

The Katsura river-_which is called Öi few miles away-was
favor-
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ite locality for
district was fat, there was athe villas of court nobles even in Heian days. Although the
In the Tale of Genji, it will be recalled, Lady Murasaki has het herofine sweeping view of the hills which rim it.an estate at Katsura'-as

did Michinaga, head of the powerful Fuijwara
owning

clan at the time she wrote.5 Nothing links the present imperial villa

Katsura with this one of Fujiwara Michinaga, although more than likely,

of

an old Heian lake served as the basis for later development.

About the time Hideyoshi entertained the Emperor at Jüraku-tei, he

enderbies-peand/nerenes,-Doers-Elenortone/mueneshorterde
Katsura river.® No record mentions when the garden was first made, though
Hideyoshi must have had some sort of garden laid out for his ward. But it
was not until years later that Prince Tomohito, then grown into a man of
refined and scholarly tastes, began to develop the place to suit himself. At

the time of his death in 1629 the general features of the garden as they
exist today had been completed. In subsequent years his son, Prince To-

motada, finished the estate, adding the tea rooms, the stonework, and the
lanterns.

Until recently this garden was believed to be the work of Kobori

Enshü. One of the most popular stories in Japanese garden annals relates

that Hideyoshi engaged Enshü to lay out the estate. Enshü consented, it
goes, on three conditions; first, that there should be no limit to the cost,

second, that no time should be set for its completion, and third, that there

should be no visits by important personages during construction-
-lest sug

gestions be made which could not be ignored. The fact that Kobori Enshü
boy of twelve at the time this is supposed to have taken place

spoils
was

Where the winding water banquet was held. (See chapter IV.)
5 Nihon Ki Ryaku.

8 The history of the Katsura villa as given here is based on recent researches by Mr.
Toyama, reported in Heishi Magazine, and by Mr. Shigemori in his Nihon Teienshi

perial palace and also, apparently, gave him this
country place near the

Zukan.
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this story as historical material, but it throws an entertaining light on the
perennial difficulties of professional garden makers.

In checking the story of Enshü's association with Katsura, recent
search has failed to disclose a a single

re-

contemporary document which con-

nects his name with it. The first mention occurs some ninety years after his

death in a diary written by a guest of the seventh prince. "This garden was
made by Kobori Enshü" it says. The statement has all the earmarks of

popular hearsay, but there may be some truth in it after all. The garden
was completed bit by bit over a considerable period, and, no doubt, many
friends of the two princes made suggestions. Although no record says so,
Kobori Enshü was almost certain to have been one of these friends. He is

known to have belonged to the same little coterie of men interested in cul-

tural things. His part, whatever it may have been, was, however, certainly
unofficial. If the Tokugawas had financed the garden, Enshü would un-
doubtedly have been put in charge of the work. But Prince Tomohito had

been a a ward of Hideyoshi, and it is hardly likely such a person would have
been singled out for such special favors as this garden. The work must have
been paid for out of the income provided the Prince by Hideyoshi, and any

suggestions Kobori Enshü gave were made as a friend, not an official.

A country house in rather simple style was originally built on the es-

tate. Later, the second prince enlarged it when his uncle, the ex-Emperor

Go-Mizunoo, visited him. A new wing was added for the imperial relative
and another to accommodate the extra attendants. All the rooms are small

and simple, but very elegant in their refinement. The sliding screens which
panel the walls are decorated with paintings in the Muromachi manner,
done in black and white rather than with the gold and colors of the current

Nikko style. Throughout the estate there is shown a return to the old stand-
ards of Muromachi, brought about by the influence of the tea ceremony
and with it, a disdain of the flamboyant Tokugawa fashion.

The villa remained in the Katsura family until some fifty years ago.

When the last princess of the line died, it became an imperial estate and is

maintained as such today. Apparently, although it was kept up in more or
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less good order during the several centuries of its existence, later
the family changed it but little. It 1S seen today, therefore,
was when Prince Tomotada completed

princes of
it in the first half of the

very

much as itcentury.

The rambling house looks out upon the broadest
1 7th

picture of great beauty with its islands and inclosing trees. To view this
part of the lake, a

front of the house. It has no roof and is floored simply withscene as the moon rose over the treetops, a special platform was built in

poles. On clear autumn evenings- -the traditional time for moon-viewing
round bamboo

-cushions were placed on this platform, and the host with his guests
would compose appropriate verses. The moon is inevitably associated with
this estate because its name, Katsura, is the word for a tree' which, ac-cording to legend, grows in the moon.

The moon, however, iS the only thing outside the garden which doeshave
part in it. Unlike most of the earlier large gardens, no natural view of

the hills is incorporated. A strip of bamboo forest surrounds the
shutting away the outside world and

garden,

forming an indefinite boundary of
greenery. All attention centers on the enchanting views created by the com-
plexities of the lake, islands, hillocks, rocks, and ancient trees.

While the lake is almost two acres in extent, it is so irregular that no

very large expanse of water is visible from any one point. Long arms or
bays extend in various directions, forming small detached water pictures

quite apart from the main body and creating far flung vistas. Boats were
used on this lake, for there are three landings at various places on the shore-

line in the form of level stone steps. One 1S before the residence, others in

front of the tea rooms; it was evidently a pleasant pastime to go to the tea
ceremonial by water rather than by land.

To allow boats to pass freely about the lake many of the bridges are of

the high-arched, log-and-earth type found in Sambö-in. A delightful wind-
ing waterway for boats is hidden between a large high island and the shore
beyond it. One of the later commentaries on this garden remarks that Prince

Cercidiphyllun japonicum.
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Tomotada, who completed these waterways, modeled them after the de-
scription of the Springtime Garden in the Tale of Genji.® Katsura shows

the same narrow channel that led "straight toward : toy mountain which
seemed to bar all further progress. The little wood on the hill be-

yond the lake, the bridge that joined the two islands, the mossy banks that
seemed to grow greener every hour. . . "

The "toy mountain" of Katsura comes closer to deserving this descrip-
tion than anything previously created in a Japanese garden. It is higher and
longer than the earlier embankments. The amount of material excavated
from the lake was enormous, for in order to create a flow of water from the

Katsura river, the lake bed had to be dug five or six feet below the level of

the ground. These deep banks do much to take away any feeling of level

monotony in the garden. The earth taken out was piled into high inclosing
embankments and a hilly island was built some thirty feet high, two hun-

dred feet long, and ninety feet wide. Regarded as a "mountain" this struc-

ture may well be called a miniature; but it is a real hill supporting a heavy
growth of large old trees and shrubs. There is no feeling of reduced propor-
tions in the mind of one following the mossy path that winds over it.

Although this garden so much resembles one of the old courtly lake
and island estates, this resemblance is superficial. Like all good works of art,

Katsura is a a perfect expression of its own time. It shows a new mood, or
rather, a return to an old one, but with the inevitable changes which ac-

company any new period, however much it may seem to be a cyclic return.

Katsura garden marks a swing back toward the old Japanese love of nature

and simplicity. The brief flare of Momoyama art, so aberrant to the main

stream of Japanese culture, had nearly run its course, with Nijö Castle as
its final expression in gardening. The renewed interest in reproducing na-
ture followed forms laid down for the tea cult, which was then the current

expression of the old feeling.

The cloud under which Rikyü had died had darkened the tea cult for a

short period and marked its end as a popular fad, but true devotees were not
Quoted in chapter IV:
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deterred by the disfavor of a dictator. It was revived by those men to
it really meant something, and by the time Katsura garden was built, the

whom

ceremonial and all it implied were more strongly intrenched than
among intellectual and artistic people. Its influence was beginningever

on every phase of life including gardens in general. This is plainly shown in

to be felt

Katsura for, like the garden of the sentò palace, it is really an extensive teagarden superimposed on the old lake and island form.

The fact is apparent both in its detail and atmosphere. The mood of
the garden is one of sylvan quiet, of wabi, solitude, and of yügen, the
mystery of beauty. A concrete detail derived from the tea garden is the long

path of stepping stones which follows the convolutions of the lake, linking
a series of tea houses. Each of these buildings has its stone water basins-
there are eight in all--andthere are no less than twenty-three stone lanterns
in the garden.

The tea houses of Katsura are more elaborate structures than the simple
huts advocated by Rikyu. They are, in fact, small cottages of several rooms,
and, like the earlier garden-pavilions, they served as retreats in which the

Prince and his guests might spend time in esthetic pursuits. The tea cere-

mony was evidently but one of the uses to which they were put. Each is

placed where it overlooks a different part of the garden, and the vicinity of
each is developed inslightly different way. The variety and inventiveness
displayed in these various parts and in details like the stone lanterns indicate

plainly that the creative spirit in garden design was still strong at this period.
Practically all of the stone lanterns are of original design, the form of

some being very far indeed from the first temple style. A number are short
and low, hardly more than the light-holder and roof of the usual lantern.

One of the taller Katsura lanterns may hold the only European touch found
in the early gardens-a small figure cut into its base, said to be the Virgin

Mary. This lantern is supposed to have been designed by Furuta Oribe, a

leading tea master who had been converted to Christianity. But the figure
might as well be a a Buddha as the Virgin and the story seems farfetched.
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The stone water basins likewise show great ingenuity and variety. One

of them is not a basin at all, but the lake itself; near the tea house called
Shökin-tei is a short row of stepping stones leading out into the water. The

walked to the last, then squatting, poured water from the lake overguest

his hands with a dipper which rested on a second stone near the last.
Perhaps the most strikingly new thing in the Katsura garden is a touch

of the geometrical. An arm of the lake which lies in front of the tea cottage
named Shöi-ken is rectangular in shape, its straight sides formed by walls of
cut stone. The building stands on a flat terrace, and a second terrace below

it is at the lake level; formal stone steps lead from one level to another. The

hedges which shut in this part of the garden are clipped into squared form.
Here we find the closest thing to geometrical formality existing in any

garden before the modern period.
A window at the back of Shöi-ken opens out onto the rice fields which

surround the estate, the encircling bamboo forest being here left open for

the purpose of seeing out. This is the first concrete expression by the upper
classes of an interest in the doings of the lower classes. Another indication
of it is found in the tea house called Shoka-tei which is built in the shape of

a primitive farm cottage. It has an earthen floor surrounded by a raised shelf

which peasants used to sleep on, and it contains a charcoal brazier to show

the gentry how cooking was done by the peasantry.

This cottage, Shoka-tei, perches on top of the hilly island where it has

a spreading view of the entire garden. In spring the view is called "Yoshino"

after the famous cherry mountain, while in autumn it conveniently becomes

"Tatsuta" noted for its maples. This seems to have been one of the Arst

times that definite Japanese landscape views were suggested or reproduced

in the garden. There had always been a sentimental harking back to China,
but not until now was a similar interest shown in Japanese beauty spots.

The tendency became very marked a little later.

While stone groups are found, scatteringly, all over the garden, they

become suddenly of dominant interest in the vicinity of the third tea house,
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around Shökin-tei.holds It complicated largestbuilding, stoneartistry outside theand theit in contrast residence,to the
estate which is simple. Here feeling swings back to the current fashion

rest
pretentious elaboration. Katsura could hardly escape entirely from
temporary influences, since its owner was, after all, a prominent figure of

cOn-

the court and, no doubt, often had to entertain fashionable guests who
not understand the simplicity of tea. He managed, however, to confine did
quality to single corner of the estate. this

An irregular arm of the lake forms the center of this showy part of the
garden. An oblique peninsula is formed of two small islands which are
linked by bridges to the opposite shore, dividing the lake into middle
ground and background. This is called today the 'Bridge of the Gods" after
the noted natural formation by that name illustrated in Chapter IlI. Because
of the peninsula, with its bridges, rocks, and lanterns, which hold attention

near at hand, the distant shore of the lake seems farther away than it really
is. This is the device used in the Gold Pavilion lake to suggest size, it will

be recalled. All the shore hereabouts is set with stones and softened with

trees and shrubs; the stones are very numerous, very fine, and lavishly used.

But unlike some of the other gardens of the period, every stone has its pur-

pose in the composition; none is laid out simply for display. Thus, beside

the stone bridge linking the islands of the peninsula there are placed tall

upright stones, their purpose to balance the cross-line of the bridge.
From the standpoint of artistry alone, the stonework of Katsura ranks

among the best ever done in Japan. It is, of course, but a surface art, for its
creators had nothing more in mind than the balance, rhythm, and harmony
of form they were producing within the naturalistic pattern. But the pic-
tures they created are still beautiful. Prince Katsura was no nouvean riche

with need to display his wealth; appears, on the contrary, as if he hadit

kept a restraining hand on the gardeners who were making these rock com-
positions, preventing them from becoming too flamboyant, insisting that
their work have suavity

arrangement
and elegance. Nevertheless, the stone

gardenof the
of

From the standpoint of artistry alone, the stonework of Katsura

ranks among the best ever done in Japan. Prince Katsura was no

nouveau riche with need to display his wealth; on the contrary, it

appears as if he kept a restraining hand on the gardeners to pre-
too flamboyant, insisting that it havevent them from becoming

Board of Tourist Industry.)
suavity and elegance. (Photo from
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more artistic than natural, as was inevitable with

naturalism is not entirely lost sight of. It is, however, the naturalism
work of this period,

perfection, nature idealized, every stone and rock in perfect harmony,
curve of the shore exactly right, everything slightly exaggerated for

the sake of art.

are

but

of

every

The garden of Shören-in temple is the type of small landscape
made for the quarters of princely abbots in the seventeenth cen-
tury. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)



XV. Impressionistic Zen Landscapes

'HILE Kyoto aristocrats were once more revelling in the build-

devastating war decades. Hideyoshi
period

purpose, and the Tokugawas donatedeven more. The early 17th century, therefore, saw a

fine temple building in the capital, with gardens a part of nearly every one.
great renaissance of

Manyof these
constructed templegardens in were of the small,similar to thosefront of the shoinlandscape-viewing private type,of a residence.

temple gardens lie before the abbot's official
Since

quarters, this similarity is un-

derstandable. The principal room of these quarters, which usually had an

altar and was also the chief reception room of the institution, is called a hojo.
Its garden, therefore, is known as a höjö garden. Those belonging to small

temples are usually modest and unassuming little courtyard landscapes
with a few rocks, trees, shrubs, and, perhaps, a flat stone to span a sug-
gested streamlet and so createlandscape picture. But the garden of a great

and powerful institution, such as the head of some popular sect, was often
very large and fine. The abbot of these institutions used frequently to be an

imperial prince who lived in much the same style after taking holy orders
that he had before. His residence, therefore, was like a small palace, and its
garden was appropriately fine.

Outstanding among the gardens of this class is that of Chion-in tem-

ple, head of the Jodo sect. Its present buildings

century under Tokugawa patronage with Kobori were Enshü put in charge. up in the Its 17th halls

are huge, ornate structures of the Momoyama type, and its hojö rooms are

W ing of fine estates, Kyoto temples were also
of reconstruction after the

had been liberal in his gifts for this purpose, and

enjoying

IMPRESSIONISTIC ZEN LANDSCAPES
lined with golden screens which

den forms a landscape picture centering are equal around to those a pond of Nijo which Castle. lies at The the gar- Soot
of a natural hillside. It is probable that Kobori Enshu had

with this garden because of his connection with the buildings.
good deal to do

A smaller temple garden of the landscape type is Joju-in belonging tothe abbot of Kiyomizu temple. It forms
delightful little picture, with

a pond, Koho-an, islands, lanterns, Rengeiji, and Ninnaji, oldtrees. Chishaku-in, Others are Shören-in, found
in

ples of Myöhö-in, the
tem-

Ködaiji, and others. But all of these are the small landscape garden which
has been fitted into the limited space of a temple courtyard.

While these conventional gardens were being built by some temples,
an entirely new and different kind was being developed by the Zen temples
of Kyoto. These Zen gardens were also landscapes of a sort, but, far from

being naturalistic, they were executed in an impressionistic, abridged, and
symbolic manner. Made of sand and stone withfew plants, they showed
in their materials and general feeling a direct descent from Muromachi gar-
dens like Ryöanji and Daisen-in. But, actually, they were quite different
both in form and feeling from those older creations.

The splendid mysticism of Ryöanji and the esoteric symbolism of the
painting gardens had come to their maturity in an atmosphere far too
rarefied for the later, more material garden makers to maintain. Likewise,

the sheer artistry of the older period was beyond the later one. Yet, that

the meaning of the older gardens was not without some comprehension in

the Zen monasteries seems clear; the new gardens made by these temples

was the attempt of a later, less spiritual generation to express this feeling.
The older esoteric gardens had undoubtedly been based on Chinese

prototypes, as we have noticed. But the later creations were, I think, prob-

ably without a parallel in China. They seem to have been entirely a Jap-

anese expression, a development in garden art similar to the other arts of
the

period. At the very peak of the Muromachi years, Japan had begun to

turn, in the way she always has, from the use of a foreign form to self-

expression based on those forms. During the 16th century, therefore, the
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country had been in another of those nationally creative periods,
trated in the painting of the time. well illus-

In the Muromachi period, Kano Masanobu had taken

toward by gifted forming a new schoolMotonobu. ofpainting, athe Airststep which hadArtiststhis Kano school beenstepshis son, Kano of completed were
ones who produced the paintings on the golden screens of Momoyama

the
castles. Another individual Japanese expression

devised by Shüko and perfected by Sen no Rikyu. And the
was, of course, the tea cere-mony, as

sive dry landscapes of Momoyama castles were an original form of garden
mas-

art. But more distinctive than they were the expressionistic Zen landscapes

may be seen in small gar-
dens belonging to the subtemples of the large Myoshinji monastery on the
outskirts of Kyoto. During the early war years, some of these subtemples
managed to survive and serve as retreats in which culture remained and even
progressed. In the small subtemple of Reiun-in the artist, Kano Motonobu,
lived for some time, apparently in the 1520's; there he must have done a

good deal of the work which gave definite direction to the new Kano school

of painting and there, no doubt, the feeling of this transition period had a

In the neighboring small temple of Taizö-in is a garden which tradition

attributes to Motonobu himself. It is a painting garden of the Muromachi

type, very small, as the exigencies of that unhappy period made necessary,
but an excellent little rocks whichpiece of art. A pond is suggested by
form islands and a bridge, while others at the back represent hills. In this
garden the Muromachi feeling is still dominantly shown in the form of the
stones and in the definite outlines of a landscape.

temple itself where Motonobu lived, iS anotherBut in Reiun-in

its technique from Taizö-in. Reiun-in had beengarden, quite different in

founded by the Abbot Daikyö. He came to be greatly admired by the Em-
Emperor made

peror Go-Nara who reigned between 1526 and 1557• This

a visit to the temple to talk Zen philosophy with the Abbot. Although

in the temple gardens.

The beginning of this transition movement

center.
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this was the most poverty-stricken period in the whole history of the court,the coming of the Emperor was stillgreat occasion, and in preparing for it
the temple managed to rebuild its reception room. It is a very small build-
ing, as 1S the garden which lies before it it and which probably was made at
the same time.

The garden is a mere strip of land lying between the verandah and an

inclosing wall. In this space, however, were gathered and arranged a few

choice stones probably picked up from ruined estates nearby; among the
stones were planted some shrubs and trees. The stones are arranged with
the largest and heaviest on the left side from which they taper in size to
the right, giving the immemorial direction of Oriental garden scenes. While

the arrangement is pleasing, there is no easily discernible landscape picture
nor 1S there any such expression of pure harmony as is found in the Ryoanji

garden. Yet, if the imagination plays over the stone groups, it can, perhaps,
see in the tallest ones at the back, rugged cliff and from it a stream cours-

ing down through the garden. But only the vaguest suggestion is here; im-
pressionism was just beginning to take form.

Gardens of this type seem to have developed but slowly, doubtless be-

cause so few gardens of any kind were made. One of the most interesting
of the earlier forms is that of Shukö-in1 a subtemple of Daitokuji. In this

later garden the Aat rectangle of sand is considerably larger than in the
small gardens of the poverty-stricken period. The space is inclosed by a

hedge, shaded by a few pine trees, and holds A large assemblage of small

rocks, their number causing the garden to be popularly known as the
Garden of Hundred Stones. The rocks are arranged in an extended group

along the back of the sanded area, apparently as a chain of islands. This
suggestion is enhanced by a stone bridge between two of them. In their

fine form and their feeling, these stones retain still a strong suggestion of
Muromachi artistry, making this one of the most esthetically satisfying of
all the impressionistic gardens. At present the stones are largely covered
with vines, while heavy moss has crept over the sand. But the effect of this

Sometimes spelled Jukö-in.
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greenery 1S to enhance the quietness and
smooth flow of the rock forms. serenity of the garden and the

Impressionistic gardens came to a a full development when
sablished athe of peacescale. over Onenation thebest and and temple reconstructiongoing

waslarge
istic gardens is that of Konchi-in of Nanzenji monastery.earliest of the true impression-

was

Before the Önin war, Nanzenji had been one of the largest and most
flourishing of the great Zen foundations in Kyoto, with no less than

two subtemples grouped around it. All of these were burned during that
sixty-

war, and for a century afterward the temple organization seems to have
done little more than exist. But early 1N the 1600's it was restored to im-
portance through the Abbot Süden.

In his youth this man had been a knight-follower of the Tokugawas
but, turning monk, had become leyasu's advisor and secretary in the field.
When the latter came to power, he placed Suden in charge of the relations

between his "camp government" at Edo and the temples of the country,
making him thus the most politically important ecclesiastic in the nation.

Suden chose to administer his duties from Konchi-in, a small subtemple gi

Nanzenji that had been reconstructed for him. He had been given for its
main building one of the halls from Hideyoshi's Fushimi Castle which was

then being partly dismantled. After this very beautiful building had been
moved and set up on its new site-about 1611 -the garden which now

lies beside it probably was made.

This garden is a rather large, sanded rectangle, inclosed by the hall on

one side, a small building dedicated to Süden's spirit at the end, and, OP-
posite, instead of the usual wall, a wooded bank. Its trees and shrubs shut

in the garden completely. At the foot of this bank stand two massive at-

rangements of stones, one tall and upright, the other lower and more hori-

zontal. Lying between them is a flat connecting bridge. Thestone like

two rock compositions are now so overgrown by shrubs it is difficult to

make much out of them, but experts identify them as probably crane and
turtle islands in traditional style. Here then, in this conventional form,

once moreforward on
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islands rising from a sanded sea, is the standard garden pattern merely
executed in the impressionistic manner.

It is believed that Kobori Enshü had a hand in the design of this
garden, although no literary evidence supports the belief. He and Süden,
of course, were acquainted, since both were important Tokugawa officials

in Kyoto. It is known, moreover, that both were also members of the little
set of artists, tea and literary men in the city at that time. It is assumed that
when Suden built the small tea room which still stands near his temple he
consulted Enshü about its design, and likewise, probably, with the garden.
Strong supporting evidence of Enshü's part in this garden is found in an-
other very like it, the garden of Raikyuji temple near Matsuyama on the
island of Shikoku. Enshü had been made the Lord of Matsuyama by the
Tokugawas and is known to have been a patron of this temple. The simi-
larity of their designs points to him as the obvious creator of both.

One of the largest and finest and perhaps the most noted of all the im-

pressionistic gardens 1S that in front of the bojõ of Daitokuji monastery.
This temple has long been one of the most popular of the great Zen founda-
tions in Kyoto. Its höjo was rebuilt in 1636, and the garden probably was
made as soon as it was finished. It is a very spacious garden, its sanded rec-

tangle being 120 feet long and 42 feet wide. It is inclosed by a wall and
hedge, and several immense trees grow beyond, their gigantic branches

against the sky making splendid pictures, even though now these trees

rather dwarf the suggested landscape which lies below them.

In this garden the proportion of space covered by raked sand is very

large--more than sixty per cent. This is in accord with a tendency these
gardens showed for the sanded area to become larger and larger, and for the

stone arrangements to occupy less and less of the space. Eventually, indeed,
certain gardens had no stones at all but were merely an expanse of white

sand. In the Daitokuji garden are two small sand piles near the verandah

edge, which appear as if they had been left there by the acolyte who last

spread sand on the garden. But, actually, they have long been permanent
features. Similar heaps of sand may be found in other gardens of this type;
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it was, evidently, either a common practice to leave them
some forgotten significance attached to the so, or

heaps. It seems probable,
there was

already mentioned, that from some such original pile developed the
overgrown sand structures in Yoshimasa's Silver Pavilion garden.

as

now

as puzzling as the garden of Ryöanji. But not for long. HereA foreigner looking at the Daitokuji höjò garden might find no it, mysticalis at first,

sermon in stone as at Ryoanji. Daitokuji is simply and unmistakably :
scape picture, although it is one drawn with only suggested strokesland-

peculiar media. The sand, of course, represents water-a and in

flowing in the traditional left to right direction. Its feeling of a current
stream or river

sweeping scross the garden is achieved by the form, position, and diminish-
ing size of low stones and some small clipped shrubs which lie about the
foot of a suggested cascade in the left hand corner.

The cascade itself is one of the most peculiar and unusual creations in
Japanese landscape art. It is made up of three tall, upstanding stones, their
Aat surfaces suggesting falling water. They stand embedded in the face of
a large mound of green shrubbery which, clipped into rolling mounds,
represents in abridged fashion the mountainside in which the cascade is

located. Its contours repeat those of the distant Eastern Hills which may
be seen clearly behind the shrubbery "hills" and were undoubtedly in-
tended to be a part of the garden picture.

A final unifying touch to this garden composition is given by two
low, flat rocks which rise above the sand near the edge of the verandah.

It is as if the river current, sweeping down from the cascade left them as
islands. Their presence at this point balances the weight of the distant
cascade and the stones at its foot, creating a very satisfying harmony.

A second garden belonging to the Daitokuji abbot lies just around the

corner from the cascade, on the east of the building. It is really a continua-

tion of the cascade garden, being separated from it only by
sunken stone

gutter, but these two are always regarded as separate and are
thought to

have been made at different times and by different people. This is because

their purposes and styles are quite different, though both make use of sand,

The garden of Taizö in temple is a small painting garden of of the
attributes to Kano Motonobu.

Muromachi type, which tradition

(Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)



The Rat garden of Shukö-in is one of the earlier of the impression-

istic Zen gardens. Its stones show Muromachi technique in thei
form and arrangement, so that it is one of the most esthetially

with vines

satisfying of these gardens. They are now overgrown

and shrubs which add to the atmosphere of quiet serenity. l
(Photo

by Okamoto Toyo.)

The hojo garden of Daitokuji monastery is a wide expanse of white

sand representing a river with an impressionistic cascade at one

end. This is formed of of tall stones embedded in mound of green

shrubbery which stands for hills. Two small heaps of white sand

in the foreground are permanent features of the garden, while two

stones near at hand balance the whole composition. (Photo by

Okamoto Toyo.)
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The abbot's garden of Nanzenji temple lies in front of a building
which formerly was one of the Imperial Palace group. The trend
which the impressionistic gardens took toward naturalism at the

this garden,
end of the seventeenth century appears strongly in

boulders along 4its huge rocks being arranged naturally, like

stream. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)
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stones, and shrubs. But while the cascade garden is unified

in itself, with the distant landscape
picture

view of the natural hills only incidental,

the small garden at the eastern end was constructed to be first and only a
frame for this view. Today the houses and telephone poles of the encroach-
ing town have spoiled the outlook, but formerly there was fine sweeping
view to the Eastern Hills rising to the green peak of Mount Hiei on the
left, while the wooded banks of the Kamo river wound picturesquely
through the center of the valley.

-E
Gardens like this in which the view is equally or more important than

the foreground are sometimes called "borrowed scenery" gardens. Daito-
kuji's is only a narrow strip of land at the end of the porch, bounded by
double hedge, of which the outside half is higher than the inside. In front

of the hedge is a row of ornamental stones around which grow small-leaved
azaleas, clipped to a low form. This arrangement is extremely simple but
very successful in blending the naturalism of the view with the formality
of the building.

It has been suggested that the more or less straight-line arrangement of

stones in this garden may have been derived from the line of "night-
mooring" stones which sometimes stretched across a Heian lake garden.
But this explanation seems unnecessarily pedantic; all indications are that

the "night-mooring" stones had long since been forgotten. Rather, it ap-

pears that the straight line was used here simply because, under the circum-

stances, it was the most artistic and best suited to the narrow space and to
frame the view, thus connecting the building with the natural outlook.

Other temple gardens built about this time made use of the straight-

line form also. Such is the garden of Shinju-an temple, which lies but a
few feet from the Daitokuji "borrowed scenery" garden but is separated

from it by high walls. Shinju-an subtemple itself dates back to to Muromachi
days, but its garden was made in Tokugawa times. Its stones are arranged

in three groups made up of seven, five, and three stones each. These
groupings have artistic variation, the first being a close group, the second
somewhat drawn out, the third close together again. The formula " seven-

229
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underlying both the belief and the persistent popularity of thefive-three" was probably thought to possess geomantic potency, but if so,
probably the fact that these are simple, odd numbers, not

form

evenly and hence appealing to the Japanese love of occult balance.to be divided
was

As time went on, the

asserted itself, affecting even the impressionistic gardens. Towardage-old impulse to re-create in natural forms

of the 17th century, therefore, we find some of these gardens hardly sym-
the end

haps, is the Nanzenji höjo garden.bolic at all but merely abridged as to detail. The best example of this, per-

From his subtemple of Konchi-in, the Abbot Süden had exerted him-
self on behalf of the main Nanzenji monastery and lad succeeded in ob-taining to serve as its hojõ the gift of a fine
been the dwelling of an large hall which had formerly

imperial consort. The Tokugawas were rebuilding
the imperial palace at that time and this building was

The garden which now lies IN front of this höjö, however, was apparently
no longer needed.

not made at the time it was moved but considerably later, perhaps almost
at the end of the 17th century. It took Nanzenji a long time to collect all
the buildings necessary for a complete monastic institution and to finish

its plans. The garden seems to have been made during one of the later
periods of rebuilding.

Its late construction is evident from its large size and its general atmos-

phere of showiness, characteristic of the late 17th century, and from the
fact that a full

seventy per cent of the space is sanded. Moreover, the rocks

are no longer grouped into arrangements but placed singly, hence, more
naturally. The sand, as usual, represents water, but realism appears on its
surface in long, waving raked lines, unmistakably ripples. The oppositeside of the

space is turned into a mossy bank shaded by trees. The shore-
line between this bank and the sand stream 1S set with stones placed as they

might occur naturally along a stream edge.

These stones are few but massive, expressing even in a temple garden
the atmosphere of gorgeousness

heaviest one stands at the left corner, a huge boulder forming
everywhere prevalent at that period. The

promontory

IMPRESSIONISTIC ZEN LANDSCAPES

into the water. It is on virtually a normal scale, lifting the garden again
back to naturalism. Lying off its tip is a small rounded islet made of a

single stone. The other stones are strung along the shore, tapering in size

to create the usual feeling of directional flow. All these stones lie horizontally
in a natural static position very different from the erect stones used in the

suggestive artistry of Daitokuji's cascade and the painting gardens. Once

more, therefore, we find the old influence of nature creeping into the garden
when other less powerful influences have waned.



XVI. Literal
Landscapes

T
town growing up 1n the western end of the

beauty Castle, as the that Shogun's of headquarters. The site of Edo
Kyoto, for the castle had been built on the spot in earlier

days merely for strategic reasons. It stood at the head of a long bay, with
swampy margins forming a rear defense, while before it were wide, barren

stretches of ground. The site possessed, however, one beauty--Mount

Fuji, visible on bright autumn days, small, clear, pointed, and snow-capped
in the distance, as a million pictures were to show it in the next centuries.

In the early years of their power, the Tokugawas put all their efforts

into strengthening Edo Castle itself. It became a stronghold even more
powerful than Hideyoshi's Osaka Castle and surpassed his mansions in
heavy magnificence. The town grew up around the tidewater moats which

ran in angular lines around it. The inner ramparts of the castle were vast
walls of stone rising from these moats; their corners curved outward and

down into the water with the curiously graceful lines peculiar to this type
of Japanese masonry. Along the top of the ramparts, pine trees were planted
and ingeniously trained to droop out and downward over the walls, as
plantlets hang against lesser embankments.

Today, these broad rippling moats, with their archaic inner walls and
lacy old pine trees form the medieval hub around which modern Tokyo

revolves. Edo Castle became the political center of the country after 1600
when leyasu made it his headquarters; it did not become the capital in

THE scene now shifts from the old city of Kyoto, which had been

the center of national life for over eight hundred years, to the new

beauty Castle, as the that Shogun's of
country around Edopossessed no such scenic

LITERAL LANDSCAPES

name, however, for more than two hundred and fifty years. But in 1868,
with the beginning of the modern era, it was rechristened Tokyo, or
Eastern Capital.

After the Tokugawas settled in Edo Castle, the reedy swamps around
it were reclaimed, and the city began to grow. Each lord -or daimyo
was required to establish a residence in it and spend half his time in attend-

ance on the Shogun. When he left it to return to his province, his family
had to remain in the city as a sort of hostage. Thus the Tokugawas
thwarted rebellion. With the wealth of the nation flowing into Edo, it

became busy, active town, filled with hundreds of samurai--thesoon

military retainers of the lords and with the servants, merchants, crafts-
men, and all manner of other folk who supplied their needs.

One of the first and largest of the estates to be laid out in the new

city was called Köraku-en. It It was built by leyasu's youngest son, Yorifusa,
who had been made the Lord of Mito province and given a very large in-

come. He happened to be exactly the same age as the ruling Shogun, his

nephew, Iemitsu, son of his eldest brother. The two men were friends and

shared many tastes in common, in particular a taste for the tea ceremony.

It was with the idea of providing Yorifusa with a suitable place in
which to hold such ceremonials that lemitsu secured one of the most de-

sirable tracts of land near the new city and turned it over to Yorifusa. The
was

estate, over sixty acres in extent, was partly on rising ground and

covered with trees-two things not frequently found around Edo. Even
water from the river for a cascaderarer was the possibility of bringing fresh

in the Kyoto manner. The land was obtained in 1629, and work began at
once on its development into a garden in the grand style. Enough of it was

completed before the end of the first year to make it possible for Yorifusa
to hold ceremonial to which the Shogun was invited.tea

In the beginning, at least, it would appear that lemitsu took almost
as did its owner, Yorifusa. The Shogun

as much interest in the new place
named commissioners to see that the work was carried out, and secured the
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services of Tokudaiji Sayoe as garden designer.' Little

about this Sayoe except that he came of one of the noble families of
seems to be known

court, that same family which had originally had

Ryöanji temple. Certain of these families had been known for theiran estate on the site of

the

interest or hereditary excellence in various lines and

was, in this way, traditionally associated with gardens, although the names
the Tokudaiji family

special

of its members do not appear in any

part in designing Köraku-en seems to have been the planning of
of the important garden annals. His

islands, hillocks, and the path which wound among them, for Köraku-en
the lake,

looked back to Kyoto for its inspiration and, like its contemporaries there,
Katsura and the Sentò palace, was in the pond and stroll style.

As the years went on, however, the garden became Yorifusa's hobby,

and new details were added from time to time during his life. After his

death, his son also put in a number of new features so that it became trulyan Edo garden in the end. It is the personalities of these two

fore, rather than that of the original planner which dominates the
owners, there-

A large part garden.

of their work survives today and in much of its original form.

The estate is now maintained by the city of Tokyo as a unique park-museum.

In laying out the garden, the natural features of its site were taken into

consideration. A low swamp was deepened to hold the lake, and the natural
knolls behind were developed intoback ground. The excavated material
was piled into a a large island in the water and into embankments on the

lower side of the lake, creating small valleys through which the path
meanders. Part of the excavated material was also used to build a small,

double hillock, its peak some thirty feet above the lake level. Steep-sided,

pointed, and free from trees, this peak stands up conspicuously and unmis-
takably as a miniature artificial mountain.

It was the first of these artificial mounds to be left conspicuously as

such and not covered with trees and shrubbery to make it look as natural
used in

as possible. Later, such obviously artificial peaks were extensively
+ Köraku-en Kiji.
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provincial gardens, most of them, apparently, being known as Mount
Fuji. Outstanding among such today is that of Seishu-en garden in the city
of Kumamoto. These peaks stand up starkly, even absurdly, in the
picture, more suggestive of the overgrown topographicalgarden

map that most

Westerners expect to find in Japanese gardens than anything else in the
whole realm of the art.

In Köraku-en, however, this peak 15 not so conspicuous against its
background of trees as are some in other gardens. But that this peak domi-
nated the garden in earlier days seems evident from the words of Hayashi

Razan, a famous Confucian scholar, who wrote a description of it in 1640
in which he called the garden the "Miniature Lu-shan."?

In one way, however, Köraku-en departed radically from all its pred-
It was not built as a setting for the mansion nor could it even beecessors.

seen from the house. The dwelling stood entirely outside with a small pond

garden of its own for an outlook. This little residence-lake-garden now lies
just outside the elaborate old Chinese gateway which leads into the main

garden. The latter was a landscape park, detached in the fashion then cur-
rent in China, for a new wave of Chinese influence was once more affect-

ing garden art.
Although the mansion stood outside the garden, the latter contained

many small buildings; tea rooms, chapels, and the like. The most im-
portant of these was the tea room called Kantoku-tei which stood on

wide space facing the lake, the place where, by old rules, the mansion would

have been. This building was destroyed in the earthquake of 1923. A
number of the other small buildings have also disappeared, only their
foundations now remaining, but others are still standing, among them a
chapel of Confucius.

Although designed for scholarly pursuits and the enjoyment of the
tea ceremony, Tokugawa ideas of size and grandeur were not to be avoided

in an estate of this kind. Everything was carried out in the most spacious

2 Lu-shan, or Mount Lu, it will be recalled, is the sacred mountain in China, near
which Po Chü-i had his hermitage.
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from its original size, the garden covers nearly seventeen acres.and impressive manner possible. Even today, though considerably reduced
made before 1710,* shows that the lake had one long winding armAn old

has now been filled in. At present the full size of the lake is apparent at a

map,

glance. Its broad stretches are apt
which

it, but there is charm in the smooth mitror surface of the water, when high
to be rather monotonous as one encircles

clouds float across it and tall

The view across the lake is varied by a large island overgrown with
green trees lie reflected in its clear depths.

trees. Interest in this direction centers in a huge rock arrangement standingin the water, facing the widest

group is iS an immense upright rock, squarish in form, its place in the com-
part of the lake. The center of this stone

position supported by lesser stones arranged as islets. The large stone was
meant, apparently, to serve as a tortoise head, converting the whole island
into one of the conventional turtle islands. But the scale of everything isso large the effect of this is lost.

Since there were almost no natural rocks near the city itself, these

large stones, as well as all the many others in the garden, were brought to
Edo by barge from miles away. Under such circumstances their great num-
ber is impressive, especially when it is realized that originally there were
many more than at present. Following the Kyoto style, they were used
liberally as ornaments and as islets, as steps and as stepping stones to make
the cascade and its setting, and to reinforce the hillsides. Portions of the

lake shore are also bordered with stones in the Kyoto manner, but long
stretches of the waterline are now finished simply with a a retaining wall of
small logs driven into the ground. Edo gardens which were made later than

this one could not be so extravagant in the number of stones used, and so
rocks were usually reserved as choice ornaments for a few special places.
Wide, stoneless stretches becamecharacteristic of gardens in this period,
even in provincial gardens where there was no lack of fine rocks near at
hand.

Köraku-en's contribution to general landscape art was the perfection
• Reproduced in Dr. Tamura's Köraku-enshi.
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Pine trees were trained to bang over the great walls which rose above the moats of Edo Castle as
ferns grow over the stones of lesser embankments. The castle became the modern Imperial Palace,

which whirls the traffic ofand these
trees still grace the inner moats around the outer edge of

present-day Tokyo. (Photo from Board of Tourist Industry.)



Obviously artificial mountains like this "Mount Fuji" of Seishu-in

of Kumamoto did not enter Japanese garden art until late in its
history, when garden makers had become literal-minded and the

bat

art was decadent. Pine trees, trained to shapes of extreme age
to the

at the same time kept dwarfed in size to be proportionate
landscape, were also a development of this period.(Photo from

Board of Tourist Industry.)

Köraku-en garden in Tokyo holds a number of reproductions of

noted beauty spots. One of the most graphic of these suggests the

Öi river near Kyoto. Its " portrait" in the Tokyo garden is formed

by a streamlet meandering around a knoll, just as the real river

flows out of a canyon, past a pebbled beach, and around large boul-
ders. A low foot bridge represents a famous old bridge over the

Board of Tourist Industry.)
original river. (Photo from



garden,

masters,

step

Arched bridges of the Chinese type returned to Japanese

in the Edo period when the third wave of Chinese influence was
the marble

strong. This one in Köraku-en is similar in style to

bridges frequently seen around Peking. Made here in a soft greyit hos

stone with small ferns finding roothold in the crevices,a

rustic effect inevitable to Japanese gardens. (Photoacquired the

from Board of Tourist Industry.)

gardens
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of the circuit or serial style of garden in which
tails are strung along the path like beads on a cord. The stroll through the

series of interesting de-

which first assumed importance as the "Dewy Path" of the tea
was carried to a high peak of development here, with almostof the way offering some feature of interest. every

Passing through the Chinese gateway into the garden, the path winds
first along a little valley below embankments, bowered in

beside the lake, offering : view of the huge rock across the water
green shade. It

emerges

at the end of the island and of its mirrored reflections. Crossing the level
spot where the tea house, Kantoku-tei, once stood, the path

small footbridge and skirts a stream-bed dotted with waterworn old
goes over a

boulders. It then ascends small knoll where chapels and tea houses were
hidden in sylvan solitudes or placed to command the leafy outlook over
tiny valleys. Descending once more, the walk borders the miniature "Lu-
shan" and passes by means of stepping stones across an inlet to the very
foot of the cascade. The water falls like fine white skeins of silken threads.

Curving, the path comes suddenly upon a high-arched Chinese stone

bridge, its reflection in the water completing a perfect circle. Climbing a
second knoll it leads to more summer houses, and then the descent is made

by way of a a flight of long, straight stone steps. Past a small rice field,

swampy iris gardens, a wisteria trellis, the path comes at last to an open

pine grove on the lake shore and so, at last, back to the Chinese gateway.
Varied as are all these views in themselves, they become a hundred

times more interesting when their names are known and the associations

they call to mind are visualized. Traversing then the path, we wander in

Imagination over most of the Japanese world of that day, to a dozen famous
beauty spots, and even to China.

The greater part of these famous places were near Kyoto. This con-

tinuous harking back to the old capital makes clear the sentimental nostal-
gla for its beauties and amenities which evidently was the fashionable
attitude of the day. The new town of Edo was populated by men of action,
like lemitsu and Yorifusa, who, in reality, would have fitted but poorly
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into the leisurely life of the old capital. But Edo's lack of suchbeautyoughts spots aslongingly everywhere towardaround remembered Kyotonaturalbe charms. must often Givenhave
therefore, these beauties were reproduced in gardens. Thus,the turned cheng

in
the little chapel overhanging its leafy valley is named Kiyomizu afterKöraku-en

maple-filled gully becomes the "Bridge of Heaven" belonging to
noted temple which clings to a steep hillside of Kyoto; a bridge across a

the

a green knoll is Atago-yama, the mountain west of the city, while the
Tofukuji,

boulder-filled stream bed was named the "Öi River" after the one whichflows near Tenryuji temple.

This scene of the Oi River is, perhaps, the most graphic of these repro-
duced bits of scenery. It was intended to suggest the charming old resort
on the Öi River where Kyoto people have delighted to greet the
autumn since early Heian times. The river winds out of

gorge to spread in wide, quiet shallows below the softly wooded
Arashi-yama. A long, wooden bridge across the river is always crowded,
even today, at favored seasons with people enjoying the beauties of the

The reproduction of this spot in Köraku-en garden makes use of a
small stream which meanders around

knoll, the water then spreading out
broadly to flow in gentle ripples around scattered, waterworn boulders in its

bed. A mere footpath of log bridge, covered with sod, crosses this stream;

it 1S very close to the water so as not to be out of proportion to the picture
of the Öi River and its bridge which is being re-created in the mind. To

a benevolent frame ofone familiar with the original--and perhaps in
mind-the miniature reproduction seems not bad. Probably, when it it was
made, the likeness was even better than it is now, for at the real Arashi-
yama all the boulders have been removed from the river bed to make it

were there
suitable for boating. Doubtless, three hundred years ago they
as we still see them in the garden portrait. landscape with

It is interesting to compare this realistic reproduction of
gardens--the symbolic landscape pictures made in thethe subjective

existedtheir old

scene.

painting gardens

comparison themselvesreveal *the

spring and

narrow, green

slopes of
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and the impressionistic landscapes made by Zen temples.brings intheir to
us
handiwork. oncemore The how subjective inevitably gardens andunerringly were menmade

by artists and mystics seeking to express their feelings. But Yorifusa and

[emitsu were hardheaded men of affairs who thought in terms of concrete
accomplishment. When they built a garden they might put into it bits of
natural beauty, but these took a literal form which they could grasp and
understand.

After the death of Yorifusa in 1661 his son, Mitsukuni, maintained
the garden fortime as his father had left it. This second Lord of Mito
was greatly interested in scholarly research and became one of the greatest
patrons of learning that Japan has fostered. It was through his interest and

support that the Dai-Nihonshi, Great History of Japan, a work in many
volumes, requiring years to complete, was undertaken and carried through.
Mitsukuni has also come down in popular tradition as a champion of the

common people. He is said to have wandered over the country in disguise,
studying the condition of the common folk and reproving the extrava-
gance of the daimyos. To this day ballads are sung telling of his adventures

on these occasions. It was through his interest 10 in scholarship that Köraku-en
acquired many of its Chinese touches.

For, by that time, Japan was experiencing its third wave of Chinese

influence. The first, it will be recalled, had come in the earliest period,
bringing T'ang civilization and Buddhism; the second, in the Muromachi

period, had brought Zen philosophy and Sung art. This third, in the
Tokugawa period, although much less strong than the others, took the
shape of great revival of interest in Confucianism or, to be more exact, in

the writings of the Chinese philosopher, Chu Hsi, who, in the Sung
period, had reinterpreted Confucius. Confucianism fitted well with

Tokugawa ideas and was greatly encouraged; its emphasis on proper con-
taken to mean conformation to the existing state of society-duct could be

with the Tokugawas in authority--and its stress on the duties of relation-

ship--a child to its parents, a follower to his lord-were in line with
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Tokugawa concepts of an ideal society. Later, these

CARDENS

philosophy led to questions being raised over the legality of thestudies Into

dictatorship and in the end their regime was largely overthrow overthrown L'okuo-t Kigawa

Social

knowledge brought to light. But such

17th century. a conclusion was not foreseen by y In thethe

This interest in Chinese studies did not result, however,
with previous occasions, In inlatter much increased ofas it had OnChina.the half 17th travel century andtrafficking the backthe and

Japanese
torth

policy was in full effect, and Japanese subjects were forbidden to leaveseclusion

own shores on pain of death if they ever attempted to return. The
their

however, was not barred to the Chinese and a few door.
scholars, who

refugees mostly from the disturbances attending the Ming downfall, found Were
their way to Japan and were received as honored teachers of the Confucian
doctrine. One of these, Chu Shun Shui, was taken under the
Mitsukuni; it is to his influence, it is believed, that are due patronage of

many of theChinese details of Köraku-en.

Probably the name itself was one taken at his suggestion. It is based on
a widely known Chinese poem, by Wan Wen-cheng, which sets forth that

the superior man--or official-takes his ease only when the country is
prosperous and contented. The words kö raku mean literally "afterward-
ease, (en means garden), but the name has been freely and rather well
translated as "The Garden of the Philosopher's Pleasure."Mitsukuni ap

parently accepted this delicate compliment to himself and the condition
of the country and let the name stand. But later, through his interest in

the common people, he allowed the garden to fall into neglect. A writer*
who visited the place in 1 678, some years after Mitsukuni had become ab-

sorbed in his studies, was profoundly impressed by the way he had literally
lived up to the implications of the name. Having discovered that the people
were not prosperous and contented, Mitsukuni, it seemed, could not be at

case on this extravagant estate.

Other Chinese touches in Köraku-en include the Confucian chapel, a

4 Yoshikawa Keikan, author of Köraku-en okeru no ki.
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Chinese bridge, and the reproduction of Po Chü-i's
Lake. Just below the "Öi River" area, the spreading stream is dividedcauseway across West

short distance by a narrow dyke made of cut stones; it is broken at one
forpoint

theby a small stone arch, not more than a couple of feet long, tepesent:
bridge. Not even the most kindly disposed imagination could

this latter anything
the beautiful, old, willow-fringed finger

find
to suggest

land with its arched bridges, which stretches across the lovely lake before
Hangchow. It is quite safe to assume that no 17th century Edoite had ever

seen the original, and this lifeless form apparently satisfied the imagination.
Some such representation of West Lake became, indeed, a popular feature
in other gardens of the time.

A half-moon stone bridge found in another part of Köraku-en is, how-
ever, a very good replica of those Ming style bridges so frequently seen
around Peking. The Peking bridges are usually made of white marble, but
this one is of some grey stone which has begun to crumble a little. Ferns

grow out of the cracks between its stones, giving it that inevitable feeling
of rusticity characteristic of everything Japanese. Before the reintroduction

of bridges in this style, the arched bridge had not been seen in Japanese
gardens for centuries. These later arched bridges are mostly too large and

too heavy for their setting but they were an effective and popular means of

achieving showiness.

Thus, in many ways, Köraku-en set the fashion and became the model

for all the lordly gardens which were built after it, both in the city of Edo

and the provinces. Some of the other large city gardens, however, developed
original features based on necessity. Since few of the sites of Edo possessed
the fresh, flowing water of Köraku-en, lesser daimyos, looking for a place
to build a garden, turned to the only water available, the sea. Along the

shores of the bay and the tidal river they laid out extensive estates. The
land was flat and marshy, very easy

when lakes were dugto excavate, so

they could be very large. At high tide these lakes filed with salt water and
are still a

at low tide their level was maintained by water gates. There
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number of these old, tidal lake-gardens in Tokyo; one of the best
of the former Shiba Palace, now another of the city's unusual parks,is chat

clipped into square and rounded forms toA second feature developed in Edo gardens was the use of shrubs
suggest and take the place of

portation was too expensive for therocks. Since real stones did not exist in nature near Edo, and their trans-
the invention of this device was clever. But,average lord to indulge in to any extent,

successful. The groups of angular shrubs piled together to simulate a mass
on the whole, it was not very

mass to the garden com-

very good. But closer at

the natural grace of the plants. Clipped shrubs like thisdeceived, and it took away from

seldom seen except in certain old gardens in out of the way places where old
are nowadays

customs linger and old plants survive. Such gardens may be seen in some
of the monasteries on Mount Köya and at Yoshino, the cherry mountain.

Clipping and training was practiced on trees in this period as well as
shrubs. In the literal landscapes of the miniature Mount Fuji type it was
necessary to keep down the size of the trees in order to maintain the

scale. Pines, in particular, were often trained to grow to mature shapes
though not allowed to reach their full size. These reduced garden trees
must not be confused with the miniatures, a few inches high, grown in
pots, which are used as house ornaments. The garden trees might be as
much as twenty feet high, although they were often less, but they were
always large enough to be regarded as actual trees 1n the landscape picture.
Their limbs were painstakingly trained to follow drooping, graceful lines,
often rather charming in themselves, but stilted and quite different from
the natural habit of the tree. Other trees and shrubs were clipped and

trained also, the art, in the end, running away with itself, so that near the
close of the period effects that were fantastic and even grotesque were com-
mon. Old photographs, like those in Conder's books, show these; but such

fantastic forms are not to be found nowadays for they are
longerad-no

mired and constant care was needed to maintain them.

of rocks did, it is true, give a a certain weight and

position; across the lake such an effect might be
hand it was extremely artificial, no one was
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The Tokugawa period was an era when the

tainers traveled extensively, since each
upper classes and their

daimyo was forced to spend at least
re-

half the year near the Shogun and usually chose to spend the other half at
his castle seat. Thus large retinues of retainers accompanying the lord were

constantly going back and forth across the country. Scenery became, quite
naturally, a matter of widespread interest. The fashion set by Köraku-en in
reproducing famous sights found a a popular response in other gardens,
that in most of them grandiose names of rivers and mountains were given So to

streams and hillocks even in those gardens which did not possess anything
so elaborate as a miniature Mount Fuji.

This was the period of the "Eight Views," a concept originally derived
from China, for the Chinese have always delighted in the numerical! listing
of things. Copying this, eight famous poetic views had been listed of Lake
Biwa, the large body of water near Kyoto, and it became the fashion to find

these eight views, or others, in the garden. It was considered a delicate com-

pliment for a garden owner to ask some scholar to select and name the views

in his place. One garden, that of Hikone Castle, is popularly known as the
Eight View Garden, Hakkei-en, although it it has also a scholarly name of
Confucian significance.

The general style and atmosphere of Edo gardens was transferred, as

would be natural, to gardens made in the provinces. Thus there is a general

feeling of flatness and spreading size, of wide lakes and low knolls in these
gardens. Even in localities where hills and rocks were available, but few

stones were used. Curiously, for all their extensive size, the gardens of this

period bring to mind the word "miniature" as the older Kyoto landscapes
never do. The latter are not obvious; they call on the imagination of the be-
holder if he has one, and if he has not, leaves him to take the garden at its
face value, a naturalistic area of rocks and trees. But the Edo gardens at-
tempted to be literal at all times; when a mountain was to be created, the
gardener piled soil into a cone as high as possible. The Kyoto garden artists
used a jagged rock and let it go at that. Moreover, the very size of the Edo
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lakes was so great that only hills of natural

properly, and the miniature hills were made more absurd by contrast. Thus,

height could balance them
the Edo estate gardens in the city and outside

represent the end of

that final period when great emotional inspiration has departed andan epoch,traditions and old forms remain,
only its XVII. Miniature Gardens

and Tokugawa Conventions

DURING the middle and final decades of the Tokugawa period
fundamental reorganization took place in Japan. Wealth, which
had been formerly concentrated in the hands of the feudal lords

and their higher retainers, gradually came into the possession of a rising
class of merchants living 1n Edo and Osaka. The lords and their samurai

retainers, although compelled to keep up a certain state and an outward

appearance of affluence, were often in serious financial difficulties. The
shogunal government attempted to improve this situation by a series of
edicts and by stringent sumptuary laws directed toward pushing the rising

commoners back into their places. But the trouble was too fundamental to

be cured by such means. The principal effect of these laws was to prevent
middle class wealth from being too conspicuous. Merchants, for instance,

who were forbidden to wear silk and bright colors, went about apparently

clad in sober cottons; but underneath they often had on the gayest of silken

fabrics. It is plain, therefore, why almost no great estates were constructed

during the latter part of the Tokugawa period. A large garden is a very
obvious expression of wealth, and its existence 15 not to be concealed by
high walls.

Buddhism, which had been the great and vital force in earlier eras, had
since Confucianism occupied the attention ofupon hard days also,now scholars come and received the patronage of the wealthy and powerful. Budhism

no longer offered a new and exciting field for study as it had in early days



while
and 19th centuries, no large and wealthy Buddhist institutions came 1 8th
being during that time. But it iS in the surviving gardens of the little sub-

into

temples then built that are found the best gardens of this period in

sical style. Among them all, however, not one is of outstanding importance.
the clas-

This lack of inspiration and vitality in art was largely the result of the

seclusion policy. History shows again and again that its great periods resultfrom a fusion of men and ideas from
many sources; that cultures, like or.

ganisms, tend to run out and become sterile when they fail to receive new

blood. This was happening in Japan in the 1 8th century when the impetus
generated by the international contacts of Hideyoshi's day had largely come
to an end. A thin infiltration of Western knowledge trickled through the
door kept open by the Dutch at Nagasaki but it had little visible effect
the nation as a whole. It was, however, one of the things

on

which contributed
to the great reorganization of the mid-1 9th century.

With the country settled in a deep and lasting peace, there was infinite

leisure to complete the most finicky and painstaking of undertakings. At
this time were developed those minute and long-drawn-out accomplish-
ments which have seemed to the Western world the special characteristics

of the Japanese culture-such things, for instance, as the growing In pots,
of aged, dwarf trees but a few inches high. Enough has been said in these
pages, hope, to make it clear that such things are not the chief char-
acteristic of this culture. But this aspect of late feudalism remains suffi-
ciently 1n evidence in Japan to this day to be a noticeable feature of the
national scene. The Tokugawa period, after all, came to an end within the
memory of many still living.

Traditional Japanese culture suffered stultification in the latter part of

the Tokugawa period. It must be emphasized that it was the traditional art

forms which were affected, those which had always been patronized by the
upper classes. In those years, the only way for such arts to move was round

and round. Eventually, they wore for themselves highly polished grooves of

when Zen wasa few new
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Buddhist findingsubtemples aresponse in theand theirnational gardenstemperament. werebuiltThus,in the
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formalism and acquired precocity. At the same time, new and vivid arts
were arising from the proletariat, notably those of the woodblock print and

the theater; but these were scorned by the dassicists. Nevertheless, except

as the older arts touched the vitality of the common people as did painting,
for instance, in the decorative work of Körin, they suffered stagnation.
Gardening was one of the forms to which this happened; it became stilted

and banal and lost most of its meaning and artistry, although it never lost a
certain outward charm.

The wealthy mercantile townsman had to live under conditions as ex-
ternally sober as his cotton robes. His residence, as a rule, was the rear
portion of his place of business, and this usually stood in the most crowded

part of the town. His garden could occupy only a small bit of land and was,
therefore, heavily shaded by the surrounding buildings. Often, indeed the
only space available was the tiny area between buildings which served as
lightwell. These small, open spaces were converted into tiny courtyard gar-
dens, the "pocket handkerchief gardens" which foreign travelers, who have

seen them in old style shops, have so often exclaimed over. Their words, !

fear, have frequently befogged rather than clarified an understanding of

Japanese gardens, because, for one thing, much misunderstanding exists as

to the actual size of these small areas. While a few may be but five or six

feet square, the average has at least the dimensions of an average room and

a few are considerably larger. Distinctly they are not, literally, of of pocket
handkerchief size.

The real pocket handkerchief gardens of Japan and China are the min-
iature landscapes made of stones and small plants placed in wide, tray-like
containers of bronze, stone, or porcelain. Such miniature landscapes seem
to have had very ancient origin, for they probably existed in Tang China
and possibly before. We see them pictured in Japanese paintings of the

Heian period, for instance in the Nenjigyoji scroll which shows one placed

on a low table just off the verandah ofshinden mansion. Sung paintings

show them in Chinese courtyards and we know by the Kita-yama Gyöko-ki
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The oldest tray gardens were made up of rocks of curious and irregular

shape, their convolutions able to suggest tiny, jagged mountains and towet-ing cliffs. Such rocks, smoothed on one end for

in trays usually filled with water so the rocks seemed to form miniature
base, were placed upright

mountainous islands; doubtless, they were often thought of as the Isles ofthe Immortals. A few plants,
perhaps a seedling pine or tufts of coarse moss,

grew out of their crevices, suggesting a forest; but sometimes the stone
alone was considered sufficiently interesting. These curious rock forms were
so greatly prized they were handed down in families as precious heirlooms.
One such, said to date back to Heian times, now stands in the garden of

Reiun-in of Tofukuji in Kyoto. This stone, it is said, was given by the
Hosokawa family to a faithful retainer who retired here. The rock stands in
a stone tray on a pedestal, and this has been placed on a small, rocky founda-
tion. There is nothing else in the garden except moss and some shade trees.

The small interior courtyard gardens of Japanese houses had their fore-

runners in those little gardens in the open spaces between buildings of the
shinden mansion which were overlooked by the apartments of the ladies.

These earliest ones were developed in the Chinese manner with flowering
trees and pots of blooming shrubs and smaller flowers. Later, architecture

was modified, but a Japanese house of any size has always remained:group
of buildings more or less loosely joined. Down the centuries the bits of
ground left between them have been made into gardens of which the shoin
garden in front of the study and the höjö garden of the temple were special
forms. When city folk built a garden, it was, quite naturally, in such an

These small, interior gardens were not reproductions of landscape

scenes, nor did they possess any subtle secondary dimension. They were

simply home decorations, built for the pleasure of simple folk, their only
purpose to bring some bit of

be
outdoors Yet, intocharming, friendly, crowded naturalistic cityfresh,green. the areas, gardens

toforand they were

area.

followed the the classes immemorialdown reproducing nature.chey the proletariat, When the cul-theture
old idea of re-creating a bit of the natural outdoors in

age-
the garden found just

as ready acceptance by the common man as it had a a thousand years before,
the naturalistic gardens of China were first becoming known to the

form,

under

manent
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classes immemorial theme offollowed the down reproducingbegan to filterintoupperof
old idea of re-creating a bit of the natural outdoors in
as ready acceptance by the common man as it had a a thousand years before,

the naturalistic gardens of China were first becoming known to thewhen

aristocrats.
Most of these courtyard gardens suggest in some way a corner of the

Being so closely associated with buildings, they must take on a
outdoors.
certain architectural formality or they lack harmony with their setting. The
shrubs used in them are usually glossy-leaved evergreens, rather stately in

like the hollies, or they are hardy palms or or bamboos which will grow

the trying conditions of the shaded court. Such plants give that per-
quality required by a garden which is looked at so continually.

Deciduous and blossoming plants are mostly ruled out by the difficult grow-

ing conditions and also by the fact that they have their unattractive seasons.
Occasionally, however, flowers may be introduced into the court with a pot
of chrysanthemums placed on a rock. But, for the most part, flowers have

more place in these gardens than in the larger ones. The shrubs in in theno

courtyard gardens are placed with well-spaced dignity, leaving plenty of

bare ground which is covered with moss or coarse sand. Everything is kept
carefully trimmed, and dead leaves and cobwebs are removed every day,
while the whole is frequently watered to make it cool, glistening,space

and mossy.
Within the limits of their formality, these little gardens represent just

such a small corner of the outdoors as might be discovered in a space of the
same size in some mountain glen. They follow the principle
worked out on such a magnificent scale in Hideyoshi's castle garden
Kokei-the Tiger Glen. That 1S, instead of their component parts,
rocks and trees, being reduced in size, all are on a normal scale, creating the
illusion that they are part of a larger environment. We feel that beyond therocks, more

small corner which we can see, there must be more trees, more
moss.

that was

of

the
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Hundreds of these little interior gardens may

business districts of Kyoto where they have survived more numerously than
be found in the oldin modernized Tokyo. A good idea of their number

gained on the night of July 1 6th, when the festival of Gion shrine is cele-
and variety may be

brated. As part of this festival, parishioners of the shrine open their houses

to display their treasures and receive their friends. These parishioners, who
are mostly of the old merchant class, still live and do business on the samesite and in much the

places of business present a dull, blank face to the street, but for this festive
same manner as their forebears. On ordinary days their

occasion all signs of business are miraculously whisked away. It is an Oriental
equivalent to the preparations for the Fezziwigs' Christmas ball.

sliding partitions which usually divide the spreading building into many
The

rooms are pushed back leaving it a single deep room. The side walls are con-
cealed by painted, folding screens which are the cherished treasures of each

family; usually they are kept 10 the fireproof storehouse but on this night
are brought out to convert the dull place of business into a palace.

Crowds of people drift up and down the street, calling on their friends
who are keeping open house. In the wide sweep of the houses from front to

rear, the only break in the yellow matted floor 1S the dark square of the little

garden. Its shrubs and stone lanterns project curiously above the flat ex-
panse of matting, the only things in the house that cannot be moved.

Just how many of these gardens actually date back to older days would
be difficult to determine for they are always, of course, being changed and

replanted. But even the ones recently constructed are directly in the main

tradition. Such, for instance, are those in the residence-shop of my friend,

Mr. S. Nomura, the silk merchant of Shinmonzen street, Kyoto, who has
acquaintances all over the world. His house contains two charming and
typical little court gardens.

The first is a small, open space separating the shop from the residence
portion of the building. Since this garden can be seen from all four sides,
particular skill

was necessary to make it as attractive as possible. This was

done by causing 1t to appear as a real little courtyard with stepping stones
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crossing 1t from one side of the house to the other. Actually, an extension
of the house floor forms an unrailed verandah all around it, so no foot need

ever be set in the garden itself. But the feeling of its usefulness is there just
the same. The ground is covered with clean, white pebbles; in one corner

stands a tall stone lantern which is lighted at night. Planted about itreg-

ularly are clumps of the dark green bamboo palm, Raps flabelliformis,
which, in the Kyoto climate, will survive the winters outdoors if wrapped
in straw. This wrapping 1S done in a way which adds ornament to the gar-
den. The bamboo framework erected over the plant, with its straw thatch-

reproduces a tiny cottage like a bird house on tall foundation poles.ing
Snow on the roofs of these little cottages pleasantly marks the differing

The second garden in the Nomura establishment is more private than
the first, opening off the rear of the family living room at the very back of

the house. The garden provides light and a mural decoration as well as a

feeling of extended space. Yet this second garden is even smaller than the

first, a mere pocket of land a few feet wide and surrounded on three sides

by the blank walls of buildings. These walls have been covered up for some

distance by strips of bark, the feeling created being that the garden may be

glade inclosed by the trunks of large trees. As in the front garden, but one

kind of plant is 15 used, such simplicity adding a a sense of spaciousness. How-

ever, the use of a single plant is not an invariable rule in these small gardens.

The plant used in this rear garden is a dwarf bamboo, Phyllostachys
puberola, which thrives in deep shade. It grows in scattered clumps, forming
a thin fringe of green around the wall. The angular grace of the tender

leaves creates a delicate tracery against the warm brown of the bark back-
ground. A small stone lantern stands in the edge of the bamboo thicket,

its form half concealed by the foliage.
ground is covered with coarse, lightish sand, and in it are placedThe

large stepping stones. There are only four of them, and they end, of course,
perhaps

under the bamboo we have the feeling that
against the wall. But
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this path disappearing into the thicket
yond it. may, after all, lead somewhere be-

inclosed by several large stones in one corner, its bottom lined with pebbles.
Water is present in this little garden by suggestion. A drip basin is

A bamboo pipe stands over the basin, and although no water drips fromthe effect is as if the spring which

moment but would begin to run again after the next rain.overflows into this pipe were low for the
it,

Very closely connected with the small interior court gardens are thelittle passage gardens which were-and are-

and the doorway of old-style residences and of inns and restaurants which
built between the front gate

are modeled after these residences. Very little space can be spared for these

entrances, the garden often occupying no more than a vestibule of land.
Frequently, when the entrance is at the side or rear of the building, the
passage garden is only a narrow alley leading down between high walls.
Even such an unpromising area, however, is lined with carefully pruned
shrubs and converted into an inviting little path.

In the vestibule gardens, the path curves a bit whenever possible;
shrubs and rocks are placed in the curve to screen the door and give: sug-
gestion of privacy and seclusion. The walkway itself is usually of raked

gravel or of cobble stones sunk to an even pavement. Stepping stones or flag-
stones are used only if they are quite broad and fit well together, for the
walk is expected to accommodate more than one person at once.

Other rocks are put in the garden purely as ornaments. They are well

chosen stones, sunk into the ground besides the walk until they give the ef-

fect of projecting there naturally. Small plants such as ferns grow around

them, and shrubs may be placed behind. The stones themselves are kept so

well watered they are often green with moss. Shrubs used in these passage

gardens are the same broadleaved evergreens of formal habit that appear in

the court gardens. When guests are expected, the whole entrance is watered
down So that it may be fresh and gleaming and convey a sense of pre-
paratory welcome.

Dwarf trees, trained during many years to exhibit all the characteristics of gnarled and picturesque
but are pot plants used as house decorations.age, are not a part of true Japanese landscape art(Eboto from

Buream of Tourist Industry.)
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Hiroshige, the woodblock artist, gives a graphic glimpse over the

thatched roof tops into one of the small interior courtyard gardens

of the Tokugawa period in this view of an inn; one of his series

entitled "Fifty-three Posting Stations on the Tokaidö Highway.
Life centered intimately about these little gardens, as this picturethe

reveals. This inn was evidently noted for its ancient Cycas
court garden. The art of Hiroshige was representative of the rising
tide of artistic vitality in the common people at this time.
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It was in the middle and final periods of the Tokugawa regime that
there came into being those curious rules and conventions of which the
Western world has heard more, perhaps, than of any other phase of Jap-
anese gardening. Inspiration was dead and even understanding of what the
great garden makers had been trying to say had departed. But the tradi-
tions lingered,and gardens were still regarded as works of fine art. The best
that could be done toward understanding them, however, was to
discover the rules by which the masterpieces had been made. For that they

try and

must have been made by rule seemed inevitable to that generation; the
notion of free and inspired creation was quite beyond the average compre-
hension. We have a very good insight into the psychology of the period
in a comment found in the Kaiki, published in 1729. The writer was
Yamashina Doan, a priest; he records a conversation he had withwell

known tea man, Konoe Iehira, on the Ryöanji and Daisen-in gardens. Says

"The garden of Ryöanji is beyond my understanding. I do not know
or not, but there does seem to be something superiorwhether it is good

about it." And, referring to Daisen-in, he goes on; "There are some things
about it I cannot understand, but certain rules seem to have been followed.

I wonder what they were."

Rules were the order of the day, those about garden making being writ-

ten down in a number of books on landscape practice which appeared in the

late 18th and early 1 9th centuries.3 Collectively these are known as the
"Secret Books and Oral Transmissions," for the facts in them had long been

regarded as trade secrets, kept to themselves by members of the gardening
fraternity and handed down from father to son. While rules of technique

had existed, of course, in Japan ever since they were introduced by Michikö,
to codify them.the Korean in the 7th century, no attempt had been made

characteristic of the laterTo do such thing was a turn of thought only
centuries. Undoubtedly, these practices had been passed from one genera-

Hisho; Tsukiyama' Saga Ryù Niwa Kohö Hiden-no-sho; Sansui Hiden-sho; Teizö
Sansui-den; Tsukiyama Teizö-den; Ishigumi Sono Yayegaki-den.
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tion to the next, but technique changes as the times change and
velops and a differing spirit fills the artist. Thus, while theas

art de.
gardeners probably believed quite sincerelythe chore choc bed meter , okugaw,secrets of the ages, particularly those of gthe

did not realize how considerable were the variations which time had
period. they

about, changing the whole style and feeling of gardens. Most of the
brought

Books actually set down only the elaborations and conventions Secret

the time they were written and never regarded as hard and fast even then.
curren+ at

The hastiest comparison of the rules in the books with the actual
machi gardens makes this amply clear. Muro

It is 1S especially clear when the actual gardens are compared to the dia-

gram of a theoretically ideal garden found in the Secret Books. This diagram
is virtually the same in all of them, indicating either that they all gave ex-
pression to the same body of knowledge or, more likely, that one book was

more or less copied from another. The remarkable thing about this diagram
is that one may compare it with all the gardens in Japan and never find one
that even approximates it it in detail-with one notable exception. This is
the garden of Tenryüji temple. The almost exact way in which this garden
fits the diagram is striking, although it has only recently been noticed, I
think, for the first time by Mr. Samuel Newsom. The Tenyrüji garden, it
will be recalled, was built by the wealthy father-in-law of the young, retired
Emperor Go-Saga in the middle of the Kamakura period and was later re-

conditioned by Musö Kokushi for his Temple of the Heavenly Dragon.
From the close similarity between the garden and the diagram, it is obvious
that there must have been some connection between them; either the gar-

den was made after the diagram, or the diagram was inspired by the garden.
Since Mr. Shigemori has traced the story of the garden, proving that

it is one of the oldest in the country, and holds as his expert opinion that it
has not been basically changed in its six hundred years' existence, we can
only conclude that the garden must have inspired the diagram. We get a
clue as to how this probably came about and some insight into the formu-

of these books to belation of the Secret Books when we learn that the first

MINIATURE GARDENS

probably chat of the Saga school of gardeners. Thepublishedwaswhich is still the center of the nursery garden business
village of

Saga,
its name from the old estate of Saga-no-in nearby and this, in turn, is

near Kyoto,

gets mile or so from Tenryuji temple. Doubtless the Saga gardeners were
but on the Tenryüji garden plan, until it became a fundamental part of
raised

Their consciousness and the inevitable base plan in all their calculations.its rather small pond and picturesque landscape features such as the
With Islet of the Immortals, the stone bridge, and the cascade, it fitted

rocky perfectly into the needs of the time. In putting down an
quite

ideal garden

plan for the first of the Secret Books, therefore, the author was probably
what

hardly aware to an extent he was reproducing that of Tenryiji.
It would be unnecessary to do more than mention the Secret Books in

passing, for they obviously had little direct influence on the actual making
of Japanese gardens, were it not that almost every thing the West has
known about such gardens (until the recent works of Harada, Tatsui, and
Tamura) has been derived from them. This came about through the books
of Josiah Conder, which have been regarded as the standard work on the

subject for the past forty years. Dr. Conder was a young Englishman who
came to Japan in the late 1870's to teach Western architecture in the Im-

perial University of Tokyo. He developed keen interest in Japanese

methods of arranging flowers and in Japanese gardens, an interest which led

him to make detailed studies on these subjects. His writings, as a result,

contained the first authentic information on them to reach Europe and

America. In 1893 he published his large work, Landscape Architecture in

Japan in two volumes with many illustrations. Its quaint and delightful
teproductions of pictures from the Secret Books, the curiously poetic names

of rocks and trees found in them, and the astounding conventions said to

rule the garden craft of Japan, aroused the interest of the whole world. It
has led to these gardens' being regarded as almost fabled creations and to to the
construction of the curious things called Japanese gardens occasionally
tound in other countries.

Today, we must recognize that Conder's knowledge of his subject was
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extremely limited in scope, for it was confined almost
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Books and to
study of the daimyo gardens of Tokyo, Facts to the SecCE

entirely

bibliography and a statement in the preface makes clear which
italicize certain phrases for emphasis.

Instatement.
quoting

his

"The present work is an exposition of the rules and
this

theorie.

of landscape gardening in Japan from ancient to modern times, so far as they

of the

can be gathered from a thorough study of
art

native authoritiessonal observation of the best addedremaining examples. to
per-

At the time Conder was making his studies the only "native
ities" in existence were the Secret Books and a few articles published in

author.

eighties and nineties. Japanese scholars had not then begun
attention to this subject. When a critical study and appraisal of

was begun later, it became plain that the daimyo gardens of Tokyo, which
were nearly all that Conder knew about, were far indeed from being, as he
thought them, the "best surviving examples."Conder had heard about
some of the Kyoto gardens, but there was no reason for him to think them

of much importance; no one did at that time. He was able to give, there-
fore, but a distorted picture of the subject "from ancient to modern times"

although a better digest of the material which came to his knowledge migin:
be difficult to prepare. His book will remain the standard work in a foreign
language on Tokugawa conventions, but it must be recognized that these

are but a small and comparatively unimportant part of the whole story.

Conder made his greatest mistake in giving mandatory flavor to the

rules and conventions which he set down. Since many of them were con-

nected in some way with necromancy, it is likely that they would be written

in the imperative tense, but Japanese gardeners never took this very se-
riously. Indeed, a statement in one of the Secret Books itself makes this

amply clear. Ritoken Akizato, writing in Part I of Tsukiyama Teizö-den,

'Though these are called rules, they are simply intended to show the
general principles to which people should adhere These laws are not fixed
and immutable. A stone by such and such a name need not be placed here
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andanother
angropriately

approprive
improve
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there unless desired. They are only suggestions to be
People fettered by formal ideas should realize this and strive

developed

their art.'

says,

to turn their
the

gardens

needs clarification

gyö, and so, which

*partly simplified," and

another

approprive
improveto "Because of Conder's writings, every foreigner who has made even the

study of Japanese gardens has heard aboutlightest the "GuardianStone,"
the "Host Island," and the like. But particu-

Stone,"
Worshipping

thelarly the Guardian Stone; no garden, it was emphasized, may be without it.
Well-read visitors, on seeing their first Japanese garden, always look for the

Stone and are puzzled at not being able
Guardian

to identify it at once.

When theyask to have it pointed out, some stone may occasionally be made
into this classification, but usually no such thing exists, even in theto fit

made in late Tokugawa times.
gardens

Another convention coming from the Secret Books
This is the classification of their styles into shin,here.
be translated as "'elaborately complete,"

may

'greatly simplified."The words come from the Muromachi period when

they were used to describe various ways for writing Chinese characters.
Those made with great elaboration, comparable in a way to Old English

lettering were called shin; those partly simplified as in modern printing
were gyo; and those abbreviated to short script were called sö. The classifi-

cation came to be applied to many other things and eventually to gardens.

By the definitions in the Secret Books an appalling number of rocks, trees,

and mountains was necessary to create a shin garden; fewer and fewer for

the other two styles. In a a certain backward-looking fashion the terms are
now used as standard of analysis; thus, the elaborate rock work of Katsura

garden is called shin, the suggested landscape of Daisen-in is gyö, and the
extreme simplicity of Ryöanji is s5. Dr. Tatsui, however, in his Gardens of
Japan sums up and dismisses the whole thing with these words:

"It was, so to say, only a fashion of the time, without any particular

meaning. There exists in every Japanese garden a special expression and a
superiority of its own, but never a definite style as shin, gyö and sö."

One thing of value found in the Secret Books is a simplifed analysis of
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the art of stone arrangement. This is so good it is worthy of being
by anyone wishing to increase his appreciation of this

some skill in it on a larger scale. Akizato, the most competent of thoseart or of acquiring
studied

tributing to the Sectet Books, must have had a fine, analytical mind, for cons

his Ishigumi sono Yayegaki-den he worked out a system of simplified stone
It must be recognized that it is noarrangement which may be compared to five finger exercises on the piano,

in

masterpieces were not created by anymore than this, that the great gardensuch technique. Yet,

understanding and appreciating stone art this analysis is excellent.
as

step toward

It is best to follow Akizato's demonstrations by reproducing them with

actual stones; for just as one may learn more about painting by handling a
brush than from all the treatises, so one may learn most rapidly about stones
by actually handling them. This, fortunately, is possible to anyone, since
stones are shaped very much alike whether they be boulders or pebbles, and

what would require a derrick to do in a garden may be done just as well on

a table with cobbles. Recourse to another Japanese table art will be of as-

sistance in doing this, the art of tray-gardening, referred to already in this
chapter. Modern miniature gardens are made in a flat tray-like container

by using small rocks, plants, moss, and white gravel. Taking the hint from
this, a a deep tray or shallow box filled with sand should be used and a col-

lection of stones about the size of one's fist. With these one may follow
Akizato easily.

For purposes of classification, he assumed that all stones could be di-

vided into five basic forms. These are illustrated here, much as he outlined

them in his book. They are called the "tall vertical" or "statue" stone; the
"low vertical";the "flat" stone; the "arching" stone; and the "twisted" or
"recumbent ox" stone. It is not necessary to remark that very few stones

actually occur in these shapes, while thousand other forms which might

be just as good are to be found on any stone heap. Yet, it may be true that

most stones, or at least most interesting stones, could be made to fit into
one of these classifications of form. And as basic units in creating a design,

these five shapes are very useful. In following Akizato, the first step, there-
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The five basic stone forms as set forth in the Secret
Books. A is the tall vertical or statue stone; B the

Vertical; C is the flat stone; D the arching

stone, and E the recumbent ox stone.

The ten combinations mathematically possible with

two of the basic stone forms used together. One

grouping is shown in left and right positions.

Eight combinations are possible when combining
together three of the basic stone forms. Two differ-
en ways ofmaking one grouping are shown.

One way in which all five of the basic stone forms

may be combined.



THE ART OF JAPANESE GARDENSfore, would be to find five
theyforward havebeen awareness discovered, of interesting forms colorrocks in approximately these shapes. By che time

andstep in of stonewill have
considerable

Using these five forms, Akizato then proceeds to combine them.
mathematically possible to get ten combinations by using two at a It is

These ten are illustrated here, with one pair showing a right and left ar-
time.

rangement. It is likewise possible to get

together; however, when three stones or more are combined, it is possible
eight combinations by using three

to put them together in more than one way, so

does not cover all the possibilities. As the number of stones in a group in-
that the illustration of trios

creases, the ways in which they can be arranged increases also;grouping of the entire five is illustrated. a single

By running through these combinations and then improvising new
ones, a novice will quickly arrive at a new appreciation of the infinite re-
sources of stone and the possibilities inherent in its

anced, harmonic relationships of great beauty. And when,
arrangement for bai

the realization that such to this is added

easy and simplified forms are almost never found
in actual gardens, some idea of the infinite resources of this art will be
comprehended.

To return to the story of the Tokugawa gardens, we must know that
formalism did not smother the life of the country without being protested.
From the beginning of the Tokugawa regime, there were individuals who,

in their life and work, stood out against the oppressive currents of con-
formity. As any attempt at political protest was quickly suppressed, these
endeavors took place mostly in literary and artistic fields. Certain parts of

the country, notably those belonging to the great daimyos who had been
conquered by leyasu and only submitted to force, never forgot that the To-

kugawas were usurpers. And as time went on a a slow public opinion grew up
that the Emperor should be restored to temporal power.

Leaders of this movement expressed their protests against the dominant
powers and conformity in guarded ways. One minor method was for them
to build their gardens in styles differing from the prevailing modes. Since

texture,
been taken.

MINIATURE GARDENS

nonconforming gardens usually came & scholars tobe known as literaryand literary men, the style of these lithe
zukuri, which was no style at all. men's style, or Bunjin-

One of the first men thus to protest was the poet, scholar, and tea man,
Ishikawa Jözan, who lived in the early part of the Tokugawa period. He
expressed his defiance of the formalism then beginning to restrict
ceremony by advocating the use of steeped tea instead of thethe teapowdered and

frothy beverage of the classical ceremonial. The steeped-tea school, known
as Sen-cha had, under Jözan, many followers. In the words of Dr. Harada"

this school "despised formalities and adored unteserved frankness in men
and art. In an easy, quiet leisurely way, its devotees sought to enjoy serene

quietness. In this, it is plain, they were attempting to get back to the feel-

ing that had inspired the original tea ceremonial.
Jözan built himself a small hermitage in the hills back of Kyoto, called

Shisen-do, where he spent the last forty years of his life. It became an object
of pilgrimage to other literary men and has remained a shrine to Jözan's
memory ever since. Today, the little house and garden have been converted
into a temple. This garden may be considerably changed from the way it
looked in Jözan's lifetime, but it still holds its feeling of informality and
nonconformity with any style. The house stands on a hillside, with a view

out through distant trees to the valley and the city spreading in it below.

No fences or other visible boundaries shut it away from the surrounding

hills, into which it blends easily and naturally. The level foreground near
the house is a stretch of white sand suggesting that the place 15 Zen tem-

ple; this sets of in a a pleasing way the background of hills, trees, and dis-
tant valley.

In one angle of the building is an arrangement of plants not like that

seen anywhere else. Large old azaleas grow into evergreen mounds which

are kept clipped into smooth, rounded contours suggesting miniature hills
and valleys. Above them rises a small stone pagoda two or or three feet high,
while

tiny arched bridge cut fromsingle stone spans the rill which flows
2 The Gardens of Japan.

leaders were
these nonconforming gardens usually came & scholars to

zukuri, which was no style
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around this area. The whole is a suggested picture of the
surround the hermitage. green hills

which

Another of the small literary men's gardens surviving in
of Rai Sanyo, a historian who lived near the end of the

Kyoto

He wrote guardedly against the regime in
Tokugawa

place of the Emperor in the nation's history and leaving the inference,
power, pointing out the

that his powers had been usurped. Rai Sanyo's house stood on the

the Kamo river, looking across the stream to the wooded folds of the East-
banks of

ern Hills, fading to misty blues on the north. His study he called the House
of Purple Mountains and Crystal Streams from the old tag

of the study is a tiny garden which he built; its chief feature today poetry. is a wide Back
of

depression, its walls lined with stones in which grow small ferns and moss.
In the bottom of this depression, reached by stone steps, iS an old wooden
wellhead brimming with water which induces a growth of emerald moss on

its ancient wood. Here, it is said, Rai Sanyo purified his body and spirit by
pouring many dippers full of the cold water over himself before beginning
his daily tasks.

is that

period.

true

clear

XVIL. Gardens and Flowers of the Modern

'HE great change which has taken place in Japan since the mid-
r 9th century has been, in reality, an explosion of the internal
forces which had been accumulating pressure during : long era.

For nearly two hundred and fifty years the country had been tightly shut
against foreign intercourse, and every effort had been made to keep Its In-

vernal conditions static and unchanging. This, of course, is an impossibility
in human affairs as events in Japan itself have proved. But the effort at

suppression had been like a closed steam vent, holding down the energies
of the people. By 1 854 a limit had been nearly reached, and the era
initiated by the Tokugawas had almost run its course. Forces within the na-

tion were moving rapidly and inevitably toward a change, movement

which was simply hastened to its logical conclusion by the coming of the
Westerners for the second time.

Chinese had not been barred from Japan, and a few Dutch traders had

been allowed to remain at Nagasaki, as as already mentioned. Through the
small door they kept open had dribbled a surprising amount of knowledge
of the West; a few Japanese scholars had taught themselves to read Dutch
books, and other books translated from European languages into the Chi-

nese also circulated. Many European inventions, particularly firearms,

found their way into the country.

From time to time during the closed period, various European powers
had attempted to reopen trade relations with the "hermit nation," but the

old fear of conquest by the West had repulsed them all. This fear had be-
come a deep-rooted obsession which, even today, has not fundamentally
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disappeared from the feeling of the people. It can be imagined,
with what consternation, in 1853, news swept over the nation that a Ao-

therefore,
tilla of foreign, armed "black ships" lay at anchor in

its commander demanding politely but firmly that a treaty of trade be
bay near Kamakura,

made between Japan and the United

into existence since the days of Leyasu. The smoking "black ships" went
States-a nation which had come

away for a year, and Japan had a chance to consider its helplessness as
nation which had remained in the feudal period while the world had

moved
into the modern

several ports were opened to foreigners.age. When the ships returned, the treaty was signed, and

These foreigners assumed, at first quite naturally, that the Shogunwas king. Only slowly, as

they discover the Emperor secluded in his palace language in Kyoto. and When his-
they became familiar with the

tory, did

they did, their insistence on dealing directly with him as the real
was one of the main, but indirect, causes of ruler

the Tokugawa downfall. The
end of the shogunate was simple yet dramatic. Keiki, last of

shoguns, was a man of high mind who realized, apparently better than
the Tokugawa

most of his countrymen, that a new day was at hand. When an
arose, he suddenly, without

opportunity
persuasion, handed back to the Emperor the

commission of generalissimo which had been given to his ancestor, leyasu,
two hundred and fifty years before.

A few of his followers would not accept this sudden end to their prestige

and power, and several brief battles were fought with the imperialist forces,

but there was no important struggle. Keiki 1S not a popular hero, for the
Japanese seldom admire a failure, even a glorious one. Yet, his act saved

the nation what might have been a period of strife with nearly fatal con-
sequences had it come at this critical time.

The very year of this resignation, 1868, the young Emperor Meiji
moved to the city of Edo which then was re-named Tokyo, or Eastern
Capital. The old city he left behind had been known for over a a thousand
years as simply The Capital-Miyako. In the new period it became Kyoto,
or Western Capital, for it was, and still is, one of the two head cities of the

GARDENS AND FLOWERS OF THE MODERN AGE
nation. To it, the Emperors return on the most impottant occasion of their
lives, the enthronement ceremonies.

There began then that remarkable period of change with the adoptionof foreign ideas which finds its best parallel in Japan's own history thirteen
hundred years before when the island nation was
with Chinese civilization. In both periods, thefirst coming in contact

only material things from abroad, swords and mirrors from the Tang;Japanese desited, at first,

and ships from the Victorian. At both times, however, it was found im-
guns

possible to take these and escape entirely the foreign ideology which had

produced them. Yet, though Chinese philosophy and art have deeply
affectedthe Japanese, they never became Chinese in spirit; likewise there

is no reason to assume they will ever become one of the Western nations in
personality even if, in time, they should be as deeply affected by Western

philosophy and art as they were by the Chinese. Any such time seems to
be far away, however, for, in spite of an outward appearance of Westerniza-
tion in the cities, Western philosophy, that is, the way in which Western-
ers think, has made almost no impression on the fundamental mind and

feeling of the people, nor has there yet been shown any noticeable ability
to create outstanding art in Western forms.

With the acceptance of the changed order, prejudice against Western-

ers disappeared, and there began a period of enthusiastic and wholesale
adoption of Western materialism, with houses and gardens among other

objects of curiosity. Most of these things were copied without understand-
ing of their use and in ignorance of what lay behind them. "Foreign style"
houses and gardens, as Dr. Tamura notes,' were frequently "wedged, as it
were, into spacious Japanese gardens." The two styles were kept so distinct
there seems hardly to have been a realization that Western parks and

parterres were really forms of the same craft the native landscape garden.as

A number of these early houses were designed by Dr. Conder himself

during the years when he was gathering the materials for his book on the

old daimyo gardens. Among other places, he designed one for Baron Mi-

1 Art of the Landscape Garden in Japan.
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tsui, head of the great concern which bears his

name, and for Baron

head of the vast Mitsubishi interests. For the latter he made a finecastle and another house around which were built
rose garden which are still maintained.

extensive
parterres

The Tudor castle was built in one of the old daimyo gardens inwhich was centered by an extensive tidal

Japanese manner by bringing in lake. This was improved in the
Tokyo

country, made possible through the extensive transportation facilities of the
many large stones from all over the

owners. The stones were placed around the lake in the old lavish
style and, as in earlier times, constituted a fine Kyoto
castle and much of the estate display of wealth. This

were totally destroyed by the
quake of 1923 but part of the lake with its great earth-

was afterward given to the rockwork was left. This part
city of Tokyo and has now been converted into

a public park, called Kiyosumi Koen. The rockwork is a fine
the survival of rock example of

artistry in the modern age. But it is here a copied art,
based on the study of old forms and not on any inspiration from a a new
period.

By the nineties, enough understanding of Western gardens had been
achieved for certain gardeners to conceive of fusing their details with the

native art. The best surviving example of this attempt, probably, is 1n the
imperial garden of of Shinjuku in Tokyo, which also was originally a daimyo
garden. In making this over, the broad lawns of the European gardens and

their wide, tree-shaded paths were superimposed on the old landscape out-

lines, while stone groups beside the path and occasional clipped shrubs and
trees were details from the Japanese side. The effect is not displeasing, for
it was done with artistic understanding.

Shinjuku is best known as the garden in which the Emperor holds an-
nually those two large parties, the cherry blossom and the chrysanthemum,

which were originally planned as entertainment for foreigners but are now
attended largely by Japanese. The cherry blossom party, like the long suc-
cession of such affairs which has preceded it, is held on a glorious spring day
when the petally pink masses of the flowering trees make incredible
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the blue sky. The chrysanthemum ANMODEDNDERNAGE

party is held on a mel-

warm and golden and the
anopies on afternoon in November, when the sun Situhold the last late glow of beauty.

gardche guests, who number thousands, wander about the paths of thewhich is so large that it never
immense estate

lawn and form two long lines with an avenue They be-
appears crowded

gather at last on a vast
Followed by his suite and her ladies, thethem.

+ween
the length of this lawn to where Emperor and Em-walk slowly up

press retreshment
out. When the imperial hosts are tables

have been set seated, the other

also take their places at tables set on the broad lawn.
guests

The chrysanthemums, which are the ostensible excuse for this
are displayed in small bamboo shelters which have been built at intervals

party,

along the path. These are quaint little structures with oilpaper roofs and
fronts. Chrysanthemums

open are grown almost entirely in pots in Japan;
only in a cottage dooryard or sometimes along the dykes of a rice field will

the plants be found sprawling on the ground. The imperial gardeners, like
thousands of amateurs and professionals all over the country, take great
pride in the beauty and variety of their chrysanthemum blossoms. But to
them sheer size is not so important as perfection of leaf and petal. Some

plants are grown as brilliant cascades of a thousand tiny blossoms; others
are trained into conical shrubs, like miniature Christmas trees, each little

flower on the end of a branchlet glowing like candle. Others again are

grown for single large blossoms, three plants in a pot, each of the three per-

fect in every way.

Another imperial garden in Tokyo, built in the Meiji period, carried
over interestingly into the modern the old tradition that garden plan-

age

ning was worthy of the attention of the most exalted personages. At the

same time it reveals the one way in which the West seems to to have influ-
enced. fundamentally, modern Japanese gardens; that is, by introducing

to them something of the West's own interest in plants and flowers for
their own sake. The way in which the Japanese had limited their interest.

in flowers to few like the "plum" and chrysanthemum which had received
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conventional Chinese endorsement and to the

spring associations is one of the striking features of their garden history.native cherry with its ancient

of the garden becomes very evident.But from the Meiji period onward, an interest in plants as an important part

This imperial garden, in which the trend is plain, is now called the

by the Emperor Meiji himself for the pleasure of his Empress. The unique
Inner Garden of Meiji Shrine. It was planned originally, it is said, partly

feature is that, while it makes use of landscape for a background, its purpose
is the glorification and display of a single flower, the
June, when this plant blooms, the Meiji iris garden becomes

water iris. In late

and breath-taking river of flowers, flowing in a rolling purple flood down a
a gorgeous

small green valley.

There must have been a natural little valley once where the garden isnow, with
small streamlet wandering through it. To prepare it for the iris

flowers, its sloping banks were planted with Japanese maples whose delicate
lacy foliage, bright green in June, makes a perfect frame for the flowers.
Using the technique of rice field terracing, the stream was broadened and

flattened by creating a series of shallow water terraces, each supported by a
dyke of small poles driven into the ground endways. Each terrace is about

thirty feet across, as long as the contour permits, and few inches lower

than the one preceding it. The succession of these terraces forms a broad,

shallow flow of water which meanders in graceful curves down the valley,

never straightening, nor yet turning for any but an apparently natural
reason. Halfway up its length the valley bends abruptly, so that its full
length cannot be seen except from a a rustic summer houses which has been

built on a height beside the curve.
The banks of the stream are sodded, and a path follows along the

rustic bridge. It is made in thewater's edge, crossing the stream on a

ancient zigzag fashion called the "Eight Plank" style, in which the ends
of the boards are laid side by side on the support in midstream, not end to

end in a straight line. The iris clumps grow close enough to appear a solid
mass of color at a a short distance, but the shadowed surface of the water
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Ishikawa Jozen, 4 protestant against conformity in the early Toku-

gawa period, built this small garden around his house in the hills

back of Kyoto. It follows no rules of form-4 characteristic of these
Huge old azaleas clipped into rounded

small pagoda simulate mountains.

Tourist Industry.)

"literary men's gardens."
contours and crowned by a

(Photo from Board of



Water lilies in the garden of Heian shrine show the new interest m

growing flowers, now widespread in Japan. It is, perhaps, the one
influenced Japanes

way in which the West has fundamentally

gardening. The rounded stepping stones in the background we the
foundation stones which once supported one of Kyoto's old bridges.
(Photo from Kyoto Municipal Office.)
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between them is revealed closer at hand. Every available color

in happy confusion, from palest lavender and violet through
of this Hower

grows here

purple with linings of pure gold. There is even a pink and maroon,deep
while an occasional pure white plant 1S like a fleck of foam on the flood.
Crossing the bridge, we stand knee deep in the gorgeous stream of color.

Indicating likewise the new interest in flowers 1S the waterlily pond
which is part of this garden. The iris stream flows into a small lake given

the growing of Nympheas. These Western flowers are cultivatedover to

here with skill and artistry. Each plant 15 is given the large area of lake sur-
face it needs for perfect development, so that the broad pond is covered by
the immense polka dots of pads and Howers made up of separate plants,different color.

each one

Private gardens were made in the new era, as they always have been,
by the men who had risen to wealth and power through control of the
forces dominant in that era. In the modern age such men are the merchant

princes who have become wealthy through finance, foreign trade, and
manufacturing. As in the rising days of Ko no Moronao, who, it will be

recalled, brought cherries from Yoshino and rocks from distant provinces

for his garden in Kyoto, there is today a disposition for such newly success-

ful men to bring into their garden items of sentimental or historic interest.
An old stone lantern or water basin, a round rock which has served as the

foundation under a temple pillar, a tea room that belonged to some master,
or even larger buildings of historic association may become the chief treas-
ure of a garden. In recent years it has been popular fad to move ancient
farmhouses from their native fields to Tokyo estates. The garden around
these architectural treasures is designed to show them off in the best and
most appropriate way and is of secondary interest to the building itself.

Perhaps the most notable of such collections is the group of buildings
which has been moved to the spaciousYokohama sure of Me. Han. His
oldest building is to Nara and the 8th century. An-a pagoda dating back

other treasure 1s a chapel built at Kamakura in its heyday. There Is a pa-
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vilion which was part of Hideyoshi's Juraku-tei, the Palace of Pleasure,
another from his Fushimi Castle. Still another pavilion came fromCastle where it was constructed for the third Tokugawa shogun.

and

have been placed in appropriate situations and given surroundings
Nijo

All these
ing with their style and feeling. in keep-

period we must returnBut for the truest development in Japanese gardening in the modern
to Kyoto, the old city which throughout the

has gone its immemorial way, a way whose
Heian court on a Tang model, which pattern was laid down by the

years

vigor, given depth and meaning by Zen thought, and finally, was
was strengthened by the warrior's

ated by the tea ritual. Kyoto still clings to old forms and ceremonies, pre-
perpetu-

fers restraint, subdued colors, and subtly balanced occult forms to mote
showy ways, loves nature and its ancient beauties, and is still
swayed by modern fancies and foreign fads.

largely un-

When the Emperor Meiji left the town where his forebears had lived
for over a a thousand years, it seemed destined to become a city of the
old and proud and in time-shabby. But once again those canons of taste

past,

formulated by the aristocrats exerted their subtle influence on the rising
nouveau riche.

"Kyoto taste" which 1S now the taste of the whole city is
today the final term of excellence anywhere in Japan, a synonym for all that
is best in design and craftsmanship. Things made in Kyoto's studios and
handicraft shops, its kilns and looms, the textile designs worked out by

Kyoto artists and applied in the city's dye vats are eagerly bought by the
whole country. The town has thus achieved a new and solid prosperity on

the foundation of its old ways and has grown today to greater size than ever
before. Every traveler, native and foreign, visits it if possible, going away
influenced by its ancient beauties and leaving behind substantial sums.

As 1894 approached, when the city would be eleven centuries old, it
to mark the date. Thewas felt that something appropriate should be done
had caused the

capital
Emperor Kwammu, that active and able ruler who

to be removed from priest-ridden Nara, had never been properly honored
by the town he founded. It was decided, therefore, to build

shrinegreat

GARDENS AND FLOWERS OF THE MODERN AGEspirit, a shrine constructed in
to hishad been the finest building in his capital, Heian-kyo. The annual festivalthe form of the Hall of State which

of this shrine was inaugurated that year as a splendid pageant through the
streets so that people lining them might see again, for one brief afternoon,
some of the stately processions that have taken place in them down the
centuries. Annually on this day, Heian courtiers ride as on that New
Year's morning in 794 when they first paid their
the new palace; Nobunaga and Hideyoshi with

respects to Kwammu in

their glittering trains passthrough the streets; a Tokugawa daimyo is carried in his palanquin, enroute
to Edoand the Shogun, and the imperial forces which aided the great res-
toration of Meiji march once more.

Kwammu's great Hall of State whither they are bound is called Heian
Shrine, and is, as nearly as possible, a reproduction of the enthronement
hall in the City of Peace and Tranquillity. It is a lofty structure on a stone
foundation, its red-lacquered pillars upholding complicated Chinese eaves

and blue-green rooftiles crowned by formalized golden dolphins. On either
side of the main hall stretch arcaded wings ending in ornate little end-

pavilions. In front, a stately two-storied gateway incloses the broad, graveled

The original Heian palace had had no place beside it for a large garden,
it will be recalled, but Shinsen-en lay just outside the inclosure. Heian

Shrine, however, has a garden around three sides of it. Unfortunately, no
attempt has been made in this garden, as with the building, to reproduce a
Heian landscape. The only thing this modern one has in common with
those of Heian is a large lake, large enough to float dragon-headed boats
were it ever desired. This is not done, but, instead, the garden is given

over to strolling with the new interest in flowers strongly predominant.
The ground around the lake is landscaped in naturalistic Japanese

fashion, with winding paths, shrubbery, trees, and occasional rocks. Stones
are used because they are part of the traditional formula but no longer do
they carry significance not even much interest; they are now only a decora-

tive detail. A touch of the historical sentiment sopopular in modern gardens

forecourt.
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is introduced by a row of rounded stepping stones
CARDENS

the lake. They are old, circular, foundation rocks whichcrossing a Cornes

one of the city's main bridges, now rebuilt with steel and
ofonce

other part of the lake is crossed by
long, roofed bridge which

nese cupola in the center. Seen across the water, this
of the way the end-pavilions must have looked

structure is

Heian lakes. overhanging the waters of

But it is the flowers in this garden which the crowds come oftenest
see, for at almost every season the traditional blossoms may be found.

to

Earliest of these are the snow-flowers, for snow is regarded as part of the
cycle of blossoms. It clings like white petals bursting from the bare
while fluffy masses on broadleaved evergreens seem

stems.

to be sudden massesof white bloom.

Sometimes the waxen blossoms of the Japanese apricot

a late snow, for this tree is the earliest to bloom and is called, in conse-
appear through

quence, the"elder brother" of the other flowers. Its hardihood, joined to
its delicate refinement, early caused the Chinese to regard it as the symbol
of the superior man, and its fragrance to be likened to the influence of such

a man, touching all who come near. It is the only flower scent the Japanese
ever mention or seem to be aware of.

Not long after the snow-flowers have melted, the trees look as if they

had again caught a fall of snow, but this time of palest pink. The cherries
of Heian garden are today the finest in the old capital. Masses of bloom on

the Yoshino variety of tree crowd the branches like an old-fashioned
feather boa; these tall trees grow around the lake and are hung at night

with soft pink silk lanterns and flooded by hidden lights which throw them
into cameo relief against the dark sky. They are doubled in the polished
black onyx of the water, a vision of enchanting loveliness.

Near the main hall of Heian Shrine stands row of the weeping va-

riety of cherry tree, their small, bright flowers strung tightly on pendant
branches which seem to flow downward like a fountain of delicate color.

Sometimes the branches seem to have caught a storm of pink confetti
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supported
concreteConcrete. An-

holds. Chi-

suggestive

DENSCARDENS
GARDE
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Autters gently, bit by bit, to the pool of fallen petals on the
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which

The fresh new foliage of spring 1S is regarded also as part of the
ground.

in
Japan, and people go out Co see and enjoy it as they do blossoms.

Hower
cycle

distance, the buds of the pendant willows are like blossoms.

like freshly carved jade. The
are like fine and delicatetiny hand-likegreen haze and,aremaple laceand oftenleaves of the

in spring as they will be again eight months later.
asbrighaly

But the colored
and glow more softly; they are pinky apricot and spring colors ate

warmer

of the sharp gold and scarlet of autumn.
terra-cotto instead

Camellias are a a spring and winter flower too but are never grown in :
pleasure garden, unless it be that of a modern skeptic who plants

up-to-date hobby. The older kinds of camellia flowers usually
improvedvarieties as an

fall from the branch while still fresh and perfect. This fact was long ago
seized on by Buddhist priests to illustrate their preachments that in the

midst of life we are in death. The Japanese, who love life and gaiety, do not

want to be reminded of death, hence the camellia is found only in temple
gardens. But in them the trees often grow very old and large, sometimes

forty feet high or more, or, as spreading old shrubs, cover an area many teet

Azaleas of all varieties are planted in Heian Shrine garden, as every.

where else. They are grown, however, not for their flowers, but for their
adaptable green forms and ability to withstand clipping and adverse condi-

tions. For most of the year they contribute demurely to the atmosphere of

green peace and quiet whichpervades the Japanese garden, until, suddenly,
in May, they break their bonds and become rowdy floral ragamuffins,green

rioting in flaming scarlet, magenta, and crimson. The Japanese people,
who themselves like to throw off restraint once a year and go on a little

binge under the cherry trees, hide their smiles behind their sleeves and en-
Joy secretly the brief period of gaudiness, forgetting for the moment their

traditional and browns in the
disapproval of all but quiet greys, greens,

garden.

The intoxication which
proletariat openly enjoys the sensation of color

At
nearch

Japanese

wide.
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the azaleas bring and goes annually to the hillside

waterworks in Kyoto, which has been solidly planted with
around the

Here, with babies and

paper, forgetting the necessity of being politely decorous and
baskets, they joyously scatter orange peel and

these

In the garden of Heian Shrine, the azaleas have ba conventional.both roles, that of
seem to

green background and for bright color; planted in

are more of them and better massed for color effects across the lake than
certainly there

mere background would require.
Visitors to Kyoto are told of a

which the blooming azaleas garden which existed some years ago inwere used
only the white ones to enhance a classical setting;were planted. These but

stream bed, so that, when the flowers opened, their bloom seemed to be
grew along a dry cascade and

foaming and tumbling masses of water among the cascade rocks.

In May also comes the wisteria blossom, a native flower which can be
found growing In wild purple masses on the walls of quiet green canyons.
From this Aower-the fuji came the name of the Fujiwara family
synonymous for centuries with aristocratic nobility. In Nara the shrine to
the deity-ancestor of this family stands in an ancient park where Wisteria

vines lift huge, gnarled trunks into old pines and tall cryptomerias to hang
out banners of purple bloom in spring.

The wisteria is usually cultivated on trellises built out along the edge
of ponds; sometimes it forms a roof over small platforms overhanging the
pond, where tea is served. The length of the wisteria streamers from such a

roof may be as much as six feet but usually it is nearer three. The dowers

hang overhead in pendant lines which sway 1n unison with the breeze.
Seated on such a platform we seem to be floating under Aoral canopy,

with big black bumblebees roaring softly in it while the swaying flowers
swing back and forth, back and forth, in a rhythmic, intoxicated trance.

Midsummer finds the garden luxuriantly green and pulsing under the
heavy tropical beat of the sun. The cicadas, true voice of summer in the
Far East, shrill in earsplitting complaint as the sun mounts. On these tor-
rid days the flower lover rises early in the fresh dawn to see what the night
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brought to his morning glories. Usually this
*DERNMODEN

Hower is AGP
has but it may be found making a tangle of
forcing

Raising morning glories in pots is a hobby of rich and
glorious color

grown in pots for
In

doorways; -ottage
the poor can afford a few seeds and room

even for pots. poor alike,
for

made to produce a few magnificent blossoms Pot -grown plants pbemayor a plant may be induced to shoot its entire forceeight or ten inches
across;

with a floral broadside of bloom that completely covers it. Such a dis-in a single morn-
ing

lasting a few hours, is considered well
play,
needed to produce it. Shows of such

worth the weeks of effort

flowers are held in cool summer dawns,the proud growers displaying their great velvety blossoms in rows
shelves. The flowers may be in plain colors or

set on

red-covered rimmed and

throated or shot with white; there are tones of deep royal purple, light,
blue, rich sapphire, palest pink, snowy white, gorgeous crimson, andazure

even the brownish color of tea.

In midsummer, too, the lotus blooms, but these flowers, like the ca-

mellia, are seen only in temple gardens because of their association with

death. Artists and laymen alike, however, love the great blue-green waxen

leaf-bowls with the inevitable crystal ball of dew rolling around in them.
Esthetes used to go out early to the lotus ponds to hear, as they thought, the
slight pop made by the opening lotus buds until,few years ago, a group
of scientists took gleefully to the role of iconoclast and maintained that the

pops could only be made by frogs leaping into the water since the lotus buds

are not sealed. On this, the country seethed with dissension, and to settle
the point a large national newspaper arranged a nation -wide radio hookup,
settingmicrophone inlotus pond with mechanism to magnify sounds
five hundred times. The whole nation listened in breathlessly on the ap-
pointed morning but heard only the papery rustle of the stiff petals unfold-
ing in the dawn.

September is a month of spent quiet after the heat, when the insect
chorus begins to wane. Viewing the moon, not blossoms, is the traditional

pastime of this season, with only small, late-summer wild flowers on the
Aoral called the

calendar These, first grouped and named in China, are
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the seventh is a grass. It is a a species of pampas grass which lifts its sparse
"Seven Grasses of Autumn," but six of them are little wild flowers and only

plume In every swampy spot. Seen against the full harvest moon,
plume becomes the recognized symbol of early autumn in poems and

this
pictures.

while every littleIn November comes the burst of Alaming foliage, maple and sumach,town or big city park holds its chrysanthemum

This is the second most favored season for outings, a last moment New Year of mellow must
show.

relaxation outdoors before fevered preparations for the
begin.

For the New Year season, the "Three

bamboo, and "plum," are the Friends of Winter,"
favored decorations. They are

pine,

in tubs on either side of the outer gateway. Huge segments of giant green
usually arranged

bamboo, sliced obliquely to form a decorative white oval or rim are used as
support for branches of the pine and plum. While the latter is not in bloom
on the modern date for the New Year, its message of hardihood and
life is carried in old lichens on its bare branches.

long

The sentimental regard which all the nation feels for Kyoto joined to
its ancient beauties of "purple mountains and crystal streams" have made
it the most favored spot in the nation for villas of the successful. At the foot

of the Eastern Hills, where for a millenium were built temples and hermit-
ages, are today many fine estates, show places of the wealthy. Most of the

owners' names are new, but at least one, that of Marquis Hosokawa, is
familiar to history. The green hills behind these estates are as charming to-
day as ever they were down the centuries, and now their views are often

pricked by the roof of an old pagoda or temple rising above the trees.
Many of the modern estates were started about the turn of this century

when real-estate developments in this district followed the building of

tunnel through the hills which brought unlimited water from Lake
Biwa.

About the same time, Nanzenji monastery sold off part of the land which
had once been occupied by its subtemples. The finest of the estates now
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former temple which gives favor to the estate. The
occasionally pre-

plentiful supply of water from Lake Biwa, rushing through the cascades andof these states, is one of their special features. Noticeable
streams

their generous size of two or three acres, as compared to the gardens builttoo, is

in Kyoto for long before. During the Tokugawa period these older gardens
had been limited in size by the resources of the privileged few who had

allowed to construct gardens. When business men could put theirbeen

money into estates, size immediately became : feature once more as it had
been, for instance, in the days of Prince Katsura.

The best of these Kyoto estates seem to have been made by one man,
Ogawa Jihei, a garden craftsman and designer who is is the most recent out-

standing figure in that long line which stems from Michiko, the Ugly
Artisan of Korea. For seven generations the Ogawa family has had its gar-

den building establishment on the site where it stands today, and for

something over two hundred years its members have been making gardens
in Kyoto for court nobles, daimyos, temples, and shrines. The Ogawa estab-

lishment occupies a generous bit of land with the family residence in one cor-
ner; the place is shaded by tall trees and piled with rocks and stone lanterns

which gather moss until such time as a purchaser shall be found. Plants are
not raised here, however, but left to the nurserymen who have their estab-

lishments on the edge of the city.
Ogawa Jihei was born about the time of the great change of Meiji, and

growing up in its quickening decades, was filled with its new spirit. He
threw off the conventions and rules which had hampered his craft for so

long, but being a true son of Kyoto, he never became deeply interested in
the new "foreign style"gardens, never copied them, and was never directly

influenced by them.

Nevertheless, changing times brought changing architectural sykes

and changed modes of living. Men
while they might

of the modern age,

not wish a "foreign style"garden, desired their estate to provide the set-
ting for modern life, influenced as it is by various contacts with the West.
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Thus, the new estates usually have somewhere about them

well hidden, not simply to copy the Western lawn, but as a place wherea wide lawn,
large garden parties may be held, like those
America in

There are entrance forecourts for two and three-car
given for the Garden Club of1935.

garages and often service gardens for growing vegetables and flowers
ting. These modern features, however, are all hidden from for cut-

which remains a landscape picture in the traditional fashion, using woods
the main garden

and water, hills and streams as its pattern.

In laying out these estates, Ogawa functioned not only as the con-
tractor but frequently as the designer also. Yet, in a few gardens the old
tradition of the gentleman planner lingers, and they are said to be the work
of their owners. The individuality of these owners is evident, even, some.
times, to lapses in taste, though these lapses are less frequent in Kyoto with
its old permeating "tea taste"than elsewhere. Some owners have created
grand and impressive show places, typical expressions of the nouveau riche;

others reveal a finer and more intimate understanding of garden artistry. As
a rule, the men who have planned their own gardens are those who have

cultivated an interest in the tea ceremony and been influenced by its canons
of quiet simplicity.

Yet, however much the owners may have planned, overlying their per-
sonality is Ogawa's hand, for he did the actual work, and his technique

could not but be everywhere evident. Often he planned the entire garden

from bare hillside to finished landscape. After these places were finished.

they were generally left under his supervision, so that some of them show
the accumulated effects of his attention for over thirty years.

An Ogawa garden may almost always be identified by its plants; their

freshness and variety and the way in which they become an important fac-
tor in the garden's interest is outstanding.

"In the old days only certain plants were allowed in the garden and

these in certain places," he told me when I interviewed him in 1931, about
sat in the small officeyear before his sudden death. My interpreter and I

where he received his clients, a rustic Japanese cottage in the grounds of his
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establishment, surrounded by the mossy stones and lanterns, and shaded by
old trees.

"But,"
he continued, "I decided there was no reason why any plant

should not be used, even a foreign one, provided it was harmonious with its

surroundings.'

Holding this opinion, he abandoned also the Tokugawa style of clip-
ping trees and shrubs into grotesque "arty" shapes, as seen in Conder's pho-
tographs. Nor do his gardens hold those highly trained little pine trees,
forced into stilted forms of agedness, which were so popular with an older

generation. He did not, however, abandon the vigorous pruning and thin-
ning by which Japanese garden is is kept always within the bounds of its
original proportions. Unless neglected, these gardens are never allowed to
become oversized and stuffy with growth. But pruning nowadays is directed

toward obtaining the most graceful natural form of the plant--not neces-

sarily, or even usually, a symmetrical form--or toward keeping the plants in

their relative place in the composition. The clarity of line which results from

such vigorous cutting back is one of the most conspicuous attributes of a

Japanese as compared to Western naturalistic garden. The latter often

seems frowzy in contrast; the Japanese garden, like a well-groomed woman,
is never hairy or unkempt, no matter how informal and natural it may be.

While staying close to the traditional landscape pattern, yet freed from

constricting Tokugawa conventions, the best of modern Kyoto garden art
has turned back in the old, and apparently inevitable, way to naturalism.

Gone are the spiritual qualities of the esoteric gardens, and vanished is the

soaring artistry of the painting gardens. But there remain today, apparently
the ancient love of nature and its beauties and the desire toas strong as ever,

have them close.

This feeling and the forms which are its expression survived the To-
kugawa centuries because of the tea ceremonial. Or perhaps it 1t would be
more accurate to say that cha no yu survived because of this feeling. Which-
ever the case, the tea ritual still clings outwardly to its tenets of rustic sim-
plicity, although, inwardly, real simplicity and naturalnes have too ofren
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become a travesty of themselves.

the gentlemanly warriors turned for something to do to the tea ceremony,
During the long centuries of peace, when

the precepts of Rikyù were minutely studied, codified, and set

and fast rules. Following these rules became an end in itself, not the means
into hard

cated and expensive that only the well-to-do could hope to possess them.
to an end. The tea room and the tea garden became something so compli-

with many other items which anBeautiful wood, exquisite joinery, fine artcraft in woven red ceilings, along

of the modern tea room. It is said that a small tea cottage will often cost al-

outsider might never notice, are required

most as much as the mansion on an estate.

In the modern period the tea ritual has

naissance of popularity until today it come to have a tremendous re-

before. No girl but must take is more widely practiced than ever
lessons if she is to be considered at all a fin-

ished young lady, and every adult of either sex with anyold culture must be able to take pretentions to the
part in a ceremonial

who study it usually do
when required. Men

so very seriously and often professionally as do men

who study music in the West. Yet, of all the thousands who perform the rite
today few, one ventures to believe, have much idea of its
and deeper significance. Study of it

original meaning
covers the ritual movements and some

knowledge of its canons of taste. Those few persons who are capable of dis-
covering more in it are probably the same few who have always found its
deeper meaning. Yet, it has been this very study by the many, no doubt,

which in the end has widely perpetuated its tastes and given it the influence
which it exercises today. "Tea taste" is still the standard by which Kyoto
measures the good and bad in design and craftsmanship.

Tea influence may be seen in many phases of modern life. In domestic
architecture, for instance, interior woodwork remains in its natural state,

unpainted, as in the tea room; plastered walls are left the color of the natural
sand; paper on the dividing screens is either plain white or shadowed with

diaphanous designs in silver or powdery gold. In ceramics the most artistic
pottery is held to be that crudely fashioned in cottage style and finished in
rough glazes and dull colors. Practice of the tea ritual has probably increased
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ceremoniousness of manner and lent

slow,

way in which the ritual has been minutely prescribed and fol-
careful grace to women's hands.

Mentally, the

lowed, leaving almost nothing to individual interpretation, has probably
contributed much to that tendency toward regimentation, so noticeable to

one remaining long in Japan.
The influence of the ceremony on gardening has been as pronounced

as on architecture. Little home gardens all partake in some degree of the
tea garden'squalities, possessing the same feeling of seclusion and privacy,
the same atmosphere of quiet greenness. Stepping stones appear often and

the water basin and stone lantern are frequently present.
House lots in Japan are usually quite small, So that even residences of

the better class have, as a rule, but little ground around them. The houses

are placed so that the ground left for the garden is all on the side overlooked
by the living room, usually the south side, which is sunny in winter and
coolest in summer. In good weather the sliding doors are pushed widely

back, and it is but a step down from the house into the garden. Around such

property there 1S usually a wall several feet high and often topped by
hedge. The section opposite the living room is usually developed by by piling
soil from the house excavation against it to make a small slope, a rudi-

mentary hillock which forms the basis for naturalistic planting. Tres and

shrubs grown in this slope more or less conceal its small size and increase

privacy. They are never allowed to become so large as to crowd each other or

shade the house unduly. In the narrow, sunny space left between the slope
and the house, a winding path of stepping stones is usually placed and, for
accent, in a a curve of the slope, a stone water basin and lantern. Appropriate

planting frames these objects, moss and ferns around the basin,
lacy shrub

partly veiling the stone lantern.
The modest little house which cannot afford : wall and stone orna-

of land outside its door uses
high

ments and has only few square feet this fence usually

fence to secure privacy. Though often of plain boards,
manages to be artistic by having its boards placed alternately on

opposite

sides of the horizontal supports and chatted to remove glaring newness. Or,
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mossy around its posts. The ground so inclosed usually holds oneif planed smooth, the wood may be left to weather to a soft grey and becomehalf-buried rocks framed

a few larger shrubs complete the setting. Even inby ferns and low shrubs. In the corners a tree and
or two

such
is the tea atmosphere of quiet greenness. modest place there

for the tea ceremonial if desired. This room usually opens into a corner of
Homes of the better class will often have one room which can be used

the garden set apart from the rest by

veloped in rather more direct tea fashion with its own stone basin, lantern,
hedge or small bamboo fence and de-

and green plants.

The detached tea house and its

surrounding garden is to be found only
the large estates where space and expense need not be considered. Under

conditions the presence of several of these tea places--and some-
three or even four-can only be regarded as

ing off wealth. While many tea room owners, no doubt,
pleasure from them, one has the feeling that others are

because it 1S the proper thing to have them as an item in the cultural show
window.

The little tea gardens around the tea houses on an estate are usually
quite charming iN their sophisticated simplicity. Since Rikyü's day, how-
ever, they have acquired a number of features which the earlier gardens did

not have. One item is a covered waiting bench or summer house placed near

the garden entrance, where guests may sit until called into the tea room.

Near this there used to be built a privy, but after a while the practical pur-
pose of this building was neglected and for long it was included only as an
ornament. Humor, however, has asserted itself and such buildings are now
seldom seen.

Another feature from the Tokugawa period is the division of the garden
into two parts symbolizing the nearer and more distant portions of the path
which led, by convention, to the retreat in the hills. A light gate of woven
bamboo usually marks the division between these two parts. The outer por-
tion is the transition area, while the inner portion is more simple, intended

on

modern

times there are

inused. One

way of show-

get sincere use and

frequently owned

GARDENS AND FLOWERS OF THE MODERN AGE
to suggest the distant wildness of the mountain path as It approached the
hut In the hills.

The interest in antique things also finds expression invin Wealthy collectors,when they can upon meter being mole the a tea apartme garden.adgurdens antiques andold master areo deir canether ingarden Kyoto
being indestateCo conducts

the stone basin of its tea garden through a rill cut in
which was dug up near Nara. The rock is believed to have been part of:

the edge of an old rock

water to
prehistoric sake press.

Within its extremely limited pattern, infinite ingenuity is used to make
the tea garden different and pleasing. An example of this and of Ogawa's
unconventional use of plants is found in the tea garden on the Ichida estate

in Kyoto, regarded as one of the finest in the old capital. A small stream of
water flowing along the border of the tea garden has its banks deeply over-

grown with moss, while pushing up through this are short rushes of the

"horsetail" type. Their slender, parallel, green stems marching beside the
flowing stream suggests vividly the atmosphere of a natural watercourse.

Simulating "Hood control" on the little stream are long tubular baskets

filled with stones, just like those which on a very large scale ate laid along
the margin of rivers, taking the place of the sacks filled with sand which

the West uses, but infinitely more picturesque.

In addition to the tea house and its garden, the modern estate usually

includes several special parts as previously mentioned. A forecourt takes care

of entrances and exits, leaving the rest of the garden entirely private. One
of the most attractive of these forecourts was made by Ogawa for Mr.

Inabata. This estate like most others is inclosed bywall made of natural

stones and topped byhedge. The main gate into the forecourt is made of
fine polished woods, with a roof and solid doors. A wide central entrance
admits automobiles, while small flanking entrances are used by pedestrians.
The ground of the forecourt is covered with finegravel and bordered with

well-trimmed shrubberynaturalistic groupings. The garage an incon-in

spicuous building at one side.
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Flowing directly across the forecourt is a small stream which
the generous amount of water which flows through the carriec of

cross this on a bridge in order to reach the front door of the
estate. One

Must

having this stream cross the forecourt an extra touch of interest ; residence. In

Modern estates are stroll gardens, their various parts reached
is added.

ing path which circles through them. On the Inabata
wanders through

landscape garden lying in front of the house with a pool
and cascade, then leads up a hillside which serves as it background. I

this woodland stroll the path crosses the incoming stream as it dashes down

During

the hillside to the pool below. Sometimes the path becomes a series of broad
steps, each upheld by a segment of tree trunk. Lichens have found a foot-

golden shafts through the tallhold on the tree bark, and little trees ferns overhead, grow in lighting the corners. up Sunlight the glossy falls leaves 10
of lower shrubs. The path comes out at the top of the hill onto a lawn used

From here a wide view of the valley may be obtained, for this hillside

is really a spur of the Eastern Hills. The roofs of old Nanzenji monastery rise
near at hand with the folds of the hills receding beyond. It is is a view to de-

light a Western person who might be a guest at party on this lawn and

quite different from the Japanese view upward against the hillside which
forms the background for the landscape garden below.

On the Ichida estate the party lawn possesses an interesting detail in

the way two paths cross each other. Instead of making a mere right angle,

they run together for a few feet, then separate again, making a pattern like

two Y's laid stem to step. An unusual detail on Mr. Nomura's estate is
private no stage built in the classical style for presentations of this special

type of Japanese entertainment.

If we continue on the path through the modern estate, we usually come
to the service garden, where flowers and vegetables

for use.
are grown

This is an entirely Western idea but on these estates it is often carried out in
beds are raised

an original manner. On the Inabata place, the geometrical
behind inclosing curbs of small logs driven closely together into the ground.
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for entertainments.

by follow.
estate the

path

Masses of the Yoshino variety of cherry

shrine garden, making the finest display in the oldshore in Heian

capital. A roofed bridge crossing the lake suggests,
the end-pavilions of Heian mansions may

Municipal Office.)
days. (Photo from Kyoto

bloom crowd the lake

perhaps, how

have looked in early



The garden-making establishment of the Ögawa family has OCCH-
pied the same site in Kyoto for over two hundred years. The place

is shaded by old trees and piled with fine rocks and stone lanterns
which gather moss until such time as a purchaser may take them

away. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)

The tea cottage in Mr. Hirai's garden in Kyoto is typical of many. Made out of beantiful woods

with exquisite joinery, it still suggests the pattern of a retreat in the bills. (Photo by Oka-
moto Toyo.)

rustic



The garden of Mr. Watanabe's villa in Kyoto occupies a compara-

tively small space. Earth piled up along the outer boundaries forms
Behind itand shrubs.a suggested bill slope in which grow trees

around the foot of theshow the distant hills. A tiny pond curves

slope, while between it and the pond is a path of stepping stones set
garden was but a few

in gravel and framed in low azaleas. This by

months old at the time the picture was taken. (Photo

Okamoto Toyo.)

Water is conducted to the band-washing basin of one of Koyoto's
stone dug up near Nara and believedtrough in

of a prehistoric sake press. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)

tea gardens by

to be part



A touch of adventure is given to the walk around the Ichida garden
corner of

by having the path go on stepping stones right under
overhangs the water of the lake. (Photo by

move it into the
thisindicate

the house where it

Okamoto Toyo.)

The large lake on the Nomura estate holds a boat and boashowse,
sometimes used for the tea ceremonial. The large stone in the the fore-

ground was broken into several pieces in ordercracks now
reassembled. Onlysmall

garden, then

adventure. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)



In Marquis Hosokawa's garden in Kyoto, a brook flows out of the
down past, the doorstep, must begarden.

in order to reach the rest of the
pond in the rear and, curving

crossed on stepping stones

(Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)

The last garden made by Ogawa Hibei is in the grounds of the
Miyako Hotel in Kyoto. This part of it, facing small Japaneseto mat-

cottage, forms a modest garden picture showing the retum
uralism in the placement of its stones.
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needs extra water it is lifted from

handle as long as a rake, and poured on the beds.
garden on the Ichida estate, in addition to its

what might be called a Japanese service garden. In one
paddy field in which a few sheaves of rice are

AGE

paths;

with s

beds

cornerienet is a

grown each

This is the same garden in the grounds of the Miyako Hotel during its construction by Ogauas
men; note the same three-cornered stone in the lower right of both photographs. In spite of the

here shows that garden
apparent simplicity of the finished garden, the size of the stones as revealed

making of this kind is not simple. (Photo by Okamoto Toyo.)

ODENS AND FLOWERS THr
runnelneL of water flows down the center of the
• garden needs extra water it is lifted from these

havinghandle as long as a rake, and poured on the beds.
garden on the Ichida estate, in addition to its

what might be called a Japanese service garden. In one
flower

paddy field in which a few sheaves of rice are

bordered by must iris be, which for atmosphere. A path on the dye through this season tea
flourish in the swampy ground, while an old wis-15

tia covers an arbor. In one corner lotus is grown for its edible roots and
seeds, as it is in many country wet-fields. A little farm hut with

root and brown mud-plastered walls gives point to the farm atmosphere.

thatched

Beside it is a huge old water wheel slowly turning. Inside the but this

wheel moves an old fashioned rice polishing pestle which thumps slowly up
and down in its bin of golden grain. The dripping, old wheel, slowly turn-

ing behind the trees becomes a romantic part of the outlook from the main
landscape garden just beyond the service garden.

A landscape picture 1S, of course, the main feature of private garden.

It is always arranged to form an outlook from the house, bringing the two
intimately together. Some of these landscapes are large and formal, made up
of a spacious lake, a cascade, and hills in the background. Others are more
intimate, with a little stream and pool coming down into the foreground.

An example of each is found in the Ichida estate, which is really double

garden. The best view of the lake is obtained from a corner of the house

which overhangs the water or from a small summer house at the lower end
of the garden. From here the lake stretches up to the foot of a cascade which

Hills behind. The flow of theseems to flow down from the green Eastern
water itself is here of chief interest, not the rocks which form the cascade;

indeed, they are almost concealed by planting. The water gides in a high.

fall directly into the pool, while a branch of a maple tree, in traditional
fashion, extends half across it. All around the lake the planting is of in-

terest. gay with azaleas in May and bright with berried shrubs in winter.beside some of the

In autumn tall reeds push up through the pond water

285
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on a secluded bank the small wild flowers of Sep-

touch of adventure is given to a walk through the garden by the path taking
the house overhangs the pond, a

high enough to walk under, the foorto stepping stones in the lake, laid under the overhanging corner. It is quite
a stone in the water. The stone wall which holds thesupported by a stout pillar resting

the house has small plants growing in its shadowy crevices.
embankment undes

A modern lake quite large enough for boating in the old manner is on
the Nomura estate. There is, indeed, a boathouse on the farther shore witha barge moored under it, but this is not one

old Heian style. Instead, it holds on its deck an inclosed room, shut away

of the dragon-headed boats in

ceremony can be held if de-

moonlight nights the boat is poled out into the middle
and used for moon-viewing parties. Around this large lake, some

of the stones are so immense it was impossible to transport them intact, so
they were broken and reassembled in the garden. One very large one now
shows only a few cracks as evidence of this adventure; they can be seen but
would never be noticed unless attention were directed to them.

A garden with a smaller and narrower lake which winds interestingly
along the toot of an inclosing hillock to form the middle ground of the pic-
ture 1S that on Baron Sumitomo's estate. Rising close behind this garden is

a flank of the Eastern Hills which here become the center of interest as they

do in the Silver Pavilion garden not far away. A grove of maples on these

hills burns brightly in autumn, and the color is brought down into the gar-

den itself by skillfully extending the same planting.
For the more intimate garden picture, favorite device of Ogawa was

to bring a small streamlet down almost to the doorstep. Standing on the

edge of the water seems to be an almost universal human desire, and this

plan satisfies it. Marquis Hosokawa's estate holds : good example of it on a
larger scale. The pond lies well back at a level slightly higher than the
house. A brook flowing from its right end swings in a wide curve and Aows

it must be crossed on a couple
past the front of the house; it is so close that
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starts

into
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CARDERO ARDENS AND FLOWERS OF THEstones to reach the MODED.

stepping rest of the garden. A littleMODERN AGR
of

brooknear

plants and occasional rocks inthe house chatters musically, while the edge of the cascade brook is in ined the
by low

a natural

From the living room of the Ichida residence, the little

way.

invisibly among trees at the back tumbles in four low falls stream on its which
the foreground. Near the living room, it flattens into a shallow way

opposite side of which is inclosed by a mossy bank shaded by trees pool, and
shrubbery. A few lazy golden carp scratch their bellies on the bottom
pebbles of this pool and cut a wake with their tails across its limpid surface.

When such fish live in pools as shallow as this, deep hole is provided for
them in winter so their tails will not get caught some cold night in a crust

These huge carp are found in most of the modern garden pools. They
are not the ordinary, chubby, lacy-tailed goldfish, but slender, clean-lined
creatures, often two feet long. Most of them are a dazzling orange color, but

some are mottled boldly in black or white and some are a pure silver. A pool

designed especially to show off the beauty of these fish lies outside the Carp
Room of Mr. Watanabe's residence. The water 15 crystal clear, due to a

modern cement bottom carefully concealed under pebbles and water moss.

The dozens of great fish flow together through the clean water in gigantic

whorls, like the slow turning of some great gold and silver nebula.

The streamlet flowing into the foreground is seen on a very small sale
in the setting for a Japanese cottage in the grounds of the Miyako Hotel in
Kyoto. This was part of the last garden laid out by Ogawa Jihei and fin-
ished after his death. In the little garden around this cottage, a landscape
picture is formed byhigh thread of water pouring down from the hillide
to form a pool surrounded by rocks and plants. Out of the pool a streamlet
flows forward to the very doorstep of the cottage, then pa he side of the

house, and so out of the grounds. The rockwork atound the pool and the

1S very naturalistic, for, while the stones were put in with evidentstream

human artistry, we have the feeling they could hardly have been placedof the rock work in
otherwise had This is typicalnature itself done them.

287
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modern gardens which has gone back to the

ever recurring theme of nature

as the model, more so at the present day than for many hundreds of yearspast.

cycle in Japan and is back now toother countries--a
home. In following this course, it becamepark

up until it touched the stars, and fine art, was swept
or

of pedantry. Today, no artist draws a symbolism from all nature, nor does
then came down, eventually, to the depths

any mystic express his feeling about the Infinite in his garden. But still

Oriental garden maker sees nature and sees it whole, its rocks and hills and
the

streams as well as its trees and flowers. And, when he makes a
puts into it all of these things

garden, heto create
little picture of the outdoors, acorner of nature as it is.

For gardening has gone through
what it was in the early days--and still is in
setting for

Notes

The quotations following are translations from the Bulletin of the So-
ciety for Research in Chinese Architecture, an article on Collected Biog-
raphies of Master Craftsmen, Part 2, Landscape Architecture, edited by
Liang Chi-hsiung, in Vol. IV, Nos. 4 and 5, June, 1934. The translations
are by A. C. Soper through whose kindness excerpts are being printed
here for the first time.

From a commentary by an unknown writer on the Ch'ang-anshi (His-

tory of Ch'ang-an) quoted by Kosugi Kazuo in in an article on antecedents of

artificial garden hills in the Asuka period, in Ho-un Magazine, July, 1935.

I am indebted to Mr. A. C. Soper for permission

the Sakuteiki made for him by Mr. Hogitato Inada.

to use a translation of
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Andromeda Art, Life and Nature in Japan,
Anesaki, Dro, 50;

50 footnote
An-lo, Princess,

child emperor, 67Antoku,
Apricot (plum) trees, 126 footnote, 272
Arashi-yama mountain, 89, 90, 91, 238
Architecture, in Japan, 31, 54; modern domestic,

280. See also under specific buildings and types
Art of the Landscape Garden in Japan, by Dr.

Tamura, footnotes 153, 265; quoted, 265
Art, Life and Nature in Japan, by Dr. Anesaki,

50 footnote
Artificial effects, 206, 210
Artificial hills, 93, III, 168; developed in China,

10; introduced to Japan, 29
Artificial islands, 8, 9, IO
Artistic precedents, ;
Asagiri Shimanosuke, 174
Ashikaga period, I01-105
Ashikaga shoguns, 117, 118, 121
Ashikaga Takauji, General, 85, 86, 90, 98, 101,

Ashikaga, Yoshimasa, 121-131, 158
Ashikaga Yoshimitsu, 78, 103-11I, 117, I18, 183
Ashikago, Yoshinori,1
Aston, W. G.: A History of Japanese Literature,

34 footnote
Asuka district, 30, 36
Atago-yama mountain, 238
Atmospheric effects, 87
Azaleas, 24, 77, III, 126, 129, 159, 168, 169,

229, 261, 273, 285; white, 274
Azuchi castle, Kyoto, 164
Azuma Kagami, Mirror

Eifukuji.
of the East, 67; story of

71-74

Bacon.
Balance on gardens, 31

55, 94, 146, 154, 155; diagram, 154;
occult. 36, 153, 230

Bamboo.

Barges:

- 43, 52, 77, 216, 219,
Baroque of, 35: Tale of- Genj, 17; poetic

equivalents.163, 206

Beaches, pebbled, 210"

equivalents.

Basins, stone, 193, 194, 198, 218, 219, 284

mythical, 11, 17, 20, 53,Beasts, 10, 11, 101, 102, 153, 166, 169, 170;
Beauty, love of, 26; study of, 90, 166, 170
Birds, 8, 10, 55; in art, 170, 204;17, 20, 108, 130 mythical, 11,
Biwa, Lake,
Blake, 6 35, 243, 276, 277

Boats, Barges

Bodhi-dharma, 182, 183; image, 185
"Borrowed scenery," 229

Boys' Festival, 107

Bridge of the Gods, Katsura, 28, 3/2, 220
*Bridge of Heaven," Töfukuji, Kyoto, 238Bridges: Chinese, 29,o e a leg ele

carthen, 180, 216;

house, 57; Ming, in miniature, 241
Brinkley, Capt.: Japan, quoted, 117
Brocade Mirror pond, 129
Brown, Thomas Edward, 6
Buddha of Kamakura, Great, 68
Buddhism: Amida followers, 74, 75; Ch'an sec

8, 88; from India, 7, 182; from Korea, 30; in
China, 7, 10; in Japan, 7, 30, 245, 246; Zen

sect, 68, 69, 78, 82, 84-87
Buddhist isles, 10
Buke-zukuri mansions, 102

Bunjinzukuri style, 261
Byodö-in temple, Uji, 55, 56

Calendar of Festivals, 58-59
Cambulac (Peking), 18
Camellias, 24, 126, 182, 273
Carp, 107, 287
Carts, 101, 102, 169
Cascades, 25, 108, 180, 228, 285, 287; "dry." 43,

44, 79, 93, 96, 97 footnote, 97, 159, 171, 172,
176, 274; Gold Pavilion, 106-ro8; Saqueidi,
62, 63; Silver Pavilion, 132

Castles: Azuchi, # E e
Fushimi,

169, 201;
202-208, 217; Osaka, 163, 164, 164,
"Tudor," Tokyo, 266

Catalpa trees, 64
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Causeway, Po Chü-i's, 19; in miniature, 241
Cement, for rocks, 23; in modern pools, 287
Cercidiphyllum japonicum trees, 64, 216
Chaku Sho Setsu, 183 footnote
Ch'an sect, 8, 88, 136, 158, 160
Ch'ang-an (Hsian-fu), 12, 13
Cha-no-yu (tea ritual), 184, 189, 190; survival,

279. Sce also Tea ceremonial
Chao Li-wu, 12
Chapels: at Hara estate, Yokohama, 269; Höö-dö

(Phoenix Hall), Byödö-in temple,
Kiyomizu, Tokyo, 238; Tögu-d5, Kyoto, 130,

Uji, 55, 56;

Cherry trees and blossoms, 24, 57, 72, 77, 92,
104, 126, 268, 272; at Heian shrine, 284; from
Yoshino, 103; party at Shinjuku, 266, 267;"weeping," 175, 272

Chikahide (Fujiwara), 85, 86
China, a Short Cultural History, by C. P. Fitz-

gerald, 136 footnote; quoted, 136, 137, 138
Chinese bridge, 29, 30, 58, 60, 61, 96, 236
Chinese gardens, 5-23; age of, 5; ancient, 5-15;

hunting preserves, 8; imperial, 8, II,
modern, 16-23; naturalistic, 9; pattern in,
9; traces in Japanese gardens, 159; traditional
style,

Chinese Gardens, by Dorothy Graham, 21
Chinese influence, 35, 37, 44, 265; earliest con-

tact, 28; intercourse continued, 97-99, 104, 105,
140; severance begun, 122; Sung painting in-
troduced, 136, 137; third wave, Confucian,
235, 239; traces, in gardens, 159

Chinese scholars,
Chion-in temple garden, Kyoto, 222
Chishaku-in garden, Kyoto, 223
Chiun Tung, 21
Chrysanthemums, 24, 103, 249; growing of, 267;

party at Shinjuku, 266, 267
Chu Hsi, 239
Chu Shun Shui, 240
Chü-i (Po), 13, 19, 20; garden, 19
Chüsonji temple, Kyoto, Golden Hall, 69
Civil wars: Onin, 124, 125, 139, I 40, 146; post-

Onin, 146, 147
Classical style, 245
Clay, in ponds, 45, 93
Climate, 24, 281
Clipped shrubs at: Daitokuji, Kyoto, 227, 229;

Edo (Tokyo), 242; Katsura, 219; Shügaku-in,
Kyoto, 213; Shukö-in, Kyoto, 225

Clipping of shrubs and trees, 213, 225, 242, 273;
abandoned by Ogawa, 279

Coal Hill, Peking, 17
Cockfights, 58
Coleridge, 18
Conder, Josiah, 255-257; as designer, 265, 266;

Landscape Gardening in Japan, 138 footnote,
242, 255, quoted, 256

Confucianism, 10, 239, 245; chapel, 235; scholars,
235, 239, 240

Collecting of treasures, 269, 270, 283
Connoisseurship, 140
Constantinople, 12

INDEX

Contrast, in art, 155, 156
Conventions

by Ogawa, 277, 279in gardening, 253-260; abandoned

Courtyard garden, 248-252; Hiroshige picture,252

Courtyards, 56-59, 58-59; pictorial value, 119
footnotes 139, I 42Covell, Jon Carter: Under the Seal of Sesshü,

Craftsmen, 65, 73, 743 Hata clan, 82, 83; num-
bers employed, 120, 121, 125, 126; responsi-Cranes, Wands,

Cypress trees, 64Cycas revoluta (Sago palm), 173; in art, 173

80, 81, 140, 227

Dagoba, Peking, 18
Daigo, Emperor, 48
Daigoji temple, Kyoto, I74
Daiju-in garden, 150, 157
Daikakuji temple, Kyoto, 42, 166
Daiko Zenshi, 148
Daikömyoji temple, Fushimi, 120
Daikyö, Abbot, 224

Daimyo (vassal), 201, 233, 239, 241, 243, 260;gardens, 256, 260, 266

Dai-Nihonshi (Great History of Japan), 239
Daisen-in gardens, Kyoto, 138,
Daitokuji monastery, Kyoto, 147, 227; gardens,

140, 143-149

143, 225, 227-229, 228
Daiyuin-den Go Jikki, 208
Decadence, in later Japanese gardens, 178; in

modern Chinese gardens, 23
Deer Park Temple (Rokuonji), sec Gold Pavilion

Temple
Demons, 5
Der Ling, Princess: Two Years in the Forbidden

City, 17
Devils, '
"Dewy ground" (roji), see Tea garden
"Dewy path" (roji), see Tea garden

Divine Spring Garden, see Shinsen-en
Döan, Yamashina Döan
Dolphins, on roofs, 204, 27I
Donjon towers, 203, 204
Dragon, Green, 63
Dragons, 90; in art, 166
Dragon-headed boats, 44; in China, IT, I7; in

Tale of of Genji, 53; style of,
"Dry" cascades, 43, 44, 79, 93, 96, 97 footnote,
97, 159, 171, 172, I76, 274; at Saga-no-in, 43;
at Saihöji, 79

Ducks, mandarin, 34
Dutch traders, 162; at Nagasaki, 202, 246, 263
Dwarf trees, 252
Dwarfs, 4

Edo (Tokyo): camp government, 226; castle, 202,
204, 232, 236; Köraku-en garden, 233-241;
merchant class, 245

Eidoji temple, Kyoto, 75; garden, 77-84
Eifukuji temple, Kamakura, 69, 70; in Azuma

Kagami, 71-74
"Eight View" garden, 243
"Eight Views," 243

Eisai, 183

Eitoku (Kano), 167

island, 44
Eishu

Emerson,
Emotional quality, 137

Engetsuji temple garden, Sakai, 194footnote; quoted, 48
Engi, 4
English traders, 162

Enshü (Kobori), 207-209,
222, 223, 227

Entaircki, footnotes 77, 78garden, 179
Chinese and Japanese Art, by E. F.

Epochs Entoku-en

ponollosa, 143 footnote; quoted, 143
Erl King, 4 Hara, Yokohama, 269; Hoso-

famous:
Estates, 284, 286, 287; Íchida, Kyoto,Kyoto,kawa, Inabata, Kyoto, 283-285; Köraku-en,

283-2875 Nomura, Kyoto, 250, 284,
Tokyo, 233-241;
286; Shugaku-in, Kyoto, 211-213; Sumitomo,286. See also VillasKyoto,

modern, Kyoto, 276-278
Estates, 1 in Sakuteiki, 63; 64; Muromachi, 162,
Esthetics:

163

Eta, 127
Eurya trees, 64

(Izanagi), 76Eve
Evergreens, 24, 249, 252, 261, 272

Fane, Ponsonby: The History of Kyoto and its
Vicissitudes, footnotes 39, 166; quoted, 166,
169

Fang-chang island, 9; imitated, II, 44
Fear of demons, in the Orient,
Fear nature, in Europe, 4

Fences, 59, 60, 281, 282
Fenollosa, F.: Epochs of Chinese and Japanese

Art, 143 footnote; quoted, I43
Ferns, 252, 284
Festivals: azalea, 273, 274; Calendar of, 58-59;

cherry, 266, 267; chrysanthemum, 266, 267,
276; Gion shrine, 250; spring foliage, 273

Feudalism in Japan, 201, 246, 264
Fishing pavilion, 56; in Tale of Genji, 53
Fitch: Hangchow-Chekiang Itineraries, 19
Fitzgerald, C. P.: China, Short Cultural History,

136 footnote; quoted, F36, 137, 138
"Floating stones," 113, 286

Flowers: art of arranging, 28; modern interest in,
267-269, 271

Flowery Palace (Muromachi-dono), Kyoto, 104,
105, 124

Flute, 115
Football, Chinese, 125
Forbidden City, Peking, 16, 17
Forecourts, modern, 278, 283, 284
"Foreign style," 265, 277

Formalism, 122, 138, 229, 247, 249, 257, 260,
261

Fountain, Jade, Peking, 16
Fuji (wisteria), 274
Fuji-no-yama, Mat., 25, 232
Fujito stone, Kyoto, 172, 178, 179
Fuji-tsubo, 57

Pujiwara dan,

ton of name, 274

Fujiwara Chikahide, 8s, 8647, 49-65, 68-74, 8a, 105; deriva-

Fujiwara Morokazu, 82, 83
Fujiwara Michinaga, 49, 50, 55

57, 58; quoted, 51-54, 57, 59Fujiwara Murasaki: Tale 4 Genji, 47, 49-54, 55,

Fujiwara no Kintsune, 106Fujiwara no Kinto, 43 footnote; quoted, 43
Fujiwara no Saneuji, 89-91, 106

Fujiwara no Yoshitsune, 60-6s; Sakuteiki,
Fujiwara no Shunzei, 43 foornote; quoted, 4356, 60-64 quoted,

Fujiwara Shigemitsu, 115
Fujiwara Yorimichi, 55, 65
Fujiyama, see Fugi-no-yamaFuruta Oribe, 218

270; Kokei garden, 171-174Fushimi, 120, 170; castle, 171, 173, 202, 203,
Fusö Ryakuki, 55 footnote

Garages, 278

riod,Garden design, as a profession, 174; creative pe-223, 224
Garden

Ashikaga Yoshimasa, 121-131, 158; Ashikaga
designers: Asagiri Shimanosuke, 174;

Yoshimitsu, 78, 103-111; Fujiwara no Yo-
shitsume, 60-65; Furuta Oribe, 218; Hikojiro,
160, 161; Kanamori Söwa, 157; Kobori Enshü,
207-209, 214, 222, 223, 227; Kogaku Sotan, 147,
148; Kotarö, 160, 161; Michikö,
65; Musö Kokushi, 82-86; Ogawa jhei, 377-

29, 30, 37,

279; Seigen, 72-74; Sessbü, 142; Sóami, 126;
Tokudaiji Sayoe, 234. See also Kawara-mono

Garden development in Japan: conventions, 253-
260; courtyard gardens, 248-252, 252; creative

design, 223, 224; dry gardens, 143-149, 171,
205, 224; earliest, 24-37; first native, 47; gyo
style, 257; Heian, 38-48; "ideal," diagram f
Secret Books, 254; impressionistic, 222-231;
literary men's style, 261; modern, 263-288;

Momoyama, 171-101; Muromachi, 103-134,
156; painting gardens, 137-139, 143-149; pas-

sage gardens, 252; planned 2; pictures, 172,
177, 281; "pocket handkerchief gardens," 247;
serial style, 237; service gardens, 278, 284, 285;
shin style, 257; so style, 257; stroll style, 205,
212, 234; tea gardens (roji), 191, 194; terrac-
ing, 268; transition movement, 224

Garden Making, Memoranda of, see Sakuteiki
Garden Palace Temple, see Onjoji

Garden parties, 278
Gardens, famous: Byodô-in, Ui, 55, 56; Chion-in,

Kyoto, 222; Chishaku-in, Kyoto, 223; Daisen-
in, Kyoto, 138, 140, 143-149; Daitokuji, Kyoto,
143, 225, 227-229, 228; Eidoji, Kyoto, 17-84;
Eifukuji, Kamakura, 70; "Eight View" (Hak-
kei-en), 243; Entoku-en, Kyoto, 179; Gold Pa-
vilion (Kinkakuji), Kyoto, frontispiece, 106-
115, 108; Imperial Palace, Peking, 16, 20;
Heian shrine, Kyoto, 270-274; Higashi Hon-

ganji, Kyoto, 45; Ichida estate, Kyoto, 283-
287, 284; Ikoi, Masuda-Machi, 142 footnote;
Inabata estate, Kyoto, 283-285; Jisso-in, Sakai,
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194; Jociji, Yamaguchi, 140, 142 footnote,
159; Joju-in, Kyoto, 145,

Jüraku-tei, Kyoto, 168, 169; Kajuji, Kyoto, Kyoto,
223; Jukö-in,225;

47, 48; Katsura, 212, 213-221, 220; Ken Yu.
K'ai-feng, 22, 23; Kisebi-bo, Hikosan, 142 foot-note; Kitayama-den, Kyoto,
Kyoto, 223; Koho-an Rengeiji, 106;

Ködaiji,

223; Koke-dera, Kyoto, 75-84; Kokei, Fushimi,
Kyoto, 172,

164,, 171-174; Konchi-in, Kyoto, 226, 227;
Köraku-en, Tokyo, 234-241, 236;
Hankchow, 20; Mampukuji, Masuda-machi, 142

Liu villa,

footnote; Meiji Shrine, Tokyo, 268, 269; Mii-
dera, Ötsu, 36, 37. 44; Miyako Hotel, Kyoto,
284, 287; Möetsuji, Kyoto, 70; Muromachi-
dono, Kyoto, 104, 105; Myöhö-in,Myoki-an, Yamazaki,788, 192; Kyoto, Nanzenji, 223;
Kyoto, 228, 230, 231; Nijo, Kyoto, 188, 204-
208, 217; Ninnaji, Kyoto, 223; Nomura estate,
Kyoto, 250, 284, 284, 286; Onjoji, Ötsu, 35,
36; Rai Sanyo's, Kyoto, 262; Raikyuji, Matsu-
yama, 227; Reiun-in, Kyoto, 224, 225;
hara, Kyoto, 66; Ryöanji, Kyoto, 140, 150-161,

Roku-

156, 168; Saga-no-in, Kyoto, 41-45; Saihöji,
128, Kyoto, 76, 75-84,Sakutciki, 89,

92, 99, 123,130, 131; 61; Sambo-in, 100, Kyoto, 124,
164, 172, 174-181; Seishu-en, Kumamoto, 235,
236; Sekisui-in, Kyoto, 60, 67; Sento Go-
Mizunoo, Kyoto, 209-213, 212; Shiba palace,
Tokyo, 242; Shinju-an, Kyoto, 229; Shinjuku,
Tokyo, 266, 267; Shinsen-en, Kyoto, 39-41,
Shisen-do, Kyoto, 261; Shoren-in, Kyoto, 220,

44;

223; Shosei-en, Kyoto, 39-41; Shügaku-in,
Kyoto, 211-213, 272; Shukö-in, Kyoto, 225,
228; Silver Pavilion (Ginkakuji), Kyoto, 124240
126-130; Sumitomo estate, Kyoto, 286; Taizö
in, Kyoto, 224, 228; Tale of Genji, 53; Teki
sui-en, Kyoto, 167; Tenryuji, Kyoto, 89-94,

. 92, 254, 255; Tokugawa, Kyoto, 138
Gardens of Japan, The, by Dr. Jiro Harada,

quoted, 191, 261
Gardens of Japan, by Dr. Tatsui, quoted, 257
Ga-un Nikken Roku, quoted, II8
Geese, in art, 170
Geiami, 135
Gekishu, 55, 55 footnoteGenii,
Genji Monogatari, see Tale 01 Genji
Genji, Prince, 65
Genji, Tale of, see Tale of Genji
Gengis Khan, I 8
Geomancy, 230; in Sakutciki, 63
Geometrical forms, 219
Ghosts, 4
Ghouls,
Giboshi flower (Hostea cocrules), 60
Gien, 175, 176; Gien lugo Nikki, 175 footnote
Gifts of materials, 120, 129, 149, 175, 226
Gingakuji Rinsen Zue, 133 footnote
Ginkakugi, see Silver Pavilion
Gin-shanada, 133, 134
Gion shrine festival, Kyoto, 250
Gnomes, 4
Goblins,

Go-Daigo, Emperor, 85, 90
Go-Komatsu, Emperor, 114

frontispicce, 108, 106-115, 124Gold Pavilion (Kinkakuji), Kyoto, 109; gardens,
Golden Hall of Chüsonji, Kyoto, 69

Go-Mizunoo, Emperor, 203, 209; Sentö, Kyoto,
Go-Nara, Emperor, 224209-213, 212; Shügaku-in, 211-213

origin in India, 196Go-rinto monuments, 196; five elements, 196;
Go-Saga, Emperor, 89, 90, 91, 106
Go-Yozei, Emperor, 169
Graham, Dorothy: Chinese Gardens, 21
Great Buddha of Kamakura, 68
Great Kitano Tea Party, 189
Greek poets,
Green Dragon, 63
Grieg, 4
Guardian Stone, 257
Gukanki, 104 footnote; quoted,
Gyö style, 257

104

Hachiman, Dicty of of Warriors, 68
Hakata, 140
Hakoya island, 44
Han dynasty, 8
Hana-no-gosho, 104
Handicrafts, 270

Hangchow, 18-21, 241; as Sung capital, 98;
painted by Sesshü, 140; West Lake, 20, 28

Hangchow-Chekiang Itineraries, by Fitch,
Hara estate, Yokohoma, 269

I 9

Harada, Dr. Jiro, 71 footnote, 255; The Gardens
of Japan, quoted, 191, 261

Harmony, in art, 23, 109, 156, 221, 228
Hata clan, 82, 83
Hatakeyama family, 113
Hatakeyama Shigetada, 74, I13
Hayashi Razan, 235
Hebrew poets, 6, 156
Hedges, 281, 282. See also Clipping of shrubs
Heian (Kyoto), 66; court, 49; gardens, 38-48;

mansions, 56-59
Heian shrine, Kyoto, 44, 270, 271; cherry trees,

284; garden, 271-274; waterlilies, 268
Heian-kyö (Kyoto), 38
Heiki-zan Jitsuroku, 83
Herbs, 26
Hideyori, 201
Hideyoshi, 131, 163-181, 188, 189, 190, 199, 200,

201, 215
Higasha-yama-dono, see Silver Pavilion
Higashi Honganji temple, Kyoto, 45
Hikojirö, 160, 161
Hikone castle, Hakkei-en, 243
Hikosan, in Kyüshü, 142
Hillocks, see Artificial bills
Hirai garden, Kyoto, 284
Hiraizumi, 69
Hiroshige, courtyard garden by, 252
History of Japanese Literature, A, by W. G. Aston,

34 footnote
History of Kyoto and its Vicissitudes, The, by

INDEX

Ponsonby Fane, footnotes 39, 166; quoted, 166,
169 chimn-Kaku pavilion, 167

Hiun-Kabo

Hobgoblins, 4
Hojo family, 72

225; gardens, 222,

Höjô reception room,
223, 227, 228, 228, 230, 231, 248

Holly, Hunsui, quoted, 40
Honchö 68
Hönen, monk,
Höö-dö (Phoenix Hall), Byödö-in temple, Uji,

go Mi (island), jima, 9, 44; in Sakuteiki, 62
"Horsetail" rushes, 283

Höryüji monastery, 31
Hosokawa clan, 105, 113, 124
Hosokawa Katsumoto, 157, 158

Hosokawa Masamoto, 126, 158, 160
Hosokawa, Marquis, 276; estate, 284, 286, 287

Host Island, 257,
Hosea coerules, (giboshi), 60
House and garden related,

, 56-59

House types: buke-zukuri (military-style), Kama-castles, 163, 164, 169, 171, 173;kura, 102;
merchants homes, 247; Muromachi mansions,
103-134; palaces, 166-160; shinden, 56-59, 58-

61, 67, 248, persistence of, 92, 102, 107-59, 118; sho-in, IT8, 119, 248; studio-resi-
dences, IIO, 141, 142; villas, 41, 45

Hsi Hu, West Lake, 18
Hsian-fu,
Hui Tsung, Emperor, 22, 98

Ichida estate, Kyoto; gardens, 283-287, 284
Ideal garden, diagram from Secret Books, 254
lehira (Konoe), 253
Iemitsu (Tokugawa), 203, 207, 208 footnote,

209, 233
leyasu (Tokugawa), 163, 201-203, 207, 226, 232
Ikako no Mabito, quoted, 33
Ikkyü, Prince, tomb of, Shuon-an, 159
Iköji temple garden, Masuda-machi, 142 footnote
Illustrated London News, 21 footnote
Imaginative treatment, 95, 96, 100, 153
Immortals, 9; Isles of, 8, II
Imoko (Ono no), 28
Imperial Garden, Peking, 16, 20
Imperial Palace, 29; Kyoto, 38, 39, 82, 125,

165; at Nara, 31, 32; changing site of, 31; at
Peking, 16, 17, 20

Impressionistic treatment, 144, 222, 223, 225-
227, 239

Inabata estate, Kyoto, 283-285
India, 7, 12, 182, 196, 202
Individualistic philosophy, 88
Inland Sea, 26

Iris, 53, 111, 237, 285; water, 268, 269
Irrigation, 82, 285
Ise, shrine at, 27, 31; stones from, 102
Ishigumi Sono Yayegaki-den, by Ritoken Akizato,

.253 footnote

Ishikawa Jozan, 261; garden of, 268
"Island, Lord of the," 30

Islands, 78, 79, 94, 112, 113; Buddhist, 10; chain

artificial, 8, 9, 10;

frontispiece, 78, 79, 94, 113, 172, 227, 136
of, 172, 225; crane, 80, 81, 140, 227; earliest

Isles of the Immortals, 8-9, it; beliet in, 6; gar-

in Sakuteiki, 62;

den form, 11; imitation of, 11, 44; in Saky-

turtle.

Isles, Magic, '
tiki, 62; miniature, 248; ale of, &, 9,Iwasaki, Baron, 266

Iyamasa (Miyamichi), 47

104

Izanagi (Eve), 76

Jade Fountain, Pekins,
lapan, by Capt. Brindle

Japan, a Short Cultural History, by Sir George164, 170, 207
Sansom, 110; quoted, 12, 32, 55. 108, 163,

quoted, 117

Japanese people, contrasted with Chinese, 27;
28; proto-Caucasic elements, 27Jesuit influences, 162; influenced by Chinese,

Jasoku, 135
Java, 173, 202
Jengis Khan, 18

Jesuit influences in Japan, 162

quoted, 278, 279Jihei (Ogawa), 277-279, 287; gardens by, 284;
Tikusen, priest, 83
Jima, see Shima
[inn,

fishö-sho-in retreat, 124
Tishoji, sec Silver Pavilion

Jisso-in garden, Sakai, 194
Jodo, Pure Land, 75; dual

Jöeiji temple, Yamaguchi, garden, concept, 140, 75; sect, 142 foot- 221
note, 145, 159

Joju-in garden, Kyoto, 223
Jö-õ (Shö-ö), - 88
Josetsu, 135
Joan (Ishikawa), 261; garden of, 268
ju,
Ju Hao, 9

Juhen Zoku Onin Koki, 179 footnote
[ukö-in temple garden, Kyoto, 225
Jüraku-tei palace, Kyoto, 166, 169, 203, 270;

garden, 168, 169

K'ai-fèng, 22, 98
Kaifüsö, anthology, 35
Kaki, by Yamashina Doan, 157; quoted, 253
Kajüji temple, Kyoto, estate at, 47
Kako Genzai Inga Kyo, 21 footnote

86; mansions, 102; seat of "campKamakura,

government," 67, 68, 85, 88, 89, 90, 101, 202
Kameyama, Emperor, 90
Kameyama-dono estate, 89, 90
Kami (Ki no), 58, 59
Kammon Nikki, by Prince Sadafusa, 120
Kamo river, 46, 229, 262
Kampaku (regent), 181
Kanamori Sowa, 157
Kancaki, Prince, 89
Kano Eitoku, 167

Masanobu, 135, 224Kano
Kano Motonobu, 135, 224
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Kano Sanraku, 167
Kano school of painting, 224
Kannin Koroshü, 106
Kashgar,

Katsumoto (Hosokawa), 1 57, 158
Katsura, 51; derivation of name, 216; villa.

and garden, 212, 211-221, 220 215,

Kawara-mono (riverbank person), 127, 174; Ken-
tei (Niwa-mono), 176; Matashiro, 128,
Sen, 176; Yoshio, 176; Zenami, 127, 128. 148;148

Kawara-no-in villa, Kyoto, 45, 47
Kayo-no-in villa, Kyoto, 65
Keigo, 141; quoted, 141
Keikan, see Yoshikawa Keikan
Keiki (Tokugawa), 264
Keikokushü, 39; quoted, 40
Keishoki, 135
Ken Yu garden, K'ai-fêng, 22, 23, 98
Kenkyü period, 82
Kenrin-kaku pavilion, Kyoto, 40
Kente (Niwa-mono), 176
Kerria blossoms, 5
Khanbylac (Peking), 18
Ki no Kami, 58, 59
Ki no Tsurayuki, 46; quoted, 47
Kikyö flower (Platycoden grandiflorum), 60
Kinkakuji, see Gold Pavilion
Kins, 16, 17, 18
Kinsay (Hangchow), 19
Kinto (Fujiwara no), 43 footnote; quoted, 43
Kintsune (Fujiwara no), 106
Kinu-gasa-yama, Kyoto, III, 112
Kiseki-bo gardens, Hikosan, 142 footnote, 142,

Kitano Tea Party, Great, 1 89
Kita-yama Gyökö-ki, 247
Kita-yama Miyuki, 114 footnote
Kita-yama-den Gyokaki, 114 footnote
Kitayama-den villa, Kyoto, 106, 107
Kiyomizu chapel, Tokyo, 238
Kiyomizu temple, Kyoto, Joju-in garden, 223
Kiyomori (Taira), 66
Kiyosumi Köen park, Tokyo, 266
Ko Daitoku Shöbö Daishö Kokushi Kögaku Dai-

osho Dögyöki, 148 footnote; quoted, 148
Ko no Moronao, 101-103
Kobolds,
Kobori Enshü, 207-209, 214, 222, 223, 227
Ködaiji temple garden, Kyoto, 223
Koga-Bikö, 142 footnote
Kogaku Sotan, 147, 148
Kogetsu-dai, 133, 134
Kögon, Emperor, 77
Koho-an Rengeiji temple garden, Kyoto, 172, 223
Koke-dera garden, Kyoto, 75-84, 86
Kokei garden, Fushimi, 164, 171-174
Kokin Wakashü, quoted, 47
Kokushi (Muso), 82-87, 90-92, 98; Nempu, 82

footnote
Konchi-in, Kyoto, abbot, 209; garden, 226, 227
Konoe Ichira, 253
Konoe Sakihisa, 131
Köraku-en estate, Edo (Tokyo), 233; Chinese

implications, 240, 241; garden 234-241

river," 236Koraku-en Kiji, 2343 Chinese bridge, 236; "OiKoraku-en okeru no
240 footnote ki, by Yoshikawa Keikan,

Koraku-enshi, by Dr. Tamura, 236 footnote
Korea, 12; Chinese settlement of, 273 Japaneseternscontact with Chinese here, 28, 30; stone lan-

Korean-Chinese structures in Japan, 31originated in, 196; stone pagodas in, 197Körin, 247
Kotarö, 160, 161
Kubla Khan, 18, 19
Kuni, Prince, 21

Kwammu, Emperor, 270; Heian shrine, Kyoto,270-274
Kwannon-do, 130

footnoteKyaku no Shidai (Procedure for Guests), 195

Kyoto, 24, 38, 39, 42, 45, 46, 264; modeled after
Ch'ang-an, 12, 39; replaces Nara as capital, 82;
residence or civilian court, 67, 68; restored as
capital, 86, 101-105; revival of great days, 162,164. See also Heian

Kyoto Bijutsu Taikan, Teen, by Shigemori Mirei,154
"Kyoto taste," 270

Kyüshü, 27

Lakes in Peking, 17-18
Landscape gardening, 7. See also Garden
Landscape Gardening in Tapan, by Josiah Conder,

design

138 footnote

Landscape paintings: Japanese, 124, 137, 143,
146, 147; Sung, 98, 136, 137,

Landscapes, miniature, 247, 248, 258; exhibition
of, 248

Lantern, see Stone lantern
Lao Tse,
Lavers, stone, see Stone basins

"Learned Emperors," 43; Saga, 43-44
Leopard, in tiger story, 153
Li Te-yu, 12-13
Lichens, 25, 284
Lighting, 54
Lights in the garden, 54, 115, 196, 197
Literary men's style, 261
Literary precedents,
Liu family villa, Hangchow, 20
Liu Wu, 8
"Lord of the Island," 30

Lorenzo di Medici, 121
Lotus, 275; edible, 285; in Kyoto, 77, 129; in

Peking, 17; in Uji, 56; of Amida's Pure Land,
75

Lo-yang, 12, 13, 38
Lu-shan mountain, 13, 171; miniature, 235, 237

Mabito (Ikako no), quoted, 33
Magic Isles,
Mampukuji temple garden, Masuda-machi, 142

footnote
Manchu culture, 17, 164
Mandarin ducks, 34, 48

INDEX

108, 124;famous: Gold Pavilion (Kinkakuji),Kamakura, 102;

Mansions, 106-115,102, 117-119; Muromachi-dono, Ky-Kyoto,

oto, espy 104, old 105, don pale 124, eaten at ely Takationa, Gaila,

Silver Pavilion (Ginka-
in Kyoto,

Tsuchi-mikadordono, Kyoto, fog. Set olo:

NJ:

Manyöshi, anthology, 32-34, 35trees, 25, 64, 77, 92, 103, 1II, 268, 273,286
285;

Masamoto (Hosokawa), 126,
Marco Polo, 18, 19; account of Hangchow, 20

158, 160

Masanobu (Kano), 135

Matashiro (Kawara-mono),
Masuda-machi, 142 footnote 128, 148

Mats, straw, 119
Materialism, in art, 174

Matsuo shrine, 82, 85
Matsushima bay, 46, 47, 69
Matsushima islands, 28
Meditation, 8, 88; aim of tea ritual, - 82, 1 84shrine garden, 268

Meiji, Emperor, 264, 270;
Merchant class, 245, 269
Michikö, 29, 30, 37, 65, 253

Mi-dera temple, Ötsu, 36, 37,
Michinaga (Fujiwara), 49, 50, 5544

Ohogime, Prince, quoted, 34Mikata No
Military regime, 67, 68, 82
Military-style mansions, 102
Minamoto clan, 66-74Töru, 46
Minamoto Yoritomo, 67-74, 106Minamoto
Ming culture, 16, 23, 98, 140, 164; downfall,

240; steeping of tea, 1 83
Miniature landscapes, 247, 248, 258; exhibition

of, 248

Minterure Atago-yama, treatment: 238; Pain 3 4 inA pashi yama, o8 8:241; Mount
Fuji, 235, 236; Oi river, 236, 238, 241; Po
Chü-i's causeway, 241. Sec also Mountains,
miniature, in gardens

Mirei, see Shigemori Mirei
Mirror of the East, see Azuma Kagami
Mito, Lord of, 233; second, 239
Mitsubishi interests, 266
Mitsui, Baron, 266
Mitsukuni (Tokugawa), 239
Mitsunaga, 58-59

Miyagi Toyomori, 131
Miyako (Kyoto), 39; as capital, 264
Miyako Hotel garden, Kyoto, 284, 287
Miyako Meishö Zuc, 133 footnote
Miyako Rinsen Meishö Zue, 133 footnote
Miyamichi yamasa, 47
Moats, 203, 204, 232

Möetsuji temple, Kyoto, 69,
Momoyama period, 163, 170; derivation of name,

70

170 footnote; gardens, 171-181; ostentation,
178, 180; painting, 473; persistence,

Monasteries, 88; Daitokuji, Kyoto, 143. 147, 225,
202

227-229; Horyiji, Nara, 31} Mt. Köya (Köya-
san), 242; Myoshinji, Kyoto, 2245 Nanzenji,

Villas

Maple
276,

Yoshino, 242

Mongols, 18, 19, 22, 98, 136; cakes from tea, 183

Kyoto, 2.26, 276; Tofukuji, Kyota, 248;
Möri clan, 147Moon viewing, 216, 275, 286

display of, 190
Morning-glories, 275; growing of, 275; Rikyi's

Moronao (Ko no), 101-103
Morokazu (Fujiwara), 82, 83

Moss Temple, see Koke-dera
Moss, 25, 750 76, 76, 198, 252
Motonobu (Kano), 135

Fuji-no-yama
"Mount Fuji," in miniature, 235, 236; see also
Mount Köya monasteries, 242

MountMount Lu, see Lu-shanSumeru,

Mountains, miniature, in gardens: Katsura,
10-11, 30, 94; in miniature, 92

kyo, 234, 237Seishu-en, Kumamoto, 235; Köraku-en +
Movement, in art, 155, 156

Murasaki (Fujiwara): Tale of Genji, 47, 49-54,
55, 57, 58; quoted, 51-54, 57, 59

Muromachi art: esthetics, 162, 163, 182, 187;

paintings, 121, 135-139, 159gardens, 137-139, 143; mansions, 103-134;

Muromachi Jidai Teienshi, by Toyama, 168 foot-note; quoted, 120

Muromachi-dono (Flowery Palace), Kyoto, 104,105, 124, 125

Music, 115, 169, 179; in Entaireki, 77; in Taleof Genji, 53

Musö Kokushi, 82-87, 90-92, 98; Nempu, 82
footnote

Myöhö-in temple garden, Kyoto, 60, 66, 67, 223
Myöki-an temple tea garden, Yamazaki, 192
Myöshinji monastery, Kyoto, 224
Mystic Isles, 45, 48, 78
Mysticism, 87, 223

Nagaya Ohogimi, 35
Naniwa, 103
Nanshuji temple garden, Sakai, 194
Nanzenji monastery, Kyoto, 226, 230, 276; gar•

den, 228, 230, 23I
Nara, 24; modeled after Ch'ang-an, 12; seat of

imperial residence, 31-35, 38, 270; tca served,
183

Natural groves as sites, 26
Naturalistic treatment, 7, 9, 100, 192, 195, 20,

213, 220, 229, 231, 239, 271, 279, 287
Nature: as model, 61, 80, 219, 243, 249; Japa-

nese love of, 26, 217, 279; Oriental kinship
with, 5-7, 87; universal feeling for, 6; Western
aversion to, 3, 4, 7

Nature spirits: European, 4; Oriental, 26
Necromancy, 256

Nenjügyoji scroll, $8-59, 247
Newsome, Samuel, frontispiece by, 254

Night-mooring stones, 44, 45, 67, 81, 114, 239Nichiren, 68

Nihon Ki Ryaks, 214 footnote
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Nihon Teienshi Zukan, by Shigemori Mirei, foot-
notes 36, 192, 214

Nihongi, 29, 30
Nijö castle, Kyoto, 202-204, 270; garden, 188,

204-208, 217
Nikai-dö temple, see Eifukuji
"Nine Mountains and Eight Seas," 10, 113

Ninnaji temple garden, Kyoto, 223
Nippon Teien no Shuhö, by Saito, 153 footnote
Nishi Honganji temple, Kyoto, 167, 170, 171;

Tekisui garden, 167
Niwa-mono Kentei, 176
Nö stage, 284
Noami, 135
Nobunaga (Oda), 163, 164, 165, 179, 1 88
Nomura estate, Kyoto, 250, 284, 284, 286
Northern Sea, rI
Northern Sung dynasty, 22
Nouveau rich, 101-103, 270, 278

Oak (Quercus dentata), 52
Oda Nobunaga, 163, 179, 188
Ogawa family, 277; establishment, 284
Ogawa Jihei, 277-279, 287; gardens by, 284;

quoted, 278, 279
Ohogime (Mikata no), Prince, quoted, 34
Ohogimi (Nagaya), 35

Öi river, 89, 213, 238; in miniature, 236, 238,

Ominaeshi flower (Patrinia scabiossactolia), 60
Onin civil war, 124, 125, 139, 140, 146, 175
Onjoji temple, Otsu, 35, 36
Ono no Imoko, 28
Onryöken: Onryoken Jitsuroku, 123, 130, 131,

quoted, 123, 126; residence, 127
Oribe (Furuta), 195, 218
Osaka: castle, 163, 164, 164, 169, 201; merchant

class, 245
Ostentation, 178, 189, 220
Otaké, Victor, 59 footnote
Otomo, Crown Prince, 35, 36
Otomo no Yaka-mochi, 36; quoted, 33
Otsu, 35
Otsu Renju, 35
Ouchi, Lord, 105, 118, I40-I42
Outcasts, 127
Oxen, 10I, I02, 169
Ozawa-ike pond, 42, 45: in poetry, 43

Pagodas, 196, 197, 267, 269
Painters, Japanese: Geiami, 135; Jasoku, 135;

Josetsu, 135; Kano Eitoku, 167, Kano Masa-
nobu, 135; Kano 135; KanoMotonobu,
Sanraku, 167; Keishoki, 135, Kobori Enshü,
208; Körin, 247; Nöami, 135; Sesshü, 20, 20,
124, 135, 139-147; Shübun, 135; Soami, 135,
147, 157; Sötan, 135

Painting gardens, 137-139, 223; Daisen-in, Kyoto,
143-I49

Painting, oriental, 21, 22, 73, 247; contemporary,
57, 58-59; landscape, 98, 136, 137, 143, 146,

"modern," 138; Muromachi, 121, 135-147;

139, 159, 215; Nikkö, 215; studios, 141, 142;techniques, 137.subjects, 137; Sung, 98, 136, 137, 1 46, 159;
Palaces: jüraku-tei, Kyoto, 166-169,

Hall, Uji, • 54, 60; Shiba, Tokyo, 242203; Phoenix
Palms, 249, 251
Panels, sliding, 119

Parks, 235, 288; KiyosumiParadise of Amida (Jódo), 75, Köen, 87, Tokyo, 266;
129

Western, 265
Passage gardens, 252

Patrinia scabiossaefolia (ominaeshi), 60

Pavilion: Kenrin-kaku, Kyoto, 40Pattern, based on nature, 61; development of, 5
Peach trees, 170
Pebbles, 210, 251, 287

16, 20; lakes, 17-18Peking: Forbidden City, 16, 17; Imperial Garden,
P'eng-lai island, 9; imitated, II, 44Peonies, 170
Persia, 12
Perspective, III, 144
Philippines, 27,:

Phoenix,-headed boats, 11, 17, 30; on roofs, 108,130

Phoenix Hall, Uji, 54, 60
Phyllostachys puberola, 251
Pieris japonica, 33

Pine trees, 24, 46, 52, 64, 94, 115, I 20, 126, 192,
193, 232, 236, 237, 276; in art, 170; in poetry,169; "sleeve-brushing pine,"193

Ping-mang quarries, 9
Pixies, 4
Plants and planting, 199, 213, 249, 276; see also

under specific names
Platycoden grandiflorum (kikyö), 60
Plum trees and blossoms, 24, 57, 58, 72, 126,

199, 267, 276; in art, 170; in poetry, 35;white, 6

Po Chü-i. 13, I9, 20; causeway, in miniature,
241; garden, 14, 15; West Lake causeway, 19

"Pocket handkerchief gardens," 247
Poems: Chinese, 240; contests, 57, 115, 169, 216;

Japanese, 32-35; on andromeda, 33, 34;
autumn, 276; on Ozawa-ike, 43; on pine tree,
169; on plum, 35; on Sago-no-in, 43; on wil-
low, 34, 35; on wisteria, 34

Portuguese discoverers, 162, 173
Poterium oficinale (Waremoko), 60
Pottery, 280
Proletarian art in Japan, 202, 247, 249
Proportion, 23, 109
Pruning, 279
Prunus mume (Plum of Japan), 126 footnote
Purchase of materials, 179

Razan (Hayashi), 235treatment, 95, 96, 173, 230, 238, 243room (hójö), 222, 225; gardens, 222,ReceptionRealistic

Regimentation, 281
223, 227, 228, 228, 230, 231, 248

gardens, Kyoto?peso H0o Colo Shinki, at 211 Myöshinji, footnote 224; atReun-in

Tofukuji, 248
Renju (Otsu), 35
Restraint, IIO

251
153, 155, 156Soapisin art, fabelliformis,

Rhythm, rope of holiness, 36
Rice-straw
Richard the Lionhearted, 68

19I, 194; tea-master, I 87, 189-194, 199,
(Sen no), 174 footnote; poems quoted,

Rikyi
190,
200

Rin-un-tei cottage, 212
Ritoken Akizato, 126, 258; Ishigumi sono Yaye-gaki-den, 258; Tsukiyama Teizö-den, quoted,

256, 257 Villa, see Kawara-no-in
Riverbank Stones
Rock and stones,
Rockeries, modern Chinese, 23
Rococo quivalents, 163, 177Tea gardens

Quercus dentata (oak), 52
Quinsay (Hangchow), 19

Race courses, 52
Rai Sanyo, 262
Raikyüji temple garden, Matsuyama, 227
Raku-Yö, 38

Roji, see
Rokuhara, 66RokuonNichiroku, quoted, 127

Rokuonji, see Gold Pavilion
Roof,

bark, 27
Rousseau,

Rules, see Conventions
Ryoanji (Ryuanji) temple garden, Kyoto, 140,

150-161, 1 56

Sabi (patina of age), 192
Sadafusa, Prince: Kammon Nikki, 120
Saga, Emperor, 41-44, 46
Saga II (Go-Saga), Emperor, 89, 90, 91, 106
Saga Kotei, 157 footnote
Saga Ryu Niwa Kohö, Hiden-no-sho, 253 footnote
Saga school of gardening, Kyoto, 255
Saga-no-in villa, Kyoto, 42-45, 48; in poetry, 43
Saiga, stones from, 102
Saigyo, 103

Saihöji Chitei Engi, 83
Saihoji temple, Kyoto, 75, 76; garden, 76, 75-84,

86, 89, 92, 99, 100, 123, 126, 128,. 130, 131
Saionji temple, Kyoto, 106
Saito: Nippon Teien no Shuhö, 153 footnote
Sakai, Osaka, 1 87
Saké, 59

Sakihisa (Konoe), 13I
Sakuteiki, 60-65,
Samarkand, 12

99; quoted, 56, 60-64

Sambö-in garden, Kyoto, 164, 174-181; Fujito
stone, 172, 178, 179

Samurai (military retainer), 201, 233, 245
Sand: cones, 133, 134; in gardens, 124, 133, 134,

Saneuji (Fujiwara no), 89-91, 106
151-154, 158-161, 225, 226, 227, 230, 251, 261

Sanraku (Kano), 167
Sansom, Sir George: Japan, a Short Cultural

164, 170, 207
History, 110; quoted.

Sanyo (Rail), 262Sansui Hiden-sho, 253 footnote32, 55, 108, 163,

Sasako, Lady, 74

Sayoe (Tokudaiji), 234

Scenery: "borrowed,"
Scale, in gardens, 144: 197, 213: 231, 240
Scholars, Chinese,Japanese, ,99, 100; reproduced, 243'

229; Chinese, 31, 22,
Screens,119,

100;
165,

Scrolls: Buddhist, 21; Nenjugyoji, 247

167,176,

Secret Books and Oral Transmissions, 253-260;

224,250

binations, 259
ideal garden, diagram, 254; typical stone com-Seekers ( the Way, 5

Seigen, 72-74
Seishu-en

Fuji," 236
garden, Kumamoto, 2359 "Mount

Sen (Kawaro-mono), 176
Sekisui-in garden, Kyoto, 60, 67
Sen

191, 194; tea-master, 187, 189-194, 199, 200
› Rikyü, 174 footnote; poems quoted, 190,

Senami clan, 187

Senami Söcki, see Sen no Rikyü
Senami Yobei, 187
Sen-cha, 261

Sengetsu-sen spring, 132
Sennin (Immortals), 8-9

Sentò of Go-Mizunoo, Kyoto, 209-213, 212Serial style, 237

"Sermons in stone," 153, 156

Service gardens, 278, 284; Japanese, 285

Sesshü, 20, 135, 139-147: painting of West Lake,
20; Zen landscape by, 124

Seven-five-three formula, 229, 230
"Seven Grasses of Autumn," 276

Shanghai, 23

Shiba palace garden, Tokyo, 242
Shigemitsu (Fujiwara), 115
Shigemori Mirci, 36, footnotes 43, 75, 160, 254;

Kyoto Bijutsu Takan, Teen, 154; Nihon
Teienshi Zukan, footnotes 36, 192, 214

Shigemori (Taira), 66
Shigetada (Hatakeyama), 74, 113
Shima (island),-jima, 31
Shima, stones from, 102
Shimanosuke (Asagiri), 174
Shin style, 257
Shinden mansions, 56-59, 58-59, 61, 67, 119,

248; persistence of, 92, 102, 107-118, 18:
Shinjuku garden, Tokyo, 266, 267; cherry-blos-

party, 266, 267; chrysanthemum party,som

266, 267
Shinsen-en garden, Kyoto, 39-41, 44

Shinto shrines, 26; at Ise, 27; Matsuo, 82, 83

Shiogama, 46, 47, 69
Shisen-do hermitage, Kyoto, 261
Shishi (mythical beasts), 170
Sho harmonica, 115
Shöi-ken tea house, 219

Sho-in mansions, 118, 1I9, 248
Shoin, 222
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Shoguns: Ashikaga, the, 78, 86, 102, 103, 120,

121, 124, 131, 147, 163; Takauji, 86; vassals
and retainers, 201

Shökin-tei tea house, 212, 220
Shökokuji temple, Kyoto, 124, 131
Shö-8 (Jö-8), 188
Shören-i garden, Kyoto, 220, 223
Shosei-en garden, 45
Shötoku, Prince, 29, 30, 31
Shrines: Gion, Kyoto, 250; Heian, Kyoto, 44,

268, 270-274, 284; Jözan's Shisen-do, Kyoto,
261; Meiji's, Tokyo, 268, 269; Tokugawa
Ieyasu's, Nikkö, 207, 208. Sec also Shinto
shrines

Shübun, 135
Shügaku-in estate garden, Kyoto, 211-213, 212
Shuko, master, 122, 184
Shukö-in temple garden, Kyoto, 225, 228
Shumi-sen, II, 29, 30, 37, 95, 113; derivation, 11
Shunzei (Fujiwara no), 43 footnote; quoted, 43
Siberia, 12, 27
Signed gardens, 161
Silk Hat Hill, Kyoto, III, I12
Silver Pavilion (Ginkakuji), Kyoto, 124, 126,

130; gardens, 126-130
Silver Sand Sea (Gin-shanada), 133, 134
Simplified arrangement, 257, 258

"Sleeve-brushing pine,' 193
Snow, imitated, III footnote
Snow-flowers, 272
So style, 257
Söami, 126, 135, 147, 157
Soan, tea master, 194
Soga no Umako, 30, 31, 36
Sokenki, 188 footnote
Son of Heaven,
Soochow, 23
Sophistication, 128
Sophora trees, 64
Soseki (Musö Kokushi), 86
Sötan, 135
Sotan (Kogaku), 147, 148
Southern Sung dynasty, 19
Sowa (Kanamori), 157
Springs, 79, 110, 28
Stepping stones, 195, 210, 218, 236, 237, 251,

252, 272, 281; in water, 286, 287
Stone lanternS, 196, 197, 218, 250, 251; carly

Buddhist use, 196; from Korea, 196; Kama-
kura, 197; Muromachi, 197; origin and de-
sign, 196, 197

Stone walls, 232
Stone water basins, 193, 194, 198, 218, 219, 284
Stones and rock: crane islands, 80, 81, 140, 227;

five basic forms, 258-260; "floating," 113, 286;
Fujito stone, 172, 178, 179; Guardian Stone,
257; in Chinese gardens, 21-23; in Japanese
gardens, 30, 35-37, 43-45, 60, 61, 63, 64,
78-81, 89, 93, 94, 99, 100, 102, 114, I32, I44,
145, 148, 149, 151-156, 177, 178, 198, 205-
207, 220, 225-231, 236; in miniature gardens,
248, 252; in modern gardens, 266, 271, 286;
lanterns, 196, 197, 218, 250, 251; night-moor-
ing (yodo-mari), 44, 45, 67, 81, II4, 229;

"Nine Mountains and Eight Seas,"
oldest example, 44; pebbled 10, 113;

three formula, 229, 230;purloining of, 119, 149, 168, 178, seven-five.
beaches, 210;

ment, 257, 258;
stepping stones, 195, 210,

simplifed arrange-

niques, 74, 80; total absence of, 212; transpor-
218, 236, 237, 251, 252, 272, 281, 286; tech-

frontispiece,tation of, today, 71 footnote; turtle islands,
78, 79, 94, 113, 172, 227;

combinations, from Secret Books, typical
shiping stone, 257 259; wor-

Straw wrappings, 251
Stroll style, 205, 212, 234,
Studio-residence of Sesshü, 141, 1 42

271, 284

Stupas, 159, 197

Subjective approach, 87, 89, 152, 238, 239Suden, Abbott, 226, 227
Sui dynasty, II, 28
Suiko, Empress, 29, 37
Sumach, 25, 276

Sumeru, Mt., 10-11, 30, 94; in miniature,Sumitomo, Baron, estate, 286 92

Sun Goddess, 26, 27

Sung 136, culture,98,19,
103, artistry,146; rock23,

tea ritual, 109-IIO, I22, 183
Superstitions, 90; in Sakuteiki, 63, 64
Symbolism, 8-9, 34, 90, 107, 138, 139, 153, 171,

192, I95, 196, 223, 272; decline, 230
Symmetry, 18; departures from, 119

Tachibana family, 89
Tachibana Tomoshige, 90, 97
Taiheiki, quoted, 102
Taikoki, quoted, 166
Taira clan, 66, 67
Taira Kiyomori, 66
Taira Shigemori, 66
Taizö-in temple garden, Kyoto, 224
Takakura mansion, Kyoto, 122
Takauji (Ashikaga), 85, 86, 90, 98, 101, 102
Tale of Genji, by Fujiwara Murasaki, 47, 49-

543 55: 57, 58; Victor Otaké's translation,
quoted, 59; Waley's translation, 51 footnote,
quoted 51-54, 57, 217

Tamba, 131
Tamura, Dr., 255; Art of the Landscape Garden

in Japan, 153 footnote, quoted, 265; Köraku-
enshi, 236 footnote

Tang culture, II, 13, I7, 19, 22, 69, 103, 136,
265; miniature gardens, 247; tea origin, r 83

Tango no sekku festival, 107
Taoism, 5-8, 10, 87
Tatsui, Dr., 60, 255; Gardens of Japan, quoted,

257
Tatsuta, 219
Taxes, 118
Tea: origin, 183; powdered, 183; steeped, 183;

261. See also Tea ceremonial
Tea ceremonial, 109, 110, 122, 182-193; cakes,

183, 186; flowers, 185; gardens (roji), 191,
parties,194, 199, 212, 213, 282, 283; great

280, 282; images, 185;189; houses, 218-220,
in poetry, 190; incense, 185; influence, 218,

105,
22,

107;
89,

Thoreau, 6

painting.
99, 100;

INDEX

lighting, 196, 197; masters, 187,
278-281;185; modern, 280; patrons, 188;
mats,

195;

pondered tea, 183; room or hut, 185, tea, 1 191, 83, 261;pictures, 185; popularity, 188, 190, 217, 218;
193,

335, 237, 280, 282, 286; steeped

technique, 185, 186; tokonoma (recess), 185;
stone basins, 193, 194, 198, 218, 219, 284;
utensils, 184, 185, 190Sakai, Ba,Tea garden (roji), 101; cleaning of, 199; "Dewycath, gardens: nor, modern, Jisso-in,283, 194; 284, Koho-an plants,Ren- 2%

Teageiji, Kyoto, 172, 223; Shügaku-in, Kyoto, 212,
213 218, 280; modern, 282

Tea house,
Tea houses: Hirai's, Kyoto, 284; Myöki-an, Yam-
craki, 188; Shoi-ken, Katsura, '219; Shokin-
tei, 212, 220

Tea naster, T87; contribution to garden art, 195
Tea masters: Furuta Oribe, 195, 218; Ishikawa261; Kobori Enshü, 207-209, 214;

Jozan,
Konoe Iehira, 253; Sen no Rikyü, 187, 189-
194; Shuko, 122, 184; Soan, 194193; Kantoku-tei, Tokyo,185, 191,

Tea rooms,
235, 237; modern, 280, 282, 286

"Tea taste" standards, 278, 280
Teizo Hisho, 253 footnotegarden, Kyoto, 167
Tekisui-en Three Wells, see Mii-deraTemple
Temples, famous: Byodo

in, Uji, 55, 56; Chion-

in, Kyoto, 222; Chusonji, Kyoto, 69; Daigoji,
Kyoto, 174; Daikakuji, Kyoto, 42, 166; Daikö-

Fushimi, 120; Eidoji, Kyoto, 75; Eifu-myoji,
kuji, Kamakura, 69, 70; Engetsuji, Sakai, 194;
Higashi Honganji, Kyoto, 45; Ikoji, Masuda-
machi, 142 footnote; Joeiji, Yamaguchi, 140,
142 footnote, 145; Jukö-in, Kyoto, 225; Kíyo-
mizu, Kyoto, 223; Kodaiji, Kyoto, 223; Koho-
an Rengeiji, Kyoto, 172, 223; Köryuji, Kyoto,
83; Mampukuji, I42 footnote; Mi-dera, Ötsu,
36, 27, 44; Möetsuji, Kyoto, 69, 70; Myoho-in,
Kyoto, 60, 66, 67, 223; Myoki-an, Yamazaki,
188, 192; Nanshuji, Sakai, 194; Nanzenji, Ky-
oto, 226, 228, 230, 231; Ninnaji, Kyoto, 223;
Nishi Honganji, Kyoto, 167, 170, 171; Onjoji,
Otsu, 35, 36; Raikyuji, Matsuyama, 227;
Reiun-in, Kyoto, 224, 248; Ryöanji, Kyoto,
140, 150-158, 156; Saihöji, Kyoto, 75, 76, 76,
92, 124; Shinju-an, Kyoto, 229; Shökokuji,
Kyoto, 124, 131; Shukö-in, Kyoto, 225, 228;
Taizö-in, Kyoto, 224, 228; Tenryuji, Kyoto,
86, 89-94, 92, 2543 255; Zuisenji, Kamakura,86

Tenkai Zuga-rö studio, 141, 142
Tenryuji temple, Kyoto, 86; garden, 89-94, 92,

Terracing, 268254, 255; its relation to Secret Books, 254
Terrain, in
Textiles, 270

Sakuteiki, quoted, 61

Thea Sinensis, 182 footnote
Theater, 247

Thefts from old gardens, II9, 120, 149, 168

Tibet, cakes trom tea, 183
"Three Friends of Winter," 276

Tien Yuan Ch'ib, 9
Tidal lakes, 241, 242

Tien-Hsia Monthly, footnotes 9, 21153

Tiger: in art, 166, 170, 171, 204; story of cubs,

Tiger Glen garden, Fushimi, 164, 177-174Tiger, White, 63Tofukujimonastery,

'Tenchi, Emperor, 35Tendai,
sect, 72

238; Reiun-in garden, 248

Kyoto;
Tögu-do chapel, Kyoto, 130, 132

"Bridgeof Heaven,"
Toji Temple, 129
Tokonoma, 119
Tokudaiji Sayoe, 234

Tokugawa gardens, Tokyo, 138
233, 239Tokugawa lemitsu, 203, 207, 208 jootnote, 209,

Tokugawa leyasu, 163, 201-203, 207,264
226, 232,

Tokugawa Keiki, 264
Tokugawa Mitsukuni, 239, 240

Tokugawa period: conventions, 253-260; impres-
sionistic Zen landscapes, 223-244; miniature
gardens, 245-262; princely estates, 201-221

Tokugawa régime, 201-204
Tokugawa Yorifusa, 233, 239
Tokuhö Zengetsu, 158, 160

Tokyo, 232, 233, 264; Tokugawa gardens, 138
Tomohito, Prince, 214, 215
Tomoshige (Tachibana), 90, 97
Tomotada, Prince, 214, 315, 217
Tonkin, 12
Torches, 54, 115
Töru (Minamoto no), 46
Tötomi province, 208
Toyama: Muromachi Jidai Teienshi, 168 footnote,

quoted, 120; in Heishi Magazine, 214 footnote
Toyomori (Miyagi), 131
Transition gardens, 85-100
Tray gardens, 247, 248, 258
Trees: clipped and trained, 242; dwarf, 252; in

Sakuteiki, 64; purloining of, 119, 120, 168;
renewal of, 175; transplanting, 72 footnote,
72. See also under specific names

Trefoil island, 60
Triangle, 36, 37, 133
Trolls,
Tsubo (interior garden), 57

105Tsuchi-mikado-dono,

Tsukiyama Sansui-den, by Ritoken Akizato, 253
footnote; quoted, 256, 257

Tsukiyama Teizò-den, 253 footnote
Tsurayuki (Ki no), 46; quoted, 47

"Tudor" castle, Tokyo, 266
Turtle, 9, 44; islands, frontispiece, 78, 79, 94,

113; 172, 227, 236
Tu-yuan (Rabbit Park), 8
Two Years in the Forbidden City, by Princess

Der Ling, 17

Uda, Emperor, 47
Uji, 51, 54, 55
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Uji-no-in villa, Uji, 55
Umako (Soga no), 30, 31, 36
Ume (plum), 126
Under the Seal of Sesshü, by Jon Carter Covell,

footnotes 139, 142
Undine, 4
Universality, in art, 139
Universe, man's relation to, 6
Utility, in Sakuteiki, 64
Uyehara (Yukuo), 19I footnote
Uzumasa, 120

Vampires, 4
Vestibule gardens; 252
Villas: at Kajaji, 47, 48; Daiju-in, Kyoto, 157;

Fujiwara Michinaga's, 50, at Uji, 51, 54,
Katsura, 51; Kamayama-dono, Arashiyama, 89,
90; Katsura, 211-221; Kawara-no-in, Kyoto, 45;
Kayo-no-in, Kyoto, 65; Kitayama-den, Kyoto,
106; Liu, Hangchow, 20; Minamoto no Töru's,
Kyoto, 46; modern, Kyoto, 276-278; Rohuhara,
Kyoto, 66; Saga-no-in, Kyoto, 41-45; Uji-no-in,
Uji, 55; Watanabe, Kyoto, 284, 287. See also
Estates, Mansions

Wabi (rustic solitude), 192, 218
Waka (poem), 32
Waley, Arthur, 49; translation, Wreath of Cloud,

51 footnote; quoted, 51
Wan Wen-cheng, 240
Waremoko flower (Poterium officinale), 60
Watanabe villa, Kyoto, 287; garden, 284
Water wheel, 285
Waterfalls, see Cascades
Waterlilies, 91, 269; at Heian Shrine, 268
Wei period, 21
Wen-cheng (Wan), 240
West Lake, Hsi Hu, Hangchow, 18, 20, 20;

Po Chü-i's causeway, 19, 28
Western influence, 263-267, 269, 277; American,

264; European, 202, 263; united with native,
266, 278, 284

Western Park, Yang Tis, II, 17, 27
White Tiger, 63
Whitman,
"Willow pattern," 18, 20, 21

Willows, 64, 273; in poetry, 34, 35
Wisteria (fuji), 24, 57, 237, 274, 285; in poetry,

34
Women, barred from gardens, 123, 131
Woodblock prints, 247

Wooden buildings, oldest, 31
Wordsworth, 4,
Worshiping stone, 257
Wreath of Cloud, 51 footnote
Wu, Emperor,

Yamaguchi, 140, 142 footnote, 159
Yaka-mochi (Otomo no), 36; quoted, 33
Yamana, 105, 124

Yamashina Döan: Kaiki, 157; quoted, 253
27Yamato Hime no Mikoto Seiki, Heavenly Princess,

Yamato province, 31
Yamazaki, Kyoto, 192
Yang Ti, Emperor, II; 17, 28
Yari-mizu streamlet, 58-59
Yew trees, 126
Ying,

Ying-chou island, 9; imitated, II, 44Yobei (Senami), 187
Yodo-mari, see Night-mooring stones
Yokohama, Hara estate, 269
Yorifusa (Tokugawa), 233
Yorimichi* (Fujiwara), 55, 65
Yoritomo (Minamoto), 67-74, 106
Yoshikawa Keikan: Köraku-en okerufootnote no ki, 240

Yoshimasa (Ashikaga), 121-131, 158
Yoshimitsu (Ashikaga), 78, I03-III,

183 117, II8,
Yoshino: capital, 86, 90, 103; cherries from,

103; monasteries, 242
Yoshino mountains, gardens on, 242
Yoshinori (Ashikago), 120
Yoshio (Kawara-mono), 176
Yoshitsune (Fujiwara no), 60-65; Sakuteiki,

quoted, 56, 60-64
Yügen, (hidden beauty), 87, 89, II0, 152, 161,

192, 218
Yukuo, Uyehara, I91 footnote

Zen sect, 68, 69, 78, 82, 84-87, 97, 98, 99, 103-
I05, TI0, 121, 122, 138, 139, I47, 148, r82-
185; gardens, 223, 224; landscape painting, 124

Zenami (Kawara-mono), 127, 128, 160; grand-
son, 128, 148

Zengetsu (Tokubö), 158, 160
Zenshi (Daiko), 148
Zoku Shigushö, 209
Zuisenji temple, Kamakura, 86
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writers, showing the Chinese today as they
work, act, love and play. $2.50

JADE LORE
by JOHN GOETTE

story of jade, with many illus-
$4.00

CHINA MAGNIFICENT:
Five Thousand Years of Chinese Art

by DAGNY CARTER

A comprehensive and popular history of
Chinese art. More than 200 superb illus-
trations. $4.00

SUN YAT-SEN.
His Life and Its Meaning

by LYON SHARMAN

The life story of Sun Yat-Sen, the great
revolutionist, told clearly and sympathet-
ically. $3.50

early
Dr.

$3.75

The whole
trations. through the

peasant and
$5.00

THE MONGOLS OF
MANCHURIA
by OWEN LATTIMORE

Buffer people in a buffer state, the Mongols
must be taken well into account when we
calculate the opposing forces of Russia,Japan and China. $2.50

CHINA:
The Collapse of a Civilization

by NATHANIEL PEFFER

A standard work by a leading authority.
$3.50

CHINA AT WORK
by RUDOLF P. HOMMEL

A picture of Chinese life seen
tools and implements of the
tradesman.

UNCONQUERED
by JAMES BERTRAM

The vivid journal of one man's year of
adventure in the war zones of North China,
among the fighting peasants and guerillas.

$2.75

ALL MEN ARE BROTHERS
(Shui Hu Churn)

Translated from the Chinese by PEARL S. BUCK'

This is not only one of the classic novels
of China, but one of the great world class-
ics, which should stand permanently on
the shelves of all book-lovers. $3.50

Also the novels of PEARL S. BUCK and the biographies
of her missionary parents, THE EXILE and FIGHTING ANGEL

THE JOHN DAY COMPANY NEW YORK


